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N looking through the eighty .nmnbers.of the Na. .. tion~l Journa~ of Chiropractk that have· been
published durmg .the past seven years, we were
amazed at the wealth that lay buried in their editorial pages. Thereupon we decided to take this
mass of information and incorporate it in a single
volume.
· •
The name given this book, "The White Mark," is
taken· from the expression, "to mark with a white
mark,". which means to give approval, to endorse,
to vindicate. And, certainly, these editorial,s do all
that for Chiropractic. They extend into every phase
of this science-philosophic, economic, legal.
Having been· written during a period of seven
years, each discussing a then existing problem, they
bring the reader into intimate touch with these
years of-Chiropractic History. They give the book
in this way an historical value which no mere review could possibly approach. ·
·
· In the making of Chiropractic Philosophy, Economics, and Jurisprudence these edij;s>rials ·have.
played a leading role. They have established the
right of Chiropractic to a high place in the scientific
world, a prominent position among· the learned pro- .·
fessions, and a title to legal recognition.
When the first of these · editorials was written,
chiropractic philosophy was as yet in the making,
chiropractic economics ill-defined, and the first chiropractic law was still to be enacted. The picture presented by Chiropractic of today compared with that
of seven years ago shows what wonderful progress
has been made.
· For the practitioner this Editorial History of
Chiropractic will be a memento of the past and a
promise of the future. For the student it has wide
informative value. For all it should be a weapon
in defense of the undying principles of Chiropractic,
which it "marks with a white mark."
ARTHUR L. FORSTER.
June, 1921..
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HOW SUBLUXATION OF A VERTEBRA

\

CAUSES DISEASE
-/
There is a group of diseases for.- which no specific cause
has ever been found, and whose origin medi'cal authorities
are· pleased to ascribe to "idiopathy;'-' This means that· the
disorder --ill question arises spontaneously from within the sub-ject of the malady, if such a thing can. be ·cpnceived. It is·
simply a Want of accurate knowledge o( the· etiOlogy of the
affecticin :-that has placed it in this P::littc_ular. class of the
so-called '"idiopathic" _diseases. To a· ~hh·OPr_actor the_r:e. are
no idiopathic diseases, as he has a satisfactory expla~aticin
for the- cause of disease. Not that-_he necessarily clairils
arbitrarily- that all diseases are· due.-· .to_ spinal lesio:hS solely
and pl-imarily. He makes no such C!idins. Nor does he exclude from his category of causes of diseases ·a number ·of
factors_ that are knowri to be productive of ab:p.ormal states.
He has, hOwever, classified t4ese various causes according
~o the_pa:ri ·which they Play and the manner in which they
operate in the development of an abnormality, be it functional
or organic.
It is -not a difficult matter to thus classify the c~u!Ws. of
disease, alld we find that they group themselves readily intO__ .
a number of kinds. Accordingly a particular cause may be
(a) direct or indirect; (b) predisposing or excitin_g;·- (c) inducing or perpetuating.
·
Every knOwn cause of disease comes urider one of .these
heads. That is to say, a certain causative factor may·
either a direct or indirect cause of a certain- disease~ it maY
be a pre4isposing or exciting cause; or· it may be an inducing·
or a perpetuating cause. -A certain factor· may be a· direct
cause ·in one disease and an indirect cause in another- 'disorder; it may be a predisposing cause in one disease and the
exciting cause in still another; it may be the inducing cause
in one· disease and the perpetuating factor in .ariother. For·
example: Alcoholism can be the direct' cause of acute gas_tritis, the indirect cause of arteriosclerosis, the predisposing
cause of ·pneumonia, _the exciting cause Of nephritis, the inducing cause of neuritis, and the perpetuating caUse of·cardiac
1,1eurasthenia. In each condition it operates differently, yet
has some influence in the production -Of the disorder. .But
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difficult to ,find, common instances being such disorders as·
lead- PoiSorifng, .writer's cramp, varicose veins, emphysema,
ll:nli ____~_J:l~4rax. ____ To ... one ...who. -has- -studied"·the ,pilrt· . _tha:t·- StlbluXated Vertebrae play in the production of disease the .an~
swer is plain: the individual who contracted a certain disease
which left others free did not possess- the requisite vital
resistance of those organs for· which the harmful influences
with which his occupatiOn brought him into daily contact had
a predilection. His fellows did possess a sufficient amount
of this_ vitality to enable nature to counteract the. vicious
influences that were attacking living structures. Hence the
fo_rine~ became affected, while the latter remained unscathed.
It must·be borne in mind that nature's aim is to preserye, and.
she exerts herself to the utmost to carry out h8.r designs in
this reg3.rd. -BUt she must be· left fi-ee to carry out her work
-she must not be handicapped. ·And there is nothing which
· off~rs a greater obstacle to natUre in carrying out her bffilefi-_.
cent designs than blocki:fig the channels through which -slie
operates: the neuro-vascular system. , It is plain ·that nature·
must have the proper instruinents necessary to the carryihg
out Of her designs. She is .the Great Artisan, and niust
.posseSs the tools of her trade, if she is to inake the repairs
Which the wear and tear. of daily .iife ·make necessary. ~We
recently met with an instance of the. remarkable power .of-nature to preserve in the· :Person· of -a Woman ·116 Ye~i's old·
whose vision had become as ·keen as that-Of' a child and- who
had just ·erupted--her second s·et of permanent teeth; when anacCident- terminated he_r' life. We believe that if it Were pos- .
sible for the human 3.nimal to live through the period Which we know as- "old age"_ that nature would periodically restOre:_
the physical body, making life Practically "illdefinite in length.
True, this would reqriire· :first of all a life close to nature. arid
jn perfe_ct harmony with all her Jaws, not their_ daily viOlatipn.
But it is truly remarkable what miracles of reconstructrQn
nature works unbeknown to mall. And it is w6U that she
does, for withoUt her co-operation man would -he ur1abie to·
cope long with the harmful effects that so niany phases of his
d'aily life engender. But, as:. already ~tated, nature must
have at her disposal the means wherewith to _work,_ and she
will be entirelY helpless if the nerves that control the·atfected
portion of the body are blocked, aS they are when a subluxated
vertebra impinges them. And so, subluxation- of a .vertebra
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may h9 ·the indirect caus~ of a malady, by denying nature _
the means through which she negatives those directly harm~·
fu~ _f~~~ors t~~_t_ ~-7-~~t-- .~":11 ..i~. _lli::;_ ~ai_l.Y. . :P:U_rsui~~-·....----------· ..... ---· .. ___ ,
Thiid, a subiUxated ·Vertebra may act· as a predisposing
cause in_ certain diseases. The role which it plays here is
.: in many respects almost identical to its part in those con-'
dition-s where it is an indiFect cause of a disease. The- inf-ectious diseases offer us the best examples illustrating the
action of a subluxated vertebra as a predisposing factor in the
production of disease. We do not deny that there are otlier
elements in predisposing an individpa.l to these diseases, but·
how often it happens that they are nOt in evidence in one
or another ·case. But often in conjunction with other pre...
disposing _faCtArs we see. that a vertebral subluxation .-haS.
muCh to do ,:with the inauguration of that state which :malc~s
a certain individual subject to the onslaughts of the speci:flc . ·
. cause of a certain disease. But it is in those instances-\vhicJl·
fail to reve:tl any predisposing _cause of the disease befo)\6 _
us that subluxations assume their greatest importance anQ.
offer the Only reS:son for the presence of the patient's mala4-Y·
To enter into a comprehensive explanation of the manner
in which
subluxated vertebra predisposes one to a certain
d'isease would be impossible in this place. Briefly stated,
'it is thiS: · Every part of the body is, under normal· con-_
ditions, maintained ·at a cerlain state or condition -thro~gh
the neuro-vascular system which supplies it with vital- ~rop
erties. So long- as it receives the proper amount of. ~h~s
vitalizing influence· its functional activ.ity and organic·. iiitegrity are at par. It performs its Work properly. and under-goes no retrogressive changes; it is immun~ to the· attaCks.
·of harmful influences- that attack --it. If, however, such .a
· ·part is deprived of its normal quota· of inne,rvation and vas-culariZation it becomes both functionally and organically .de~
ranged, and ·offers a lessened· resistance to any· deJeteriouSinfluences ·that it encounters. Inasmuch as it -is throu~h
impingement of the nerves by a subluxated vertebra that a
part "is deprived of its normal quota of innervation and v~_s~
cularization it folloWS that subluxation of the vertebr3: is
in sUch an instance the predisposing cause of whatever_ dis~
ease may develoP in consequence Of the_ depraved -stat~ ··of that part. It is riot necessary that the, entire body eco~o:rrty
be in a "run-down condition". It is sufficient simply fCF the
'-,~ifi~-- .
~
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part which offers a gateway Of entrance for ·the. _infection~ or
Wl-ratever may be _the exciting or· direct cause of the disease
in. ,question, . .to. . he:.of. ..'Iowered- -vitality--to predispose the·. individual to that particular di~_ease.
Abundant evidence iS at hand to show that subluxation of
a vertebra operating--in the ·manner outlined can and doeS
act as a Predisposing cause of many- diseases, and that with~
out it such diseases .could not develop. There. are too many
examples of this to admit of its successful denial. Even
though some might refuse to acCept the theory upon which
this aSsertion is founded, they a:re comp_elled to recoghize
the tr~th of these claims when confronted by the clinical
effects of adjustment of the subluxated vertebra.· And bed;.
side results are more convincirig than test tUbe findings.
, Fourth, a malaligned vertebra ·may,...-_-by impinging a· nerve
. _and -th~s depriving the !)art supplied by it of its nOrmal quota
Of innervation, be. the exciting cause of disease hi such a .part.
One of:-the ·best examples illustrating the role of a subluxated
vertebt:a as an exciting cause of disease is conStipation, and
a brief consideration of the- maimer in which a subll.l-xated
vertebra can ·induce this condition will expl~in how various
other maladies can likewise be brought aboUt.
The act of defecation like an iunctional activities is dependent upon two things: ,a s_tin:t-ulus at the periphery.,a-nd
a response from the centre. This- Xequires an uribroken cyCle
over which the impuises createcl bY -the- peripheral st:~~::~.~:~~··
and those generated by the central "response
to
•..•...•. •·
· <;lbviously if the pathway whiCh those impulses traVerse is
blocked.,-at- arty point_ the incoming impulses dO not reach tha ·.
ceDtre or the outgoing impulses do not reach the periphery. Let us· trace the defecation reflex, for example .. The rectUm
is supplied by the third and fourth sac:fal nerves _and bY
branche~ from the infe'rior mesenteric and hypogastric- plex:uses. The ,first ·step is stimulation· of th~ nerve-endings in the
mucous ~embrane of the rectum by its contents. The im·
pulses -create~ there are conveyed to the ,_special defecation
centrEf·Jn the lumbar enlargemEmt of the spinal Cord either
by waY of sacral nerves or through the sympathetic plexuseS,
the gangliated cord, and the rami commUnicantes to the
l~mbar nerves, thrOugh the pOsterior .rOOts of which theY._
~ch the defecation centre in the cord. Here they -are.- trans-·
ferred into the cells of origin of the outgoi~g nerveS? where_

are
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:bec.Onie- converted into outgoing impulses whi_c4 pursue
.
· first, they .descend through the third and ~ourth
·

inhibit' the- circular fibres and contr~ct the
rectum: - ·sec-.
is immediately followed by impulses which
course, through the anteriOr roots

Of -·the-- mu·scuiature. . Of" 'th·e

ner.:ves~ the rami communicantes, the gangliated

the inferior mesenteric plexuses, branches of whic_h
':·:ter·minalte in the· rectum. These latter impulses produce in

succession from above downward contraction of the

::·~~~~ia; mUscle· fibres of the ·rectum. The two series. of· imthus first. Open a way f-or the passage of the· fecal
t:):·)J)••tt,er and then·:.' force it through this opening~
.
·It is.app·arezit--that no movement of the muscular. fibres Of
.the- rectum Will occur unless they are stimulate~- in the man.,
-ner indicRted. And if they are not thus stiniulate'~ the __con~
-terits of the bowel naturally will not be evacuated,- and- wh~t
we know as-Constipation will be the result; Hence any ~aCto~
that blocks thC pathway over which the impulse_s should
travel-muSt be corisidered as an exciting cause of constipation·.
' :t~:Jl~~is~o~n~e such factor that Qlocks these pathways, namet~~
vertebra in the lowel;' dorsal or upper: luihb~r
m~laligTied vertebra -mu_st1 therefore,~ be' coli~
exciting cause of constipation. __,"
."
:observed, all function~ ·are dependent _Upon
of the parts engaged in the· performanCe,' of
Withdrawal of this innervation, in whoJ~-:~,or
responsible for_ virtually ,all functiQbal
·-the symptQm ,¢omPlex~s.. -i!!~i4¢nt _thei:eto.
the denervation' ·of the. affected- parts---is .due
of -th~. Pathways; via Which they derive theil-.
by a- subluxated verte):n·a, ~t is plain that a-'·l!l·al_j)o·se¢1 Vertebra. must_ be held as the exciting cause of many
.diSeases that coine under this cla15·s.
· ·.·F-ifth~ a sP.bluxated vertebra may_ huluce a ·.dis·e_ase_ to_ which
th'e subject has been predisposed by- other
·. There are
many cases in Which a subluxated
the- de"ter'mtDing factor in the inducdt:;io~n~t~o>!ftfo:P:J.:'#i~t~~td~:
examples-ini~ht be cited in i:
";~;;,:;;~
nl_on conditiOn, namely, asthrna,
!
Of- this ·-treatise. There are a.
_ ··of~this -diseaSe,:.-and
though :
,- __- ·_-,
-· .·
_.
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. dividual. he ma! not suffer from the diSease. ~r examPle,
the subJ_ect -may be a woman, living in a cold, damp climate,
}J_~ ~~...~. ~-~:rv~_u_s_ temll~~~~,~!l~' ~~_ye_. ~. :ll~r~~i~_~:~::ry t~~9:~P:I!Y. J9
asthma; _and so on, and still be free from the actual man~
ifestations of the disease. On_ the other hand a certilin in~
dividual- may manifest only one of the com~only accepted
predisposing causes· of asthma and have the disease. in an
a.ggravated form. Why is the person who presents all the
predisposing causes free -from the 'disease and the other Who
manifests only one predisposing cause affected by the disease ? There must be some other determining .factor that
induces the disease in the 9ne who_ is affected. The reason
is not far to seek, and· it is based entirely upon the principle
of vital resistance. In the subject who ·remains unaffected
, -!llbeit profoundly pi-edisposed to the disease, there is preseni
eno_ugh vital resistance of the .lungs to enable 'them to withstand the damaging actio~ of the predisposing factor·s that _
surround the individual. In the other case this vital resista~ce i~ lacking to a sufficient degree to allow the single predisposmg factor that is present to inaugurate the disease.
InasmuCh as the vital r-esistance of a part is ih direct ratio
to its innervation, it becomes apparent that whatever reduces
_this. in~uces-disease._ A vertebral subluxation is·_the one big
f~ct~r m depriving a part of its innervatiOn, because, by impmgmg the nerve to a _part it blocks the pathway. over which
the nerve impulseS travel. Hence ·a malaligned vertebra- becomes the determining factor in the production _of asthma
in those persons who- contract the disease. And clinical evi~
deuce abounds to show that this is true not alorie of _the ·
illustration cited, but of many other diseaSes. Here th~
. Clinician is- offered a logical explanation of What is so -ofien .
a_ perpl~xin'g question.. He sees one person who,- ,3.¢cO_rdii1g
to all hts preconceived ideas on the subject should have -the
disease, -g'8 free, while another who is far less predisp~sed
to i~ is ~il-ffering frOm th~ disease. He fails to recogpize
the mducmg cause back of 1t all, that cause which must come
into :play to induce the diseaSe on whose .borders the individua1 is hovering. As- stated, a subluxated vertebra induces ffi(l~~""~~~ases once a? in~ividual is predisposed to
them. A~d~~role as the -mducmg cause of such diseases
offers us the ~most satisfactory explanation for their etiology
that has ever been advanced.
.
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Sixth, a sublilxated vertebra is often the p~rpetuating cause
of disea"se·. The part ·played by subluxated vertebra .in this
r~la~on _~(): --~- di~_e_a~e .. pro~~_ss _()~~_r::;__ .lt. ~()lu_th:>Il t(). 1t _ p~()b:!E!lll
-that has been· perhaps more perplexing than any other to
Chiropractors.
Jt. is a common observation that although a certain diSease
is undoubtedly brought about by a causative factor other than
a subluxated vertebra an analysis of the vertebral column
-.feveals a subluxation in the segment from which the_ affected
pai't derives its innervation. It has further been noted that
correction of suCh a malposed vertebra is followed by a rapid
- abeyance of th~ disorder, while the disease persists if a
spinal correction is not made. These findings give rise to
three questiOns: What relation has the. subluxated vertebra
to the disease and its exciting cause ? Why does the adjust. ment of such a subluxated vertebra influence the course of
the disease proces~? Why does the disease persis~ when the
vertebra is riot adjusted even though the cause is removed?
A concrete example will perhaps best answer t~ese questions.
Let us. suppose that a certain individual suffers an attack
of toxic gastritis, and the history of the case shows that six
hours previously the patient. had eaten some spoiled fish.
Common sense will tell us that the fish was the direct cause
o~ the disOrder, and that a subluxated vertebra had nothing
to do with it. Still when a Chiropractor is called some time
later, he finds a subluxation of the vertebrae that are always
found malaligned in any case of stomach trouble. · W~t relation has the subluxated vertebra to the disease and its
exciting cause in_ this case. A detailed explanation is outside
the sCope of an article of this kirid, but, briefly stated, it is
this: When the gastric mucous menibrane was -irritated by
· the toxic food it became violently inflamed and over:.stimulated the nerve.:.endings in the stomach wall. The impulses
generated. as a result of this _irritation were sen~ intO the
centers· in the cord and brain where they gave rise to reactions that created outgoing impulses which returned to
the original source of irr~tation. But these outgoing 1mpulses also passed to every branch of the nerves, and consequently first of all to the posterior division of the spinal
nerve, which supplies the ligaments of the vertebral column.
In response to the rapid succes_sion of impulses coming to
them these ligaments contracted with such rapidity that they.

finally became tetanically contracted. · Oiice the ligaments
became thus contracted they exerted a tractiOn upon the
vertebra·.-to . which .. theY· were- ·attaChed:; . with- -the result: that
this ·verte_bra was drawn toward the contracted side.
This brings us to the second question: Why does the
adjustment of such a subluxated vertebra influence the course
of the disease process? The answer is best arrived at by
following the. course of the disease we are_ considering. The
outgoing impulses that reach the stomach wall stimulate its
muSculature to violent contraction as a result of which most
of its poisonous contents are expelled. A speedy return to
normal should now take place, inasmuch as the cauSative
factor has been removed, but such is by no means -always the
case. If, howeVer, the subluxated vertebrae are adjusted
prompt improvement :follows. The reason an adjustment at
this time is so effective is that the restorative· processes 0~
nature· at this juncture would otherwiSe be hampered -on account of the impingemeD.t of -the .nerves and a cop.sequ~nt sub.:.
nOrmal innervation of the stomach. Adjustment of the subluxated vertebra relieved _the impinged nerves, gave to the
stomach its full quota of innervation, and thereby enabled
nature to carry out her .restorative designs in the affected
organ.
~
We come now to the third question, and th~ one which
has the- most direct bearing on the_ part played by- a subluxated vertebra' in perpetuating a 'disease: WhY does the
disease persist when the vertebra is not adjusted eVen- though
the exciting cause is removed? When in cas,es like the eXample under consideration the toxic matter is removed, there
is often not a complete return to normal for a _long time,
perhaps never. How often we trace a case of chronic .gas- _
tritis, gastric erosions and Ulcers -to a pre-vious attack of
ptomaine poisoning. And yet· the original cause has· ·been ·
·entirely eliminated, and with it the irritation that it P_rimarily induced. Herice there muSt be something ·else-· in
operation to perpetuate. the disorder of the stomach, because
we know that art irritant cannot produce a definite 'disease
entity-it can induce an fnflammatory reaction, and that is
all. It is plain that only One factor can have any influence ·
in perpetuating the disorder, and that .is the subluxated vertebra which will always he found in such ·cases.. Clinical evidence in abundclnce bears out this co~tention, and case after
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case could -be cited in which adjUstment brought relief after
every other measure had failed. Certainly no stronger .evidence· of- the--part--played by--the subluxated -v'ertebr3.--in--perpetuating the disease could -be adduced.
·
We have here an explanation that clears up the etiology of
many a disease which persists. after removal ·of all commonly
accepj;ed causes, of such a- disease. The Clinician- who does
not take the action of a subluxated vertebra iilto account in
.c~ses of this kind is hopelessly lost. And it is preciSely :for
this reason that. so many persons, while they make ~- fair
recovery from an· acute disorder, are "never the same afterward."
·To those "Chiropractors who have hitherto contended that
because tfie adjustment cured the patient the subluxation
must have been the cause, and have been led by this false
reasoning into many bypaths of error, this exposition shoUld
offer a sOlution 'that robs their science of none of its lustre
and still places it in conformity with all scientific truths.
We thus have in the foregoing six ways in which a subluxated vertebra may act as a cause of disease a lOgical explanation of the- part which it- plays in the production of
those diseases whose etiology is obscure to others than
Chiropractors, as well as of virtually all diseases. For it
may be said without question that in 95 per cent· of all diseases a- subluxated vertebra has something to do with their
causation in one or another of the. ways outlined ab<Sve.
Recognition of these principles- offers not alone a logical explanatipn of the cause of nearlY all diseases, but the correct
clue to their sucCessful treatment.

anY and all circumstances the poSsibility of disPlacement of
the vertebrae.
.
.
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THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF VERTEBRAL
SUBLUXATIONS
Vertebral subluxations have been given very little thought
Or consideration by the medical profession. The medical student does not make a dissection of the vertebral column, and
he therefore has only a general conception of this portion
of the body. The average medical practitioner knows that
a ver'tebra is composed of a body, an arch, intervertebral
cartilages, and- articular processes. He may be somewhat
familiar \Vith the ligaments of the spine, at least to the extent of holding to the erroneous -view that they prevent under
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Anatomist·~ ht;iVC tati'ght" 'fOi· .. centUrieS" tliaf diSPhiCements
of the vertebrae are a practical impossibility in the absence
Of fracture, and all who have made a subSequent ·stufly of
this _portion of the human bodY hav.e accepted these Views
as final and made no personal investigation which might have
changed these opinions •
The fact that slight displacements. of the vertebra·e not
amounting to actual dislocations are possible in the spine has
never been investigated, and these minor lesions of the vertebral column have, therefore, been ·left. unrecognized until
recent years. · Not alone that, but meD. who- have noi spent
one moment's serious consideration of the :subject of spinal
adjustment deny that there is any truth or. logic iii. the
claim _made by its advO·cates. ·Au contraire,- those who dO
investigate the subject and give it serious thought and study
become convinced of the soundness of its theoretical basis.
It ·is freely admitted that dislocation of a vertebra without
·a coincident. fractUre is -practically imposSible. But the' sci~
ence of spinal adjustment. ·does not claim tO deal .with dislocations of vertebrae. That is the great stumbling block- at
all times, namely, the confusion of_ the terms dislocation and
sublux~tion.
A luxation is- a complete separation of the
articular surfaces of the bones forming a joint; a SUB-luxation is only a--partial separation of these SU:rfaCes. Once
these two terms and the conditions which they designate are
clearly distinguished, much of the present opposition to and
misunderstanding of chiropractic ·principles will have been
dispelled into- thin air.·
Let us quote the definition of a subluxation as it is given
ill "Principles and Practice of Chiropractic." "When the
word ·subluxation is used it is mea~ convey the fact that
a slight change in the relative position of a vertebra· to the
contiguous surfaces of the vertebra above it and the one below
it has occurred. That is to say, instead of the entire surface
area of a vertebra being approximated with die-like precision
and accuracy to_ its fellows above and below it, it is slightly
shifted from this position. There has simply been a shifting
in the position of one vertebra upon another, and the greater
portion of_ the surface area of the tWo -vertebrae· still oppose
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·each other. ·This movement is· in various directions, depend.:.
ing upon-the configuration of _the articular processe!3- of the

former position When the force-''is·remo_'!'~d~ but become· set.
The contracted ligament remains in its ·-Contracted cOndition
anci..tll~ Y~rte_bra_is _permanEmtly drawn towcii-d--the contracted
side.

:vertebrae inv:olv:ed, .ilPOil.Jhe___ dir_eC_tipn _of ailY. ex_te_rnaJ..f.ol"C;~S-

which may have produced it, or. upon the ·nature of the lig-

amentous contraction which has- oPerated to draw the vertebra
out of alignment." ·

The sa~e principles apply to the -int-ervertebral ca_rtilaginous
discs. If these are compressed beyc:md the limit of their
elasticity, they fail to ·resumE! their .former shape when the
force is removed, but remain .set.

-.

Ip. considering vertebral subluxations from a phySical view·point, it must be constantly borne in mind that a certain
· change occurs in the ligamentous·- structure surrounding ~he
vertebra which is subluxated, and also in the intervertebral
cartilaginous disc. Without these:- changes subluxations are
impossible. The vertebra must be J,ooked upon as it is- in .~itf~;
·and n,ot as it would be disarticulated from the rest of the
spine, dilvoid · of ligaments and the cartilaginous disc.
That property of ligaments ~nd cartilage by which they
possess their function of holding parts in position, and permitting of a certain degree of movement between these parts,
is their elasticity. Were the ligaments of the vertebrae rigid
bands instead of elastic fibres, and were the cartilages solid
plai;es instead _of elastic discs, not the slightest movement
between the various vertebrae would be possible. But they
are elastic and it is the measUre of their elasticity which
~ determineS the degree of movement which is possible between
the vertebrae- which they hold in apposition. When the limit
of their elasticity is overcome, and the force which is responsible for this continued, they do not return to their former
:·state when the force is fin3.Uy removed, and the vertebrae
remain in this position because the limit of elasticity of· their
ligaments and of the cartilages haS been passed.
Dana says: "The elastic limit of any material is defined
as the point at which under applied _loads, the stresses- are
:riO loriger proportional to the loads. Beyond the elastic limit
of 'a material, the deformation is 'no longer proportional to
the applied forces, and upon removal of the ·forces, the
material Will not return· to its original -condition, but maintains a permanent set."
When, therefore, the ligaments of one side of the. ve1·tebra
are contracted arid acting as a force which draws the vertebra
toward the side on which they are situated, the ligaments of
the other side are stretched. If this stretching is beyond
the limit of their elasticity, they will not return to their
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If, for example,- one side of a disc is compressed, it fails
to return to its former thickness and remains permanently
thinned. In this manner are produced the various forms of
subluxations- which i-esult 'in a· m·ovement tOward each other
of the vertebrae between which the disc is thinned and re·
suiting in a- ·narrowing of the intervertebral foramen. This
thinning of the disc may _be anteriorly, posteriOrly or at
either side. An evenly distributed cOmpression of tli~ entire
disc beyond its limit of e_Iasticity will result in an· approx~mation of ~he vertebr~ above and -the one below it, r!;!sulting'..
m a narroWing of the mtervertebral foramen on each side.
·
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Besides compression. of the_ discs as a reSult· of applied
forces, there is shearing or slipping. When pressure is
brought to bear upon the two surfaces of an_intervertebral
disf, ther: may ~e-~ sidewise movement of: the vertebra above
or below It. This IS a result of the shearmg of the disc and
an actual displacement can only be produced by such a _contingency. The displacement. of a vertebra produced in this
manner may be either to the right or the left.
Finally,· there is one other force acting through the spine,
_namely, ·rotation or turning. That the vertebrae· normally·
turn Upon their axis with reference to e'ach other ·We know
to be a fact, as is witnessed in the lumbar region of the. ~pine
when the_ head· and trunk are turned with reference to the
hips, and each vertebra tWists ~lightly upon it~. fellow. This
turning_ movement produces a tension upon the ligaments on
one side of the vertebra; and -causes a change in t4e form
of the- intervertebral cartilaginous dis_c. If thiS turning
movement should become extreme, and exceed the limit of
elasticity of the- ligaments and the disc, these· ·structures -will
fail· to return to their former state a,n(l the vertebra remains
set- in that twisted o~ turne(J position.
..
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Now, take as an example the· dors~L yertebrae. By st'Q.dying a group_ of these one can see at a gblncehoW eaSily_._:Pos. sible .it .. is. for- a Subluxation. -to-- occur -the're ---While the :subject
is in the upri'ght postur_e, and how comparatively difficult it
would be to cause a subluxation in the_- saine grOup wjtli thfl:
animal in a horizontal position.
When comparing the vertebral column of a cat with that
of a human being the difference in the articular processes
and their placement is at once apparent; in the cat the
articulations of _the spine permit of the- greatest flexibility;
there is great freedom of movement not only of the spine
as a whole, but also of the individual vertebrae with E!ach
othE!r. In man, while the spine as a whole is comparatively
flexible, the movements between any two vertebrae are very
much restricted. As a result of this difference in mobility
of one Vertebra 'QPOJ! the other, it is evident that when-a Slight
displacement of. one vertebra upon another is brought about
in a cat, it is at once rectified, while in the case of the man
the displa~ement persists.
.
Many o~ the diseases peculiar to the human animal have
been proven beyond doubt to depend fOr their productipn upon
the fact ih3.t mail assumes a standing position. Take for
example, hemon;hoids, commonly -known as piles, which ~re
simply a pouched Condition of the veins in the loWer rectum.
It is well known that these veins have no valves as have
those in the "extremities, because, were they in th~ horizontal
position, no valves would be needed, since the return flow of
the blood toward the heart would in such a cas.e be ·easy,which is naturally not true· of the upward course of the blood
in the extremities. The same factors operate in the production of varicocele.
'
A study of the arrangement- and attachment of the lig• aments holding the Uterus in position _show the same thing,
namely that the horizontal position is the one in which these.
ligaments act best i:ll their fUnction of holl)~ng the uterus in."
its proper position. In proof of this faCt ririte .how quickly
retrOversion of the .womb is rectified by- the patient -asSuming the knee-chest position for a half-hour- each· daY. -It is
just because the uterine ligaments hold the· :Wo~Q.h in th-~fver-.
tical- :position that forWard displacement- is so ·very ~O;titmon
in' girls. It i.s for- this· reason, also, that backward displacements Of- ~he womb_ are so. f-iequent following-·child~be'aring.
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It js _coming .to_ . be. gener:.ally, _a_4mitt_~d _t4_a~ ~h~ . G_~i_!~pra~t_ic
thrust _produces markedly beneficial results in ·many. human
ailments. There is and can be no longer any questxon that
this mode of treatment is exceedingly valuable in a vast
number of diseases. which baffle all other_ forms of therapy~
·NUmerous theories have naturally arisen to explain the r.ea- .
son for this fact. All are, however, agreed on one pomt,
llamely, that there exists along the spinal column- some .abnormal condition which interferes with the proper functxoning of the sympathetic nervou~ syste~. Some asc~ib.e t~is
· interference to simply a sluggish act10n of the ganglia Sit. uated partly -in .front and partly on each side of the vert~b~al
column. Others claim that it is due to a contracted conditiOn
of the ligaments, which produces pressure upon the .ganglia
or the communicating nerves; by which the gangha communicate With each other and with the cerebro-spinal nerves,
or upon the distributary_ branches which supply the internal
viscera and the coats Of the blood-vessels. The last theory,
- which has by far .the greatest number of adherents, is that ·
a very slight displacement of the vertebrae produces pressure
upon the. nerves at the intervertebral foram~n.
.
The principal . argument of the opponents of this lastnamed theory is thB.t it is impossible for a sufficient 'displacement -of the vertebrae to occur· to permit the margins of the
intervertebral foramina to press upon the. nerves. T~ey base
their -~pinion Upon the experiments made upon the lower
animals, in which it is demonstrated that owing to the constructiOn. of. the articular processes it is impossible for a
slight displacement to occur; also upon the Strength of the
surrounding ligaments which, they maintain, should preclude
any .pOssibility of a displacement of _the articular surface_s
upon each other. That- these two views are incorrect can be
easnY shown.
First ·as to the statement that because subluxations do nOt
occur
animals they cannot occur in man. In the first
place, not only are the articular _processes in quadrupeds constructed differently from those m man, they are also placed
in a different plane; that is to say, they are placed in a
horizontal position in ~nimals, while in man they are in a
vertical position.
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And it 'is for this. very same reasQn that operations upon the
uterine ligaments ~or the correctic;m of uterine displacements .
ar·e-.. s'O ·_uniformly unsuccessfuL
Now, if the above hypothesis, ,hamely, the· aSsumpti.on of
the vertical position, is truly the i cause of the producti_on of
interference with the circulationi in the vessels mentiOned,
and we- know beyond a doubt th# it is; and if uterine dis. placements also depen~ upon th~t factor, which
know
they do, is it unreasonable to suppose that the upr1g~~ po~
ture in humans would also tend: to cause abnormalities m
the sPine'!
.
The study of the spinal colum~ from a mechanical viewpoint shOWs that ft was originally "built" for a horizontal
position, a;nd not for a vertical position, just the .same as
the vesselS in the rectum are constructed, and the ligaments
of the uterus are attached, with a horizontal position in view
by nature~- Consequently, with the spine in the _vertical
position, displacements of its contiguous parts are .hkely to
occur, and do occur. These displacements, however, _do not
amount to complete separation of the parts, because of the
restraining influence of the surrounding ligaments.
This brings us to a consideration of the second of the obj~ctions mentioned as being advanced by those who say that ·
it is impossible for any displacement of the vertebrae to
occur, namely, that these ligaments are so firm as to absolutely prevent such a contingency:
on- the face of it this argument seems plausible, for we
know that the vertebrae really are surrounded by many
powerful ligaments, which, ·aU conditions being equ.al, s\Iould
prevent any displacement of the vertebrae. ~~t JUSt there_
this theory disproves itself because all cond1txons are not
equal. Were the ligaments unyielding, inanimate bands,
never Changing, but always of the sam_e strength- on e~ch
side, there is no question that displacement would be Impossible except insofar_ as change in_ position as above -~e
ferred to might produce 1t ever so slightly. But· these ligaments_ are vital structures ever changing, now Contracting
and again relaxing. Sometimes_ the ligaments- of_. one side
a-re more -contracted than those of the other side as a result
of ·some irritation. It can ·be readily understood how the_ lack
of balance thus induced on the corresponding sides of the
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vertebral columiJ. can 3.nd will Produc.e. a- di_splacement· in ·that
.area.
·- ·
. :We- wilt not .. go :.into .a ,.'detailed- discuttsion _ -of-.-the-- subject of.
, muscular laxity and rigidity, but a moment's study-will show
- that any irritation does produce rigidity- of group of mUscles in the region of the location of the· prodUcing cause.
Thus the presence of gas in the intestines causes spasModic
contraction of the muscles of the bowel; cold air Striking the.

a

surface of the body causes the tiny muscles surrounding the
pores of the skin to contract; striking the biceps a quick
blow and seeing the local contraction at the exact sPot struck,
~lso illustrates how irritation produces contraction of the
muscles. -The irritation, so-called, may also oriiinate f"fom
within· and by interfering with an harmonious metabolism
prodUce Changes in the tonicity of various groups of MusCles
to which influence the .spinal muscles and ligaments are no
exception.
·
:
- That such cc;mditions are by po meRns uncommon, but that
cha_nges in the muscular tone are Constantly .occ~rring is a
-well estab~ished. fact. It is Very commoil, therefore, to -find
-a contraction of the ligaments on one side of the spine while
those Q-f the ,other side are relaxed. Naturally, the a'ction
of the contracted ligament- will draw the vertebra_ toward that
~ide, especially in- view of· the· :fact· that the, correspon_ding
ligament on the other side is relaxed.
··
..
·
Subluxations, .that is to say, partial -or _inconiplete -dislocations, produced in the way above indicated are often- automatically readjusted as soon as the normal balance Of muscular and ligamentous tonicity is restored. Often, however
a reactionary inflammation results, and minute . adheSion~
iorm, _making the subluxation permanent. The c~ntinu_ed
press~re _of the margins of the intervertebral foramen .-u:P-6i1.-.
the dxstri_butory nerve,· or communicating nerve, causeS diS:.:
turbances in the organ controlled by that particular· -Segrilent
of the sympathetic system.
·
To recapitulate: ·'First, vertebral ·subluxations can occur
and do occur, because the vertebral articular processes -8re
constructed for the horizontal rather than- for the vertiCal
· P~~~tion .. Sec~ndly, no correCt Conclusions can be drawn by .
a companson of tlie vertebrae of-_ man and the lower- animaJS?e~~se-the_articu,l~t pro~_es~e_S ·of each_ are different. 'Thirdly,
It IS m~orrect to ·suppose_ tha~ the lig_aments ·prevent :sublux-
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ations _becauSe the strength, on each side, of the ligaments is
not always the- same, and thus a vertebra may be displaced
toward the_ side of. the stronger_ ligament.
THE CAUSE AND FREQUENCY OF
SUBLUXATIONS
The basis on Which Chiropractic rests is the fact that subluxations of the spine are produced with sufficient freq1,lency
to be factors in ·the production of a large number of diseases,
exceeding th~_t produced by any other single cause. This
· fact, namely; that so many diseases are produced by Subluxations~ is true for the reason _that they p;roduce abnorinal
nerve function, and it is known that th~ functional-activity
and the· organic integrity of every organ, part and· system
of the bodY. are dependent upon proper innervation.
Of all thEi causes of disturbed nerve function, subluxations
are the most common, coining, as they do under the head of
mechanical conditions, but have received the least study. The
r~ason for this has not been a want of recognition of the
fact that mechanical conditions produce disturbed nerve
func~ion, -bt:tt that the spine has received so_ little- attention;
and· the _possibility of subluxations of a minor degree has
been overlooked.
The human body is generally regarded as a most woll~
derful and intricate piece of mechanism. The central pivot
upon which hangs every unit of this mechanism is the .ver-:.
tebral column. It is strange, therefore, that so little time
has been devoted to the- study of this part Of the body.
Clinicians have investigated everything which had the: slight~
est bearing .on the· production of diSease·, but the- poSsibility ·of spinal lesions as a factor in the production of diSease ha·s
D:ever been sufficiently looked into.
·
The location at which interference with nerVe function as
a· result· of mechanical conditions is mOst likely to oCcur is at
the point where the ·soft nerves pass between hard movable
bones, namely, thrOugh the -intervertebral fo~amina, and
.where they are in constant danger of -being impinged. This
impingement. will impair the· conductivity· of the nerveS ·sufficiently to check the flow of impulses to the parts of the
body for which they are _destined.
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It is a- physiological ':fact that :P:ressure _upon a nerVe first
increases and later diminishes its power -to respond- to .ir..ritants~ The power .. of .conductivity.:.of .. a D.erve .is similarly
affected by this mearis. Every. one has had occasion-to demonstrate this on himself. If, for example, pressure be-brought
to bear on the ulnar- nerve where it ·crosses the elbow-, the
region supplied by the nerve becomes .numb, as Witness the
minor accident known as "hitting the fuhny bone."
It . is tru-e that major le.sions of the. spine h.ave .received
proper attention. But the existence of minor lesions had
not been recognized until the clinical results achieved through
spin!ll adjustment made it plain that these ·minor lesions
we.re, as· stated above, the greatest single factor in the pro.~
duction of disease.
Lack of exact knowledge of precisely what is -mea~t bY
the .term subluxation has ·been the chief cause of the failure
of many to investigate the subject of spinal adjustment.
The general opinion seems to be that by the term "subluxation" a dislocation is implied. Such is, however, the- wrong
construction of the term. A sublu~ation 'is not a complete
disarticulation of a vertebra from its .adjacent vertebra. It
is· simply a slight change in the relative positiOn of the sur~
faces of a vertebra vrith the contiguous Surfaces of the ·ver~
tebrae- above and below it.- There is not an absolute- and
entire ·separation of the. articular processes of two-Vertebrae;
there has simply. been a slight shifting of their sUrfaces
_~pon each other._ This _movement occurs in various ,directions,
depending upon the eonfiguration of the articular processes
of the vertebrae involved, and the direction of the .application
of the forces producing _the displacement.
The most common causes of subluxatioris are without doubt
those resulting from direct injury. If a careful inquiry is·
made of ~very patient consUlted, it vnn be founq_almost _in~
variably that he has suffered an injury of soine kind suf~
ficiently ser!ous tO produce- a mi.nor spinal iesio_n-.' Agaill,
the oCcupation also Often predisPoses_ to the -prodU.ction Of ~ '··
spinall~sions; many-_are compelled to asSume positions which.·
gradually caUse a· hick_ of balance in the totiicity- ;af ·the_ mus~ .
cles and ligaments of .the. corresponding Sides of · :the vertebral column, and the_ over-contraction of oD.e Side _draws
the vei-teb~a ·toward that side, producing a ~lSplacement-:a.

'
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Habits similarly affect the ligaments of the spinal column
with similar results; sitting in a cramped position such as
_that.: so __ often _assumed by_ school ._children'. slowly. but. certainly
results in mal-alignment of a group of vertebrae.

Another' class of causes Of subluxations are those term~d
reflex. Exery impression upon the peripheral nerve-endings
produces a reflex act. For example, the presence of food
in the mouth excites, reflexly, a flow of saliva. Or as an·
example of a motor reaction to a reflex stimulus might be
cited the common instance of touching a hot stove with the
finger; the result is an afferent impulse to the center in the
cord, which is converted _into an ·efferent impulse to the
muscles of' the arm, resulting in the withdrawal of the finger.
This efferent impUlse naturally is transmitted to eve~y fibre
of the nerve, and so the filament of the spinal _nerve which
controls the ligaments of the correspo_nding spjnal segment
also conveys a motor impulse to these ligaments. If an·
organ or part of the body is in -a state in which afferent irhpulses are being almost constantly sent to the reflex center
in the spinal cord, the effereilt imPulses finally produce a
state of co:ristari.t contraction of the muscles· and ligaments
of that spinal segment, and finally the. vertebra is _drawn
out of its prqper position. In other words, a sUbluxation
results.
If a_n organ is diseased, there js a contin_uous flow of
afferent impuises to the reflex center in the spinal cord from
which the iterve supply of that organ is received. In typhoid
fever, for exanlple, there will be constantly found sub~uxations
in the mid-dorsal Tegion and in the :lower. dor:sal and uppe:r
lumbar region. These segments control 'the spleen and the
intestines, respectively~ It is well known that the toxins
produced _ by the bacillus typhosu·s have a selective action on
these organs. Accordingly,_ when t~ese organs are so _affected,
afferent· impulses whicl). ar-e sent to their centers in the spinal
cord produce a reflex action the effects of which are expressed.
upon the ligaments of the spinal column, and the constant
contraction of the muscles finally_ produces a subluxation.
Correction of these subluxations invariably produces beneficial
.effects.
Were the subject of vertebral subluxations, their cause
and frequency to have more study by other practitioners of
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the art Of healing thail ChiropraC~ors, much that iS at pr~sent
a_ 'tnystery to them would be- made· clear, and their CffiCien:cy
.would be enhanced a hundredfold.

THE REFLEX PRODUCTION OF
SUBLUXATIONS
Whenever an abnormal condition obtains in any part of the
body, a subluxated vertebra may be found in the spinal seg~
m~nt which controls the affected area. This does not necesw
sarily ·mean, however, that the subluxation caused the abnormality. It may have been just the reverse, namely, the
suJ?luxation may have~ been the' result of the disease. That
this- is offen the case will be shown in this article.
The manner in which spinal ·lesions are produced by_ preexisting abnormalities· is reflexly, and for a thorough understan~ing of- this- subject ·a knowledge of reflex action iS
necessary.
Briefly considered, the following anatomical structures- are neces.sa.ry for the performance of a reflex act: A receiving
peripheral ne:rVe-eiiding; an ingoing path leading to the Spinal
cord; cells in the cord by which inconting ip.essages are_ transferred to the outgoing path to the terminal otgan which giVes
the response.
As an example of a reflex act, let us trace a defecation
reflex: Irritation of the nerve-endings in the mucous memw
brane of the rectum is caUsed normally by the presen~e of
feces. The impulses or messages caused by this irritation
of the nerve-eriding travel up the ingoing :fibres to the- special
defecation center in the lumbar enlargement of the spinal
cord, either by way of the sacral nerves or through the sympathetic Plexuses, the gangliated cord and the rami cOmmunicantes to the lUmbar nerVes, through the pOsteriOr rdots
of whi¢h they reaCh- ·the defecation ·center in. the cord.. From
the defecatipn center the. outgoing iinpulseS follow tw-0
courses: First, they descend ·through the third and fourth_
sacral ne.rv.es and cause .iilhibition of the circUlar. fibres of
the rectum, and contraction of ·the longitudinal muscle fibres.
Second, the. above action is immediately fOllowed· -by im¥
pulses which Pursue -the ·sympathetic cpurse,_ through t~e
anterior roots of the lumbar nerves, the rami cOmniUnicantes,
the gangliated, cord, and the inferior mesenteric a:nd hype·
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gastric plexuses, to the rectum. -·.
from above downward, contraction
th8 intestine._ The . .two .series _:of :iinpulse.e;_ . tp.ut~
for the_ passage of the fecal matter, an~ then fOrce
the opening, Unless prevented from doing so by, the volmit'a'tj
contraction of the sphincter ani.
We thus see that when a periPheral nerve-ending
ritated that an ingoing impulse ·is sent to the c·ord,
it is t~ansferred to an outgoing· nerve and carried t.,, ,,•.,
termination, where it produces action of some ·kind d.eipe.rid>
ing upon the nature of the cells_ in which the nerve_ .
in this case being muscle, it results in contraction of'~ tne
muscle.
I:li the peripheral system th~ nerve-~mpulse, , when _started within a fibie or axone, is confined to- that _track
does not diffuse to other fibres -running parallel .with: it; .__ .·
does, however, extend to all the branches of that axon:e,
whatever be their distribution. IN THIS FACT LIES T!lE
KEY TO THE PRODUCTION OF VERTEBRAL SUB• + . T··;
LUXATIONS, REFLEXLY.
In a reflex r€:sponse, the strength of the respqnse, or -ill
this. case the muscular Contraction, depends upon. the· _d~~r~e __ _
of irritation of the nerve-endings and the nu~_beir o:f titl'ie_s; ··
that they are irritated. Thus, if. we assume that inSte~d -o~c _
the normal stimulation of the nerve-endings in the'· rectu~
an inflammatory condition is present there, causing irrita~iop_
of the nerVe-endings, we find the ~ngoing impulses_ much i~
.cr.eas'ed in strength, for the reason that the nerve-endings
~re mai-kediy irritated. The contraci~oTI of the muscles_ will,
in sUch a case, be correspondingly increased in strength_ and
frequency, and- a violent contraction, known as tenesmu_s,
results.
,
It was stated ~hove that the -outgoing impulses are dis::tributed to all the branches. of the axone in which the iiU:.
pulse started. This being true, there will be a contractio~ of
the. muscles of the corresponding spinal segment, which are
supplied by the outgoing fibres in the posterior root of the
spinal nerve, and along which the outgoing impulses of the
reflex .act travel.
Whenever, therefOre, there is present in the bowel an irritative condition which excites ingoing impulses, there will

Of---importance--to· be· remembered in this
that when. ·the impulse is- applied on one side
o·utt; 'cneu~<m Plane,- the responses first appear in the muscles
. Same Side~_:- There will, therefore, be a contraction or'
~•osc:Jes on -one side- Of the vertebral column. The result
coD.traCHon of" the musCles on one side disturbs the
strength of the two sides and the vertebrae are
wwara. the Side whiCh 'is contracted, and a subluxation
see how-- _subluxations a~e produced by reflex
\:oa:cti•Pl\; in Other words, 'by a pre-existing .disease. The organ
·''''"'''.cteds'ends' ingoing impulses to· the segment of the spine
which it ~coinm.unicates and it iS for this reaso:ri that

l

~f':~:i':::~~~::::2~~~a:re~~a~lways
_found
in definite
further
interferes
withlocations.
the functional
and the orgariiC integrity of ·the parts which are supthe impinged nerve and thus the abnormal condition
~~!~~;~;:~~~:i''.~ and- proloiiged. It is for this :reason that ad_-::
of tliese' diSplaced- vertebrae is followed almost in-val:iably _by improve~ent of the patient.

;

THE LOCAL EFFECTS OF VERTEBRAL
SUBLUXATIONS
A Subject which is commonly relegated to the background
·_J:ly :Chiropractors,_ but which is of the greatest importance,
~·~::$i:c:~<~· ·-:.-is that relatip.g to the local and general resuJts of the sub-~uXa:tion of a .vertebra. Most of us, when asked what the
~ ::l ·, effects of a. subluxation are, simply answer the question by
fj_r;~"ro stating that it· is nothing .but pressure upon the spinal nerve,
~~t~ · :jVhich passes through the occluded intervertebral foramen.
.--~--·_Not alone are there other local effects following the sub:-_
, . ,-:.-luxation, of-. a vertebra, but a multiplicity of general effects
· -· also ensue. The interyertebral foramen must not be looke-d
,
upon as an opening. transmitting a spinal nerve and nothing
else. In addition to ~he _afferent and efferent spinal nerves,
it also. transmits the white and· gray rami communicantes
of 'the .sylnpatheticS:, arteries, veins ·and lymphatics. Necessarily, all these structures :are 'impinge_d when the walls of
the intervertebraJ:foranien are in··an altere4 Position.
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Let us devote a little time to a consideration of the effect
of pressure upon all these ·contents of the intervertebral
foramen ..
Pressure upon the afferent spinal- nerVe_ prevents the in~
ward passage of impulses to the spinal cord, and makes the
occurrence of reflex a:cts in that segment impossible~ As a
direct result of this the efferent impUlses to t~e parts controlled by that_ segment, which are generated in most ca~es
in response to a call from the periphery, are not forthcommg
and that part suffers. As an example of this we m~y consider the patellar reflex: If the afferent nerve is impinged
at- the intervertebral foramen, -in the second lumbar segment,
the knee jerk will be absent.
Impingemen:t- of the efferent spihal nerve ~11- prevent ~he
conduction of all outgoing impulses to the tissues supp~1ed
by the affected nerve. If, for example; the fourth cervical
nerve is s.o affected, a poor quality of saliva is secreted and
indigestion finally develops.
The reader will recall that the white rami of the sympathetic system pass through the interverteb~al foramen in: the sheath of the spinal nerve to the ganglia of the gangliated cord. They are, therefore, alSo . affected when the
margins of intervertebral foramen are displaced. The conduction of impulses from the brain and spinal cord via these
ra!ni to the ganglia and thence to the various tissues is con.;.
sequently impeded. The action- of the sympathetic sys~em
in this segment is thus disturbed, and a lack of harmomous
action ens:ues. As an example of the effect of _pressure upon
the white rami communicantes, let u;:; assUme that the fourth
dorsal vertebra is subluxated. This, by producing press~re
upon the corresponding spinal nerve_ and the ~~pathetiCs
contained in its· sheath, will bring about torpidity of the
liver. The functiOn of the 11ver is especially_ dependent upon
.the impulses through the sympathetic system and a block
in the conduction of these impulses invariably is followed by
disa~trous results.
As is well knOwn, the gray rami of the sympathetic system
pass to the spinal cord from the ganglia in the sheath of
the spinal nerve.· Hence they are also subject to impinge-.ment when a vertebra becomes subluxated. These filaments
have much to do with the nutrition of each corresponding
segment of ~he spinal cord and complete the reflex arc
'jo

'
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through which the efferent impulses" are- generated. As an
instance of _the effect of pressure upon the gray rami a sub- .
luxation- in ·the- Iower--dorsal .. "or·:--upper-1Uirihar re'g'iOii may J:)e
supposed· to exist. The :'intestimil tract iS influenced ·by· the
whi,te and gray raiD.i -in this seCtion of the gangliated cord.
Any change in the character or amount of -the -intestinal contents -stimulates the nerve-endings in the walls of the intestine, and an afferent impulse is generated. When the
reflex· {lrc is intact,· an afferent or motor Impulse is excited
in the same segment ·of the cord at· which the afferent imPulse entered. This- efferent impulse is Conveyed to the muscular coat of the bowel, causing it to _evacuate its contents.
If, however, the gray. rami are impinged, the re·flex arc is
broken, and no effei-ent impulses are generated. It is largelY
this fact which operates in the production of constipation.
The Rrteries which pass·through the interVertebral foramen
in the sheath Of the spinal nerve are also occluded when
a vertebra is sub1ux3.ted. These arteries furnish a portion
of the blood,.supply qf· each corresponding segment of the
·spinal· cord. Consequently When partly occluded there is. a
reduction of this blood-supply. The effect of this is a dimiriution or total absence of irritability of that segment, and
a break in the reflex arc. As a:n example of the -manner
in which such a conditiOn bririgs about abnormalities, the
following may be cited: · When the continuous flow of :nerveimpulses is impeded, as it is wh~re. the irritability of a spinal
segment 1s diminished, muscular. tonicity will become correspondingly decreased~ Thus a subluxation in the lumbar
region, by producing an anemia Of the spinal segment corre:sponding thereto, may cause the muscles and ligaments
of -the arch of the foot to become so re-laxed that, with- other
factors entering into the case, flat-foot may follow.
The veins Which pass outward through the intervertebral
foramen, in the_ sheatJ::t of the spinal verv~, may also ~f
occluded when a subluxation exists._ Since these veins conve~ the Venous blood 'from each co~espOnding · segment of,
the spinal cord,·obstruction of the venous flow~-by·presSure
upon the vein, will result in congestion of ·that segment~ :
The lymphatics which pass -through the_ intei'verlebral
foramina have .much to- do with the metabo~ism of -~ach .$eg:..
ment of the spinal cord. Any interference witR- thiS. !unction,
as a result o~ .a· ~ubluxation obS~ructing the· 'ly_mpb:atic -chan-
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nels, will alter the eXcitability of that segrilent, and the conductioii of i~pulses, both afferent and efferent, is impaired.

CHIROPRACTIC AND THE SYMPATHETIC
NERVOUS- SYSTEM
One hears daily many accounts of remarkable cures
achieved by chiropractic in diseases whose nature is im·perlectly understood, and which have failed to respond to
all other forms of treatment. Why is this so? Why dOes
chiropractic bring relief where· all else fails in so many conditions? It would be foolish to ascribe its virtues to some
mysterious power possessed by the thrust, since the thrust
of itself is- nothing if not directed toward the accomplishment
of some definite purpose. We have clearly seen how it is
possible for the vertebrae to bcome displaced, and that ·such
displacements (subluxations) are of common and constant
occUrrence. The thrust is applied for the purpose of reducing these displacements. The reason that the results which
fOllow the application of the thrust in certain diseases are
not understood is because the mode of production of the
disease in- the first place is not understood.
The etiology of the majority of diseases has not always
been satisfactorily explained. The causes usually ascribed
aS being the direct factors in the :Production of different diseases are not the direct· and only ones, but often merely contributing factors. What, then, is the prime . cause of disease
in any case? Obviously it must be that factor_which_operates
to put the body in such a condition that the acCessory factors
find conditions favorable and are thus enabled to gain a foothold therein, When i;his prime factor in the production of
diSease is not present, the birth of abnorma1 conditions _is
impossible because the resist;ance of the organism as a whole
is sO perfect, so complete, that it prec~udes the possibility of
-the contributing factors gaining a foothold.
To make this clear, take, for example, the infectious diseases. We· know t4at we are constantly surrounded by disease-producing micro-organisms of all kinds; their presence
can be demonstrated in the food which we eat, in the air
which we breathe; not only that, but they are present within
our bodies; the respiratory tr3.ct contains bacteria of many
kinds, and it has been said that the intestinal excrement is

<
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composed of ..germs of various kinds to. a large extent. Why,
then, is it' possible at all for us to exiSt in the face of such
·_conditions? -.It- is· simply ·by virtue--of the ·inherent--resistance·
of .the organism,. True, these· contributing factors · often do
gam a foothold, but for a time only, in the majority of in~·
stances, since they are unable to compete with the resistance
offered against their invasion.
This is we-ll illustrated by the following: In "ten thousand
consecutive autopsies performed at the Vienna General Hospital it- was noted that there existed evidences of active or
healed tuherculosis in 95 per cent of all cases;_ and the age
at death of all these patfents wa~ under fifteen years. This
fact shows what is accomplished by the resistance of the
body, and amply demonstrates that with this resistance well
fos.tered there can be no disease, and that, conversely disease is only possible as a result of some diminution ·i~ the
strength of this resistance. In those whO died from tuber~
culosis this resistance was deficient; in those in whom .healed
tuberculoSis was demonstrated (and who died"from some other
cause) the resistance · had made the further development- of
the tubercular process impossible. Had the resistance of
·the_ latter also been deficient, then the entire 95 per-_ ce~t
would have succum~ed to the disease; and when we remember
that these autopsies were_ not selected, bUt those Of consecutive cases· of deaths, we are strUck with the aWful truth
~hat, were it· rtot for this resistance, the human race· Would
I~ a· sho~t_ time be extinc,t as a result of the ravages- of· this
smgle disease-tubercUlosis.
·
~
. We _see, then, that the prime -factOr in the production of
disease is simPly a lack of ·resistance; germs, et cetera a:re
no~ the direct cause of disease, but simply c~ntriQuting c~U.SeS
wh~ch act ·only when the· prime factor, namely diminished
r_esistance, is present. With the resistance perfect disease ~is
impossible.
·
·
' ·
. Now,_ what in reality IS resistance
Briefly ·stated,· it is
~Imply that State or condition gf the body by virtue Of which
the organism as a whole is rendered immune to the -devitalizi~~ effects of any_ deleterious influences. Thi_s perfeCt conditiOn of the organism is poSsible· only when·- the- .nervous
~ec~~:t:tism Which iovernS 3.nd controls all the· vital prOcesses
IS work.inlj} s:nioothly, uninterruPtedly· and harmoniously, This
nervous mechanism is the sympatheti~ nervous system~

i
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The sympathetic nervous systelll ·is made up of ( 1 ~ a _series
of ganglia connected by intervening cords, extendmg from
the- base· of·-the··skull to the -coccyx, one -on -each side of --the
middle line of the body, partly in front of and partly on each
side of the vertebral colUmn; (2) of three great gangliated
plexuses- or collections of nerves and ganglia, situat.ed in· ~r?nt
Of the spine in the thoracic, abdominal and pelvic cav1ties-,
respectively; (3) of smaller ganglia, situated_ in relation with
the abdominal viscera; and ( 4) of num.erous nerve fibers. T~e
latter are Of two kinds- communicating, by which the gangha
communicate with e'ach other and with the. cerebto~spinal
nerves, a:nd distributary, which supply the internal viscera
and the coats of the blood.:.vessels.
·
The branches of con;lmunication between the· ganglia are
composed of gray ~nd white nerve fibers; the white or out~
going nerve fibres are continuous with_ those fibres of the
spinal nerves which pass to the ganglta. The branche~. of
communication between the ganglia and the cerebro-spmal
nerves also consiSt ·of both white and gray nerve fibres; the
fotmer pass from the spinal nerve to the ganglion, the latter
pass froiD the ganglion to the spinal nerve; in this way_ a
double interchange takes place between the. two systems.
The united ganglia form two chains called the gangliated
cords. Each gangliated Cord passes upward from· the_ b~se
of the skull arid enters the cranial cavity, by an ascendmg
branCh, through the carotid canal. In- the pelvis the two
cords unite in -a single ganglion in front of the coccyx.
From the above the exceedingly intimate· connection and
'interdependence of the sympathetic and cerebro.,-spinal sys~
terns can be ·at on~e appreciated. This harmonious relation~
ship between the two systems can only exist w~en there_ is
present a perlectly normal exchange of 'impulses between
ihem by means of the communicating branches.
Thei-e is under normal conditions a continuous outflow of
impulses, as shown by the fact that und_er -such normal co~~:
ditions striped and unstriped muscular ttssues are always m
a state 6f slight contraction or -tonus. Among the insane,
for example, the changes in this tonic condition follow in a
marked way the nutritive changes in the central nervous system, and both facial and bodily expressiOn are of_ grea~ v~:ue
in demOnstrating the index of the· strength and vanabthty
of the. impulses on which the tone of the skeletal muscles
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·depends: The continuous OutflOw of impulses is also shown
by. the Cver~occurring chariges in the glands, and the variatiOns- ---in the -.metabolism ·-according·- to-- the· -activities --of the
.central nervous systerr:i.
,
All these involuntary acts are. governed -by the sympathetic
nervous ·system, in co~ordination with the cerebro~spinal system.. When these systems are working as a harmoniou,s whole,~
the- vital processes of the body necessarily must be llormal,
and when such ~onditions obtain, the resistance 9f the body
to external influences of whatever, kind safeguards it again;:;t
any dangers.
·
If the branches _of :communication between the sympathetic
a:nd the cerebro~spinal System_ are impinged by -subluxated
vertebr-ae, it is manifeStly irripossible fo:i:' a normal inter~
change-of-impulses to take' place. At once the organism as a
.whole suffers, and the ·part controlled by the segment in_Volved is particularly affected; its resistance, the prime factor
in the production of disease, is broken down, and the way is
Open for the secondary causes of disease to gain an entrance
and ev_en a permanent foothold, if the conditions are not
speedily corrected.
·
Th.is correction consists in a removal of the compression
upon the nerve by an adjustment of the subluxated vertebrae,
which again permits of a normal outflow of impulses;- through
which alone can perfect metabolism, perfect circulation of the.,
, blood and perfect muscular tonicity exist. On these dePends
the resistance to disease, and it is by restoring .to normal
these functions through the medium of the sympathetic nerv~
ous system that Chiropractic is so· often· successful where all
else fails. It is because Chiropractic recognizes that the
prime cause of disease is a lack of resiStance due to in1perfect
functioning of the sympathetic system, and that it removes
the· obstr.uction to the path of free and untrammeled actfon
thereof, that it is p:i-oducing its marvelous reSults.

NERVUS SYMPATHETICUS
The human body has been repeatedly compared to a
machine. The analogy is :in extremely good one. As a mat~
ter of fact, the mechanism of the various parts of the human
organism individually and collectively is the most marvelous
work in the· world. Many of the most ingenious ,pieces of

1
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me~hariism devised- by man are patterned after some portion
of the body. And yet, those most interested- in this machine,
namely; thOse to whom -·its ·care is ·entr.usted,-- have signally.
failed to see and understand this. The healing world has
studied ihe structure of the human . organism, ·it has delved
deep into its workings, and has investigated the nature Of its
abnormalities. It has labored unceasingly to devise ways and
means for correcting abnormal _conditions as they arise, and,
more lately, has been occupied in a study of those means
which will keep the mechanism in good working order. But
the fruit of much of this effort has been failure-failure to·
solve the riddle of existence, the problem of. vital actiVity,
and the mystery of the etiology of disease. Why has this
been so?
We said that the healing world has studied the structure
of the human -organism. This is not true as it stands, for
there are two vital portions of the human body that have
been grossly neglected. They are the vertebral column and
the sympathetic nerve. What does. the average practitioner
know about the spinal ·coiumn-the line shaft of the body?
What does he know of the sympathetic nerve-:--the life wire
o·f the body? Next to nothing. Medical- students do not
make dissections of the vertebral column and the sympathetic
nerve is relegated to the background of non-essentials. The
tiniest branches of the ulnar nerve are traced to their termination during hours of arduoUs and painstaking labor, while
the semilunar ganglion-the brain of the abdomen-is left
unsought for and unfound. The phalanges of the fingers are
the theme of a day's discoursing, while the spine-the very
foundation ·of the body, the arch distinction between the
mammal a'.nd the invertebrate animal-goes unstudied and
unlearned.
· Such "study of the anatomy of man is only a half-studY
and has been responsible for· a lack of collateral knowledge
concerning the modus operandi in the production of abnormal
states which are far-reaching in their effect. And yet inen
with such a superficial knowledge of these parts of the body
have the temerity to make the statement that vertebral subluxations are an impossibility, and that pres~ure upori the
nerves is incapable Of producing disease processes. Were
these men to give the subject the study that it deserves they ·
would. assuredly not make such foolish mis-statements •. T_he
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average medical man knpws about .as. much' concerning the
sympathetic nerve as he ·dOeS about astt:onoiny, and that isll't
·much•.The.av.erage__ business.man keeps.still.untiLhe knows
what he is talking about. Not so, however, the_ medical man.
He_ is governed largely by what the "3.uthoritieS" say, and
wh~n he says anyth~ng contrar;v to accepted medical .dogma,
he 1s anathema. It IS true that conservatism in a profession
such as that _engaged in· the art of healing is an absolute
necessity to prevent grave and serious errors from -constantly creeping in. But this ·conservatism has been carried
to_ ridiculpus extremes until at the pres~nt time it takes
about twenty years to get a. hearing and another twenty bef~re t~e ~tter under investigation is finaliy accepted, !!):_~-;
v1ded It 1s so fortunate as to pen~trate the shell of coii~ ·
servatism that surrounds everything pertaining to the- med~
ical profession. We are not _concerned ·with the adoption of
chiropractic principles by physicians, but with their acceptance as scientific facts and their proper recognition as· sucli.
Chiropractic is entitled to a .conspicUous plaCe in the art of
healing and it is time that this standing be recognized~ A
study of the sympathetic nerve will light up many of -the
dark corners that still exist in the storehouse of medical lore
and will do away with mUch of the unjuSt criticism and con~
demnation that is leveled at Chiropractic.
It is a fact that even in the chiropractic p:rofession sufficient stress and emphasis is not placed upon the sympathetic
nerve. -Too much is said about the sphial nerve and too
l~ttle- about the symp~thetic nerves. Does not chiroPractic
hterature usually mentiOn that pressure upon the spinal nerve
produces this and that abnormality? Ask the average chirop~actor what -the subluxated· vertebra presses upon and in
mne -cases out of ~en he will say "upon the spinal nerve"..
Getting down to basic principles, will pressure upoll a spin~!
·. nerve at any point along its course cause different diseases?
It certainly will not. The most it will occasion is an intercostal or a Jumbo-abd·ominal neuralgia. Spinal nerves do
not sen~ any branches to the heart, lungs, liver, or kidneys,
so pressure on the spinal nerves per se cannot cause disease
in these organs. Subluxated vertebrae are not a cause of
disease because they pre~s upon the spinal nerve, but because
they press upon the sympathetic rami which are cont'ained
in the sheath of the spinal nerve at that po-int W~ere it p~sse~
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through th~ · intervertebral foramen. Co~sequently, let Us
strive to think more in terms of the sympathetic nerve, and
less Of the-- spinal nerves. ·
··
The two words, "Nervus Sympatheticus_," are the foundation
and the cap-stone of ChiropraCtic. Take them away, and
there is· left of Chiropractic-nothing. How essential it is,
therefore, that
should have a most _positive conception
Of the anatomy and physiology of the sympathetic nervous
syStem. It is the first to be born and it is the last to die.
When the little embryo is in its vegetative stage, when it
has not yet the human form, when the brain and the cord
·are a mere suggestion, it has a formed and functioning sympathetic nerve. When the_ man lies -at death's door, when his
motion and sensation are gone, and consciousness has given
way to, coma, the sympathetic nerve still acts to keep alive
the last glimmering, fast fading vital spark. Truly, the
sympathetic n.erve is the alpha and the omega of our very
·existence.
From man's conception to his dissolution that state or con~
dition which we call life is dependent upon the magnetizing
influence exercised upon every cell of the body by and through
the- sympathetic nerve. What, for example, makes the heart
of the fetus beat? Certainly it is not governed ·by the same
mechanism .that controls the heart of the mother, for the
heartbeats of the child are twice as fast. The only con~
elusion therefore, that can be drawn is that the contractions
of the fetal heart depend upon a mechaniSm of its own. And
this inference is correct. The fetal heart and the growth
and development of all parts of. the fetus ate cOntrolled by a
system of nerves-the ·sympathetic nerve. This system brings
into a harmon.ious relationship all parts of the body, it makes
order o'ut of chaos, it makes a 'MAN. Take away todaY from
man's estate the sympathetic nerve, and today there has been
born·the last man creature.
And yet, though the heart of the forming child is its. p_rom~
ise Of a future existence, though its beats are the tidings of
life, the force that gives it form, the power that moves it to
action lies hidden in ·the musty corners of unsearched lore.
For want of· a better understanding of this force and p~wer·
theories are left une"xplained, new thoughts are left unborn,
and thousands needlessly die.
If the sympathetic nerve exercises such a vas~ and fa!'<-

we
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reaching infiueitce on the· embyronic- s~ge of· man's e·xistendet ·
what must not its inflUence be- during his lifetime! What
really· is-.'its· inii)OrtanCEf'in --the· Vitiil j)i-oCE!SSes·-·of---tlie liVirig
huinan- -orgaillsm? To· extitpate it. and note_ the effect would
obviouslY be imPossible. How then can we arrive at a- correct c.onclusion of_ the- part plaYed by it- in the body economy?
Simply by viewirig the body mechanism in- action. Is every
breath we take governed by an ·act of the will! Do we control voluntariiy the· contractions of our heart? D.oeS an act
of volition carry the blood onward along its course in the
vessels? Certainly not. These proces_ses continue when
every other faculty of mind and body is dormant,- as during
sleep, But there is one governing mechanism· that never
sleeps. ~ Though the brain and "the faculties which it governs
have their periods of repose and cease to actuate and tO act,
this mechanism mrist always remain awak~. Let this mechw
anism cease to act for -one second~ and an eternity of oblivion
will be the penalty to pay for its remissness. It is the -sympathetic nerve that guides and governs, during our waking
and sleeping hours, that regulates those acts Over which the
will and wish of man ·have -no control. Let us· see exactly
how this is accompliShed.
_
A study of the microscopic structure of the functionating
parts of the body shows them to consist. entirely Ol' in part
of tubes and tubules. Further investigation reveaJs .three
coats, ·and examination of these cc;>ats shows that the middle
one is made up of involuntary muscle fibres. Anatomically
and physiologically this muscular coat is the most important.
It is its Contraction which exercises the principal role in the
functional activity of the structure of Which it is a part.·
Being inv:oluntary muscle it i_s obviously not under the_ control of the will, as expressed· through the medium of the sen~
Sory- and mOtor nerves of the cerebro~spinal system. Frain
whence does this involuntary muscle derive the power that
moves it to action? From that silent, never~ceasing flow of energy conveyed. ·to it by the sympathetic nerve.
Think of the structures in the body which are constructed
in the manner above described and ·you- Will have an . idea
of the tremendous- influence~;- tha£ must 'be· at work to guide
and govern the process in 'which they are engaged. The
entire circUlatorY syste~ is a- tube· and the circulation of the
blood within _it is dependent solely upon the rythmic con-

'
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traction of its muscular components. Withdraw the force
that moves the muscle elements -to contraction, and the flow
of··the .. ·blood· ceases instantly and forever. The '.gastro-in:..
testinal system also consists in its _entirety of a tube, the_
principal coat of whose walls is involuntary muscle. To remove from this muscle the force that causes it to contract
·is to arrest the process of digestion and assimilation. And
it is equally true of many of the other organs, systems and
parts of the body. Their action is dependent upon one great
energizing_ influence-the sympathetic nerve.
For this reason the chiropractor s_hould never lose sight of
the fact that the very fabric that' composes his science is
built Upon the fundamental fact that it is the effect of the
pressure upon the sympathetic rami in the intervertebral
foramen which produces the changes in the structure and
-function of the parts controlled by the atrected nerve. Let
us think. less • of the spinal nerve and more of ·the Nervus
Sympatheticus.

CHIROPRACTIC DIAGNOSIS
For many years there has existed in the chiropractic profession a difference of opinion relating to the advisability and
necessitY of making a diagnosis of our patients' disease.
Some have claimed that it is advisable in every case. to have
a"n exact knowledge regarding the _nature of a patient's ailment. ·others have discountenanced the idea, claiming that
it is: entirely unnecessary.
_
In the consjderation of this subject it becomes necessary,
firSt of all, to establish the fact that there are disease entities or distinct abnormal states of the body, or any part
of it, and that not all _disease is the same.
.
If there are disease entities, it iS our businesS to become
familiar with them, and with the methods Of recognizing
them. Why do we say that there are disease entitie~ ·and
deny that all disease is tl~e same ? Let me answer this by
asking another question: How did the idea of disease -entities
originate in the first place? This iS the way it came about:
Those who were engaged in the examination of patients post
mortem- found that a certain organ of one patient was
changed in one way, while the same organ of another patient
varied in another particular from the normal. They found,
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fUrther, that in each of these_-cases the Clinical history was
di~eren~. ____ They rea}~~e-~ _ :t_hat __ t_ll_e:re .w:13:r~ ., c_onsequent~y two
distirict ·-ways in which that· organ could be affected. They
saw that. they had- to-do wi'th two distinct-conditions; And,
finally, after. thousands of cases had been examined and the
findings were· alw~ys the same when a certain clinical history
was_ present, they realized that they were dealing with ~m
entity, and to distinguish it from other affections it was
-given- a distinctive name. So, in the course of time, there
. came to .be recognized a variety of abno~ma!' conditions each
of which was ~lways the same· but· which differed from all
Others.
Some may object to this as being proof that_ .there- ate
disease entities during_ life on the ground that although
conditionS may be different after a patient had died, in the
beginning all disease is the same. If patients die from different things- they must have' suffered from different things
~or a·· certain length of time before they died. Now, if all
disease is the same at the beginning, When does it com-mence to become different imd w4at makes it become different?
This question sounds foolish and is foolish, but it _is certainly
justified if we are to_ grant the equaliy foolish _contention
that all diseas.e is the same at the_ beginning- ·even a Passing
_thought. If tuberculosis~ pleurisy, p":neumonia, and · bronchitis _.are all the same .thing, what makes the condition of
the lung so _differe11t in each? Why are there cavities in
tuberculosis, fluid in pleurisy, hepatization ill pneunionia and
simple inflammation in b:fonchitis? No, tuberculosis, ~leur
isy, pneumonia, and bronchitis are different and can be demonstrated to be so from their very inception by a physical
examination.
How, on the other hand, did the idea of the samenesS of
all diseaseS originate? In this manner: It was oi-iginally
"Contended that subluxations of the vertebrae were the one
and only cause of disease. Given a subluxation of the third
dorsal vertebra, disease· of the lungs woUld folloW; a subluxation of the fifth dorsal vertebra -caused stomach disease;
one of the tenth dorsal vertebra produced kidney diseaseand so on .. This theory seemed perfect until a _shrewd-- inquirer came along, and said, "YoU_ saY that a subluxation
of the third.dorsal vertebra will·cause-lnhi diseases?" "Yes."
HWell, how does it. come that one patient has tuberc~losis,.
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at;tother one· pleurisy, ano~her pneuinonia, and still another
bronchitis? Surely one and the same subluxatioil cannot
bririg--o.n -different -kinds- of -diseases. HoW ·do ·you---explain
that?" .There were only two possible ways of answeriD.g
these questions. Either it Would have tO be admitted that
there were causes of disease other than- subluxations, be~
cause certainly one and the same sUbluxation could not of
itself produce different diseases. But the admission that
there could possibly be other causes of disease than subluxations was not made. And there was orily o:p.e other way
out Of the dilemm~, namely, to coiltend that all disease is

The main reasons adduCed by the opJ)on~nts of diagnosis ·
may be summarized under the following five heads:
1. They -say that it-is-uness·ential- to-know what the-patient's
disease is so long a_s good results are obtained.
2..The claim is made that half the diagnoses of physicians
are wrong, so why_ 'investigate at all?
3. Present-day diagnostic methods are said to be inaccUrate
and misleading, so why employ them?
; 4. Some chiropract~rs deny that they ever_make a diagno~is
and yet they never fall into error.
5. In some states the law forbids chiropractors employing
diagnostic _methods and· giving an opinion ·based upon such
investigations.
Let us now look into each of these five objections.
First: We hear it said so commonly by Chiropr~ctors that
they get results-that's what they are after-and they are
not concerned with what the patient's ailment is so long
as they cure . hiin. Superficially cOnsidered, this is mighty
sound logic, because it· is perfectly _true that what· we and
what our patients want is to be cured. It -is, furthermore,
true that much of chiropractic success can be ascribed to
this very fact, namely, that we are concerned primarily
with getting our patients well. It is the absence of such
concern whiCh has been the cause of a large degree of the
failure of medical men. They place too little emphasis· on
treatment. They make a diagnosis, and, having ar~ved at
that point which should really constitute the begin_ning of
their efforts in their patient's behalf, they stop there. They
seem to have cultivated a habit of thought Which makes them
imagine that to have found out what ails the patient is to
have· cured him. It is generally at this .stage that the chiropractor enters upon the scene and do_es something for the
patient who up to that time had simply bee:it having. something done to him. But if a chiropractor accepts patient
after patient who does not _Come to him with a previously.
made diagnm~is, and makeS no attempt to ascertain what
that patient's ailment is, he is' just as one-sided in his methods as is the medical man. The medical man fails to treat
properly, while the chiropractor treats blindly. And while
for possibly a ~long 'time ·no serious results may follow such
llaphazai-d me_thods, there surely will come a day when that
chiropractor. will ma:ke a misbike tha_t will wipe .out his
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th6 same.
This erroneous contention Struck at every principle underlying the science of. disease. It discounted all preconceived
idea~ regarding tJ.:t,e .etiology of disease; it disregarded pathology in. its entirety; and it made of- symptomatology. and
diagnosis a bagatelle. To do such a thing woUld have been
suicidal for any system of healing- except chiropractic,_ For
any system to claim before· an intelligent body of men that
bacteria, poisons, occupations, etc., do not cause disease, that
pathology is a myth, and that symptomatology arid diagnosis
are useless would speedily have consigned it to the scrapheap. And the only reason that Chiropractic has survived
in spite of being based upon such a shaky, unscientific found-ation is because of the splendid results achieved through its
practic_al application. Nevertheless, how much better it
would have been to have originally admitted that there are .
disease entities, and that_ subluxatidhs or the vertebrae are
not th.e only cause of disease.
Much is forgiven a new science in the expectation that an
error here and there will in dUe time be corrected. I think
it is for -this reason and becaUSe of the brilliant- results we
have achieved that we have been forgiven some of --our mistaken ideas and been given such a cordial reception by the
intelligent laity. But there inust and will-come a time when
the profession as a Whole will take a firm stand on- the doctrine of disease entities.
)
Let me-now briefly outline for you the contentions upon
which both the factions previously referred to base the~r
claims, and then consider at greater_ length these various
points,
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previous succeSses as effectually as if he had .never achieved
them. The man who says· he is satisfied to cure his· patients
an_d~ is_ nc:~~- in~erested in knowing __ ~h_at-__ ~4ei_r clis_eases. _may be
iS ·treading- dangerous grqund. He is exposing himself tO the
const.ant·danger of accepting·a case_ whiCh he will .fail to
cure, or, what is still worse, a pc\tient whom he will positively
harm or will prevent -from obtaining other measures of relief which,_ had they been resorted to soon enough, might
have saved him.
Secondly: There are numerous claims in circulation that
approximately half the diagnoses made by physicians are
later proved to have been wrong; and this is frequently ad~
vanced as an argument against the use of diagnostic ·methods.
Perso·nany, I do not ·and never will believe that it is impos~
sible for any practitioner ·of any school whatsoever, who. employs good care and judgment, to make a correct diagnosis
in most of the cases which come to him. I 'Yill go_ a step
further··and say that it. would be a reflection on even the
average intelligent layman to deny him the ability to do
this, and hE;l has not the _use of spinal diagnosis and other
diagnostic methods at his -disposal. Let us suppose that one
hundred patients, Suffering from various diseases, are pre:sented and you are given fifteen minutes in which to ex~
amine each case. I am positive that any one of you would
make a correct diagnosis in 90 per cent of those patients.
It is my further conviction that anyone who could not do
so does not possess sufficient sound judgment and discernment to entitle him· to practice the -art of healing. I repeat,
therefore, that I do riop believe that it is impossible to make
a correct diagnosis, provided even a little care and judgment
are employed. Any pr~ctitioner who fails to n1ake ·a cor':'
rect- diagnosis in a large percentage of his cases does so
simply because he fails to exercise proper care an~ judg- ·
ment in the examination of his patient.
Third: Present-day diagnostic methods are said by some
· to be impractical and inefficient.
Let us apalyze the _methods now employed and see if we
can discover whe·rein they are faulty. First of all, there is
Spinal Analysis. Is that faulty'? Hardly! It is as- exact
as anything relating to the human organism could ·be mJ:\de.
It i_s, practically speaking, almost infallible, that is to· say,
insofar as it tells us what_ organ, system, or part- of .the

bodY is- affeCted. ·.Quite naturally, it' cannot .tell us ·how a
certain structure IS affected. So let us go- a step further
and- see- if--there is something ·which will ·give us· this· added
·information.
Suppose, for example, that we have a patient whose spinal
analyf?iS indicates that hiS heart is affected. What methods
have- we at a:ur disposal that will tell us how that patient's
heart is- affected? The answer is _simple: ·use your ordinary
·sens~s-hearing, Seeing, and 'feeling. In the -case in question,·
by our hearillg we- are enabled to listen to the heart sounds
and note. their intensity, ·pitch, quality, duration, and ~hythm.
Any variation of these from the J;l-Ormal can readily be dis- ·
tinguished and each means a certain-functional dis'order. Be·
sides cllterations in the normal heart sounds new or abno;rmal
sounds may be heard. These sounds indicate organic heart
disease, and their relation to the normal heart -soundf;, as
well as ·their location, tell us exactly which heart valve is
affected_ and the nature of the lesion. By our vision we can
determine the location, character, and extent of .the cardiac
impulse, which gives us specific information regarding the
size and condition of the heS.rt. By our sense of touch we
can determine the character, force, e_xtent, frequency, and
regularity of the heart's action and'-'can definitely outline
its size and position. Variati~ns -in any Of these particUlars .
mean certain specific heart diseases .and the results of- such
findings are positiVe and unerring. The same holds true of
any of the means which are employed for the purpose of
detecting disease by noting the anatomical changes which
it has produced. In other words, physical diagnostic methods
wherever -or however employed, are exact,.. accurate, and
reliable.
But there is still another branch of diagnosis, namely;- the
laboratory diagnostic methods, and anyone who doubts their
accuracy denies the fundamental principles of chemistry and
physics. A chemical reaction is ·always the same J~st as
mUch-. as two and twO always make four. If, for example,_
you obtain a sugar reactl_on i~ an analysis of urine, it ·always
means diabetes, and lt never means anything else. The same
principle holds good in any department of ·lal)orato:ry diag~
npstic methods. Thus, i:l; you see a certain germ on a micto~
scopic slide- you kiiow that germ_ is there- because_ it Was
present in the Substance YbU placed on_ the Slide.: You kno_w
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further, that that substance was takeD. from a certain patient,
and that consequently th3.t patient- harbored that germ. The
nature of- the bacterium-tells--you with absolute --precision the
nature 'of that patient's ailment.
Lastly, we have the various symptom complexes, ·each
peculiar to a certain disease. It is true that many diseases
present the same symptoms, but all vary in certain particulars. For this reason it is not sufficient to merely obtai:n
a- patient's symptoms, but we sll.Ould ascertain the date and
manner of onset of the· disease, whether it was sudden or
gi-adual; fix in mind the natUre of the earliest symptoms,
and the part of the body to which· they refer; the subsequent
symptoms, and the order of their appearance; then, finally,
the symptoms now present. If this is. done, we will find
that here also we have a most valuable and unfailing diagnostic means. And if this is supplemented by an inquiry
into the. patient's personal and family history, we can safely
say that in 99 Out of 100 cases we will arrive at correct conclusions.
I have necessarily only skimmed the surface of the various
diagnostic measures, but I think that the examples cited
Should convince anyone that we have at our command measures that will enable us, under any and all circumstances,
to make a correct diagnosis. I think, further, that ·anyone
who doubts their efficiency is simply not familiar with the
use of diagnostic measures, or he would surely not make
statements to the effect tha:t they are valueless.
· Fourth: There- is a large number of chiroPractors who
claim that they never diagnose a case, and yet never make
any serious mistakes. I wonder in how far this is really
true. I wonder if every One of Us does not have some opinion,
deep down in -our consciousness it may be, regarding the
' possible nature of our patients' ailments. We may not think
that- -We do, but a little reflection Will, I am sure, show us
that we certainly do. We may not haVe arrived at our conclusion by a regular system of reasoning and process of exclusion· and method of examination, but there haS been at
work, perhaps unconsciously, in our min,d a c;ertain pr_ocess
of deduction that has led us to some definite opinion. We
may think consciously in terms of spinal analysis upon finding a· subluxated Sixth dorsal vertebra, but subconsciously
we know that not that subluxated vertebra, but the chronic ·
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gastritis produces· the symptpms· of' Which ·the patient complains. So,. whenever I. hear chiropractors· say that they
never. make .diaghoses,- I -always -pass -it -by-, -hecause I -knoW
that they ·make diag~oses, but jus~ think they don't.
Fifth: It is_ a -~act that there are a.few states in which
the law pro:IJ.ibits chiropractors making a dignosis. Let me
say here that·. I hope chiropractors the country over will continue the fight that will c.onsign such insane and unjust laws
to the scrap-heap where they belong. Now, aS to the ad:..
visability 0~ making a diagnosis in such states. it is- Perfectly natural that those who are located in theSe states
should manifest very little interest in the sUbject of diagnosis. But I think tha~ is. a mistake, for two r_eas.ons:
~irst of all, there will eventually -be a change made in such
laws .. As we become numerically and influentially stronger,
we Will cause the repeal of all la,;ws which are anta'gonistic
to chiropractic. In the meantime _,we should equip ourselves
so that we will be able to practice intelligently when the
time arrives that we are permitted to do so. If~ in the interim, we disreg:ird these matters and fall into a certain
narrow rut of practice, we may later find it difficult to broaden
out, and will find ourself left behind our more _progressive
colleagues.
Secondly, even t}lough we are not permitted to venture an
outspoken ~pinion regarding our ·patients' ailment, there is
nothing to prevent us from making a menial note of certain
things ·and being guided _thereby i'u the management- of the
cas~. So, for these two reasons, I would adVise chiropractors
wh? ar~ located in ~he class of states having discriminatory
legislation not to disregard diagnosis, but to keep well informed upon diagnostic methods, both for :their_ own present
purpos~s and in the expectation of a more just and liberal
day to· come.
·
Having disposed of the objections to diagnosis Jet· us now
consider the- rea.$ons why a .. chiropractor sho·~I~i. make a
diagnosis in every case that presents itSelf to him.
There are five important reasons why chiropractors should
make a diagnosis of the disease of all their patients:
·1. Eve:ry intelligent patient wants•to know what his ailment is and what the outcome will be.
2. It enables us to use every means in conjunction with the
adjustments that may be indj<ah.d.
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3. It enables Us to anticipate dangerous symptoms and complicatioDs and direct our· efforts toward their removel before
they._,endanger the. patient's- life.
4. It enables us to refuse cases which are not amenable to
Spiil.al adjustment and give them advice as to what will help
them.'
5. It gives us a clear insight into the pathological changes
that have taken place, upon which all rational treatment must
be based.
First: We said that every intelligent patient wants to
know the exact Iiature -of his ailment and what are the prospects of complete recovery. No one _ who has been in practice any length of .time will deny this is true. Just place
yourself in the patient's position. If you went to con~ult
a chiropractor, knowing that~ you had some form o~ hver
trouble, would you not be anxious to know whether this was
congestion or cancar? And, supposing the man or wom~n
whom You consulted were unable. to tell you wp.ich. of these
two diseases you had, would you not lose all confidence in
him?
But some might say, chiropractic call cure either cancer
or co~gestion of the liver, so why worry? With such an individual I have no argument-it would be so utterly w.seless,
and I would not submerge my intelligence to do it.
Others will say, you e:an treat a patient and not know
whether he has cancer or congestion, because he will get
well if il is congestion, while if it is _cancer no one else could
help him in any event. Granted; but ·suppose you take the
case, not knowing which disease the patient has, and he fails
to improve rm<J.er your care. Does that not do both you ancJ
chiropractic harm? Most assuredly it does. It shows you
to ·be lacking in discrimination, judgment and integrity, and
it reflects badly uPon the science which you represent. Every
patient who comes to you is entitled to know from you what
his ailment is. That is partly why he or his relatives consult you. And if you are not competent to give· this information, you are not properly eqUipped to practiCe the
healing art as it should be practiced. Furthermore, our
patients not only want to know what their ailment is, but
they want to know what are their prospects of complete
recovery and how long a time it will take to effect a cure.
Is it not a fact that practically every person who consults
c
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us -says: "'How many treatments will it' take tO get me well
again?:· __ E:ow_ Ion?_ will it ~e__ befor~ I can~o -back __ t~ __ 'Wor~~
'HOW ·soon can -I go back home?" HoW do you suppose you
are going. to answer these questions .intelligently if you don't
even knoW what is wrong with the person before you ? For
this reason alone I say that it is absolutely sensel~ss for
anyone to say· that the making of a diagno-sis is not necessary. On the eolltrary, we shoulj].- use every possible means
that will give us a positive knowledge regarding the patient's
affliction and the prognosis. ·Thus equipped, we will be able
to give those who seek this information an intelligent answer
and thereby. earn their confidence and est~em. I know positively that, given two chiropractors, ··one familiar with diag~
nostic methods and the other noi, the former will succeed
and the latte~ will fail in the .long run.
Secondly: An exact knowledge of .our patient'~ ailment
enables us to use _othe.r methods that may be useful in connection with the adjustments. Right here I know I am treading on -the toes of many chiropractors because I am invading
the rocky precincts of the so:.called "MiXing. Question." But
I am obliged to touch upon this point in passing because l
contend that ther.e are certain abnormal conditions that _can
be more Surely and quickly remedied if we will. use measures_
of proven value, in connection with the adjustments~ And
if·we are ignorant of the patient's ailment, how are we to
know when, where and how to employ these ·measu~es?
Let uS Consider an example in point: A patient' presents
himself to you suffering from. a certain ailment which you
do not stop to investigate. You ma~e a spinal analysis and
adjust every day. But your patient fails to improve and
finally decides to Consult another chiropractor. This man
makes a careful study .of the case and "finds that the patient
has diabetes. He knows that the organs which have to do
with the disposition of starches and sugars are partly worn
out and he, in. addition to making adjustments, giVes these
worn-out org.ans a rest by forbidding the patient to eat
starches and sugars. At the same time he outlines a diet
for him that will maintain his vitality. He also corrects
everything that may -have an untoward -bearing upon that
patient's prospects of recovery. As, a result of his broader
and more cOmprehenSive conception Of. Vital processes his
patient gets well. Here we have an illustration of something
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that is happening every day in the -year, and it proves conclusively that the man who takes pains in ascertaining the
Il_;~J~_:t:e_ of. his __ patient's .complaint will.. be Jed to use otherhelpful agencies which bring results that would otherwise
not have been achieved.
We must n-ot --only adjust our. patient's spine-we must
adjust him all around. Adjust his environment-his diet, his
bodily functions, his sex relations, his dresljl:,_ his occupation,
his periods of work, rest and recreation, his habits, his mode
of living. All these must be adjusted. And how are we to
do so if we al-e ignorant of the condition before us? It is.
perfectly true that all these measures are -of secondary im- portance to adjustment of the spine, but they often are of
tremendous importance nevertheless. They add to the effe~tiv~ness of the adjustments; they remove contributing
causes;-they rilore quickly d-o away with dangerous symptoms
and complications; their value has been proven time after
tinie. So'"let us make ourselves so familiar with every angle
of .the case before us that 11_1easures of proven value will suggest themselves to us and we will avail ourselves of the
benefits derived from their rational use.
Third: We should know precisely the nature of -our
patient's ailment because that gives us an idea in adv:ance
as to the probable course that the condition will pursue. It
is. a fact that under adjustment the. course of many diseases
is· altogether different than undei: other modes of treatment
and as described in medical text-books. But there are occasions when a disease runs its regular course in spite of
anything that m~y be done for the patient. For this reason
it is essential that we know the nature of our patient's illness so that we may anticipate any complications that might
arise. We all know how easy it i:s to overlook something
unless we are on the look-out for it. And it must be obvious
to anyone that if we are unacquainted with the nature of a
patient's malady, we certainly will be at a loss to foresee
what may develop. Suppose that you have a typhoid patient
and are unaware of the fact that your patient has this disease; how apt you would be, under such circumstances, to
fail to recognize a perforation of the bowel until the patient
was beyond human assis-tance. On the other hand, if you
knew that your patient had typlioid, you would be on the
lookout for this common complication, you would recognize
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it at the first sign, and could e:ffiplo.y those measures whichwould save your patient's life. There are a· number of dis-
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easeS which are m{(rked-- by -the development- of ·serious ··complications, especially when the _patient has very feeble resistance. We should,_ there;fore, be possessed of that know-lguarantee that such complications will
edge which will be
be forestalled or receive prompt attention the moment they
make their appe_arance.
Fourth: By making a diagnosis we avoid map.y of the pitfalls that mark the path of_ him Who accepts patients not
knowing fOr a certainty Whether or not they can be helped
by the adjustments. - This assumes-, of course, that we are
all agreed that- there are come conditions which chiropractic
will not cure. When we commence to practice, we are filled
with enthusiasm and our early successes may lead us to
think that nothing is impossible. But it is not long before
we come to the realization that we~ as everything else in this
world, have our limitations. ·we learn that "Discretion_ is the
better part of valor," and we accept only those. cases in which
we know, or at least are reasonably certain that we will sue~
ceed. To do this presupposes a knowledge of diagnostic
methods. How can I know whethe_r I can help a certain
patient until I know what is wrong with him? Let us say a
patient with a fifth dorsal subluxation comes· to me: Is it
sufficien~ for .me to say he has stomach trOuble .and that by
adjustment of the fifth dorsal I can cure bini? Hardly.
There are different kinds of stomach trouble-some I can
help, otherS I can not. For this reason I first of all ascertain
· ~he exact nature of that stomach disease. If it is_ chronic
gastritis, I can say, yes, it"ean be cured; if it is cancer of
the- stomach, I say, ilo, it cannot be cured. All diseases of
the stomach are not alike, and a little study of pathology will
show you that they are not. When you ha,;.e an opportunity,
loOk at the stomach of a patient who had chronic gastritis
and the stomach of one who had cancer. Then you will realize
that· there is a mighty big difference, and you will see the
utter folly in attempting to ·cure ·the ·latter.
So, I say, dig deeply into the nature of your patient's disease since by so doing you will gain infonnation that will
be a most valuable guide .to You in y-our work. Remember,
that to takE;! a _ case and· fail; does a 4ractitioner more harm
than ·a hundred Successes do him good. Y I?U · will get ten
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times more criticism ·and cOndemnation for your failures· than
you will eVer receive gratitude 'for your successes. Chiropractic is-sufficiently ·broad in its scope of usefulnes·s to make·
it unnecessary for us to try to cure cases which our better
sense tells us are beyond the reach of any _bum~n agency.
By taking cases ·that tJle worst tyro knows are ~opeles·s we
simply make a laughing stock of ourselves and the whole
profession. But if we display a little diserimination, we will
g'ain the applause of our worst enemies.
Fifth: A correct diagnosis gives one a clear insight into
the pathological changes that.are a part of that disease process. Many disease·s are accompanied by cert_ain anatomical
Manges, and if we know our patient's disease and know the
pathology of that disease, we will know what is the actual
condition of his organs just as clearly as though we had them
out before our very eyes. Such ~ knowledge is o~e of the
best gUides we have in our treatment of disease. The man
thus iil:formed who has a case of typhOid fever can see the
ulcers in that patient's bciwels just as plainly as though they
were spread out before him. And, seeing this, he realizes
the danger of perforation, and he at least hesitates about
giving that patient beefsteak and olives. But the man who
is ignorant of pathology goes blissfully. on, without a care
in the World, he worries not, he has case after case of typhoid
or what not, and fortune smiles ,upon him, for all recover.
He sits back in his chair complacently and looks ·upon all
this diagnosis talk as so much twaddle. Then the telephone
rings, and he hears the cheerful message come over the wire:
"Doctor, yoUr patient just died." And he moves onward.
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SPINAL DIAGNOSIS
The .. subject of spinal diagnosis is one of e~ceeding importance, and a ready familiarity therewith-· makes it one
of the most valuable diagnostic measures that we have at
our command. By the term spinal diagnosis is meant the
determinati'on of .dis€ase in a certaill part, organ, or System
of the bOdy by the detection of a vertebral subluXation whic4
interferes with the conductivity of the nerves supplying that
part.
Ability to make a correct ~agnosis of the particular part
of the body affected depends upon a knowledge· of the conw
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llection which it has with various spinal herves.
is not
_our .. ~nte~tion. __to iiv~ these various.. conllectionS here, but
illerely tO give the principles underlying this diagnostic .pro·
cedure.

It is impossible froin the spinal analysis alone to make a
diagnosis of the exact nature of the disease. What the spinar
analysis determines is that disease of a cert"ain organ· exists.
The special examination of such an organ then establishes
the exact nature_ of the disease process. For example, de·
tection of a subluxation· at the fourth thoracic segment de·
termines the· fact that there is disease·. of the liver, but
whether that disease is cancer or congestion it is impossible
upon the· findings of. the spinal analysis alone to state. .Only
the special exaniination of the liver itself can determine this.
In nearly all instances the spinal analysis, while it admittedly does riot give any clew as to the exact nature of
the disease, does point undeniably ·tO the location of that
disease process, a fact of no minor importance and. one re·
gatding which errors are constantly arising. At first glance
it may appear 'to· be a simple tp.atter to determine what part
of the body is affected by .a pathological process, b:ut this far
from being so invariably ~rue.
For example, diagnosis of conditions -in the abdomen ,is
.often exceedingly perplexing and diffl.cult. This is true for
th~ reason. that we are dealing with' a number of organs, all
adJacent to .each other, and the condition of which is con~~
stantly changing. Thus the stomach at one time contains
solids, at another liquids, and at another time gas. A tumor
in the ab~omen ·may be conriected with the liver, the right
kidney, the stomach, the ovary; it may be an enlarged nies·
enteric gland, an enlarged· spleen, a cyst of the omentum, .or
sim.pl:y: ·a mass of .fec31 matter. There is no necessity for
. calling attenti_on to the .fact how· often the opinions of dif~erent practitioners vary in regard to· intra.abdominal con·
ditions, and how often wrong_ .diagnoses are made alas to
the patient's detriment, and .even at the cost of Iife it;elf.
These differences. of opihion are very often not alorie in re.
spect to._the nature of the· disease process affecting a certain
organ, but frequently evidence a disag'l:'eement as. to the very
organ itself Which is affected. And this is not sO surprising
w1ien ·We. :.;eea.u:-~hat reliance must. be _placed entire~y u~on

'
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palpation and percussion in the physic-al examination of th~
parts.
· -An_ enlarged liver, may be Confused .. with an e;nlargement
Of the right kidney, enlargenlent of the spleen, a· tumor ~f
the pyloric end of t_he stomach, or impaction of t~e ~epat1c
fl.exture of the· colon. By palpation of the mass It IS very
often impossible to state with which of these organs the
tumor is connected. Often also percussion does not give any
assistance since the dullness elicited by percussion is so similar over all the organs- that the slight shade of difference
cannot be distinguished. By palpation of the vertebral column and .the detection of a subluxation in a certain segment
thereof, however, the exact organ affected can be readily
determined ..
Let us carry the above illustration farther and suppose
th4t a tumor mass is palpated in the abdomen, but that all
the usual methods of examination have failed to determine
which of the organs is affected thereby. If the spine is then
palpated, the following findings will establish which. of the
organs is affected: If the fourth dorsal vertebra 1~ subluxated the innervation of the liver is disturbed and It may
be safeiy concluded that the tumor is in connection with the
· liver; if the eighth d'Orsal vertebra is the one which is found
to be subluxated, it- may be correctly assumed that the spleen
is involved· if the tenth dorsal vertebra is subluxated, there
is every i:-e~son to believe that the kidneY is the organ which
is affected· if the lower dorsal or upper lumbar vertebrae are
the seat ~f subluxations, the trouJ;lle· is located in the intestines. These findings are constant; that is to say, if the
· disease is of the liver a subluxation will almost invariably
.,. be found at the fourth dorsal vert_ebra; in disease_ of the
kidneys a subluxation of the tenth dorsal vertebra nea:ly
always exists; if the stomach is diseased, _interference With
the nerves in the mid-dorsal region will always be found,
occasioned by subluxations of the fifth, sixth, or seventh
dorsal vertebra; in diseases of the spleen the eighth dorsal
vertebra is almost constantly found subluxated; in intestinal
disea~es subluxations invariably occur in_ the lower dorsal
and upper lumbar vertebra. _By such a ·process it at once
becomes- appal-ent with what a degree of certainty one may
localize affections to the organ in which they· are situated.
There is one difficulty which may be encountQred i:h the
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making· of a diagnosis by analysis of the spi:n,e f-oi' the detection of subluxatioils. This lies in the fact that the same
nerve supplies different organs_- in --some· iriSti:inCes, a:ri(f if' -consequently this nerve only were impinged, it would naturally
be impossible to· state which one of such organs is affected.
On the other hand, no disease Process exists long in atiy organ
before reflex subluxations are produced in those segments of
the spine from which the organ in question derives its innervation. From these secondary subluxations it then becomes possible ··fo determine the organ which. is affected.
After the specific organ involved has been decided upon,
the exact natur~ of the disease process is then dete-rmined
by a· earful consider'ation of all symptoms_ and 'signs present,.
together with a special examination of the orgail: itself, suppl~mented by a chemical and miscroscopic~l !1-nalYsis of urine~
feces, blood, gastric contents, and. sputum, wherever indicated.
One often hears the Statem-ent made by some practitioners
of Spinal Adjustment that they are able to make a diagnosis
of disease, without the necessity of asking the patient a single.
queStion. They are, however, far from a diagnosis in the
true sense of that term. What they haVe determined is what
organ is affected, and say, for example, 'that the patient has
liver disease, or kidney disease, or heart disease.· That is,
however, saying very little, in fact· the great majoiity. of
patients already know as much before consulting.a physician,
excepting, of course,- the more perplexing· caseS above alluded
to. ·It is therefore of little value to a patient to be told .that
he has liver trouble; what he really wishes to know iS, what
KIND of liver· trouble he has; whether, for example, it is
simply a. passive congestion, or if possibly it is. cancer. ·
Such a method is therefo:re- very haphazard and unscientific,
· and leads to many gross errors. In 'the examination of· every
patient_ a most searching spinal analysis should. therefore be
made, especially_ if any doubt ·exists as to· the organ· ciffected.
Once thiS has been determined the diff-erential diagnosis of
the specific nature of the disease process bY the s.tudy Of- the
symptom ~omplex becoiD.es. comparatively simple.

INHlJ!.ITION

'

The word- inhibition is derived from the Latin· inhibere, to
restrai:ri. Physiologically speaking, it -is t~e restraining or
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retardation of physiolOgical action. In other words, it is
the diminution or arrest of function in an organ.
S.ome -organs are· equipp-ed- with Special inhibitory ·nerves·;
This is proven bY the fact that, although the cardiac inhib·
itory Center, for example, is situated in the medulla, if the
vagus nerve is cut and the end which is in connection with the
heart iS stimulated, the heart's action is slowed. This shows
that the special center is not -essential to the production of
an inhibitory "influence on a part. Thus an inhibitory nerve
is one which, when stimulated, represses the activity of the
part supplied by it.
Most of the structures of the bOdy, however, are not governed by inhibitory nerves. This is true for the reason that
their functioris are normally in abeyance at certain- times, or
just the opposite influenCe is· requisite at all times. As an
~llustration of this take the muscular system. There is normally a "Constant flow of efferent impulses which maintain
the muscles in a state of balanced tonicity. Without this
muscular tone we would collapse completely.
Inhibition of these functional activities is consequently ab~
normal. When the_ nerve-impulses which control these functions are prevented from ~onveying impulses, arrest of function, namely inhibition results. We thus see that there is
normal and abnormal inhibition.
In the human body the nerves are generally so well protected that pressure upon them sUfficient to prevent the conduction of impulses cannot occur. There is one place, however, in which the nerves are continually subjected to- the
danger ·of being pressed upon. This piessure may be so·
slight as to not injure the nerve and yet be sufficient to
interfere seriously with the conduction process. This- place
is at the point where the nerves pass through the intervertebral fo~amina or lateral foramina of the spinal column.
We know that at this lOcation in their course the nerves
paSs between moveable bones,· the vertebrae. A shifting of
these bones Irom their normal position causes the margins
of the intervertebral foramina to press upon the nerve which
passes through at this point. It is here that the junction
between the cerebro--spinal and the sympathetic nervous systemS is effected. The internal viscera are under the direct
influence of the sympathetic system, and functional disorders,
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namely restr-aint of action must -follow the withdrawal of
the im:pulse_s conveyed by these nerves. . · · Let ·us b~iefly consider- a speCific ·case; 'fOr E!Xarilple, the
stom~ch. We say -~hat it is possible to· influence the stomach m the upp€;lr cervi~al region. AS a .matter of record
th.ere-. is no specific point ?f adjustment in ali cases- of ~as~
tnc dise~se. Some may question· the truth of the statement
that the stomach may be affected by subluxations ill the
upp~r "Cervical region. -They are willing to concede that the
middle dorsal nerves may affect th~ function of this organ
but how the cervical nerves coul<l possibly affect the stom·
ach is beyond their comprehension. Arid yet there is :not
alone anatomical proof, but also clinical evidence of_ the
truth of this assertion.
'
Firs.t of all, as to the secretory function of the stomach.
Experiments have demonstrated that the vagus nerves govw
ern markedly the secretion of the gastric juice. P4ysiolOgi'sts
have taken a dog, divided the esophagus and then brought
the upper and lower cut ends forw8.rd and sutured them to
the skin of the .-neck so aS to make two fistulous openings. .
The animal was then given a meal of savory foods and it
was noted, through a g~stric fistul(_l. previously form~d, that
a free flow of -gastric 'juice tOok- place as a result of this
fictitious lheal. When, however,· the vagus nerves were cut
no . gastric juice was secreted under similar circumstances:
T_his ~emonstrate·s that the secretion obtained when the vagi
were mtact was d:Xe to a reflex stimulation of the vagi by the.
presence of }he- food in the _mouth which never entered the
stomach at all but passed out through· the cut end of the
esoph~gus. If merely the psychical factors produced by the
sensatiOns accompanying the- provocation and gratification of
~he appetite can stimulate the Vagus to act reflexly, why is
It not re~son.able to suppose that this nerVe could be reflexly
affected m · JUSt the opposite manner. We know that the
vagi ~re in i!J-timate_ associatioll with the supei'ior cervical
~a?ghon _of the sympathetic gangliated cord. This ganglion
Is m turn connected with .the upper four cervical nerve·s and
there 'Pass through -these aU the efferent and afferent' impulses_ which reflexly affeCt the vagus and mOve it to action.
If, ~onseq_uently, interfe:ren_ce with t_hese reflex paths connectmg With the vagus nerves exists, such as Pressure upoll
them of a displaced cervical vertebra, ~isorders -O_f secretion
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muf!t ensue. In 'other words, there Will be inhibition or restr~ip.t _of action. This is abnormal inhibition.
The motor power 'of the Sti:lmach· is-=governed· by nerves
from two Sources: from the two vagi and from the solar
plexus. The fibres from the latter source arise in the spinal
cord, pass to some of the thoracic ganglia of the sympathetic
syst"em, which in turn unite by afferent and efferent rami
communicantes with the thoracic spinal nerves, and thence
by the way of the splanchnics to the semilunar ganglion and
the solar plexus and then to the stomach. The splanchnics
and the vagi both contain motor and inhibitory fibres. Hence
if a subluxation_ is present in the mid-dorsal region from
w}lich the splanchnics arise interference. with the motor -func- ·
tion will ensue. In other words, there will be restraint of
action.
We thus see that the relief of sOme diseases by Chiro·practic ~-i; · nothing more nor less than the removal of h).bibition as produced by displaced vertebrae. There ·are cases
in which we desire and can obtain inhibition. For ~example,
if the stomach contains fermenting and indigestible food, it
is possible to induce by pressure along the sides .of the spinous processes sufficient inhibition to cause the pyloric orifice
to become relaxed and allow the contents to pass into the
intestine. If pressure Of the thumbs is sufficient to stop the
flow of impulses along a nerve, certainly the pressure of a
displaced vertebra will accomplish the same effect. Removal
of the pressure will permit the flow of impulses along the
nerves, inhibition or restraint of action is done away with,
and normal functiomil actiVity follows.

OUR LIMITATIONS
Whenever a man says that nothing is impossible for him,
he is put down as either ignorant or dishonest. No other
construction can possibly be put upon such an arrogant as- sertion. It matters not in what field of ~ndeavor our path
of action lies, we are limited, and yes, if the truth were told,
pitifully so. Disengage your thoughts from zp.ortal things;
let your- mind wander forth at will in the contemplation Of
the universe on a starry summer night! You will feel as
big as· a minute ·in an eternity of time. Men bedeck then.:tselves in gaudy att~re and_ strut f~rth .with t~e self-satisfied
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air of one whO has just flun int0
created_worlds. Th ·
·.g
space a thousand newly
remain ~~nt'ered so-io~ia~'?:~~sh\:t h_e _}las let ~is little_ brain
of the g:f_eatne_ss about him :H· .self that he 15 unconscious
man Who in h.
. • . IS IS the mental calibre of the
th .
-'
Is own estnr,tatwn, has no limitations Th t .
e reason that the so-called hum
.
.
a IS
more rapidly in the past Th t .. anhrace has- not progressed
only the biography of a f~w in~i:i~ t
reason why history_ is
utia s rather than a treatise
on the accomplishments of th
. kl
.
e en re race. We are e"th
to 0 qmc y satisfied, too soon discour
d
I er
ignorant of our limitations. And ag_e ' or t~o altogether
confidence, at least an over-su - I let .It be said that selffailure than generate
PP Y of It, more often breeds
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and it ultimately ends in fa '1m the executJon of a plan
Th "
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.
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b
the more we see what still - .
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it is that "a little kn t~marr:s to be _learned. Consequently
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resent the things that
e · ~he rungs_ on the ladder repsuccess. The steps of ~e can o and should do to achieve
that we should avoid doing~ ;?ou~se t~o fa_ilure a~e the things
avoid spells failure just as c t ? 1 e thmgs which we should
that should ·be done.
er amY as not to do the things
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In the average world of endeavor a .
commission or omission s ld
h
mistake, be it one of
sequences; in our work it e tlmd __as especially serious conth
.
spe s eath. We are dear
"th
e most serwus_ problems which 't . .
.
mg Wl
in .. Not to deeply realize the t I IS given to man to engage
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.
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.
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are limited 'in wh3.t th eahng art can :ure everything. All
is a tremendous step ine~h ca~. acc?mplish. To _realize_ this
obviate the inaking of c e tl IrectiOn of success, for it will .
confine ourselves to th . t ount ess mistakes. As long as we
. e rea ment. of those diseases which we
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knoW respOnd t~ Spinal Adjtistm'ent we will never fall intO
a .:rrl_ass. of co:t:rlplicatio_ns,_ d()_ub~~~- fe_ars, ·and_ ultimate f3.ilur~.
-The volu:ffie of good th3.t ffiay be · accompliShed _by_ Spinal
Adjustment is sufficiently large, the horizon of our- s:phere
Of activity is sufficiently- broad to make it unnecessary for
us to "step boldly in where angels fear to tread."
Let us therefore· carefully and thoughtfully consider our
limitations, for by so -doing manY false steps that must be
retraced will be avoided. A familiarity with pathology will,
more than any thing else, Show us when hope has fled and
we need not expect results. To be able to judge from the
symptoms present exactly what-the state of the affected part
is will .guard us against many grave errors of judgment.
W auld any thinking man who had a clear-. mental picture of
the kidneys in chronic advanced parenchymatous nephritiS
make an effort to restore the organic integrity and fUnctional
activitY. of organs so affected 1 Most aSsuredly nOt. Would
·any reasoning operator who has a conception of the spinal
cord in locomotor ataxia claim to convert thOse gummata
and lumps of scar tissue into gangliated cells'? Certainly
not. Arid do not be deceived when really honest claims of
cures- in such and similar conditions reach your ears. It may
be a case of mistaken diagnosis. Never neglect to deter:mine
the exact nature of an affection. Do not be contented with
the knowledge that a patient is, for example, suffering from
heart disease. Determine with the finnesse of an artist _the
precise changes that haTe occurred in that organ. Is it
merely- a functional derangement due to nervous causes, or
is the aberration. produced by destruction of one of the valves.
In the former Gase you can giv:_e a good prognosis, in the
latter your opinion must be guarded.
It is only With such a· basic knowledge that we are able to
comprehend our limitations, and keep ourselves ·from falling
into the_.gross errors which make of ourselves and the profession in general a laughing stock. That is precisely what
will keep a profession going backward instead of onwardto make claims which any thinking man knows are ·ridiculous.
There is but one thing that really counts in this world, and
that is merit. And merit con-sists in knowing what to do as
well as knowing what not to do. Bear ever in mind what
Shakespeare says 'in the Merchant of_ Venice:

6.3

"Who shall go about
To cozen fortune, and -be honorable
-Without the--stamp-of'inerit! ··Let none p~esume
To' wear an undeserv-ed dignity."

''THE CHIROPRACTIC SCIENCE"
Here is an "ad" o:f a Chiropractor which we ran across in
a -~medi~,al journal unde:r the caption "The Chiropractic
Science.
We have left out names which would tell where
and by Whcim this gem of Chiropractic Principles was :Published.
-

GALL STONES AND HOW TO REMOVE
THE CAUSE
G~li stOnes are caused by inflammation or

heatmg of the gall bladder, which turns the
- bladder"" contents to crystals just as s:vrup
crystallizes when- heated.
'
·
Unless: the cause of the heating of the gall
blad~er I-s ~emoved, the formation of crystals Is. contmuous, and a surgical operation
removmg the gail stones can never afford
permane_nt relief, because it does not stop
the heatmg.
.
·
Spin~! adjustments i-estore the gall bladder t9 Its no~mal healthful- activity, and the
chem~al actiOn of the normal secretion is
such thc:t it dissolves the crystals and
surgery 1s unnecessary.
·
FREE: Difi!cult cases are welcome. Call
for free spmal analysis. If• places you
.under no obligation whatever.1
-------~D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
118 Main StJ::eet, Over Store.
·
Hours:
9-12 a. m, 1:30-5 p.m. Evenings, 7-8.
We ~a~en't the slightest idea· where _the copy for this andother Sim~lar advertisements originated, whe:t:&ler 'in the~ mind
of the ~Juropractor himself or of some guiding genius ( ? )
who wntes copy for chiropractors. But, this much we know
namely, that if w: ~ontinue thus exposing ourselves tO ridi~
cule
are not gomg to get very ·far in the next five hundred
years. As we have said before in these columns, mistakes
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are condoned when a new science is young because mistakes
are bound to creep in at the _start. But the time has arrived
when-all-mistakes which have been made-by .us sl).ould have
been corrected. A science needs an ·occasional revision just
like a .book in order to make it perfect, and the fact that
glaring imperfections are still evident in it. after. twent:y-tw'o
years shows that tl:!.~re is something lackmg e1ther m .the
progressiVeness or intelligence of those who are responsible

for its revision.
Now why in the name of all that is reasonable and right
should 'a chiropractor make such absolutely silly state.ments.?,
Who is responsible primarily for the statements ~h1ch th~s
chiropractor makes in his advertisement? Very evtdently It
was his training because he is only repeating what he has
been taught or he has concocted these ideas because ~e lacks
all fundamental knowledge of anatomy, physiology, etiology,
and pathology. He could not possibly make Such statements
if ho had the slightest conception of the subject he so pathetically attempts to philoSophize l!lpon.
of course this may be an isolated case, but how certain
can we be that there are not a great many chiropract.ors who
hold views similar to this man's? And if there are many
s~ch, how long are we as a profession going to tolerate such
stuff that reflects discreditably upon us all-? If one man
:who holds himself up as a graduate chiropractor has ideas
like this those outside our ranks naturally must conclude that
we all think the same way. No other conclusion is possible.
In our estimation a thing like this is a menaCe .to our permanency -a danger to o·Ur life as ·a school of heaH.ng.
Suppo~e someone gets the idea that basi~ally we are all
right and our prin_ciples, while in the mam correct, need
revision and remodeling,"and decide that the proper p~rty to
whfch to entrust this task is the medical or osteopathiC professif"Jn. That is riot such a remote possibility as it m~y se_~m,
and Lf we don't clean house ourselves, somebody else IS gomg
to do it for us.
It is high time that we arrive at a unity of thought upon
the philosophic basis of Chiropractic and tear out, root and
branch, anything that is not absolutely c~rrect scientifi~ally.
We are better off to first learn so:methmg 'Jf our science
before worrying whether or not the members of the profes-
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sian had a high school education or not. There are some
mighty intelligent men and women in
chiropractic profession, just as brainy as~can -be fotirtd 'in anY ·other p:fofeSsiori,
and if there is anything to the "survival of the fittest" they
are going to see to it that anything that is not just as it
should be in our philosophy is going to be cut out. And the
first swing of the axe shmild be directed against that which -.
is responsible for ideas such as those em..bodied in the above
advertisement.

the

CHIROPRACTIC AS A SPECIALTY
Since the· beginning of time the human race has .been
afflicted with disease. Though we are "fearfully and wonderfully made," we are full of imperfections and defects. Some
there ·are who say that from our birth we have a Certain
"locus minoris resiste?.Ztiae/' or spot of wealmess, which
ultimately will ~ause our destruction. In other wordsi we are
nluch like Achilles in being immune in all save one respect.
Naturally _there has at all times been ·waged a war of
extermination against the raviges of disease on the part. of
the race. NumeroUs w3.ys and means have been devised to
remove 01' at least limit the progress of diseases of various
kinds to which 'the human organism is susceptible'. The number of methods for combating disease has been almost as
great as the number of distinct diseases which exist.
Some of these cur~tive measures have been frankly admittedto be applicable in the- treatment of one disease only. Others
admit their limitation to a _restricted number of ailments.
Some have, however, been advanced _which claim to be allinclusive and_ a panacea for all the ills to which human flesh
is heir.
Has ever a remedy been found that is applicable in all
diseases, regardless what their nature might. be? Frankly,
we do not think so. 'Vhen we stop to consider that the only
true _way to remedY a disease pro<;:ess is by removal of the
caUse, -vre see at once the futility of endeavoring to ·find a
measure which will successfully combat any and every ailment. The multiplicity of causes that may Opetate in the
prodUction of differerit diseases absolutely. precludes. the
possibility of formulating one routine measure applicable in
any case~
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We may say that priniarily eVery disease is caused by
one factor and that is the want of a perfect resistance on
"the- piti-t of the individUal. BUt 'how Often do· we -not See

that the ffiost perfect resistance is powerless to ~tern the
invasion of c~rtain diseases. _Would you be willing to expose
yourself to tuberculosis heedlessly and continuously, even
though you knew that you were· in perfect health? Would
you consider yourself able· to use alcohol, ad lib., without
standing in danger of Bright's disease, lrnowing your kid-

neys_ were perfectly sound to comm!-3nce with? We- scarcely
think so.
You see, therefore, that there are other causes of

dise~se

than .simply a want of resistance. There are other predis-

posing causes of disease. Furthermore, we ha~e to deal With
numerous contributing, exciting, and secondary causes which
may be operating in any g-iven case. All of this implies the
use of different measures, and makes the use of any one single
measure irrational. In brief, there is in all the realm of healing no one single curative measure all-sufficient .and allpowerful.
TO view the healing profession is as to view a maelstrom
from a height. It is one mass of conflicting theories fighting for the ascendancy in the turbulent waters- of human endeavor, in which floats debris of fandes and ideas long
since dead and discarded. Looking down upon this scene of
contention, one sees a youthful figure fighting for recognition,
asking for a chance to be heard. It is th~ new-born science
of Chiropractic. Tugging at either arm are her disciples,
one asking. thit she claim to be able to give t~e. world
freedom from all disease, the elixir of life and eternal youth;
the other is reminding her to be cautious, to re~ognize her
limitations, and to ~xplain clearly her mission.
Which of the views above expressed should be given
credence? Are we justified in claiming to be in-possession of
a panacea for all ills, or are we to consider ChiropractiC as
a specialty in the composite art of healing?
Let us consider briefly what the basic physiological action of
adjustment of a vertebra really is. It is commonly known
that a Chiropractic adjustment is a definite thrust upon a
vertebra, which is displaced, for the purpose of restoring it
to its normal position. In other words, it is the re-align:rilent -
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of the spine. The object- of. this corrective procedure is to
relieve the pressure which exists upon the nerve transmitted
by.the interVertebral Iorainen'correSPondi'ng t-0 the n;iSPiaCed
vertebra. Clinical results of such adjustment ·show that this
pressure ev:idet;ttly was the _cause of the disease process which
had existed Prior to its removal.
Now, what in reality is the result of such pressure upon the
nerve? Simply a block to the conduction of the nerveimpulses. As a resUlt of the withdrawal of these Impulses
from the parts for which they were intended restraint of
action,' or inhibition developed. Consequently the object of
the Chiropractic thrust is the rCmovel of inhibition.
_. A little thought will demonstrate the fact tJJ_at practically
every functioning organ of the body is made up- of a collection
of tubes or tubules, or is itself a tube. Witness in.·testimony
thereof -the gastro-intestinal tract, the kidney, the liver, et
cetera. Histology shows -us that one of the coats of every
such tube or tubule is made _up of muscular tissue of the
unstriped or involuntary varietY. Being involu'ntary, this
muscle is under the control of the sympathetic system. Upon
the continuous activity of. this muscular coat deperids to a
considerable extent the function of the organ as a whOle. · If
the nerve-impulses which govern the action of this involuntarY muscular cOat are not forthcoming, restraint of action
must certainly follow. ConverSely, resto'ration of th~se impuls~s must be considered as the only rational and. logical
measure in the cure ·of di'sease.

"A" PHILOSOPHY OF CHIROPRACTIC

ii,,

(In order to have the reader comprehend· this article in Hs
true sense he should read it from beginning to end-:-thoughtfully-and the editorial comment at its conclusion will clear
up any doUbts he_ inay have as to its intent.)
Every act of the human body is- responsive to the messages
coming t9 it from the brain, .which is supposed by some misguided individuals ~o be the seat of human intelligence, but
which is not. Every part of the body is intelligent and Can
do what it pleases. Th~s the stomach is intelligent and ii is
by virtue of this-intelligence that it digests...food.. Owing to
this intelligence t~e stomach, furthermore, has sense enoUgh
to not try to do anything else. This intelligence is innate,
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that is to say it is a part of -th.at particular body or portion
of such a body and perme'ates every part of that body. It is
by virtue of- this intelligence -that various parts- of the body
do their several acts. This intelligence is carried to all the
parts of the body from the brain along 'the nerves. lf a
nerve is prefised upon by a subluxated ve1·tebra at the point
where it passes outward through the intervertebral foramen
the intelligence flow is stopped at that place and the part
which is deprived of this energizing flow is no longer intelligent and refuses to do anything. As soon as the flow along
the nerves_ is again established by taking the pressure off the
nerve· through an adjustment of the vertebra the- part again
becomes intelligent and acts the way it is supposed to, and
as all rational stomachs, hearts, livers, kidneys, etc., are supposed to act. When a stomach or any other part of the· body
become:s irrational there is no longer ease. in that region but
"dis-ease. Some people think that this dis-ease has different
forms but they are wrong, as the disease is always the same.
In fa~t there. is only one disease and it is always the same
because it is dis-ease. One patient might vomit blood and
another one not, but thcit makes no difference-both are simply in a state of dis-ease. Some people give various na~es
to what they think are different diseases but these names
m.ean nothing as they are all the same thing and it is foolish
to give different names to the dis-ease. Some investigators
claini that they have seen stomachs of patients who had died
and that these stomachs .looked different. They ·concluded.
that these stomachs must have been affected· in ·different
ways whi~e the patient was alive. But they are wrong as
every patient had the same dis-ease because there is only one
kind of dis-ease: Why ·this dis-ease makes the stOmach of
one patient look different' from that of another patient i~ .
hard to say. It is most likely because the stomach was
deprived of its innate intelligence and was no longer respon~
sible for its looks. The record _of some of the patients with
the. variously appearing stomachs showed that they were
sick much longer than others and the investigators concluded
from that they must have suffered from different kinds of
affections.. But here again they are \vrong bec~use the reason ."
that· one "'patient lived .longer than the other was simply due.
to the fact that his stomach had a little more int~lligence
and wanted to liVe longer because it did not loOk so bad· at
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first. In any event looks are deCeiving and canno't be re'lied
upon. For ;example,· the dis-ease that some people.-.call cancer
is no worse than a cold-sore..,.,...both, are simply a state of disease, and both can be cured, supposing they are on the lip,
by giving the lips back their innate intelligence. Nature will
rid an intelligent lip of a cancer just as well as she will of
a .cold sore. A ni'an who has a cancer of the lip is therefore
foolish to worry abOut it because, while it maY take nature
a little longer to ·get rid of the cancer than of the cold sore,
he knows that he -can be cured of it. In f3.ct it is foolish to
worry about any sickness because ·they can all be cured bv
taking some adjustments ·and giying hack to the parts th~t
are in a state of diS-ease their intelligence. Sometimes even
when a person is taking adjustments he dies but that 'is not
the faUlt ·of the adjustments which really had made him well
but he was obstinate and had made up his mind to .die. Such
patients die from nothing, in other words they had no disease but died in- ease. This is really a very pleasant way to
die but it is unfortunate as it robs the adjustments of all
credit for getting the patient well. Some patients .suffer
more pain when they are in a state of disease than others,
the rea~on being. that they are of a more complaining nature
and not because their dis-ease is greater or different from
that of another patient who complains very little of pain.
It is the same with all symptoms fpom which a patient may
be sufferin,g. They really mean nothing -special except being
additional evidence that th.e patient is in a state of disease.
The 011ly thing that is of any value as a symptom of disease
is the- subluxation of a vertebra which is a certain guide to
which part ·of the body is in a state of dis:.ease. This is all
that is necessary to know because it is of no consequence to
know how a certain part is affected, in fact, it can only be
affected in one way anyhow.
Take chronic kidney disease. There are teachers whO draw
special attention. to. the fact that in one kind of kidney disease the organs themselves become enlarged, while in the
?thet the kidneys shrink. ~he former kind is very dangerous;
m the latter the patient is likely· to improve and live many
years. But· what's the use. _Just promise the patient that
he'll get well~ not.·matter which fOrm he has. H8'll be dead
anyway-in· dtse he ·has the forme~-before he finds· it out.
No use to· study prognosis. Chiropractic. cures all disea_ses,
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anyway. The departments of pathology and symptomatology
which are studied by other Schools of healing are therefore
nothin~ but ~wadd}e and poppy(!O~k <{e::;igned to _make· a _ really
simple thing appear complex and more useless study for misguided students.
From sOzll_e of the foregoing we_ see that there is only one
cause of disease, namely, depriving a part of its innate intel-=ligence· by pressing _a vertebra on the nerve that carries this
intelligence to different parts of the_ body. Anyone who thinks
that there are any other causes of disease -is woefully mistaken. How anyone ever gave anything else credit for ability
to bring on· a state of dis-ease i_s a mystery. For example,
you could put an ounce of· gonococci into the urethra and the
individual could not get gonorrhea, unless, of course, he had
a subluxation, and if he had the right subluxation he would
get gonorrhea just the· same! It is never the germs that
help to bring on tuberculosis, gonorrhea, or any of the socalled· infectious diseases, brit it is the subluxations. Of
course there are germs there, but they are simply scavengers
that_ clean things up. The tubercular germ cleans up the
tubercular lung, the gonococcus cleans out the urethra, and.
so on. If everything were all right they would not be there
and when everything has been cleaned up they leave, as their
presence is no longer required. No, pathogenic ·germs are
~ot the enemy of mankind as some persons have so f~etiously
termed it, they are our best friends. We would be shortlived indeed if it were not for the germs which are -_always'
around ready to clean out any part·of the· body at a moment's
notice. The fact is that liye germs don't hurt anybody,_ no
matter if they enter the bodY singly or by the milliOns. But
dead germs-ah, there's the rub! Take the example of our
festive gonococcus again: Live gonococci are as -innocent as
bahes in arms, but dead Ones, in the shape of a_ vaccine kill'
you quicker than- a t!ain.
'
Another example of the e.rroneous conclusions so~e people
have drawn in regard -to the etiology of disease is that of
habits. We are told to investigate a patient's habits because
they have a bearing on the disease from which he is s~ffering,
when in reality these habits in the first place have nothing to
do- with bringing on the disease and are themselves· due to
the subluxations. For an instance of this take alcoholism
wl).ich is supposed to bring on many diseases, amon~ them
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Bright's disease. Some practitioners claim that it is advisa•
ble to have a patient discontiime the us~ of al~O:ll<>l in_ order
to get well. This is the sheerest nonsense; becau~e all that .
is- necessary is to adjust _the tenth dorsal when the Bright's
disease will be_ cured and the pati_ent's craving will disappear
·at the same time. The patient, in other words,_ is not sick
because he U:sed alcohol but he uses alcohol because lie is
sub luxated.
Occupation is another factor in the production of disease
that has been gr'eatly overrated when it ~·eally does not des~rve any rating at all as a cause of disease. Many authOrities.have made the statement that people who follow certil.ii1
occupations are prone to have special diseases more coni~
manly than those who do not follow the same occupation.
Their deductions are, however, entirely incorrect. A butcher
. is just as apt to have lead Poisoning as a painter or plumber
if he .has the sixth or tenth ·dorsal wrtebra subluxated. A
man who works out of doors all daY is _no more apt to get
pneumonia than a clerk unless he has a subluxated third
dorsal vertebra. A teamster is just as apt to get \Vl·iter's
cramp as a writer provided he has a subluxation of the lower
cervical or first dorsal vertebra. So we see that there is no
sue~ thing as occupational disease, namely dis-ease due ·in
part at least to a man's occupation. It is simply a- coinci~
dence in any case and was due entirely to the fact that the
patient had a certain sublux'ation•.
There are misguided sChools and their teaChers who giVe
enviromqent, age, sex, climate, seasons, etc. as important
predisposing causes of dis-ease,_ but they ~re a~ wrong,
Chiropractic takes no notice of the accumulated ana proven
experiences .of m.ankind. A: baby six months old is just- as
apt to have cancer of the stoniach as a man of sixty·' a
woman of f01•ty is as likely to get infantile paralysis a; a
boy of six; a girl of fourteen suffers as often from -prolapsed
uterus as a woman of fifty who has had eight children. Fact
is, nothing counts except subluxations.
We could go on through the whole' list of so-called crt.uses
of disease and show very. logically-how they cannot po8S>Iy
be c?nsidere~- as havin~ anything at all to_ do· with the productiOn of d1sease. '!'here is as we· have'. Said onlY one cause
and tha~ is_ a ·subluxation. There are. :ho ·Contributing_ causes
as the _subluxation is sufficient of its~lf _to bring oll dis-ease-
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and does not need any. outside help. Neither is there any
such thing as an indirect cause 'of disease or what has been
styleO. by some aS a predisposing cause. SUch-·ilidii-eCt or
predisposing causes are suPposed to make a person mo;re
liable to <:Ontract certain diseases, among which might be
mentioned heredity, bad hygienic surroundings, bad habits,
certain age periods, etc. All these and many otherR that
miiht be mentioned have absolutely nothing to do with predisposing a person to disease.· A child born of tubercular
parents has just as good a chance as a child born of per~
fectly_ normal parents. Poor hygiene, lack of fresh air, sunlight and nourishing food have nothing to do with predisposing one to disease because. the dirtier we are and the more
careless in our manner of living, the better will be our chance
of remaining healthy, Drinking water _from a filthy cesspool -is no more dangerous than to drink it from a clear
fresh spring because water no matter whether it is clean or
dirty has no power to stop the flow of innate intelligence to
the body ~since it is not as hard· as a bone and cannot impinge
the nerve. For infants, milk from a tubercular cOw is even
better than milk that has been pasteurized because the
tubercle bacilli in the sick cow's milk are just what the infant
nee.ds to do scavenger work and clean out its intestines and
lungs. Bad habits have nothing to do with predisposing an
individual to certain diseases because if we did not have a
subluxation we would not have the bad habit or the disease.
· Such an argument is like putting the cart before the horse,
as it is the subluxation. and the disease which really come
first and the bad habit follows. Thus, a man never gets _high
blood pre-ssure from smoking ~fteen cigars a day, but he
w:ants to smoke so much because hiS pressure is high, and
the· sinoking habit leaves as soon as he has been adjusted
and his blood pressure has been reduced. The greater prevalence of some diseases at certain periods during a person's
lifetime is not due to age factors, but to the fact that the
affected person had a _certain subluxation. For example, a
child could have cancer just as easily as a man fifty years
old. The 'fact that they do not does not intereSt us because
c;1ncer is _just the sal"ll;e as a fat tumor anyhow so far as
results under adjustment are concerned. Either one can be
cured and very often a_ cancer is to be_ preferred because it
.is generally lo_cate_q in!;iide the_ b_ody, while a fat tumor gen-
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erally is near the sUrface and is _more disfiguring.
We think that- the examples cited ar·e sufficient in number
to convirice- anyone with an "Open" mind "that nothing· outside_ of ·subluxations has the slightest effect in bringing on
disease. Let us, therefore, consider a few points that will support our -claim that adjustments are the only cure of disease,
and that they will cure every disease on the face of the earth.
There are misguided chiropractors who will candidly agree
th.at in occasional cases-as_ in the formation Of-pus, in com~muted fract~res, lacerayion of the uterus and peri;n~um-it
IS well to turn the case over to a conservative sUrgeon. .But
such are withc:mt the pale of the pure arid unadulterated, not
worth the name of Chiro.
Or- if, for example, a patient has been eating a great deal
of starchy foo~s and the spinal analysis and cliniCal symptoms show that he has diabetes, we should never advise him
to cut down the amOunt of starcheS and sugars becaus6 that
_would 'DOt help him in the least as there is ·only· one thing
11:ecessary in his case, and that is adjustments. So much to
prove that adjustment is_ the only cure of -disease.
Let us briefly refer to our claim· that- adjustment will cure
everY disease ~own to- man. That thiS -is true is proven.by
the fact that in the twenty-two years since the discoverY of
Chiropractic there has not _been £1 single case in which a
patient who had taken adjuStments_ was- not restored to
health. Not a ·s~ngle Chiropractor ha& evei.- reported a case
in which results were not" satisfactory. So far as mOrtality
statistics are concerned they are unknown to the profession.
True it is that we must die some time, but that will only be
when the body like any old piece of mech3.TI.ism is worn out,
and will not be due to any dis-ease, but to purely ·natural
causes, the operation of which we admit in thls case but- in
no others. Ca~cer, locomotor ataxia, advanCed tuberculosis,
etc., are thus pl_3.;ced .in the same category with nieasles,
boils and tonsillitis so. far as severity and amenability to
cure are concerned because all are curable through restoring
the innate intelligence to the-affected parts-of the body. In
short, every disease from crabs to lep'"i-osy is cured by Nature
when the parts- are made intelligent enough to let Nature
cure them.
Our final contention, namely, that adjuSting the-_ patient to
his ~nvironment is not only worthless but even harmful, is so
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obvious that it is hardly -necessary for us to devote niuch
space to it. In the first place it is worthless because it
never -did. and never will do the--patient any gOod. This is
the principal reason why we never advocate it, in fact we
fight againJSt environmental adjustment at every opportunity,
and any ChirOpractor who uses it is not worthy of the hame.
This shOUld be a· religion with us and anyone· who disagrees
with this belief is a heretic and outside the pale. We deny_
that- environment has anything to do with health or disease.
We disregard this fundamental prillciple of natUre entirely.
The teaching of scientists that ever3-'i.hing in Nature is the
result of its environment is all wrong. The fact that· the
cactus in the desert and the_ American beauty- rose in· the
hothouse are what they are on account of their s:Urrounding's
is incorrect. The American beauty rose would thrive. just
as well and be just as beautiful in the desert as in .the
hot hguse.
Neither has the environment of man anything_ to do with
his state of being. It is foolish to send a man with beginning
tuberculosis to a high dry, equable climate, because he'll get
along just as well working in a damp mine. Sunlight and
fresh air will not help an anemic girl working in a sweat
shop; nothing -is gained by giving fresh, green vegetables to
a lot of _poor marooned sailors who are slowly dying of scurvy
as a result of a diet of salt pork and hard tack-.
Let the patient'eat what he wants; let him continue his
bad habits; 'let him be as dirty as he chooses. Under no
conditions change his climate, his environment, his occupation, or his mode of living. All that he needs is innate-intelligence in every part and he will be restored to health regardless of all considerations that may point otherwise.. This is
"a" philosophy of Chiropractic.

Are we advocates of "AdJustment? We ~re-itS st'rollgest
and its best-beCause we are doing ihe things that will perpetuate it and elevate it;- not- the things that will str~gle
it and di-ag it down •
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Is this really the Philosophy of some Chiropractors? ·we
regret to say; it is.
Is it yoUrs ? We hope not.
If your concept o:f Chiropractic Philosophy is broad, liberal
and scientific, it is your duty to enlighten others, who have
some .or all of the above views.

--

SECTION II
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CHIJ.tOPRACTIC IS TRUTH

'

One hears very Often of the lOwly ·origin of ChiiQpractiC
and this is continuously referred to by the opposition. It is
a mighty specious argument, but still it gets some people whG
are in the habit of- confining their range of vision to the
limits_ of the tip of their nose. These_ are the _people who
fail to see any light because of the impenetrable darkness
which surrounds everything beyond the confines Of their nasal
extremity. Of all Persons it is this class· with which we· have
the least patience. Their mental caliber is such that. independent thought iS impossible and their thinking is done for
them by sOmeone else. The latter is usually just as little
able to do any worth-V.,.hi1e work in the thinking line, ·but
has been endowed by Nature during one of her lax moments
- with a superabundance of the art of vacuous expression of
·thoughtless thoughts. Into this assemblage of dormant cerebration there have been hailed as authorities those who have
cultivat~d the faculty of _devising something new that is
destined to endure forever but will be dead as a last year's
. bird-nest by tomorrow. These authorities who are so blindly
follOwed by the unthinking majority are.· chiefly responsible
for the general opinions which are heaid regarding Chiropractic. This cannot be denied· because if each indiv:iduaJ
member of -the_ opponents of Chiropractic did his o:wn thinking the chances are that they wouldJbe about equally divided
ir, their Views of the subject. On the other hand, we see most
of them~ knowing nothillg about the principles or practice
of the art and science of Spinal Adjustment, condemn it as
a fake -and a fraud~becaus.e the authorities have so pronounced it. By what right have these 'men set themselves
up as authorities on subjects they know little or nothing
about? By· the right: of circumsta1ice and conditions. The
circumstance 'is simply' their own presence; the conditiori iS
the conlpany in which they find themselves present.. If every
man did lii-:i 0\Vn thinking; .lclS he is supposed to do, there·
would-be nO such thing a~ an authority, but. every man would
be his . own authority. It is ti-ue that some men eXcel in
certain lines of thought to such a degree that their opinions
are looked upon as authoritative by men who have not giVen
the ·subject-the same amount of study and thought. But thai
does not hold good in the case of o_pinions regarding Chiro-
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practic· for the reason that the authorities know no more
whereof they are speaking than do their non-thinking follOWers.
As stated, one of the chief arguments against Chiropractic
used by its opponents is its so-called lowly origin. They
claim· that it originated in ignorance .and, therefore, it_ cannot
have ·any merit. But let them consider this though~, that a
genius never was born with a knowledge of mathematics,
astronomy and Latin, and yet· he was born a genius. One
world-revolutionizing thought may arise in a mind otherwise
dead. Truth is truth, no matter where it came from or where
it is found. Let some of these calumniators renounce Christianity because its Founder was botn in a stable and its first
pr~achers were ignorant fishermen. Does that fact make the
truths of Christianity less true in' their mip.ds because it had
.a lowly orlgin and its teachers were in other respects sup~
posed-·to be ignorant? We think they will strongly resent
this implication. But if there be truth in Chiropractic, it is
just as true aS -any other truth. But "be thou as chaste as
ice, as pure as snow, thou shalt llot escape calumnY."
The truth of Chiropractic has been proven beyond the
question of a doubt, both theoretically and clinically._ Anyone
who cares to investigate the principles upon which the science
is founded cannot but be impressed with the logical basis
upon which it rests. And anyone who cares to study the case
recor<,ls of any Chiropractor or Chiropractic institution can
readily see the results which are obtained by Spinal adjust~
ment. Other methods of therapy have been hailed with open
arms on the simple statement that laboratory tests and animal experimentation have demonstrated that they should
prove. a valuable remedial agent. Where are most of these
much-heralded eighth wonders of the world now? In the
medical ash heap. Theoretica]ly they -sound fine, but clinically they are worthless. Every ·day sees ohe or more ideas
discarded which yesterday were considered the most brilliant
yet. Still_ no condemnation attaches thereto. They are just
forgotten and the mistake covered up.
But when a real truth steps forward for recognition it
meets with opposition at every step. The principleG upon
which- Chiropractic is based are as logical as any 'theorem
on earth. It has proven its. correctness when subjected to
the rigid test of clinical application. Why has it not been
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accorded its justly earned place·~.i~ the art of healing?
This
IS to a certain extent human nature and-it is up to us to correct it.
We niust keep ever in mind the fact that oUr mission is one
of. ed:ucation. w~ must. acquire such a familiarity with the
prmciples of Chiropractic that -we will be able to discuss
t~em with. anybody. Thi~ will necessarily prove-· to be a
difficult task when we are engaged with a man or woman
who is . unaccustoined to independe:zl.t thinking ·and hearkens
continuously to the voic~ of- ·"authority." To convince the
authorities is _practically a hopeless task;- we must each of
us_ depend upon_ our individ-'!lal efforts -in .thiS regard and at
ev~ry opportp.nity- strive to convince others of the trutlts Which
we r_epresent. Chiropractic is truth and it will prevail for
al! time, but the outward manifestation of this truth rests
With US.
~ecause .t~ut}). of lowly. origin is vieW_ed W:ith S_lJ.Spicion.

CHIROPRACTIC WISDOM
It is :,t _moi-~ .or less common observation among Chiropracto;s that our f>cience is still in its infancy, namely, that it iS
still young arid has much to learn. We belh;~ve that this relates
~or_e part~c~larly to the theoretical than the technical -principles.. Chmcally we believe there is perhaps some room for
advancement -_and for further perfection, although as it is we
ha.ve a means. of- relieving disease that so far surpasses anythmg known at t}J.e present time that there is no comparison.

Ther_e_ is still, however, a considerable difference of opinion
as to the exact manner in which these results are obtailled.
On the one hand we h~e a group that maintains that it is
simply the stimulation of the nerves by the thrust that prod_aces renewed functional activity and restored organic integrity at thei: terminals in the structures which they supplY~
Then there IS that class which .insists that 50 per cent of the
cure is psychic and the other 50 per cent- the removal of
no':iou~· influences such as drugs. There. is the group. :which
mamtams that -the nerve as it passes· through the 'interverte~ral foramen is actually pressed uPon to a degree to
bl.ock the conduction of impulses at the Point of impingement.
Fmally, a considerable number hold that a lack of blood-
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supply to the nerves as a result of pressure on the vessels
passing through_ the intervertebral foramen is _the_ deciding
factor in most instances, as this destroys the irritability of
th~ nerves and, pari passu, their conductivity.
'
The very· existence of these differences of opinion is evidence that a conclusive explanation of the J:nanner in which
a subluxated vertebra induces denervation has not yet been
evolved. The adherents of theSe various the-Ories all 'admit
that tliey are right. But that does not make them right. It
is within the realm -of possibility that they may ·be w:rong.
So it is advisable for them tO maintain an open-minded
attitude themselves until they have been able to prove the
cOrrectness of their theories to the entire satisfaction Of those
who hold a dissimilar vie\¥, Nothing can be gained. by becoming dogmatic, because that is the end of. progress. Perhaps
for- m~ny it is sufficient that they obtain results; they are
not especially concerned with the modus operandi. Theirs is
undoubtedly a peaceful state of mind, but from them little of
the world's wisdom ever comes. It is to the thinker, the
man who is constantly trying to find an answer to the "question "Why'?", that the world looks for future additions to
its store of wisdom. The man who is satisfied with what he
does seldom contributes anything of value to the s1,1m ta:tal
of the world's wisdom and the good that he can do dies with
him. It is the mah who starts a thoUght going that leads
to another thought in the mind of another thinker, and this
to still another, who does somethirj.g that lives after him.
For the train of thought which he has started will some day
lead to an i4ea and out of that will come the answer to the
question "Why ?" The man who does not seek constantly for knowledge is
either a laggard or a fool. In· the first case he is too lazy;
in the second he is even unconscious· of what there is to be
learned. Ignorance is bliss_ because the ignorant man does
not know what is to be_ learned. When we once learn what
there -is to he learned in this world we begin to have knowledge.
There are in our Profession men and ·women who are
entirely satisfied with what they know. It is sufficient for
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them because it is enough to 'enable them to earn a-livelihood.
They may be possessed _of the world'S :goods in ~bundance;
theY: ri1ay do a -gieat ·deal Of good f0i- huinallit}r;. ·they may
advance the cause of the profession. But they are forgOtten
in six _months ·after they. h'ave passed away. The reason is
simply this: they haVe never left behind them a thought that
cannot die.
Hap]?ily there are in.the. pro_fession other men and women
who are students making a contjnuOus- search for the truth.
They are not satisfied ·with doing a thihg- and aCComplishing
what the· do~g is designed to dO.~ They ·want to know WHY
and HOW t~y do it. They are constantly trying tO move
aside the veil that hides the ail.sWer to these questions from
their vieW. They evolve certain theories that stimulate
others -to thi,nking along parallel lines, and while their theories may never be accepted they_served their purpose· in that
they acted as a stimulant and an incentive to others. Out
of all these_ ~heories the truth must Some _day be evolved.
Ever/ chiropractor shou~d be a student and try to contribute some thought wOrth while to the sum total of the
wisdom of' the profession. The theorie~ that have been enumerated above· a:t:e probably none _o{ them. :dght a~ one. It may
be that a ~o.i·relation of these theories will solve the question and bring that day''when we need no longer say that
Chiropractic is in itS infancy. Many .of the readers of these
pages have ideas_ along the lines indicated. Let this 'be the
Clearing House for those ideas, and then, some day, a
versally acceptable phil~sophy will be established.

CHIROPRACTIC WILL ALWAYS BE CHIROPRACTIC.
Every little while some timid souls give expressionto _the
fear that some day Chiropractic will be absorbed or other.:.
wise amalgamated with medicin,e. Doubtless they ·get thiS ·
idea from. an occasional court decision that the pr~c'tiCe_ 6-~
Chiropractic is the practice of Medicine, because it is taking·
care of sick people. Others view with more or less alarm .the'·.-·
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growing favor of spinal adjustment in the eyes of an in~reas
ing number of physicians. Still ot~ers are apprehens1~e of
the permanency· Of Chiropractic· on account -of the contrn~ed
difference of opinion that exists within our ranks concermng
a number of vital points. We thus find that there are three
classes of reasons why there exists in the minds of some
apprehension as to the future of Chiropractic; these can very
apprOpriately be termed: Legal, Professional, and _Scientific.
Let us briefly consider each and show our fearful friends that
their fears are entirely ungrounded.
First, as relates to the legal factors. While it. is true .th~t
a number of court decisions have held that Chi:opraetlc IS
the Practice of Medicine, this by no means makes It so.. Such
a decision means little except as relates to the case m ~on·
nection with which the decision was handed down. It ;mght
be reversed a month later by a higher court, and this has
been done a number of times. In fact, there ~re ~fteen
Supreme Court decisions to the effe~t that Ch~r~practic a~d
·nrugless Healing are_ not the Practice of M:d1cme. Agan;,
the act of a Legislature in giving Chiropractic legal rec~gni·
tion may completely nullify -all preexisting court. ~hngs.
There are, we believe, onljl' three Supreme Court deciSIOns. on
the statute books in which the opinion ~s held- th~~ C~Iro
practic is the practice of medicine. ObviOusly thei: we1ght
counts fo:r practically nothing in the final analy.si.s, when
compared with the larger number of favorable dec:swn_s an_d
legislative enactments _now in effect. The legal situ~tw~ IS
full of encouragement and optimism.. Ortly ~he glo~mie_st
pessimist would view it with foreb~dmg. Ch~~practlc has
made a more rapid advance in securmg recogmtwn than has
any popular measure in the history of the co~ntry•. _The
appointment of Chiropractic Boards of Ex~mers_ ~s a.n
tt st to the individuality of this art and science which IS
aequivalent
e
. common WI"th
to an assertion that it has noth"mg m
any other branch of the healing art a~d. ~onseq~ently pre·
·eludes absolutely the most remote possibility of Its a~sorp·
tfon by medicine.
. d, in regard to the professional factors.
S econ,
. . . It is ·cerI
tainly a fact that spinal adjustment is receivmg mc::~s:n~ Y
favorable notice by medical men.· They are_ famihariz~ng
themselves with ·Its principles and practice. They are buymg
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Chiropractic books. Their journals mention it sometimes
without a slur. But when one stops to :J?lace_ the nuDI_})er .of
those liberal-tri.irided men and women whO look with favor
upon spinal adjustment alongside the 150,000 physicians in
this country, he realizes that the surface hasn't been
scratched yet, and that at- ten tiines the past rate of acceptance of Chiropractic principles and -their adaptation to disease it will b~~-fifty years before even an appreciable number
of physicians will use adjUstments. E;.ven then we doubt
whether they will _thems.elves use spinal adjustment. This
has come to be recognized so much a!? _;;t specialty that belongs
to the Chiropractor th'a~ the general medical practitiOner,
who believes i~ Chiropractic, will ref~r all patients whom he
cannot relieve by his. methods to a man or woman who is
versed.-in making adjustments of the vertebrae. That is what
i::: -being done- now, and it will continue so for years to come.
True,... some physicians ~II take a post-graduate course- at a
Chiropractic schoOl for the purpose of learning how to make
adjustments, and will thenceforth use this system in connection with their -regulcir woi-k._ But the number of those
that do this will be. onlY about as large as tho·se who also
take a course in dentistry, or those who learn how to fit
glasses,- and so on. No, they will- continue as they have been
doing in the past----:refer dental cases to the dentist, eye cases
to the ocul~st~ ·and hopeless cases to ·the Chiropractor. The
possibility of· absorption of Chiropractic by the medical profession .is as remote from actuality as a trip to the moon.
· It CO!lld -have been done during the early years of Chiropractic history when the1·e were no schools, no associations, no
laws, no Chiropractic Profession. You can absorb an idea
but you can't absorb 10,000 people. Had ·the medical profession. admitt(:"!d Npon the discovery of Chiropractic that it was
a good thing it could have gobbled it up easily enough. But it
lost this cha:nce forever when it chose as a profession to heap
this discovery with scorn and ridicule. And today that original little idea has grown into ten thousand people having
fifteen million followers, with a neat little number of court
decisions to give it individuality and integrity. The ·attacks
·of the OppositiOn are as weak and impotent ~o affect it now as
are the little ripples to wash away the Rock of.Gibralta"'
4
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Third, with. respect ~o the scientific factors. These.do look
serious on their face. We cei-ta:inly are at varia:p.ce with each
oth~~ on a n~~be~ of -essEmtia( tOpics. But the -smo-Oth€ining
hand of time will surely wipe these all away. Ultimately
each side will lea~n to giVe a little 'and take a little, arid. out
of this collaboration will Come a unified understanding.- Let
us ferventlY Pray for the sPeedy arrival. of that era, for it
will be th~ epoch of· Chiropractic's greatest power! I.s there
any danger that these d'itferences may Undermine Chiropractic'! Not the slightest. We are certainly agreed upon
the basic principles of the science, we all rest upon the same
fundamental truths, the same foundations. It is Only_ with .
the· superstructure, the. details, that we are at variance wit~
each other. Look at other professions. HaVe they nO differences Of opinion on certain- subj~"cts? Arid many of them
are centuries old. Take the medical profession, and you will
not find two members thereof whO are entirely agreed ·on
everything. One believes that Vaccines are good, another
says· they are· worthless and worse. One says the teeth are
the cause of rheumatism, another proclaims it all nonsense.
Even when it comes to the diagnosis of_ a certain patient's
malady they fail to agree. If such fundamental differences
of opinion exist in medical ranks without_ affe~ting its structure, why should our minor differences affect Chiropractic?
Were this a real danger its effect ·would· have been experienced long ere this. It goes without saying that the
sooner we all become agreed in everything the more quickly
we will have that larg8 measure of public recognition which
is our due. There is no doubt that it hampers growth. It
thu:;; becomes the duty of every member of the profession to
lend his support to anything which has for its object. the
-bringing together of opposing forces within our ranks so that
we may all get on the same footing as regards the essentials
of the principles and practice of Chiropractic. In the meantime rest assured that though they contip.ue for some time
lOnger they cannot affect seriously the fabric of ChiropraCtic
as a sciE7'nce, or its entity as a profession.
We hope this brief analysis of the three reasons generally
adduced as possible fa.Cto1·s in the future absorpti~n will set
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at" rest. any dOubts that some may have regarding the perpetuity of Chiropractic as a distinct and ·individual 'school.
ChiropraCtic haS WithstOod the as.SahltS- ·o£ the past, ha·s proven
itself in~lnerable as a- science, unassailable as an .art, and
impregilable_- as a profession. Its _future rests with itself, its
destiny lies in its own hands. Bj'·its achievements it has won
immortality.
,..

ON THE ABSORPTION OF CHIROPRACTIC BY MEDICINE AND OSTEOPATHY
The entire history of Chiropractic has been written on the
battlefield· and the onWat:d and upward Progress Of our Art
has been made in the face of every conceivable form of
opposition. Every· step of our march dUring all these twentytwQ trying years is marked with a stone that shOws where
some hero chiropractor suffered and sacrificed that the cause
whi~h he had espoused might survive. For twenty-two years
a principle whicP, has pi-oven' its grand and glorious worth
a million times over has. been attacked with a venom that has
never had its counterpart. For twentY-two years those- who,
with an unparalleled honesty and sincerity of purpose, have
practiced its .precept~ have been harassed at every turn. Not
a stone has ,been left unturned in the efforts of the- enemies
of Chiropractic to crush it and wipe every vestige Of it from

the face

~f

the earth-

And what has been the result? Where one fell there rose
a dozen to· take his place. In every contest when the smoke
of battle had cleare.d away and. the enemies of our science
looked ior a little heap of smouldering ashes they saw
instead _th_e _figure _of Chiropractic more pure and powerful
than before. Persecution and prosecution have fanned th6
flame_· of progress instead of smothering it. -The very opposition which Chiropractic has encountered- alorig its march has
been a bleSsing instead of a burden, a help rather than a
handicap. When opposition was encountered it had to be
IDet and this called for the best th:at lay within those who
were fighting for the prese;rvation of a pri~ciple which they
knew .was rig~t. Perhaps, had· such opposition not been

•
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in their· path, the splendid achievements of the_ past

might never be recorded.
Why' you ask, has_ a principle which is so evidently true
in theory and noble in purpose been so bitterly attacked?
Why, if there was nothing in it to condemn it, should anyone
want.to oppose it? To answQr these qU.e.stions it is necessary
that we go baek in the history of Chiropractic and trace its

prof?;ress to the present day.
When Chiropractic was founded there were two hostile
schools of practice, Medicine and Osteopathy. These two
professions were engaged in a struggle which involved the
destruction of the latter. Medicine had been in undisputed
possession of the healing art for cen~uries and had either
killed or absorbed every- rival institution that had ever
shown itself. Osteopathy, however, had offered such succeSlf.ful opposition to all efforts of Medicine to stamp it out
that it ultimately survived. At this time a third system,
Chiropractic, appeared. The two rival schools of practice
now found themselves in agreement for the first time and
the common basis upon which they had united was the
mu•ual understanding t'hat this intruder must be done away
with.
At the beginning nothing ·especial was done since it was
considered that Chiropractic would soon die of its own accord. But it soon became quite evident that such was not
the intention of the new science by any means. It grew at
what was at first a surprising . and later an alarming rate,
and finally attracted the earnest attention of the two existing schools of he.aling. A number of sporadic attempts were
made to throw Chiropractic into disrepute and thus destroy
its clientele and throw its practitioners into confusion and
dismay. But their successes had been too palpable and this
method failed of accomplishing its designs. Froll:l then on
every possible means was resorted to in a deterniined effort
to wipe out the new practice which was gaining ground every
day. Nothing, however, seemed to be even mildly effectual
in bringing about. such an issue. The power of the law was
then invQked and while this action was more or less success-
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ful in some individual cases it produCed no noticeable effect
upon the profe·ssion as a whole, Which, in sPite of everything,
grew in·numbers eaCh ·year~ ·_There \vas now inaugm·ated"··a
concerted ~ampaign of persecution and prosecuti~n . which
would.have unquestionably_ destroyed anythin_g not builtupori.
the firmest of foundatioris. B1:1t Chiropractic passed through
this trying period· unsCath.ed_:stronger than before. Not a
singJe thing was left untried that offered any slight assUrance of successfully wiping out the new science. But from
every fresh onslaught Chiropractic emerged triumphant and
victorious, until at the present day the science is represented
in every -state in the Union and in most foreign countries.
The" legal status of Chiropractic is absolutely assured, ~n
fact, ·the progress made in this direction has never been
equalled in the history of the cOuntry. Allother thing which
has been accomplished during all this time has bee~ the
establishment of the practice of Chiropractic upon a basis
which would constitute it forever .a distinct system of healing. This has been the Consistent aim of the leaders ·of the
profession from the very beginning, since they foresaw that
a time might Come when Medicine or Osteopathy would be
tempted _to. claim ·the principles upon which our pi-actice is
based as ··their own, and incorporate them into their practice.
That this _was a wis"e provision ;has already been very
vividly demonstrated.· Osteopathy has of recent years
brOught forth the ridiculous ·claim that the principles of
·Chiropractic were taken from Osteopathy. And in medical
literature we are coming across, with increasing frequency,
references to misalignment of vertebrae as a possible factor
in the production of some diseases. These things mean nothing more nor i~ss than. that bOth Medicine and Osteopathy
are going to try to absorb, as it were, the teachings of
Chiropractic and thus destroy the latter as a distinct school
~f healing. But in this they are entertaining a forlorn hope.
The t:in'Ie .~s passed and gone when such a step could be made
with any. hope .that it would be successful. Had they attempted this twenty·years agO it might have be~n easy. But
toaay it iS impossible~ · Chiropractic is . so thoroughly intrenched as an individual system that such an· attempt on

90 ________~T~H~E~W~H~I~T~E=-~M~A~R~K~----~--the part of Medicine or Osteopathy is foredoomed to failure.
The leaders of_ Osteopathy are doing nothing but _ll;laking
themselves ridiculous in the eyes of all thinking people by
their ludicrous effort to convince the world that Chiropractic
was stolen from the:ffi, because everyone who has followed
the history of both Schools knows how Osteopathy at first
ridiculed the teachings of Chiropractic. In addition to that
there is documentary evidence in the form of letters from
various osteopathic schools affirming that they did not know
what Chiropractic was and certainly did not teach it. In view .
of these and sundry other reasons which have been mentioned a number of times in these pages it is useless for
osteopaths, at this late date, to attempt to prove that chiropractic principles are a part of osteopathic teachings. The
very·-fact that the osteopaths did not make such a Claim, as
soon aS· chirOPractic was an;nounced to the world ·as a neW
discovery, shows that their claims are unfounded and manufactured. It stands to reason that i:E chiropractic principles
were taken from osteopathy the osteopaths would · have so
claimed as soon as chiropractic was founded. Why should
they wait for fifteen or twenty years before -making--such a
momentous announcement? Here is the reason Why they
waited so- long. In the beginning chiropractors did not cut
much of. a figure and were· not worth noticing, in the minds
of the osteopaths. But since the chiropractic profession has
become a force worth reckoning with, and since it has cut
irito the practice of osteopaths to a dangerous extent~ the
latter have found it necesSary to discredit Chiropractic and
its practitioners. As mentioned above, everything else having proved fruitless in this attempt they have now decided
to incorporate chiropractic principles into their own philosophy and claim that these principles were always a part of
their philosophy and were stolen from it. And that iS the
real answer to our original question, namely, why, if there
is nothing in Chiropractic to condemn it, Should anyone who
professes to have the good of humanity at heart, strive so
hard to kill something which is of benefit to humanity. The
osteopaths did not oppose Chiropractic because they thought
it a danger to humanity, at least we credit them with more
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sense than to. claim one year that a thing is rio good and then
say_ the next Year that· it was. stolen from. them_. They did
oppose it because they- considered it a. danger to themselves
from an economic standpoint, and -it certainly has been that.
Q:uite naturally they have been 'kept very busy explaining
their reason for opposing chi~opractoi-s so persistently, and
·quite naturally, again, they haVe been at their wits' end
thinking up reasonS. FirSt it was that chiropractic was all
wrong, disease was not due to disturbed inrlerva~ion but to
poor circulation. Results of chiropractors disProved this
contention. Then- they asserted that chiropractors did not
have education enough to practice the healing art. This was
als<? shown to- be. a boomerang because statistics showed that
most of the chiropractors' patients were being restored to
health while many more of the patients of the osteopaths and
M. D.'s were· being restored to the dust from ·whence they
came. FinallY, now, they claim that chiropractic was stolen
from them. They have been improving their reasons as time _
went Qn and this last one would· really have been a knockout
blow for ChiropractiC twenty years ago, but not today-it is
too late now. If ChiropractiC was really stolen from.· Osteopathy, they should have·, and would have said-so.long before
now.
All these things point to a deliberate attempt on the part
of Osteopathy to incorporate Chiropractic into their fold and
thus save their profession, philosOphically and economicall~r.
In one or two instances they have been· able to get decisions
from supreme courts saying that chiropractic is the practice
of osteopathY. But these decisions can be, and will be
reversed sooner -or later, mostly sootier. And they will be
revel'sed fOr two very good and· sufficient reasons. First,
becaUse they .are in such direct conflict with a larger numhelof decisions jUst the reverse, namely,' th.at chiropractie is
NOT the practice_ of osteopathy. Also because there are
other deci~ions that hold that· chii'opractic is the practice of.
medicine. Also because there a:re still other decisions which
say_ that. Chiropractic is NOT the practice of medicine.
Again~ beCause there are some decisions that hold osteopathy
to be the ~praCtice of medicine and some that say it is NOT
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the practice of medicine. · Out of this conflicting mass of
cOurt decisions there MUST come one universal supreme
- decision· which ·will· state. definitely, for all time, that ·chiropractic is NOT the practice of _either medicine or osteopathy.
The second reason why the few favorable decisions -that
osteopaths have secured will not always st~nd is. that ·when
more light is thrown on the methods of the osteopaths by a
concerted effort·on the part of the chiropractors the Supreme
courts will realize that ~he claimS of the osteOpathic profession are spurious and false.

Now, so far as medicine is concerned, any attempt to absorb
chirop:t;actic to the extent that ~he lattei.- would ultimately
become a part of the former is entirely out of the questi~n.
There was a time when that would have been possible, but
that time is no more. We have no doubt that, had the mediccil ~-profession recognized the great good -that lay in ~he
chiropractic idea w!J.en it was first promulgated, it could very
easily have adopted- it as it has done some other therapeutic
measures. Instead of that the medical profession saw fit to
denounce the theory of vertebral subluxations as so much
nonsense, and, even though it may later on admit the soundness of our theory, it must fOrever keep hands off bE!cau:!e
Chiropractic and Medicine are so diametrically opposed to
each- other in their basic principles that no compromise is
possible. Medicine would be compelled to relinquish the
teaGhings of centuries were it to adopt the philosophy of
Chir_opractic, and that is something it could -hardly be expected
to do for a good many years to come. Furthermore Chiropractic is now recognized as ·a separate and distinct Syste~
and will forever remain· so in the very nature of things.
The entire history of Chiropractic has been written ~m the
battlefield. It is a record of splendid achievement~ In the
light of the steadily diminishing and constantly waning oppositi.on there is seen the dawn of the peace that is near at hand.
Then, in the fulness of her power, will she continue to be a
blessing to mankind· till the e11:d of time.
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ON WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT US
It .is beComing increasingly apparent tl).at a mOre tolerant
attitude toward Chiropractic is manifesting itself in quarters
which have hitherto. most bitterly opposed us. So much so
is this becoming a fact that the person who today makes any
derogatory statements concerning Chiropractic is aki~ to the
dog barking at the moon. But in some remote corners of -the
country which the sunlight of. knowledge but feebly illuminates there still -barks an occasional hound who has just
awakened to the knowledge that there is such as thing as
Chiropractic. The local doctor knowing nothing about Chiro-·
practic and almost as lnuch about medicine gives the "editor"
the garbled information on Chiropractic t4at forms the basis
of an article in his paper which he believes is the "first time
in print" and will make his sheet the official organ . of the
A. M. A. He doesn't know that the same kind of stUff, .
worded in- better English, has appeared many times before,
and has been given an answer that made the writer feel like
a fool and know he was a liar.
We have before us two clippings from newspapers, The
American_ Citizen of Manchester, N. H., and The Guardian of .
Charlottetown, Ontario. We never heard of these papers
before, and we are w:llling to· wager that none of our readers
have. Perhaps other· little sheets of the same character are
publishing similar stuff that we never hear about. Their vOice
'never reaches beyond the circle Of their distribution, an area
perhaps covering ten miles in any direction. Nevertheles.s
they may do a certain amount of local damage by giving
their readers erroneous impressions rei?;arding Chiropractic.
Every Chiropractor-who learns of vituperative articles should
make it his business to effectively answer the editor of such
a paper, either through his own columns, or, if that is not
permitted, through other channels.
Many of the "editorials" that we encounter are so familiar
that we ·are led to believ~ that they are "stock copy" furnished· by -medical a~sociations. ·such pi"opagand3. is especially noticeable during the height of .a legislative campaign;
and makes the suspicion that the papers are used to stir up
opposition to the Chiropractic cause Well founded. There is
no weapoli so powerful as publicity, and the man or set of
men who have such a medium· at their command .ean weld
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public opinion almost at their will. In many sections- of the
country Chiropractors have not been slow to recognize this
and ·to take advantage of it; We hope that their example

It is well to find out first .of all why the editor of a paper
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will be emulated by all.
Dui-ing the past five or six years the editorial columns of
the JOURNAL have contained answers to practically everything that has been or can in future be said against Chiropractic. This matter is at the disposal of all Chiropractors, and
it is our earnest wish that we be given an opportunity to
render service of this kind at any and .all times.
Following are some of the pet statements made by the
A. M. A. controlled newspapers, all of which have received
editorial comment in the JOURNAL:
The medical profession is ·not seeking a monopoly of the
healing art, but simply wishes the same standard for all.
Chiropractors are_ seeking a short cut to a means of making
money by a fake system of treatment.
Chiropractic has not the least foundation in science to
stand upon.
The theory of some sort of spi.nal displacement pressing
on some nerve as the cause of all sorts of disease is absurd.
Ignorant men are treating disease, collecting big fees, and
giving disease time to cause permanent- invalidism or death.
Those are just a few examples of the- kind of statements
that are being made concerning Chiropra.ctic and Chiropractors. We know they are unfounded and false. And yet,
many times the writers of these articles have an acquaintance with Chiropractic that certainly gives justification for
some of· the things -they are told about our professio~ and
are asked to publish. Their knowledge of Chiropractic may
be limited to what the local Chiropractor has to say on the
subject. And if he be one of that class whose innate int~lli
gence travels down an undiscovered nerve to his gall bladder
and dissolves a gall stolle, we hardly blame people for getting
a queer idea of Chiropractic. The trouble is further multiplied by the fact that such Chiro(ractors generally- travel
very extensively-not from choice but from compulsion.
· They migrate from town to town doing "more harm to the
science than one can undo "in twice the time;
There are accordingly two evils to be corrected when we
encounter articles in newspapers that condemn Chiropractic.

9!'>

publishes the· stuff he ·writes about Chiropractic. Having .
learned that -we are in a better position tO ·shoW- hinl Wherein
he -is in error and convincingly Point to the truth of Chiropractic.

PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN GLASS HOUSES
We believe that there is developing in the- ranks of the
medical profession an increasing tolerance, if no_thing .more,
toward Chiropractic. One heal,"s with ever increasing fre·que:hcy of patients referred by medical men to Chiropractors
. with the admOnition that it is about the only thing that can
·do them any good, and if it does no good it certainly can do
nO harm. Occasionally a man of unusual liberality is found
who goes so f<=!r as to admit that Chiropractic really has distinct virtues and a legitimate field. These physicians are
on- the inc:rease and we know that some day all opp-osition
will have disappeared as a result of the overwhelming force
of the cumulative evidence in favor of the art and science of
Chiropractic. There was a day when the medical brethren
of a phySician who took up chiropractic pronounced him
crazy, but they no longer do that. _And so we find .that with
the pas§ing -of the months and years there- is developing a
~owing sentiment in our favor, on the part of individual
physicians.
It ~vill, h<?wever, be many years, perhaps, before Organized
· Medicine discontinues its campaign of opposition to Chiropractic. The political ring that represents medicine as a
profession in this country consists of a group of men whose
duty it is to guard the interests of the profession. · Not that
there is anythiJ?-g inherently wrong in that. But in so doing
they frequently o-verstep the borders of their road and wan~
der into -bY-paths_ that lead them astray. Thus they go out
of their way_ to condemn a profession engaged like themselves in the alleviation of human sUffering but emploYing a
different method. . Why they do this is perfectly clear to a
business man. It is simply a case of competition. The
extent to which Chiropractors have cut into the purse of
the medical profession, and, by the way, also of the osteopathic, _has been sufficient to get anybody into- a fighting
mood. And they have fought Chiropractic at eVery t-q.rn of
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the way, scientifically, economically, and legislatively. Have
they been at all successful '!- Not in the slightest degree.
Froni a sciEmtific -starid].)oiilt every basic fact 1-n. the philosophy of Chiropractic has been found _to square absolutely
with the known truths of anatomy, physiology, bacteriology,
physics, and chemistry. The fundamental theory of chiropractic that subluxations of vertebrae are possible, formerly
denied by all anatomists, is today generally admitted. And
so, step by step, increasing credence is being given to all
the principles that make "Llp the scientific fabric of Chiropractic.
·
The economic warfare waged against the Chiropractic profession has likewise been entirely fruitless, and with reason.
Until very recently the chiropractor has had to be content
with the crumbs that fell from the table, so to speak. .His
clientele has been made up of the cases discarded as .hopeless
by ~_the medical man. Fully 90 per cent of the patients which
Chiropracto1·s have had came to them as a last resort, after
having tried everything that medicine had to offer. In many
histances their means had been entirely used up in th-eir
vain search for health and the Chiropractor was perforce
obliged to be content with little in the way of fees. Bitt now,
having demonstrated the worth of CN.iropractic, the members
of our profession find themselves caUed in, not as a court of
last resort, but as the first means of relief. And people are
willing to reimburse Chiropractors well for their services for
they know that- they will get Value received. Hence -we find
that the economic pressure of the past ha·s dwindled to prac·
tically nothing, and, while the Chiropractor is not getting
eXactly the "lion's share," he is in no danger of being _pushed
to the wall, because to him applies with particular force the
axiom that ·"the laborer is worthy of his hire," and the
eConomic status of the profession has been placed beyond
peradven_ture. .
The legislative campaigns waged in the past a:gainst the
profession, both individually and collectively, h:ive been _a
fiasco in the vast majority of cases. Nearly one-third of the
states of the Union have given Chiropractic formal recogni·
tion. A large majoritY of the trials of Chiropractors for
practicing medic~ne have en-ded in their ultimate acquittal
and Some of th.e strongest verdicts ever handed down from

~he ·bench have characterized the· decisions of. judges preSid:..
mg at such trials.
The~e is· nO doubt that"._persons ill various quarters have
been mfluenced _by these several campaigns waged against
th~. ~hiro~rac~ic profession. Every possible opportunity for
cnticism IS seized avidly and anything ~hich could possibly
be construed as improper in our profession is made the- most
of. Note, for example, the following, taken froin the Journal
of the A. M; A. (Vol. 73, No. 8):
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Gentlemen who are engaged in the chiropractic trade-we
use the ~o.rd "trade" ~dvisedly-are furnished Helpful Hints
for AmbitiOus. Advertiser:> by ·an Indianapolis concern that
makes a specralty of_ this line. In one of the numerous
leaflets se:nt out from this source to "Chiropractoi-s" they are
ur~ed to ."employ an advertising man" and not attempt to
wnte their own ~opy. It is pointed out that there are in
many states laws prohibiting fraudulent adVertising and
utoday the liar in print is soon run to earth." While V:e are
unable~. regretfully, to agree with the last statement the
co~clusions drawn fro.m t~is .premise a~e more easily ace~pted.
· • . to adv.ertise ms1de the chiropractic, rhedical and
truth ~~~.ws; requires some adroitness, some ingenuit~of
expressiOn, ~orne more than common ability as a wordsmith."
We'll say It does!
·
. The extract given aims to convey the impression that th~· .-'
firm quoted is trying to show Chiropractors how to .adverti_se blatantly and untruthfully and yet -keep within the pur-.
v1ew_s of :he law. In reality it is just the opposite which this
serVIce atms to do for the Chiropractor, namely to help hl.m
say ·only what is absolutely true in language that is correct
and unde::standable. As a matter of fact, it is rather difficUlt
for a Chiropractor to exaggerate; moreover, it is unnecessary for him to do so. Some of the· things that Chiropractic
has done- read more like fiction than fact, and yet every word
of such a story would be the truth. Sometimes we are
obliged to refrain from publishing the wonders _(apparently)
~hat ha;e been accomplished, simply for fear of giving the
ImpressiOn that we are not honest. We believe that advertising by Chiropractors of the right kind is perfectly proper and
righ:. There is no reason why they should not apprise the
pubhc of what they can do. Many_ a person owes his present
health to a Chiropractic a<Jvertiserilent. If we never do any-
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thing more unethical than advertise we cannot be coridemned
by the medical or osteop~thic_profes_sion. We .started out to
say that "people who live in glass houses shouldn't throw
stones," and apropos of that we give the reader some morsels
that illustrate this aphorism very pointedly. Every one of
these items was taken from the same ·issue of the Journal
of the A. ·M. A. that the above squib appeared in, and they
make a lovely contrast· between the two professions. Here
they are as takell from the section entitled "Medical News":
Physicians and Druggists jn Rajd.-In a raid made in
Baltimore, August 9, in an effort to stamp out the illegal
traffic in narcotic drugs, United States internal revenue officials and deputy marshals arrested sev~n physicians and
three pharmacists.
Physicians Under Charges.-Dr.-·--, Bloomdale, charged
with practicing medicine without a license, is said to have
pleaded guilty to three charges and to have been fined ·$25
and -costs i:h each case. The fine is to be suspended in two
cases providing the defendant quits the practice of medicine.
-.-Dr .. - - - , Columbus, is ,said to have been a~ested,_
July 30, on a warrant signed by - - - , state drug department inspector, charged with the unlawful disposal ·of morphin.
Held Under Charges.-Dr. - - - , Indianapolis, is i:eported
to have been arrested, August 2, charged with having performed an illegal operation which caused the death of Mrs.
E-- B--. Dr. ---:was. released under bonds of $1,000.
Violators of Drug Law.-Dr. - - - , said to have been at
one time -a well knoWn physician of Chicago, was arrested,
August 16, by federal agents, charged with violation of the
Harrisori Narcotic Law, and held in bonds of $2,000. He is
accused ·of having given narcotic prescriptions to drug addicts
and of having himself made sales of habit-forming drugs.
Licenses of Four Physicians Revoked.-The Illinois State
Department of Registration and Education has revoked the
following physicians' licenses for the reasons given: Dr.
- - .- of Chicago for unprofessional and dishonorable Conduct; - - - at present is serving a sentence in the Cook
County Jail on the charge of pandering. Dr. ---for seeking to obtain money and practice in his profession under
false pretenses; he was arrested for this in the spring of
1917 and was sentenced to eighteen months in the penitentiary; and carried his case on appeal to the supreme court
which, in June 1919, sustained the action of the lower court;
Dr. - - - is confined in the Joliet Penitentiary. He is said
to have represented himself as ari officer of the state board of
health in connection with the case for which he was punished.
Dr. - - - of· Brookport, Ill., on the ground that he "is
person addicted to the use of morphin, opium, cocain or other
drugs having a similar effect."' Dr.
of Chicago fol'
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unprofessional -and dishonorable conduct in violation of the
United States laws governing the use and dispensing of nar~ ,
cotic drugs. _A _pr_evious action of_ the department revoking
his license had been set aside by the court after the case had
been carried ·to the supreme court of the state. Dr. - - - at
prese]J.t ._iS a prisoner in the federal penitentiary at Fort

Leavenworth, Kan.

I

"Cancer-Cure Expert" Arrested.- - - - of Los Angeles
has been arrested on the charge of responsibility for the
death of Mrs. -N-- D--, who, it is alleged, died a few
minutes after - - - had injected a solution of his "cancercure" into her arm. - - - was released on "bail of $5,000.
Woman Physician Charged with Murder.-Dr. - - - , San
Francisco, was rearrested and charged with murder on
account of the death of Mrs. J--. J-.-, victiin of an illegal
operation. She was released on $10,00() bail. Several weeks
ago .Dr. - . - - .was in the police court on the same charge
but after a hearing was dismissed.
Sentenced to San Quentin.-Dr. - - - , San Francisco,
recently convicted of second degree murder as a result of the
death of a young woman on whom he had pel"formed a
rrimhal operatio·1, y·~ ... t"ke., b 8"a">"!. f'u..,....,"!"h t" hegh t ~~
service of a sentence of from ten years to life. He has been
anested forty-two times but almost invariably managed to
escape punishment.
Physician Indicted on Seventeen Fraud _Charges.-Dr.
- - - , San Francisco, former federal and county physician
at the county jail, San· FrancisCo, has been arrested on the
charge of defrauding the government out of thousands of
dollars. while employed to care for prisoners at: the COl.trity
jail. The indictment contained seventeen charges of fraud.
Dr. - - - was released on bail of $5,000.
That little array should serve· to show anyone that the
people who hold themselves out as critics ought themselves
be without sin, before attempting to improve somebody else.
And so we say to our medical friends,· before you try to cast
reflection upon Chiropractors, you ought to attend .tO the
little irregularities in your own ranks. Then, when you have
. purged yourselves clean we will be glad to have our attention
called to any defects in our structure. But be· sure to bring
your miscroscopes along because the flaws you will seek will
prove to be mighty small ones. The Chiropractic- profession
is clean and we aim to keep it so. If we will
do that little
thing we will all be the" gainers and humanity the beneficiary.
1
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OLD STUFF
About four yea1·s ago "George Creel _took it upon himself
to adorn the pages of Harper's Weekly with an article on

.·_
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Chiropractic education which he doubtless thought would put
us quickly out of business and give our dear brethren~ the
oste.opaths, the opportunity for which they had been looking
for a long time. This chance was to appropTiate the -principl~s of chiropractic and make them a part of the worn-out
and disproven osteopathic philosophy. Needless to- say,
neither hope was realized, because we have continued to enjoY
a steady growth and the osteOpathic profession has been
obliged to content itself with the specious claim that our
principles were stolen from them.
However, that is not the point of this article. The r.eason
we refer to George CreeFs ancient stuff is because of_ th~
almost unbelievable fact that the osteopaths are sending
copies of this stuff broadcast in an effort to discredit our
school, her graduates, and the chiropractic profession as a
whole. -But, you ask, how· can stuff written four years ago
have any effect upon the minds of people'? Well, it's -because
the osteopaths fail to put in the date of- the issue from which
this article was taken, and thus make it appear to the reader
that .it was in a recent issue of Harper's Weekly. Consequently, when Tom Jones, down in Podunk, Alabama, reads
this thing he of course imagines that it describes conditions
as they are today. He wouldn't dream that he was reading
something four years old, and neither wOuld anybody.
The trouble with people is that they don't analyze the
motives of the osteopaths, and take everything at its surface
value. If they would look into the basic reason for the campaign of the osteopathic profession they would see that it
iS inspired by hate, envy, jealousy, and an abiding belief that
unless they can kill Chiropractic their own fate is. sealed
as a profession. Realizing the motive behind their publicity,
we are in a proper position to judge of its character, for
"the wish is always father to the thought." A man inspired
by motives such as those cited would not hesitate at anything
.to gain his point, and that is exactly the unenviable position
tha~ the osteopaths occupy. Reasoning, therefore, from cause
to _effect, we find it becomes necessary to carefully analyze
everything in the way ·of advertising publicity put out by the
osteopaths either individually or collectively. And when. we
do that we always find something that is far from being
"according to Hoyle" and conforming with the rules of the
game. Legitimate competition is perfectly· right, and is a
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mighty good thing for· the respective professions and for the
publiC as_ well. But the osteopaths Cannot compete on a fair.
basis.with chiropractors because· they don't possess the goods,
·as shown by the fact that thousands of people are being
helped by chiropractic who failed to get relief froin osteopathy. No_t being able to compete with us on _a gentleman's
plane, they- ~re compelled to resort to something else. In
the case under consideration this haPpens to be LIBEL and
anybody who doeSn't think so is welcome to consult a die~
tionary arid look up the meaning of that word. But to save
you tr9uble we will give it right here as· it appears in
"March's Thesaurus": li'-bel. Defamation; Slander written
or published.
·
The_purpose of this editorial is to show .that Creel's stuff,
when reprinted today without the date being appended,
become's libelous, because it is not a truthful statement of
facts. a~ they exist at the present time, assuming that they
were true even when first published. The intent to make it
app_ear that this article was written very recently is so
obvious that anyone with the intelligence of a inule could
readily discern it. Otherwise, why is the date of first publi. cation of the article so studiously avoided? The value of the
entire article w.ould be lost if the date were given, because
every reader would then say. to himself that the osteos oUght
to get something up to date, because things have probal;lly
chari.ged since.ihat-time at which the article was first written.
But the wily oSteopaths figured that this would be precisely
what people would say when they saw how old the article was
and so they deyided to omit the date and make it appear that
the article was a truthful exposition of present-day conditions
in regard to chiropractic education. This impression left in
the mind of _the reader would quite naturally cast a serious
reflection upon the chiropra:cto:fs who had graduated from a
school of the low standards described, and make the public
lose confidence in the chiropractors-and go to the osteopaths. This is exactly the way they reasoned the thing
out, but they failed to consider the fact that for every smart
man in this world there are two others just as smart. As a
r~sult, this little article, this LIBEL, is going to be a boomerang to those osteos who have used it. The time has' passed
when people can use methods· as crude as this and uget away
with it," and don't you forget it, Mr. Osteopath! From now
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on you're going to play the game straight, and we are going
to help you do it. Since you don't know the law of "Fair and
Square" we are going to teach it to. you. You have shot your
last dum-dum bUllet and you're going to fight on the level
and- in the open from now on.
Now, let us dissect this article and show that it i~ all of
the- following, namely, an attempt to depreciate chiropractors in the estimation of the public by the publication of false,
derogatory, defamatory, malicious, and calumniatory reports

''equivalent" of a high school education. It was shown that
t}1e whole thing was a farce. We are not doirig -anything
shci_dy, but are l_.ight -in- -the -open in this regard. But we
want to say most emphatically that- we do not admit anyone
and -everyone that comes along regardless of how limited
~is- intelligence may be. Simple business acumen, if nothing
else, would dictate the folly of such a practice. The statem~nt that the National School has a ucorrespOndence course"
-is an unvarnished falsehood. This school is strictly a resident
school and has no cOrreSpondence, home study, or extensiori
course. We did have an extension course, and it was ·a
mighty good one, too, and we have no apologies to offer for
it. But we did not claim that a chiropractor could practice
.after completing that course only, but requh·ed him even
. before that article was written to take a resident course.
Howevei·, even that was before this article was even published for the first time, to si:ty nothing of the present. OUr
resident course will. compare favorably with that -of any
osteopathic_ school and those who want to ptove this to their
own satisfaction can easily do so by reading_· our catalog.
·The National is most p1·etentious, occupying an old threestory dwelling out on South Ashland boulevard. On the afternoon of my call, presumably about enrolling, the front office
was filled by a score of men and women. Falling into conversation with one chap who seemed to be an onlooker, I found
.that he w~s waiting to be given information about the course.
"I am a salesman," he explained. "I sell cemetery lots.
They say there's big money in this business, and I was think·
ing I could do it on the side."
_
The· National School occupies -two three-story buildings
constructed of brick and stone and comprising an area of
16,00Q" _sq-q:are feet. It is perfectly true that at the time the
article was Writte)l we only had a three-story building, but
the abusive phrase "an old three-story dwelling" would not
fit at all, as any visitor could easily see that the interior was
fitted· as- a school- in every sense of the word. Furthermore,
that is nothing discreditable to our school, for is it not a
fact that every school in the country commenced rather
small? Was the University of Chi~ago always as big as it
is "today? And is it not true that for a riumber of years
Rush- Medical College ocCupied quarters not nearly as good
as those in which ·we were situated when. we had only the
one three-:;;toxY building? Investigate, and you will see that
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as· regards their qualification to care for the sick and diseased. We will show here that every statement made in thiS
antiquated a1•ticle is a plain, every-day lie and that any osteopath who sends out copieS of said article is guilty, of having
printed .or sending through the mails statements which ·are
calculated to deceive and to damage the character of another.
The article, which bears the caption "Easy-Money Doctors,"
itself a scurrilous slander, opens with the following para, graph:
The National School of Chiropractic is another of those
institutions that take persons with only an eiementary education and make ~'doctors" of them in a few months by mail.
The National has a "correspondence course" of fifty-four lessons, for which the advertising matter sets down a price of
$40.
It is difficult to understand what is meant by "elementary
education" but this much may be said in that connection,
namely, that no student is matriculated who has not had
sufficient education to enable him to grasp the subjects taught
in this school. It is. perfectly true that we do not insist upon
a high school education as a preliminary requirement. Like
the me<lical men :ind the osteoPaths we have to learn to
creep before we can walk. As recently as ten or-twelve Years
ago it was posSible to matriculate in a medical or osteopathic
school of present Class "A" standing without having had a
high school education. It was stated by such schools that
the applicant mUst have had a- high school education, or its
equivalent, and this latter phrase let in many a student who
had had neither. As short a time as three years ago a medical school whiCh is now a Class "A" college was the subject
of a scandal involving the slipping through of students after
they had had an examination given by a so-called preparatory
school which was supposed to fit the student with the
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this is absolutely true. (This was written in March, 1918.
Two years later the Nath;mal entered its ·new home, a fivestor..y structure covering one-half block.)
So far as Creel's conversatiOn with the purported salesman
is concerned, that is entirely-·beside the point. First of all,
the fact that a salesman was thinking of taking the study of
chiropractic is certainly nothing against either the salesman
or Chiropractic. There are a good many salesmen, preacher.s,
blacksmiths; farmers, carpenters, clerks, et cetera, who are
now physicians and osteopaths. Some of them are mighty
good ones, too; others are not so good. In' any ev~ht_ the.
fact that a ·slesman should be interested in Chj_Topra_ctic
proves nothing except that- he wanted to be a ChifCrpi"actor,and it is notour business to judge- his motives in this regard. We admit that there may be. some vilio hold the financial el"l:d.
first and foremost, but we wonder if there are not some
physicians and osteopaths who are actuated more by monetary considerations than humanitarian principles. Besides
is not the laborer worthy of his hire? And who.is there-in
this world who would refuse an opportunity that will enable
him to benefit himself financially ? Regardless of all this
we can say that Chiropractors as a class and as a profession
are sincere and earnest in their work in the highest degree
and are thoroughly imbued with the sacredness
their calling and its responsibilities.

The National confessedly contains
or dissecting room, and itss :cl~,~-~n~i~c~a•IV~~;,;:;i!I
"people coming in." One s
for a treatment during my
ing about in an endeavor to locate
her.
We confess to nothing of the sort.
equipped laboratory for teaching physiology,
bryology, bacteriology, histology, and pathology.
hospital privileges. We have a dissection room
dissection of the human body is given during every semester
of· the year. JOur clinic is large and during the past year
20,000 patients were cared for in the clinic. How this clinical material could be obtained without the "people coming
in" it is difficult to say. They naturally come in, as we do not
take care of them out in the street. We presume that the
clinic patients of the osteopathic schools all go out. Pos-

1
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sibly theY do, as we take care of a good_ many patients who
have tried osteopathy and _have then come. in to us. We
admit the charge that many- of these patients are "slatternly,"
in other words poor, and we do not charge them a single cent
for adjustments, nor do we pretend to rUn a free dispensary
and t'hen make .a cHarge for Some ~edicine. Some of these
patients have told us that they were made poor and "slattE;!:t.iily" because they had spent _everything up to their last
cent With medical men and osteoPaths without relief and that
'chil-o~r,·actic was_ their last reSort-and we helped them~
'Th~--- 4 ~~i:atternly female" mentioned by Creel _was probably
som:e"-po'br little ni.other who was trying to keep· together her
; ;. fciitdljr:- 'ai{d sacrificing her own personal appearance to do so.
· T~e Osteopaths who reprint this stuff Ought at least cut this
p3.rt of it ·out as a·matter of respect to womankind. We have
met sorile women who certainly looked slatternly, but very
often it wasn't their fault, and they had a heart of gold
under the rags that covered their body, and the kind of a soul
not always garbed in silk and satin. There is always just
as much effort made "to locate some one· who can oblige"
the poor woman as. the woman who comes in her limousirie.
We make ·no distinction.
The National
wait until they are diplomats in
oa;;.:;••"f money. As the pamphlet points
able to earn as ·you learn is
cgh~~~~::~~;,~i~ in taking up a ·course in the
1
After a few months' study

?~~~~~r:~~~l~~~~:~~~

enable
them enough
to give up
whatever
to make
just
among
engaged in, this usually being
a very successful practice."
plain words, that even before one of these
has finished the correspondence course,
absurd Degree of Diplomat, before. aska license from the state, they may commence the
of "treating" such ignorant -or credulous souls as
come their w~y.
A study of the pamphlet given me developed some very
interesting facts. For instance, "Fully paid-up stUdents may
have all the ·lessons of the course ·sent them at -once, if so
desired." In so much as the_ answer blanks_ accompany every
lesson, there is nothing to prevent these_ "fully paid-up stUdents" from copying off the answers as fast as pen can move.
The completion of the correspondence -course, however, does
not gain one the degree of Doctor Chiropractic. That is Only
given upon a completion of the three. months' residence

'
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course. The reward of the mail order course is the Degree
of Diplomat, whatever that means. However, as has been
quoted, ' 1Some of our very_ succ::essful ~ad1:1ate_$ have only
taken this course."
It is quite natural that when this school had the cor· ·
respondence course that fully paid up students should be
entitled to the entire set of lesson books. This is the ruie
among all schools which give extension instruction, among
them the best of such schools in the country. But to -say:
that there is nothing to prev~n~. such students from "copying

off the answers as fast as pen can move" is ·an entirely
uriwarranted slur upon ·every student of this or any other
school who has ever taken a course of this nature, n~.nu~ly, ~
correspondence course. We are certain that every -man or
woman who has ever tried to .make anything of himself or
herself_ will deeply resent this reflection upoli their honesty
and sincerity of purpose. And rightly so. People who are
of the 'Class that comprise those under cOnsideration are not
the kind that are apt to cheat themselves. As a matter of
record, we know that there were mighty few cases among
all the many students who took this course who ever copied
the answers to the questions in the le-sson boqks. Our vast
experience in the correction of these answers enabled us to
detect at a glance whether the answers had been written from
·memory or not. In fact it was made a strict requirement that
the student write the answers in his own words- as much as
possible. While this is of course not apropos since we no
longer have a correspondence course, we still feel that in
justice to those who did take this course we state most emphatically that these students went through this course .honestly and sincerely. They were men and women with a
purpose and not children driven to an unpleasant task. The
whole statement is, however, such a thin-skinned attempt to
discredit a particular group that it is not worthy of consideration by any person who can discriminate, and will certainly
react upon its author.
The style of the language in the following paragraph is
evidence of the au'thor's desire to ridicule and is greatly
distorted. Here are the· facts: A Student upon completion ·
of the Extension Course was given the degree of Diplomat
of Chiropractic to distinguish him frOm one- who had taken
both this course and the Resident· Course. When such a student had completed both courses of instruction he was given
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the d€:gree J)octor of Chiropractic. This is its own defense,
since -it was· admitted by Creel an'd_ is a fact that the degree
Doctor of Chiropractic Was ·not- given· until- the student had
taken _a resident course.
The succeeding paragraph attempts to make it appear that
st1.1deni:S were encourkged to practice before they had COmpleted either the correspondent· or resident course. Such was
not, ·however, the intent of this pamphlet by any means. The
Student was .simply encouraged to- make adjustments among
hiS :friends and acquaintances for minor ailments. It is a
fact that many- were ·so successful in doing this that they did
lay the foundation of their subsequent ·Practice there and
then. ThoSe who lacked suffiCient confidence in themselves
naturally never· attempted to do any work before coming to
the school. But there were some among these correspondence
students who were possessed- of a sufficierlt amount of good
common sense, had an instinctive insight into the nature of
a_ disease process, and were able -to grasp· a mechanical
proposition. These were able to make adjustm-ents for minor
ailments. Regardless of all this, however, it has always been
th.e p_olicy of the school to ~iscourage any enthusiastic- students from taking any patients while they were studying the
work_ ·of the home study course. Our files will- bear -·testimOny
to this and letters to students of the past bearing upon this
question will be gladly ~hown to ariyone who. is interested.
Ma:r:k these two paragraphs:
·. (1) "In this course each student is a Class by himself.
The instructors know the needs and limitations of every
student;; and are able to direct special attention to his deficien-cies."
.
(21 ' 4The correction of the examination questionS is done
the· same day they are received, and they are graded and
retur.ned so that the student has the satisfaction of not being
held back by other pupils."
uThe" human machine, like the locomotive or any other
mechanical contrivance, will perform the functions for which
~t was intended, so long as all the parts of the machinery are ·
In perfect harmony; but as_ soon as lack of harmony manifests
itself, there will also appear disturbance of the functions.
This,·function disturbagce'is-~own to man a·s disease.''
Can_ any one imagine a railroad company giving a position
to .a l_ocomotiv.e e~gineer who h;;t.d learned his trade by mail?
Wtll· It be mamtamed that a half-baked boy or girl, with no
more than a common school education, Could qualify as master of a vast manufacturing· establishmen_t after taking· a
corr~pondence course for a few months?
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Since this school no longer gives a correspondence course
the ~hove may be passed over without much comment, as .it
is simply aimed at throwing correspondence instruCtion into
disrepute. The point. in this connection that we wish again
to emphasiZe is this, namely, that the osteopaths who have_
published this article are making a deliberate attempt to
create the impression that correspo\tdence instruction is still
a feature of our curriculUm. If- they are not guilty of that
intention why did they not put in the date when the article
·was published for the first time or cut out that portion which
iS not true of the present time? But there is no excuse .that
can be offered and it is plain on the face of it that· it is
nothing but a deliberate attempt to discredit the- chiropractic
profession.
That portion which criticises the phi16sophy of Chiropractic
is not .pertinent to the pUrpose of this eQitorial. The_ correctness of the underlying principles of our science has long ago
been proven. Our philosophy is based upon anatomic and
physiologic facts and is not in conflict with anything in anatomy, physiology, or physics. Its truth had been demonstrated
in the dissection room and autopsy room, in the laboratory,
and at the bed-side. The best test of the merit of any
remedial agent is the result of its practical application, and
Chiropractic adjustments have stood the test of twenty-two
years and during all these years the growth of the profession
has been steady and continuous. Anyt~ing without merit is
not likely to endure for twenty-two years and be advocated
by an ever-increasing number of people.
-

of the diSeases mentioned, and those who have not witnessed
these cases Will of course_ have to take o~r word. for it or
not, jUst as they see fit. If th~re is anyone who wants to
_co:me out and.say that the above stgttement is not true, that
is his privilege. We are perfectly satisfied to know that the
· double· error is aU ori their side. We will make that just a
tittte stronger and say this, namely, that adjustments will be
followed by cure or improvement in- every case that is helped
by medicine or osteopathy, a"nd in a- large number of cases
that are not helped· at all by the latter._ There is quite nat_urally cmly one -way for anyone to prove this to- his own
.satisfaction- and that is to see the work performed and talk
with a large number of patientS who are taking the adjustments. Any chiropractic school welcomes visitors ~nd gives
them the pl"ivilege- to visit all the classes and the clinic.
Such viSitors can speak with fifty _patients and learn from
them what has been the result in the case of each one. This
we would advise any person who is dispoSed to question the
truth of our statements to do.
_The point, ·however, is not directed against these ''diploma
. ID:Ill~" that flood the country with mail 01;-der doctors, but
a_gams~ the states that permit such tragic foolery in connection with the public health~
Here fox: instance is what Illinois requires of a doctor:
(1) a pubhc school .education,_ (2) a ~our yea~s' high school
course, (3) a collegiate year m physics, ·chemistry and biology, (4) four years in a medical or osteopathic college ·of
approved standing.
Compar~ -these demands, these safeguards, with the policy
that permits haphazard schools to start up and grant diplomas aft.er a few months o~ correspondence to men and women
possessmg no more- than a common school education and
even this small requirement not subject to any proof ~hat
ever.
· Th~ vital .issue is educa~ion. and trainiitg! It is of infinitely
l~ss Importance how an Ill IS treated than that the practitwne~ should .know just what ill it is that he is treating.
It IS the rTght of. a state to demand that every man or
woman, before entermg any school of-instruction in_ the healing art, should show credentials from a public school and high
sc"!lool at leas~ a~d t~en, after graduation, to ask that they
:pass an e~ammatwn m elementary physiology at least.
Every smcere school of healing should be more than willing
to submit to the purely educational test.
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·All desire to. laugh, however, is taken away when the eye
lights on the astonishing claiin -.that "th~re are few disea;ses
which are not benefited or entirely reheved through chiropractic adjustment. It is as potent in many acute diseases- as
appendicitis, typhoid fev~r, pleurisy, pneum,~nia and. t_onsillitis as in the more chrome forms of disease. In additiOn to
the~e ailments the claim is made also that chiropractic is a
cure for epilepsy, bone tumor, infantile paralysis, and even
contagious diseases like smallpox.
.
The claim referred to may be astonishing to anYone who
knows nothing about the subject, but to one who has seen
thousands of cases which have been helped through the aid
of adjustment there is nothing at all astonishing in this.
We have witnessed cure or improvement in-cases of every one
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. Chiropractors are as~h~g .f_or proper legislation in prac~
bcally every state in the Union and in a nulhber of states
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such legislation has been granted. They are perfectly willing
to conf~rm to certain reasonable standards and are willing to
ineet with increasing requirements both as regards preliminary and professional education just as rapidly aS did medical men and osteopaths. -What do we mean by that? Simply
this: When we are as old as the medical profession and the
osteopathic profession were. when they were obliged to comply
with their present-day requirements, we will be ready to
comply with the same .requirements. Was the- medical professiOn in existence only twenty-two years when the present
Illinois law governing their school' of practice 'was passed?
Hardly! It had existed without a state board of health in
Illinois :for seventy-five years before its practitioners Were
obliged to meet with any requirements of any kind what_soever. It was- only aQout twenty-five years ago that me~ical
men were obliged for the first time to take an examination
to gef a Iice·nse to practice in this state. Osteopathy aLso
existed longer before it was made to conform to cei-tain
restrictive legislation. Consequently why should chiropractors be obliged to conform with such requirements from
almost the very start? We know the answer the medical
men and osteopaths always make to this question. It ·iS thi~:.
To .protect the people who 'are unable to judge of the me-fits
of any school of healing or its individual practitioners. Such
an answer is, however, worse than no answer- at all, because
it does not give the people credit for possessing even ordinary
intelligence. It is equivalent to saying that Tom Brown
hasn't sense enough to know whether or not he is being
helped by whatever treatment he is -receiving. That expla;na~
tion is too specious to be w·orthy of even passing consider~
ation. Anyone with half an eye can readily understand that
the industriousness o:f the osteopaths -to secure legislation is
not for. the pUrpose of protecting the people so much as to
protect · themselves and gain everything for themselves.
Otherwise why were they so careful to incorporate the principles and practice of chiropractic in their definition _Of osteopathy in their Montana law? It Was for no other reason than
that they wanted to keep everything in sight for themSelves.
The real answer lies in the selfishness of each profession.
First the medical men fought the osteopaths, and now they
have combined against the chiropractors. It is simply a case
Of ciass legislation -:for personal .aggrandizement. If a: man
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hasn't sense enough to select what kind of attention: he
wants \-vhen he is ill, o·n the strength of his past experience,
then "he ·hasn't -brains enough· to buy a -suit of clothes or a
piece of meat, and it were wise to make the haberdasher
and the butcher also pass a state board examination_ before
being ~llowed to- s~ll clothes- and meat. Otherwise 'foro
Brown is apt to get a shoddy suit· of clothes or a rotten piece
of meat because he is not supposed to have enough intelligence to know when clothes are faded arid moth-eaten or
when meat is spoiled. If ·a man hasn't sense enough to know
who cured him the last time he was sick,-he could. hardly be
entrusted with sufficient intelligence to know much of anything else.
The po_int is simply this: Chiropractors are willing to submit to certain requirements right now and to make these
requirements more stringent as time goes on. But they want
~o run their own internal affairs and- do not ·want to be
goVerned ·by a set of- men having altogether· differep.t ideas
and ideal~. The medical profession has its own board. of
examiners, so have the osteopaths, dentists, :;tnd pharmacists.
Is· it so terribly urireasonable for chiropractors to demand the
same·?

The above are the actual facts relating to every essential
-statement made in Creel's article. The reader will see now
that in the light of conditions aS they actually exist at. the
present time there is not a vestige of truth in this denunciation.- of Chiropractic. Any osteopath who publishes this
article is- consequently guilty of libel and had better look to
his laurels, because what he shot was a: boo_merang and he
will discover .that fact very shortly.
We want to say just this much to the osteos: If you can't
compete on a fair basis, then don't stoop to chicanery such as
this. It is unworthy of one who holds the high plane in life
that You profess to occupy. You will only bring discredit
upon your own pl'ofession, because, as we pointed out at the
commencement o! this editorial, you cannot get away with
sUch crude stuff in this enlightened Twentieth Century. You
are using old stuff.
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PROSECUTION OR PERSECUTION?

That a dying attempt is being made· by the Medical Trust
to ·stamp out Chiropractic, has lately_ been demonstrated in
several -instances. Having found that propaganda through
the medium of medical journals has proven-futile, the "powers
th8.t be" have resorted to a prostitution of the lay press for
that purpose.
The most insidious example of this campaign of slander and
vilification that has recently come to light is the articJe in
the April number of the ''Ladies Home Journal," in which a
medical detective is purported to relate her experience in ferreting out various fakes, quacks, etc., engaged in the treatment of diseases. Neatly interwoven into this article, ·.yet
standing out prominently as the nucleus of the whole, is the
following reference to Chiropractic:
"Ori:e of the most popular. of the so-called schools of healii1g
at present is that of 'Chiropractics.' The city is ·flooded
wi-th these 'doctors,' who, according to their title, claim to
heal by the laying on of hands. One of the most prominent
of them is a woman, who, I believe, is still practicing, despite
the fact that we obtained a conviction against her. She advertised herself as president of a 'College of Chiropractics'
and director of a 'Healtharium'; issued a pamphlet which
might convince the credulous that she had solved all the prob:lems of human ills, and had many wealthy patients who
seemed to believe in her methods. Her apartment was a
superb one, beautifully furnished, situated in .a fashionable
part of the city; and she was dl'essed -all in white, like a
trained nurse.
"She asked me to undress so that she could examine me. I
had complained of a bicycle fall four years previously, an
injury to a shoulder blade and pains :i.n my_ back. The treatment and examination proceeded together.
"At the conclusion of the examination I had weak ·eyes; I
was anaemic; I had. catarrh and a bad circUlation; my vertebrae were 'all out of shape'; and I was 'all brokeri up and
needed a thorough renovation.'
" 'I will cure you for fifty dollars,' she finally announced,
'because your case is not very bad. Sometimes I charge one
hundred.'
"Considering that I was 'not very bad,' in spite of that terrible di3:gnosis, it seemed to me she had ,piled the charge
pretty h1gh.
.
·
;
"She promised me a-diet list in a day or tWO. and warned me
to. eat very little. 'It is not the food we _eat that gives us
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strength,' she Said oraCularly; 'it is the air we breathe'-she
breathed heavily-4you must breathe like that.'
"She told me to come ·again the next morhing, and her sec·retar-y collected the fee of five dollars and handed me a couple
o_f booklets. This:was my experience with one of the foremost
advocates of 'Chiropractics.' I do not see how any woman in
her senses could_ believe she had all those ailments and that
she could become 'new' by eati:rig little and breathing hard;
yet this woman numbered her clients by hundreds, and· among
them Were many literary people."
-

Such persecUtion will have but one effect upon the future
growth and progress of Chiropractic, and that is to make it
stronger than ever before. ·That has been tli:e histOry of every
niovement that was ever inaugUrated. PersecUtion is to such
new movements wh~t water is to flowerS. The more there are
to condemn it, the more will rise to defend Chiropractic. The
public will commerice to takEi a lively interest as this warfare
progresses, and their sympathy will most assuredly be With
Chiropractic; then will come understanding, and finally approval.
There is, therefore, no reason to feel depressed over the
new!? that ·a Campaign against the prefession is being waged,
for it is born of such low motives, such..,.selfi.sh pUrpose~, and
such unscrupulous acts· that it will defea~"its own ends.
We ·already see evidences that the space of not all lay_
periodicals and newspapers can be secured by the Medical
Trust for the promulgation of its "StorieS" of Chiropractic.
Witness the fact that the Chicago Evening American deVotes about one-fourth of the editorial p_age of its issue of
April 5th to an exposition of the theory of Chiropractic as
written by Mr. John E. Geary, under the caption, "Meaning
and _·Theory of Chiropractic-the Latest and an Interesting
'DeVelopment of Methods of Healing."
_We will not reproduce this article as all Chiropractors are
familiar _with the theory and principles on which the science
of ChirOpractic. is founded. It will, however, serve to acquaint
the laity of the sane and logical principles underlying- this
method _of healing, and few editoria~s in any paper ever
served a ·nobler purpose than this. It may be remarked in
passing_ that the space in the. editor"~.l page of the Chicago
Eveni~Am.erican is fully as valuable as that of any other
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paper or- periodical that is publiShed, and the intrinsic value .
of such an article in such a pciper is therefore exceedingly
great:
"The following article is supplied by Mr. John E. Geary,- a
student of Chiropractic. Mr. Geary is well knoWn to readers
of this newspaper, and to a great many thousands of able·
mech<,t.nics throughout the United States.
$'Every effort to avoid the use of drugs, as the greatest doctors, including Osler, tells us, is a desirable effort. The common_ sense of chiropractic and of osteopathy-skillfully practiced-is apparent.
"It must be remembered, however, that unskillful practice
is extremely dangerous. And no man should put himself in
the hands of a practitioner manipulating the backbone unless
assured of his skill and thorough knowledge of anatomy."
The reader will please note .once more the words, "It must
be remembered that unskillful practice is extremely dangerous., __ And no man should put himself in the hands of a practitioner manipulating the backbone unless assured- of his
skill and thorough knowledge of anatomy." With this we are
heartily· in accord. If there is one thing that will militate
against the ·progress of the profession as a whole more than
all the persecution ti1at could -be directed against it, it is a
display -of ignorance on the part' of some of its members.
Every member of the profession should make it his special
bi.lsiness to raise the standard of the profession as a whole and
the qualifications of its individual components. It is only
by gaining the respect of the public that we can hope to
achieve the task of presenting before _the bar of public approval our claims and obtain a fair hearing. 'It is not sufficient that we ourselves know of' the merits that lie hidden
like nuggets of gold in the treatment of human ailments by
chir'opracti~; We must bring the people of the world to a
knowledge of this fact.
Persecution will be our greatest aid in accomplishing thisif we are persecutiOn-proof.

MEDICAL DEFECTIONS
There is no .denying that a serious condition is making itself
increasingly manifest in the rank~ of organized medicine,
politically speaking. Physicians in considerable numbers are

li5

leaving the ranks of the A. M. A. for one reason o~other,
and banding themselves i:rito independent_ organiz~tions. The
.s1ogan- of these. associations :appears to
chiefly concerned
with freedom from compulsory adherence to a code of ethics
which has outworn itself, and a disposition to gTeater liberality of thought and action is to be the outgrowth of the new
principles for which these- newer organizations stand.
They are certainly agreed on one point, namely, that the
growth in popular esteem of drugless healing is progressing
at an. "alarming"_· rate. This increasing faVor for drugless
methods is not confined to the public and to "those directly
engaged in the practice of drugless methods, but is noted
wi_th increasing fre<]uence among medical'practitioners themselves. There is. undoubtedly taking place a reformation in
the art of healing which, while it may take a number of years
to mature, is taking definite proportions, and will ultimately
crystallize into an entirely new arrangement of the healing
sch-ools. The formation of the various associations of physicians ref~rred to is one of ·the most pointed indications of

be
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t~s movemen~.

The· latest ~f these organization~ is known as the Medical
Society of the -United States, which· recently convened in
Hot Springs, Arkansas. The president of this association
set forth ·a sci-called "Declaration of Principles" in which he
make& some very pithy_ comments on medical affairs and sets ,
up a Set. of rules by which, in his opinion, physicians of the
futu~·e should be goVerned.
His ·principles hold considerable interest for anyone
engaged in the art of healing and- we, therefore, give them
to our readers. The following paragraphs are particularly
interesting:
"This Society standS for Democracy in Medicine. ·In its
management every member has a voice and vote. No RingsNo Cliques---:-that is the 'Slogan' of this Society.
"We favor the adoPtion of uniform Registration Laws in
all the States. A medical practitioner properly licensed in
one state should be permitted to practice medicine in any
other state·. True democracy demands this.
uwe- declare in favor of the utmost freedom to .prescribe
or use any remedy or any form of therapeutic measures which
may appeal to the intelligence Or reason of the legalized
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practitioner of the Healing Art. Any .person thoroughly
educated -in the fundamentals (biology, physiology, anatomy,
chemistry and pathology) may be trusted to select the curative measures indicated in any case which may come under
his care.
"We urge our members to investigate the remedies of all
'schools of medicine' and select from them any remedy that
may -help in the healing of the sick.
"We deprecate the attempt to control the conduct of doctors by any arbitrary set of 'ethical Rule' should be ·the only
Universal guide to professional life-a true physician is ·a
gentleman under all circumstances. .
·
"We demand that National and State offices held by gradmites in Medicine shall be open to any and all legalized practitioners instead of being monopolized by the A. M. A., .as

brook no denial, but will forever settle the qUestion whether
or not it is entitled to a place among the learned pro:fessions.
And, strangely enough, the chance is given us by the m~dical
profession, itself.
On a number of occasions Chiropractors have challenged .
the -medical fraternity to a comparative test of the merits of
medicine and of Chiropractic, but rto one ever had the temerity
to accept. Now the challe~ge comes right from the medical
ran~s ill the person of Dr. H. P. Marshall, president of tlie
Washington League for the Conservation of. Public Health.

attempted today.

"This Society will endeavor to help its members through
great annual meetings in the various sections of the country,
as the membership increases to the requisite-number. These
meetings are not to be held for the purpose of permitting a
few- specialists to advertise or exploit themselves, but to
hasten the. day when the lold family physician' shall come
into his own by preparing him to meet successfully any
emergehcy that may arise in the family circle.
Crisis in Profession
''We urge upon our Medical Colleges the teaching of their
students ·definite action of remedies; a definite treatment of
all diseases common to our country-to the. end that they
may be prepared to treat successfully the diseases they will
meet in every d~y practice. We realize the fact that Drugless Healing and Medical Njhilism are growing alarmingly
in this country.
uwe have arrived. cit a crisis in our profession. In order to
retain the confidence of the public we must be able to show
the people that we are still able to treat successfully all
diseases of the community.
"Finally we appeal to every physician who loves his profession, who earnestly wants to do his whole duty to his
patients (to 'leave no stone unturned' to cure them); to every
live, progressive physician whose heart and· soul are in the
grand work of healing the sick-who wants the best there is
in Medicine, no matter where it comes from or who has used
it-we want you in this Society."

THE THING WE'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
At- last Chiropractic has been offered the opportunity to '
justify itself in the eyes of the world in a manner that will
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~t_ appears that a Mrs. Lenora B. Simpkins, who is president of the Washington Humane and Educational and AntiVivisectional Society, had read accounts of alleged cruelty
to animals in connection with experimental work by medical
scientists. Immediately thereupon Dr. Marshall issued his
challenge to the drugless physicians of Spokane, the terms of
which incl~de- the follow:illg stipulations:

Twelve representatives of the drugless healing profession
are to meet .twelve physiCians in treating 1,000 case~. A
jury is to decide which group is most successful from the
standpoint of results achieved. The financial side of the
prOposition_ is taken care of by an arrangement which provides for the payment of One-third of the expense by the
drugless physicians, one-third by the medical physicians, and
the remaining one-third by a disinterested party.
We have no doubt tha:t the Chiropractors of Spokane will
grasp the opportunity with avidity. In fact, we suspect that
they will do it so quickly that Dr. Marshall's breath will be
taken away. And so far as the- outcome of the test is concerned, we Rre ready With our customary odds of 8 to 5 on
the Chiropractors. In view of the comparative results obtained in the influenza epidemic, our medical friends have a
man-size job on ·their hands in their attempt to discredit
their opponents. We hope that nothing will be lallowed to
interfere with the prompt working out of the plan, -as it will
awaken nation-wide interest and the" outcome will unquestion-
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ably give -our profession an impetus greater than fifty- yem~s
of. ordinary prog:ress could accomplish.

CHI RO PRA CTI C E C 0 NOMIC S
DOCTORS ACCEPT GAGE OF BATTLE
Drtigless Physicians Agi.-ee tO Challenge Issued
Dr. H. P. Marshall

LET'S GO!
A SCIENTIFIC RETREAT
ln the December issue of the JOURNAL we published an
account of a challenge hurled against the members of the
Drugless Physicians' Association of Spokane County (Wash:)
by Dr. H. P. Marshall, president of the League for the Conservation of Public Health, to _treat one thousand.-cases and
compare the results under medical and drugless methods.
We welcomed this opportunity and so did the Drugless Physicians' Association. We have been looking for such~f chance
to demonstrate the superiority of chiropractic over _:rl\edicine·
for· .sq.ch a long time, and this offer coming from the mCdical
men themsel-ves seemed too good to be true.
And now comes the announcement that the contest has been
called off. Take your tickets back to the box office and get
your ID.oney back. There ain't going to be no fight as one .of
the fighters got cold feet at the last minute, and so the match
Was called off. Too bad the Drugless Physicians' Association
didn't get .a chance to arrange for the placing of an equal
sum of money on deposit in a local bank, same to be forfeited in case either contestant refused to go on.
B11t the victory is n_early as- complete from its moral effect
aS··' though the contest had really been carried out. The
crawl made by the medical -men is so plain an attempt to
escape a bad situation that they virtually admit themselves
defeated without having the courage to put :up a fight.
What will the verdict of the public be? Thls question
shOuld not be hard to answer and we can readily imagine
~hat were the thoughts of _those who read the articles wh.ich
we reprint herewith. This little incident should give chin):w::actic a wonderful impetus in Washington, and we hope the
entire matter will be ·given the widest possible publicity to
counteract some of the vicious propaganda that has been
spr~ad · hx,9~dcast during recent months by the medical and
osteopathiC. professions.
The mticles follow:

COST MAY BE $200,000

~jwe Will Put

-up

Our Share if Medical Men Do,"·
Says Dr. H. D. C.,x
Acceptance of the challenge issued by Dr. H. P. Marshall
for a contest between allopathic physicians and the drugless
doctors o:( the city was approved- at a meeting of the officers
of the Drugless Physicians' Association of Spokane_ county
yesterday noon.
The acceptance .will be forwarded to Dr. Marshall, with
the request that a committee of medical men meet with the
director·s, secretary and president of the drugless association
to arrange the terms. Under the challenge issued by Dr.
Marshall the conteSt- would involve_ the treatment of 1,000
patients by 12 representatives of each of the cOntesting pro:.
fessions. The winners would be decided on the basis of diagnosis and treatment of the cases.
Good News Says Marshall
Dr. Marshall hlid not ·received. the· Written acceptance of
the challenge last night but When informed that the drugless physicians would enter the contest he said he Was glad.
"That suits· us fine," he said. "Any time the drugless
advocates are ready to meet to draw up the rules for the
contest they will find- us 'Johnny-on-the-spot." I made- this
challenge in answer to_ statements niade in literature presented before the county legislatorslf:ast Monday night. That
Was our m·ove. If they have accepted the challenge we will
~be glad to- meet them to arrange the contest.''
Dr. Paul· Burgund, president of the Drugless Physicians'
. Association, explained the motives of the association in entering the contest.
"We yvant to get along in harmony with the medical profession," he said, "but through their a_ssoCiation they are
trying to. legislate us out of business. We want it so that
the public can decide who they want to treat them. We are
not particular about the- l'ules to govern this contest just so
they give us an equal break. ·The medical men have made
the challenge and we're game- to meet them."
·
.
Hard to Arrange Contest
According to Dr. H. D. Cox, an officer of the Drugless Physicians~ As·socialion, there will be obstacles that will be hard,
to overcome- before the contest can be held.
"I never haVe heard· of a similar contest," he deClared.
j'To carry it- through we will need adequate hospital facili-
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ties, a corps of nurses and, of course, patients.· -The niethod
of obtaining the patients, the judges of the contest· and
other details will be difficult to solve. I estimate that the
average' cost of each case in such a contest will be sonie $200,
or approximately $200,000 if 1,000 cases are treated. But
the thing doesn't frighten us. We will put up our share
if the medical men put up theirs."

MEDICAL DOCTORS CALL OFF CONTEST
Largely Attended Meeting of "Regular" Physicians Opposes
Trial of Skill

DR. MARSHALL EXPLAINS
Head of State Association Says Contest Idea Was
Merely Suggestion
At a largely attended meeting of the Spokane County
Medical Society yesterday in the assembly rOom of the. Old
National Bank buildirig, it was announced that .the League
for the Conservation of Public Health would have no part in
any trial of skill between "scientific medicine" an~ drugless
healing. The principle upon which the league is .founded
-is the promotion of the public health and it is in no wise
interested in other methods, it was stated after the meeting.
The meeting .was held to welcome members .of the league
executive committee from Seattle, who had understood from
the newspapers that Spokane purposed staging a contest
between medical practitioners and drugless healers in the
name "of the league, an officer of the league explained. .Dr.
H. P. Marshall, president of the league, -made a -formal
statement concerning his remarks made at a meeting held a
week ago when he suggested that' such a cOntest might- be
arranged, which -straightened out matters so far as the orga_nization .was concerned. His· statement follows:
"The impression has been given that in my address at the
massmeeting held to disCuss measures to be proposed in the
legislature, I spoke for the ·League for the Conservation of
Public Health.,. Such an impression is erroneous. I did not,
nor did I intend to commit the league to any contest over
methods of treating disease, between the exponents of scien~
tific medicine and the so-called drugless he_alers. The proposed
test, which was suggested merely as an alternative, was my
individual idea and was not intended to pledge the action of
any· organization and particularly that of the League for
the_ Conservation of Public Health. The league is formed 1
to conserve the health of the whole people. It is not political
and is not sectarian. lts. purposes are wholly ideal in character."-The Spokesman-Review (Spokane) 12-20-20:
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'MANUFACTURED EPIDEMICS
Once again the daily press is giving first page: publicity
to epidemics of "c.olds" that is affecting most people- these
days. Scattered throughout the interior one finds the vapid
Q_issertations of sundry quasi ·authorities voicing their several
vieWs ·on. the subject,' with lists of ' 4DON'TS" attached.
Everybody is wondering about ,the "FLU" and wherever
one goes this is the chief topic of conversation. , People
h<J,Ve Stopped worrying about the signing of peace, the high
_cost of living; the industrial unrest, and the ·country going
dry. They have a greater worry on their hands right now,
wOndering:whether or not they'll get the-Flu, and if they do,.
whether theY :will die or -not. Each day they notice an in~
creasing number of cases :ieported, and an increasing number
of deaths recorded. If they hear that any of their friends
is sick, their first- question is, "Has she got the Flu?" They
go to bed at night wondering if they will wake up in the
morning sick .or well. They get up in the morning uncertain
whether they will be alive or. dead by night. On the slightest provocation they rush for the doctor fearful that their
little indisposition is the beginning of the dreadful disease.
There are three reasons for the "Flu"-the publicity given
by the ·daily papers, the raVings of health departments, and
the gullibility of the public.
The newspapers of the country which are giving so much
prominence to the epidemic of "coldS" that is now widespread
Cannot be criticized severely enough. It is this publicity which
is- principally responsible fqr the worried state of mind of so
many people, and which is_ unquestionably one of the chief
contributing factors in making them subject to the disease.
· There is nothing more directly undermining to one's vitality
than Won·y. · And to be reminded day after day that one- is
living in the shadow of disease and death -soon gets on the
nerves. It is just .the same as being informed that the
neighborhood in which a person lives is infested by hold-up
men; and that every time you _step out of your doorway you
are apt to get slugged. A thought like that gnaws at the
nerves until the vitality of the subject is so reduced that if
he shOuld encounter a burglar he would not be able to offer
any effective resistance even if he had the chance. The Same
is true t;~f the Flu publicity. People are warned and re-
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minded un,til they are frightened and worried and distracted.
Their vital resi.stance is _bound_ to be_ undermined, pla~ing
them in a receptive mood for anything that happens. to overtake them. There is no doubt that people can actually
be made sick in this way. We once saW this worked out to
our entire satisfaction, in this wise: A plan was outlined
that consisted in having five different men tell a selected individual that he was sick. The object was to find out_
whether by such repeated suggestion one really could be
made ill. The morning of the day decided upon came along
and Number One met the. subject and told him that he
wasn't looking as well as usual. Then Number Two met him
and told him he was looking bad. A fe'V hOurs later he was
met by Number Three who told him that he looke:d sick ·and
inquired solicitously. what seemed to be the trouble. Shortly
the:r:~after Number Four met him and asked him if nobody
had told him how bad he looked and ended up by advising
him to go home at once. At last Number Five fell upon him
and begged him to go home at once while_he was still able. The
whole thing worked wonderfully, in fact too well for the comfort o:f the five conspirators. The hapless individual who was
the subject DID GET SICK, and no symptoms were absent,
even inCluding a fever. Naturally he did not have any spe_cifi~
disease, but his nervous mechanism was thrown into such a
degree-- of disharmony that every function was disordered.
It would obviously be impossible to produce a specific disease
at will in this way. But it shows that one's vital resistance,
can be terribly undermined by such repeated suggestions, a~d
that is precisely what the present campaign of publicity
regarding the Flu is doing. . It would be all sufficient for
the purposes of the ·publicity for every paper to come out
prOminently just once advising the public that at this particular season of the year disorders of the respiratory tract
are more prevalent than at other times, and suggesting
proper precautionary measures designed to protect themselves and their neighbors. ·with that the daily press will
have fulfilled its usefulness in respect to this particular
problem, and when it goes beyond that it becomes a menace.
There is no excuse for publishing lists of newly reported
cases and death notices. Not a single solitary thing is acC:omplish.ed thereby; on the contrary as already observed,
people are ·made panicky by it, they worry· about it, and

.J ..

as a result they are so -'~run down" that they do not_ offer
a- normal resistance to an attack of· the disease should they
be_ ·exposed to it. If the papers want to be of real con struc·
tive service to the people they should publish statistics
collected by the different schools of healing during the 1918
epidemic and making the public acquainted with the fact
that the mortality rite in pneumonia under customary medical treatment' is 17 per cent, while under chiropractic it was
1/7 per cent. '.J:'hen they would be doing something worth
while. But_ we do not look for anything like that-the papers
are dominated and controlled too much by· the A. M. A. and
are afraid to -print anything that would give offense to the
medic.al prOfession..
secOnd. reason for the Flu is the health department,
strange as that -may sound. First of all, the health department is responsible because it does not guard the public welfare thxough the proper channels. Instead 'Of giving out
information thrOugh a lay press it should publish a little
leaflet- giving instructions to the public, which could be dis·
. tributed at little cost. one such circularization would he
sufficie:rlt to acquaint the public with the danger and its preven'tion. Secondly, the health department is to blame for a
condition of this kind because it fails to draw a- distinction
betWeen Si~ple "colds" and true Influenza, and permits falsified- reports 'to be published. This magnifies the gravity of
the condition· and creates a state of worry in the public
mind which. we have already shown is bad. Thirdly, the
health dePartment does not use its authority for preventing
'disease properly. It fails to acquaint itself with all measures
of :Pro·ven worth· in the prevention and treatment of Influenza,
for example -Chiropractic. Or if it does know and does not
publish the facts, it is committing an even greater crime;
for which it can offer no possible excuse. The health department is supported by the taxation of all the people, not just
a few. ·chiropractors pay taxes the same as other people,
and are entitled to the same recognition. But as things now
stand, it is a case of taxation without representation. But
some day there will be a chiropractor on health boards, and
then the public will get a square deal, and will be made acquainted with the beSt remedy for Influenza that exists.
The third reason for- the Flu is the gullibility of the public. .So many people believe everything they read _and hear
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that i~ becomes a comparatively simple. matter to throw
them into a pan-ic. At this time of the year it is customary
_for practically_everybody to have a "cold." -:Few people pay
much attention to it under Ordinary circumstances, and they
get well. Certainly the fact that they stay at home and
fill up on aspirin and whiskey slings will not get them well
any sooner than continuing with their work. In the old days
people laughed at a "cold" and we're willing to wager that
the mortality rate was no higher than in these days. Now,
as soon as some people catch cold they call in the doctor,
who tells them they have a bad case and are threatened with
pneumonia. He puts them to bed, where the inactivitY slows
the circulation and retards the elimination. Then he gives
them in place of nourishment some depleting drugs and
throwS in some mental suggestion designed to further reduce
the subject's resistance. If the patient gets well, he does
so- n_pt because he called in the doctor, but in spite of that
fact.
A large percentage of the cases cared for by chiropractors durilig the 1918 epidemic were people who had been
tr~ated by the medical route and who, when given up by
their medical attendant, tried adjustment as a last resort.
And they got well.
We hope that these reasons for the Flu scare or epidemic
or whatever one wants to call the present hysteria will be
given some of the publicity that is needed to set the public
mind right on this subject. We are getting to be such
a nervous nation that we have to have something to be
hysterical over all the time. It's about, time we came to
OUJ; senses, got down to brass tacks, and aGted like sensible
men arid women again. If our forefathers could- see what
a soft, susceptible, nervous bunch has been the outgrowth of
their -struggle to make an American Nation they would consider their efforts wasted. A "cold" is a "cold" now just
the same as it was a hundred years ago, and we hope people
who have a little gumption left will not Jet a few c::ilamity
howlers manufacture an epidemic out of it.

CONSERVATISM VS. RADICALISM
For many years there has been a straight and sharp dividing line in the middle of the chiropractic professiOn. On
one side of this line were arrayed the adherents of one school
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of thought in the profession; on the other stood a group
representing another set of principles and- ideas. The first
tp.ight very properly be styled radicals; . the_ second ~ay
fittingly be called conservatives._ On the hne Itself, holdmg
steadfast to a sane and scientific ·principle, were to be found
a number who occupied a position midway between the two
extremes. These possessed neither the extreme radicalism
of the first set nor the ultra conservatism of the second
group.
We sav that this divilj.ing line and this grouping of schools
of thouiht within the profession has existed for years .. _In
the early history of Chiropractic a cleavage occurred wh1~h
rent the hitherto unified profession in twain. A certam
number, unattle tO subscribe to the extremist doctrines of the
heretOfore ·recognized authorities in the profession, went to
the other extreme or nearly so. The -primal theory of the
first chiropractors ~as that ALL disease found its cause in but
ONE factor- that nO other so-called cause could properly be
considei:ed ;s_ having anything to do with the production of
any disease; that there_ was but one cure for such disease
and that, all other so-called cures were palliative only, inasmuch as they did not strike at the real cause but treated
· the effects of the disease. And the adroitness with which
these conscientious but ill-advised theorists groped their way
through the maze of errors wi~h which they surrounded
themselves almost compels admiration.
It is small wonder that a "comedy of errors" should have
been the natural outgrowth of such a philOsophy as that
outlined above. One has only to consider a single_ example
to see how quickly adherence tO such a theory would. involve
its adher~nt in a dilemma from which he could hardly hope
to extricate himself, except by "making confusio~ worse
confounded." Which is precisely what the first radical element and its hapless following have done.
·
The man who investigates any proposition is certain to
ask questions regarding it. And the very first_ quest~on that
any person with an ounce of discernment would be hkely_ to
ask, might be the following: YoU say that a subluxat~on
causes all disease. Then how does it come about that, if a
subluxation of the fifth dorsal vertebra, for example~ is the
ONLY cause of ALL stomach disease, one person having
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such a subluxation has ·an ulcer, another too much acid, -a:Uo'ther too little acid, still another gastritis, and another

The answer given was, howe_Ver, the only possible one in
view of the erroneous statenient which pr_eceded it, that only·
one factor can-.produce disease, llamely, a-subluxated-vertebra.
It afforded a convenient loophole thrOugh which to cl-awl
out· of a dilemma, but in doing so our hero simply jumped
from the frying pan into the fire. And after he was rather
severely singed he realized that there was a difference between diseases, though he still manifested an unwillingness
to admit that this was so from the outset. Which brings us
to the last act- ill this "comedy of en-ors," to wit: There are
different kinds of nerves going to the organs which have
di~erent · purposes with respect to that organ. One nerve
is supposed to regulate the growth of the organ; another
has to do with its nutrition;· another regulates its function.
It depends upon_ which cif these nerves is impinged by the
subluxated vertebra what trend -the abnormal process takes.
Let us consider briefly the maze Of confusion into which
admission of''this ·impossible theOrem leads us.
Assuming that the fifth dorsal spinal nerve is impinged
and that a certain gastric disorder coexists, we would be
forced to maintain that onlY a certain fibre is impinged when
a certain form .of stomich disease is present. If the fifth
dorsal spinal nerve is the route oVer which all the impulses
travel that have anything to do with the stomach we must find
in this nerve trUnk fibres that control the !lbllowing stomachic
effects: sensation (hunger, thirst, satiety, pain), muscul'ar
contraction, nutrition, secretion, .inhibition, augmentation,
reflex action, bloOd supply, automatism, and their nuffierous
subsi(liaries. All the effects of nerve impulses mentioned
find expression in the stomach, and according to the theory
of some chiropractic authorities all must be in the spinal
nerve that is impinged when a sublu.xation of the fifth dorsal
vertebra exists. F,or example, if the troPhic fibre is impinged
there would be too much or too little gastric juice; if· the
motor fibre is impinged the .muscular contractions of the
stomach .would be lessened; if the sensory fibre is impinged
there would be no pain. All the effects of nerve impulses
mentioned above may be abnormally· expressed in one or
another of the diseases that affect the stomach. Hence accor~ing to our theorists· when a patient has an ulcer the
trophic fi:bre in the fifth dorsal nerve is impinged; when he
has hyperchlorhydria or hypoacidity or indigestion the see-

cancer?
The answer to this question was nOthing if not unique in
its originality and u~ter disregard of all proven scientific
truths. It was that THERE IS. ONLY ONE DISEASE. In
other woxds, that there is i10 essential difference between
a cancer and an ulcer, or between gastritis and hyperchlorhydria. In the words of one chiropractor of note all are
but varying stages of the same thing: an ulcer- is just a
baby cancer; gistritis is a less pronounced form of ulcer;
a cancer is it. severe form of gastritis. How wondrous beautiful is this theory! How consoling it must be for. the patient
with carcinoma of the ·stomach to realize that he haS :only
an advanced stage of gastritis from which he will not die
if he takes adjustments for thirty yearS! We need sca1~cely
continue recOunting the thoughts that must arise, in the mind
of anyone who carries such a line of reasoning ·to its logical
·
conclusion.

The student of pathology knows that THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF DISEASES and that ~hey are distinct
entities. Otherwise every gastritis would finally become
ulcerative, and every ulcer become a cancer. The mei~e fact
that most cases of gastritis remain gastritis, that· most cases
of ulcer remain ulc~r, and that most cases of hyperacidity
remain hyperacidity would be sufficient to confirm that. A rose
never changes into a lily; a- piece of stone never becomes a
ruby; a rabbit never gives birth to canary birds. Nature fol-lows a certain definite plan a11:d does not make any l,Iop, skip
and jump from one thing to another. Thus cancer is cancer
from itS inception. It wasn't something else first,· and then by
som6 hocus pocus became a cancer. Likewise cancer is' a distinct condition differing in all essential particulars from all
other abnormal states of tissue. It may give rise to disturbances (symptoms) that are similar to those occasioned by
other disordered states of an organ, but that· does not mean
that the cause is the same. It must be held self-evident, therefore, that there are different kinds of disorders jus:t as there
are different kinds of tissue. Moreover cancer attacks only
certain tissues, which shows that it has what we might call
individuality. To say that there is only one kind of disease is
illogical to say the least.
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retory fibre in- the fifth dorsal nerve is imPinged; when he
has gastritis the motor· fibre is pressed upon; when he has
akoria the sensation- fibre is impinged; When he has cancer
the nutritiori fibres are pressed on.
Now,-when we stop to consider the size of the spinal nerve
and the consequent size of these supposed fibres incorporated in _it we cannot help but wonder how it would be possible
for the misplaced margins of the intervertebral foramen
to- touch ·one and miss another. It would be just as possible
as for a man to put ten tacks in a space three inches wide
and six inches long and then step on only one tack and miss
the others, as it is for the margin of the intervertebral foramen to touch one tiny fibre in the spinal nerv~ and leave the
others unimpinged. But it is foolish to argue this point at
greater length because there is no such arrangement of
fibres in the spinal nerve and no amount of talk by anybody
will Put them there. Tf there were such an arrangement of
the spinal nerve, a pronounced subluxation which- would impinge a number of these fibres at the same time would produce a number of gastric diseases at the same time in the
same subject. Such a patient might then have an ulcer, a
cancer, no pain, and gastritis all at once. That anomaly
ought to be enough to show anyone how untenable such a
theory is. Many other thoughts come to mind· but one could
go on almost indefinitely citing facts that show· how entirely
irrational such a contention really is.
And so our radical element has gone blissfully on jumping from one error to another....:....extricating itself from one
dilemma, only to sink deaper into the mire of confusion and
contradiction at the next step. The day will unquestionably
come when these basic differences of opinion will no longer
exist· in the .profession. In the meantime those responsible
_for leading a c01lsiderable proportion of the profession into
the dangerous bypaths of error should make a comprehensive
study_ of the nervous system by dissection of one or two
cadavers. Then they will see the human body as it really is,
not as they imagine it ought to be to fit their ill-begotten
theo1·ies.
Let us pass now to ·the second group in the professionthe conservatives. To this class belong a number of chiropractors who, in deviating from the radical school of thought,
have gone too far in the other- direction. These well-meaning
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People contend, ~nd rightly so, that a sUbluxated vertebra
is not the Only cause of all disease, nor adjuStment the oilly
cure of all .disease. But their zeal has carried them too· far
afield; and we find them applying this principle so thoroughly
that.- their brand of chiropractic is· scarcely recognizable.
Adjustment is to them simply one of the methods to be used
in the different cases that come to them. Some -carry this
~o an extreme degree; others to a much less extent. To go
mto an extended discourse on the tenets of this branch of the
profession is unnecessary for the purposes of this article. That the conserva:tive·school of the chiropractic profession
has some serioUs flaws in- its principles and practice there i~
no doubt._ It is illogical, for example, to give every patierit
massage, eleCtricity and a .bath. It is illogical to give
every patient either one of these therapeutic agents in ·
connection with adjustments. Every case that comes· to
a chiropractor does not present in_dicati~ns for the u~e of
massage . or electricity or hydrotherapy. Patient after
patient comes to a chiropractor who requires nothing but
adjustments. It is, therefore, folly to use these agencies
when it is plain that they contribute nothing tcr the cure of
the disorder. Some chiropractors who employ electricity,
massage, baths, and so on admit that their us_e is not neces~
sary for reSults; but they argue ·that they have to give
s~methi_ng besides adjustment to satisfy the pati~nt. We behe:e this. is all imagination, because thei·e is any nurilber of
chiropractors who are highly successful who use nothing but
spinal adjustment. It- is accordingly not being strictly honest
to oneself, to the patient,_ or to chh·opractic to use other
measures, when they are not indicated, on the specious claim
that they are necessary to keep the patient satisfied. JuSt
a.s straight chiropractic is often crooked, so mixed chiroprac~
tic is often deceitful.
There is- of course no question that cases come to the chiropractor for whom he can do nothing or for whom he ·must
use some measure· in connection with the adjustment. No
pOssible criticism could be made of such a rational practice.
[t is with the indiscriminate use of adjuncts that we take
issue, ·and we register the. hope that the early future will
witne·ss a greatly lessened use of these measureS, many Of
which have long since ·been discarded by the medical profession as without any merit. Conservatism is a splendid
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virtue when practiced with. discretion, but -like radicalism it
may outrun itself. The application of the brakes of common
sense in either case is the only remedy, and this leavening
influence in the profession is contributed by that group in the
profession which we have said- occupies a position- on the line
that divideS the two foregoing classes.
·
The security of the future of chirOpractic is made certain
by the stabilizing influence of that group within the ranks of
the profession that is neither ultra-radical nor ultra-conservative. It is to this class that the credit. belongs for whatever esteem as a science Chiropractic is accorded._ The Une
of demarcation between the two extreme classes is becoming more wavy and is encroaching at many points into the
gToups on· either side. Its influence is making itself felt
with increasing insistence as shown by the multiplied _subscriptions to the ·principles for which we stand~all-around
adjustment. OThis includes first and foremost spinal adjustment. Then under suitable indications adjustment of environmEmt, adjustment of the mode of living, and adjustment of
contributory causative factors. This kind of chirop'ractic
takes the tuberculosis victim out of the sweatshop, withdraws
whiskey from the subject of Bright's disease, regulates the
diet· of the patient with diabetes, recommends suitable exercise for the sufferer from valvular heart disease, gives com,fort to the patient with cancer of the stomach. Wl:rat is
wrong with that kind of Chiropractic? Is it foolish, unsound,
illogical? Or is it sensible, sane, ·and reasonable? We
leave it to any intelligent man or woman to. answer these
questions.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
Five years ago a medical man would have thought it the
rankest heresy to recom;mend Chiropractic in the treatment of
disease. Today we find it not at all uncommon for these
same men to advise the use of Chiropractic.
The subjoined extracts from two Chicago ·newspapers are
signs C>f the times and show the increaSing esteem in which
the science is held by the medical profession. From open
hostility to tolerance and then to respect we have compelled
the medical profession to move in its attitude toward Chiropr~ctiC.
Not that the opinioll of the medical profession
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could materiallY influenCe the course of Chiropractic, but
because it represents somewhat of. an achieVement, do we
feCI gnitified over this changing demeanor. And tO the
balancing influence of the National College of Chiropractic in
the scientific development of Chiropractic must be given the
·credit for the waning power of medical opposition and whitever economic good may come therefrom.
There Should Be No "Delicate" Children
By William A.- McKeever
Too many very promising children are permitted to die
from lack of intelligent care. Only yesterday another little
3 year-old near me was laid away forever, and it could have
been saved.
"
The first mistake of the parent of the sickly is to assume
that it is "just naturally puny, never -has been strong; but
I hope he will outgrow his weakness."
Thus· the case is half lost from the beginning. It is not
"natural" for any child to be puny. -There is something distinctly the matter, and this trouble can be located. The
natural tl).ing is for the little one to be weil and strong.
The second common obsession, out of which it is not easy
to shake or shock the anxious parent of the puny babe, isthe idea that delicate and loving care in general will cure
the weakly member; that is, careful handling, dainty, predigested food, daily airing, and the like. But _treatment in
general will not cure even so ·inu-ch as an· ing1~own toenail.
Tlie case calls for treatment in particular. The cl,J.re must
go to the spot.
·
...~.
Call a Specialist and Fin,d the Cause
Now, let us get a sensible method Of dealing with this case.
First, call a SJ?h~.e specialist, an osteopath or a chiropractic,
and learn- defimtely as to whether there are any serious
twists or bends .in the vertebral column. Sometimes the
cause of low vitality may be at once located here and quickly
remedied.
Lumbago Cases Differ
R. B. writeS: "1. I presume I have lumbago. Is lumbago
absolutely curable?
"2. If so, how long does it usually take to cure a mild
case?
"3. Please give -remedy ?
H4. Is ther~ danger· Of it running into Bright's dise:ise ?"
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REPLY
1. Yes.
.2. ·I have known of a case of lumbago being cured in five
seconds. I have known cases to persist for five years.
3. Among successful cures for attacks of lumbago are:
Vigorous use of hot liniments, massage, osteopathy, chiropractic treatment, electricity, Turkish baths. Lumbago is rheumatiSm of the muscles of the back. If attacks persistently
recur the focus of infection should be located and the:n treated.
4. No.-Dr. W. A. •Evans in The Chicago Tribune.

"WATCH YOUR STEP"
We are sometimes accused of placing undue emphasis on
the lhriitations of Chiropractic, and of spending time in doing
that which should be devoted to extolling our science. We
wish .it were not necessary to ever speak of the limitations
of• Chiropractic, but it "is necessary. And we· believe that
just as much good will coine from an occasional inventory
of our Ii8.bilities as of our assets. That iS the Only way a
correct balance sheet can be made out. The fellow who
negleCts to balance the debit and credit side of the ledger
is sure to get into a morass sooner or later. We, as Chiropractors, should therefore take an inventory of ourselves
occasionally so that we may kf:~ep before us at all times the
difference between what we can and canllot do. Most o"f the
mistakes that Chiropractors make are due to their failure to
recognize this fact. They attempt something which their
better sense should tell them to ·let alone. We are all agreed
that one failure does a man m9re harm than ten successes do
him good. So it is just as -important to avoid making mistakes as it is to be prepared to do the correct thing. The
Chiropractor who watches his step seldom slips i he who trips
heedlessly along, with his head in the clouds, takes some
falls.
· It is, ho:wever, not alone the individual harm that is done
by the lack of discretion in taking cases that common sense
should dictate as hopeless. What is of the greatest consequence in this connection is the reflection that is thrown upon
the entire profession by such individual acts. It would not
be so bad if no one suffered by the mistakes made by a
Chiropractor except he himself. Bri.t the fact of the matter
is that the entire profession is made to feel the effects of
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a mistake made by one man. A Chiropractor in Chicago
may do something that is wrong, and there may be a Chiropractor 'Tn NeW York and oiie· in San FranciscO who Will
feel the effects. The patient who is
acCorded proper attention and given correct counsel by the Chiropractor in
Chicago may write to a friend in New York and one in San
Francisco about it: These people tell their friends in their
respective cities about it; they in turn tell others; and finally
hundreds of people are made. prejudicial to Chiropractic as a
result of this one little mistake. Bad news always travels
faster than good, and people in general seem more disposed
to give publicity. to things concerning another that are of a
derogatory nature than those of a commendatory character.
We admit that it iS unjust to condemn all for the fauit
of one"; but that does not alter the fact that it is human
nature to do this, and we inight just as well govern ourselves
accordinglY. We should use the utmost circumspection in the
selection 9f our cases. · An earnest attempt to ascertain the
exact nature. of the patient's ailment and all facts relating
to it should be _made. Then we will be in a position to know
whether or not Chiropractic will achieve results. It is true
that sometimes in apparentlY hopeless ·cases we obtain our
most brilliant results. But there are some··coridjtions whiCh
we know beyond peradventure are not amenable to adjustment, and it is our duty to be able to recognize them and
advise the patieri.t accordingly.
A· good and safe rule to follow is this: Whenever you are
in doubt regarding the prognosis tell the patient so. Explain
to him that while results are sometimes obtained in cases like
his you are unable to state positively in any individual case
what the o.utcorile will be. Explain to him that you will be
-glad to give him adjustments providing he is willing to .abide
by this provision, namely, that you cannot promise results.
Then your patient will lmow that you are playing fair and
square, and if you fail to get results you will not have made
an enemy fo1' yourself and for Chiropractic.
The appended letters illustrate this point very pointedly
and we reprint them in the earnest hope that the lesson they
teach may be heeded by those who may have been remiss in
this regard in the past. We have here an example of how people are made to·lose th~ir respect for Chiropractors and·their
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faith in Chiropractic. We need friends, .lots of them. So.
iet us make .it our .business to jerk up any C~iropractor who
is either ignorant or unscrupulous and is thereby making
enemies. Read these letters and if you have any comments
to make on them setld them in. It is only by an interchange
of ideas along such matters that we profit most. Write the
kind of a letter YOU would have written this man and send
it to the JOURNAL.

1842 5th Ave., West.
Vancouver, B. C., Canada.
Oct. 22, 1919.
National School of Chiropractic,
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sir:
Your favor of the 13th inst. to hand and in reply will say
that I receiVed your literature some time ago, and will admit
that from just reading it, that Chiropract.ic sounds great,
but o:rie of the reasons I have not enrolled (asjde from the
lack of money at :present to do so) is that I have been putting
Chiropractors to a practical personal test and regret. to say
I have found it far from what it is boosted up to be m your
literature when it comes to getting results. Of course anything thai. I cannot get results out of personally in comparison with the claims _put up for it I would not care to take up
with a view to getting money out of sick people unless I was
assured that I could give full value in return for_ it;
I haye two complaints, one serious leakage of the heart
valves following inflammatory rheumatism, and the other of
less consequence, partial deafness of on~ ear. The _heart conditions I have been assured by tlu:ee different Chiropractors
(two Palmer School men and one National School man) was
due to a pronounced subluxation of a certain vertebTa and
that a correction of that by adjustments would bring about
a cure of the trouble. Each one estiinated that it would
take from one to two. months adjustments· to bring about a
correction of the misplaced vertebTa.
Well to date I have taken abo:ut 125 adjustments, 65 last
summe~ and 60 this summer, divided as I have- said amo~g
three different Chiropractors, and the results have been distinctly disappointing in every way. Heart action no _better,
nor the deaf condition of the ear improved in the slightest
degree.
Now I admit that Chiropractors· are not so rash as to claim
to bring about a cure in every case. They do claim to correct
the cause, namely, adjust misplaced vertebra, and what "gets
my goat" is that after all t~e adjustments I have taken there
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"is, according to. their analysis, still pronounced subluxation.
So, obviOusly, either the Whole theory of Chiropractic is all
"Bunk" Ol' I have been unfortunate in getting lip against poor Chiropractic Mechanics, in which case the schools are to some'
extent to blame in failing to -turn qualified men to practice
Oll the public.
However, I still have an open mind on· it and will give
another man a chance to demonstrate that he can do what is
claimed- for Chiropractic. If I get results I should be glad
to have you show me where your school is equal or superior
to th~ Palmer School who claim to be the· originators of the
practice.- Yours open to conviction.
(Signed) Thos. b'unkley.

October 31st, 1919.
Mr. Thos. Funkley,
1842 5th Ave., W., Vancouver, B. C., Can.
Dear Mr. Funkley:
-i thank· ·you very much for your detailed letter because it
enables me to give you the information which you are seeking and to which you certainly are entitled.
First of all I want to tell you just as emphatically as I can
that Chiropractic is not a "Cure All." You know, yom·self,
that there is nothing perfect in this world. We realize our
limitations and we _knOw that Chiropractic Adjustments will
not cure every patient who receives them. Otherwise we
could all ·expect. to liVe forever.
On the other hand, it is not j"ust to judge the merits of a
science -_!)y the results. achieved in one- single case. It would
be just as w_rong for us to say that Chiropractic will cure all
cases of tuberculosis because it has been klloWn to cure one
case. In order to estimate the value of anything, results in
thousands of cases must be taken as the ba_sis. For example,
we collected statisti-cs of thirty thousand cases of influenza
and pneumonia during the epidemic of last year, which received Chiropractic adjustments. The mortality- rate was
only one-seventh of one perc·ent as compared with the medical
mortality rate of seventeen. percent. We will ·admit that here
and there a case of influenza a:n,d pneumonia Was lost, but
when you put beside that single case the thousands who
were saved, many· Who had been given up to die by their
medical attendants, it would certriinly be -entirely wrong to
say-that Chiropractic was no good.
I am afraid- that the Chiropractors whom you have co:lsulted -were either ignorant or unreliable. We do not clab1
to cure valvular heart diseas.e, nor do -we claim that it is
caused by subluxation. It practically always follows inflam-
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matory rheumatism, the poison Of which disease attacks the
lining of the heart which is very_ similar to the lining of the
joints. Once a Valve has been partly destroyed on account of
the ulcerative inflammation which has taken place, no power
on earth ·can restore it. You are going to have a crippled
heart as lOng as you live, and you might as. well make up
your mind to that fact. There is only one thing that you can
do and that is to take the very best care of _yourself. By
doing that, you can keep _your heart compensating f~r the defect under which it is laboring and undoubtedly hve to be
a man of sixty or seventy years -of age.
Deafness is a condition which responds variOusly to adjustments. In some cases brilliant results are obtained. In_
others no effect whatever can be noticed. It all depends upon
the changes which have taken· place in the auditory apparatus. If the deafness is purely a nervou,s condition, very
gOod results are generally obtained. If, hoWever, there ~s. a
change in the hearing mechanism, then, naturally, httle
can, be-- done.
As I· said above, the merits of any procedure must be based
upon the results which a;e achie_ved in th~msands of cases and
not in· one case. . Considered m that hght, we know that
Chiropractic is the greatest single healing agency in the
world today. It has built itself up into a strong profession,
numbering ten thousand, in a comparatively short time. There
are twenty million people in this country who consult a
Chiropractor when they are sick. It is .results which have put
our science where it is today. As a Chiropractor you can rest
assured that you will obtain a favorable result in seventyfive to ninety per cent of your cases.
I hope that the _above will corrE;lct some false impressions
which you have formed regarding Chiropractic. You say.that
you are open for convicti?n and, if so, the f_ew_ facts wh1c~ I
have given you, and wh!ch could be multiplied almos~ mfinitely, will, I am sure, g1ve_yo~ reason to look at our science
·differently than your letter mdiCates.
I earne~tly hope that you will make up your mind to take
up this prQfession as your future life work, because there is
nothing in the world wh~ch offers ~ou _a gTeater opportuf!-ity
for doing good to suffermg· humamty and at the same time
insuring for yourself a happy and successful future, than the
practice of Chiropractic.
Yours verY truly,
(Signed) A. L. Forster, M.D., D.C.
Secretary,
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1842 5th Ave., W.,
Vanouver, R C.
Nov. 17, 1919.

Dr. A.
Forster:
National School of Chiropractic,
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sh~:
Your favor of October 31st to hand and I write to thank
you for the clear cut style that you admit the limitation of
your profession. -lf·all Chiropractors followed the same rule
I'm inclined to think it would find better favor in the long
run than the system most of them follow of claiming to bring
about a correction (they avoid the use of tlie word cure) and
finding subluxation for practically every case they examine,
but perhaps they wouldn't make as much money that way.
At any rate every one I consulted, five in all, held to the
opinion that it was just a matter of continuing taking_ adjustments long enough and I could expect to get a complete correction of ·my heart trouble. That, of course, according to
your definite statement that there is no cure on earth for
valvular heart trouble which is also verified by my own results in trying for it, I can only regard as you suggest-to
ignorance on their part or to deliberate lying on their part- to
get me -to continue spending money with them when they
should have been honorable enough, as you were, to have
told_ me plainly that they could not do any permanent good
in my case. Considering the number of Chiropractors I have
consulted is not saying much for either their general veracity
or knowlellge of the profession they are practicing. While
regretting that my case is outside of Chiropractic reach I am
at least thankful tO have a clear statement to that effect from
such a reliable source, and as soon as I can see my way clear
financially to take up the study of it, I will give your school
first consideration.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) Thos. Funk!ey.

THE NEED OF STATISTICS

I.

During the influenza epidemic last year thousands of -peo~
pie suffering from this disease,. as well as pnemllonia, were
cared for by Chiropr~ctors. Many of the pa'tients who received adjustments had been given up to die by their attending physician. They were not, therefore, what could be
called favorable- cases upon which to test out the merits or
demerits of Chiropractic. UndoubtedlY some of the many
cases which received adjustments would have recovered without this or any other kind of treatment, thanks to nature.
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But the fact remains that the majority oWed their recovery
to Chiropractic. No one knew the exact percentage of fatalities and it iS not known more than approximately even today. Reports covering about thirty thousand cases were collected and statistics compiled thereupon showed that the mortality rate under spinal adjustment was almost insignificant,
·being less than one-eighth per cent.
The published report of these remarkable results. gave
Chiropractic an impetus that could not have been equalled
by fifty years of ordinary progress. It has shed an undying·
lustre on the profession. It has raised Chiropractic in the
. popular esteeni to a degree impossible to e_stimate. It has
built a practice over night for many a Chiropractor who had
been only moderately successful before. It has aided in thE;!
enactment of legislation favorable to Chiropractic. It has
secured for many a chiropractor an acquittal when he stood
befOre the bar of justice. It has made a friend of ChiropraCtic out of many a previous bitter enemy.
What a lesson there is f9r us in all this! We have advocated for several years the compilation _of statistics covering
all diseases, showing the results in each disease achieved by
spinal adjustment. There aie now nearly ten thousand
Chiropractors in the country. Assuming that each took care
of only 100 patients during the course of a year, we would
have one milliOn cases upon which to base a report showing
the effect of Chiropractic in the different diseases illustrated
by this one million case.s. What an array of figures that
would make, and with what conclusiveness we could then·
lay claim .to being in possession of the most powerful healini agelley in the world? Such statistics would be ·absolutely
irrefutable. They would carry conviction as nothing else
could. They would be worth a thoUsand tons of ordinary publicity matter, for the stamp of authority would be placed
upon them.
Surely the amOunt of detail work required of each member
of the profession to make such statistics possible would be
practically negligible. All the Chiropractor would have to
do· during the year is to keep a record of his cases with special
reference to -the diagnosis and results. An hour's work at
the end of the year would suffice to make the report on
special forms provided for the purpose. We ask that every

reader of the JOURNA~ begin at once to tabulate his ·cases
and keep an accurate account of the results obtained in every
case. He should also ask every Chiropractor he knows to do
the same. At this same. time next year we will send a form
for· the report to every Chiropractor in the country. From
these reports a statistical statement showii).g the results under adjustment in each and every disease will be compiled
and published. A copy of this report will then be .sent to
every home in the land.
Do we need to ten you what that will do for Chiropractic?
You know what the answer will be-undreamed of success
for all chiropractors, a clarion call for a hundred thousand
more, and the placing of our science, in a. position where it
· can be of undying service to mankind. Are you willing to
help put this over 1
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Since its inception this Journal has been a Vigorous ex-:p·onent ·of the doctrine of· "Live and Let Live." Th"ere has
been an entire absence from its columns of anything that
might. possibly be construed as condemnation, antagonism
oi· recrimination. We have confined our efforts to our. own
cause and. its furtherance and enhancement. We haVe suffere'd nothing to enter which is foreign to sCientific facts relating .to the art and science of spinal adjustment. We have
witnessed. the rise of Chiropractic during its most fervid
growth. We have .seen it heaped with ridicule, slander and
vituperation, Yet have we remained silent.
A sumniing up of the attitude of the medical fraternity
toward chiropractic might be expressed in .the term of tolerance. Certainly the attacks of this branch of the healing art
have been largely sporadic and ineffective. There has never
been a really and truly concerted action for the stamping out
. .of chiropracti~ by the medical profession. The average medkal .man concerns himself very little with what is · going on
about him, so long as he is not personally attacked. He is
content so long as he is getting his share. Individual cases
are rare in which the action of a medical man acting for
himself alOne, and not in the name of a society or· an association, has been directed against a chiropractor. And where
such cases have been recorded it has heen by one who had

'f·r:
I
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so little practice himSelf. that he had plenty of time to nur~
tUre feelings of je.alousy and antagonisin against the local
ehiropractor. Some of the more enlightened and openminded, when placed in a similar position, have taken up
the study of chiropractic themselves, to their own and their
patients' I)lutual advantage. As a general thing the lack of
antagonism of medicine toward chiropractic may also be
ascribed to the fact that the latter science has not made so
.great fnroads upon the medical practitioner's field as it has
upon that of other branches of the healing profession, nOtably
the osteopathic.
That ingenious paradox, the osteopathic physician, has,
however, lent himself both individually and collectively to a
campaign of venom, viciousness, and vulgarity against everything pertaining to chiropr_actic. The cheap rhetoric and
stale- platitudes which are wasted by the ream on chiropractic __might better be left to the use of th,ose who originated
this sort of language, and everybody knows who that is.
w-henever ~ man is bested in an argument he resorts to abuse,
and this is exactly the unenviable position in which the osteopathic physicians (sic) find themselves. The trouble with
osteopathy is that it is not sufficient unto itself, else why revert to the use Of drugs and the emploYmellt of surgery. A
few years hence they will doubtless be accusing the medical
profession with having stolen materia medica and surgery
from osteopathy, just as they are at the present time so
sedulously trying to convince everybody that chiropractic is
nothing but an off-shoot from Dt. Still's original teachings.
If osteopathy from the-. beginning concerned itself with the
vertebral column, why does it bear the name it does? Would
it not have been just as easy for the discoverer, when looking through the dictionary for a suitable name, to find one
that applied to the spine instead of selecting one that refers
to thEi osseous system as a whole? Of course he might have
argued with Shakespeare, uWhat's in a name?" but assuming that an effort was really made to adopt a suitable name,
why was it not called spondylotherapy, spinotherapy, or vertebrotherapy if it relates- so much to this part of the body?
It must be evident to anyone conversant with the deriVation of woi-ds and names that "osteopathy" has nothing in , ,
particular· to do with the spine. As originally conceived_ by
its· founder the spine had no_ more importance than any of
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the. other groups of bones. It is only latterly that the spine
has come to be considered by osteopaths as the most important part of the bony framework of the bOdy. And what is
even more to the point is the ~act, which is absolutely undeniable, that greatest stress was laid upon the influence that
the displaced bones had upon the circulation of the blood.
The ·effect of pressure upon nerves and the resulting inter~
ference with the conduction process was a minor consideration. Still's philosophy was and is based on freedom of the
circulation- of the blood, and no amount of evasion or denial
can blot out that fact.
·
On page 221 of his "Autobiography" Still says:
"You wonder. what oSteopathy is; you look in the medical
dictionary and find as its definition 'bone disease.' That is a
grave mistake. It is composed of two words, osteon, meaning bone, and pathos (pathine), to suffer. Greek lexicographers say 'it is a proper name for a science founded on a
knowledge of bones.' So instead of 'bone disease' it really
means usage. The human body is a machin~ run by the·
uuseen force called hte, and tnat it may be harmomously
run it is·necessary that there_ be liberty of blood, nerves and
arteries from the generation point to destination."
To return to our analysis· of_ the word "osteopathy," we
leave it with anyone Who has studied Greek what that word
mea".ns. If pathos means disease, and osteon means bone, the:q.
osteopathy means disease of bone. For corroboration of this
look up the word "dermopathy" and the following. will be
found:_ "(derma, skin, and pathos, suffering) A disease of
the skin." The similarity is too obvious to require further
expla_nation. .
Certainly the word has been adopted to describe the sys~
tern founded by Dr. Still, just as a dermatologist might just
as correctly be termed a dermopath. The point is that no
distinction is made either in the name or the teachings in respect to certain bones. It is therefore follY -to say that
osteopathy- refers especially to the spimi.l column. Consequently, if osteopathy has ahvays concerned itself so deeply
with the vertebral column from whence comes its name?
Why, of all the names possible, was one so ambiguous and
all-inclusive selected? The only logical answer is that osteopathy originally ·placed no more J.n{portance on the spine
than did medicine. The obstruction to circulation might occur
anywhere in the body so far a.s osteopathy was .concerned.
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Or as Dr. Still says, there_ must be "liberty of blood, nerves
and arteries from the generation point to the destination/'
Note first of all the inlportance given in the aboVe phrase
to th~ circulatory system, as shown by the dual mention of
this system by the words, "blood" and "arteries." The nervous system is sandwiched in and nothing specifically mentioned regarding any part of the nervous system. Would it
not -have been just as easy to say "spinal nerves" as just
"nerves" ?
·
Consider next the _phrase "liberty from the generation
point to destination." He does not say "liberty at the point
where the vessels and nerves pass through the intervertebral
foramina," but liberty from "the generation point to destination." In other words this assumes ·possible interference
with the liberty of the blood, nerves, and arteries at any
point along their course•. The present-day Osteopath dOes not
maiiipulate the spine only, but every part of the body, and
this is ·certainly a tacit acknowledgement of the fact that they
assume that obstruction may occur at any point and not
necessarily at the point of emergence of the nerves through
the intervertebral foramina.
Osteopaths say that chiropractic is an offshoot from o;ote·opathy. In our next number we will establish which system
was the first to claim that the cause of many diseases -lay in
obstruction of nerve-impulses by displaced v~rtebrae, and
formulated definite measures for specifically Correcting these
displacements. In the interim let. it be said that instead of
being an offshoot from osteopathy, chiropractic is a limb
grafted upo_n the tree of osteopathy, and that for that and
other reasons Dr. Still would have difficulty in recognizing the
old tree were he able to return to view his handiwork.

EXTRACTS FROM STILL
On the occasion of our recent visit to Washington Dr. Whit·
man showed us a copy- of Dr~ Andrew T. Still's work contain~
ing the following extracts. In digging up this matter Dr.
Whitman consumed an infinite amount of time, labor and
patience, and the thanks of the entire profession are due _him
for what he has done in bringing to light these sayings of the
founder of Osteopathy. It ma_y be mentioned in passing that
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some. of these things were read to a few Osteopaths who
promptly denied that Dr. Still had ever written such twaddle.
They ·were, however, convinced When ·shown the original volume from which they were taken. There is right now going
on a camPaign of villification of Chiropractic by the Osteopaths which should' be met with an intelligent reply. This coristitutes the first shOt in our campaign, and· we think· it will
prove to be quite effective. There is only one ·way in which to
answer the Osteopaths, and that is to sh,ow them where they
are wrong. Dr. Whitman, whom we consider one of the greatw
est thinkers in the profession, has in this article done more
toward this than anything -that has been written in a year.
Dr•. Whitman writes:
I have been reading Dr. Still's books on Osteopathy, and -the
following notes are taken from_ these books. I have been entertained ·very much by the reading and believe that yoti will
enjoy some of the remarkable (?) facts set forth.
On Page 54 of "Philosophy of Osteopathy" he says he puts
glycerine and water in a child~s ear and corked them up with
a wet cloth_ to cure croup. Also did the same thing on two
ladies for sore lungs and it worked in both cases. Some cure!
On page 63 he says, "To intelligently acquaint -the mother with
this treatment who does riot under_stand anatomy s.o as to give
Osteopathic treatment for croup, diphtherial and so on, I will
say-; take a soft wet cloth and wash the child's neck and rub
gently down from ears to breast and shoulders, keep ears wet,
often dropping in glycerine." So we see that diphtheria is not
so bad as .we thought.
Page 72.-"What we generally call 'consumption' begins
With a cough, chilly sensation and lasts a day or- two. Sometimes fever accompanied with- cough, either high or low. The
cold generally relaxes in a- few days, lungs get 'loose' and
much is raised and continues for a period, but the cough appears again with all the changes of weather; and lasts longer
each- time, until it becomes pei:-manent, then it is called consumption.'~·

Page 76.--:--" think consumption begins by closing the c,hannels of. cerebro-spinal fluid in the neck, which fluid stands as
· one of, if not the most highly refined element in the animal
body."
On page 88, he speaks of fever: "The warm temperatu~
produces relaxation of nerves, blood and all other vessels of

.
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the· fascia~ durillg which time .the arteries are injecting too
great..-quantities of fluids_ to be renovated by the excretory

the world did not- know any _better, but that is not so. The
medical world did know better. He improved some before he
wrote his next- book, but not eiiough to create any ex<titement. ·
I quote from 11 0steopathy Research and Practice" by Dr.
A. T. Still.
.
Page 12: "He (an Osteopath) cures by the correction of all
hindering causes to the normal floW of blood and other fluids.
If he is an up-to-date Osteopath his hand is his thermometer;
his hand is his syringe. An Osteopath kills diphtheria worms
with the club of reason dipped in pure- arterial blood."
Page 17: "A jar or slip of the hip produces an inflammation
the result of Which will extend over t.he whole body. There is
stagnation and fermentation of the fluids and a cheesy deposit
is the result. T-hus we see a cause of tuberculosis, local a:nd
general.- The blood in the hip becomes poisonous and is carried to all parts of the body, and there is general weakness.
In this way tuberculosis of the lungs can result."
Page 100: "A. goiter, as I understand it, is ·an enlargement
of the thyroid gland. It is an effect following the failure of
the arterial blood to reach the brain and return normallY."
Ye Gods! what science( ·
Page 101: "An enlargement of the thyrQid gland is due to a
failure of the carotid arteries to deliver. the blood inSide the
cranium."
Page 102: "In treating your patient who has simple goiter
adjust the inferior maxilla."
_ Page 109: "Patients sufferirig with exophthalmic goiter
often ·show. the sternum in a twisted condition. This you are
to correct."
One· thing 'sure, -old Doc Stili didn't know much about
goiters; if'lle did he certainly didn't say much. Be sure to get
that twisted sternum corrected and don't forget to adju·st the
~nferi9r maxilla.
Page 352: He gives as a treatment for locomotor ataxia
to eat red clay.
Page 360: He says that Tic Douloureux is caused by a "diSlocated" inferior maxilla.
Page 403! Under the head of Diabetes he says, "Give your
patient plenty of good food. If he wants sugar or breakfaSt
bacon allow him to eat it. The bacon oils the digestive tract,
and I have for many years reasoned that the patient should
be fed sweet substances and honey in particular."
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Page 161.-"Disease is evidently sown as atoms of gas,
fluids or solids."
Pages 161. to 174 are devoted to fascia, which ~ccording ·to
Dr. Still must be some class, for he says, "Fascia is a network of nerves, cells and tubes running to and from it. It is
·crossed and filled with no doubt millions of nerve centers and
fibres to carry on the work of secreting and excreting fluid
vital and destructive.'~
On page 117, he says that retained gas by the excretory
ducts will cause itch.
Page 191.-"Scarlet fever is a disease ge:rierally of the
early spring and late fall seasons. Generally comes with cold
damp weather during east winds. It begins with sOre -throat,
chilly and tired feeling, followed with headache and vomiting.
In a few hOurs chilly feeling leaves and fever sets in .very
high, burns your hands. The patient is rounded in chest,
abdomen, face and limbs by congestion of the fascia and all
the lymphatic glands. This stagnation will soon begin its
work of fermentation of the fluids of fascia, then you see the
rash. If you do not want to see the rash and sloughing of
throat, with a dead patient, I would advise you to train your
guns on ·the blood, nerves and lymphatics of the fascia and
stop the cause at once .or quit."
On page 217: "To treat the spine and thereby_ irritate the
spinal cord ofterj.er than once or twice a week will cause the
vital assimilation tO be preverted and become_ the death-producing excre.tOr by producing the abortion of the living mole~
cules of life, before fully matured, while in the cellular system, which lies immediately under the lymphatic.s."
Now if some one· will tell nle what he is talking about I
will certainly be thankful. We.are told that, "The key to the
work of Andrew Taylor Still in his capacity as a scieritific
reformer was his unusually and powerfully original mind."
I will be glad to giVe him credit. for being original, for as far
as I know there never has been more junk passed as science
than the above. Try to understand any one of the quotations
I have given, especi3Jly the last one and see if you think it ,
possible. Try to !{~t-a mental picture of it. We might be" willing to lefit off bY saying that Dr. Still lived at a time when
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I think it· has been said that Chiropractic was stolen from
Osteopathy. Will you Chiropractors please recid the above
and see which part you want? For myself I fail to see anything
there worth stealing. But then we are told that Dr. Still was

a great man. So mote it be.
OSTEOPATHY UNMASKED
The Osteopathic Physician (February, 1918) gives cOnsiderable space to an article entitled "Woman Dies After 'Spinal
AdjUstment' by a New York Chiro." The accoUnt as written
up in the New "Y;ork Evening, Journal describes how a young
woman suddenly died in a chiropractor's office from heart
disease soon after having received
adjustment. N ;ttutally
this is unusual news -and as such is given space in a ·large
dail~~ If it had happened in the office of an M. D. or osteo~.
path- it would not have been unusual enou,gh to be worthy
of even passing mention. ·But when a patient dies in a chiro~
praetor's office a big hullaballoo goes up at once and straight
away the unfortunate chiropractor finds himself -ori the first
page. And, like a vulture looking for carrion, the osteopathic physician_ takes up the cudgels of -scurillity and en. deavors to make capital out of it. Then, as we shall see
further on, their comment wanders off the subject and puts
the blame on the medical men for letting the chiropractors
practice. As though the medical Jnen had anything to do ivit}l
keeping the chiropractors in practice! They woul~ very speed~
ily put them out. of practice if they could, but the people
whom they have benefited -keep the chiropractors in practice _
by sending them other patients who have failed to receive·
relief at the hands of the M. D.'s and osteopaths. That
there are so many chiropractors in New York State.
is a demand for them, and in this as in everything
.mand governs supply.
We will give the item which appeared in the
Evening Journal and let the reader judge wltether''
sents anything which could possibly be construed as
Inquiry into the death of Miss Emma K. Oswald,
and beautiful young woman from Los Angeles,
cumbed to a heart attack . following her
Robert Pauwels, a chiropractor, was begun
- Deputy Medical Examiner Schwartz wa.s ..•utl>orized to per-
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fotm an autopsy on Miss Oswald's body to determine just
what caused her death, which occurred in Dr. Pauwel's waiting
ro-om. at- No. 110 West Fortieth-.street, late yesterday after~
noon.
With Miss Oswald for several months. prior to her demise
was Miss Marie Alva1·ado, .also from Los Angeles. · She says
Miss Oswald was about twenty~eight years of age, had inherited a fortune from her father and "was in the b~st of
health,'' save for a slight stiffness in her hip, which sent
her to Dr. Pauwels.
'
The chiropractor sent for Miss Alvarado after his patient
had fainted several times, he said. When the Sp~nish girl
reached the office Miss Oswald was dead.
Dr. Pauwels. immediatelY- telephoned to the West Thirtieth
street police· station and aske.d that a policeman be- sent to
his Office. Patrolman Hugh Duffy responded and found J11iss
Oswald dead on a couch, surrounded by -a group of hysterical
women, most. of whom were stylishly attired. Miss Alvarado
arrived a few moments later.
Miss Alvarado said that she and Miss Oswald had been
living at the. Hotel Felix-Portlarid, No. 132 West Forty-·
seventh Street, fm· about t~1re~ m~rnt:1s. S~lC said M~::::s 0::;wald. had- been treated before by Dr. Pauwels and that. she
her&elf had received one chiropractic treatment, which had
proved "very .painful."
·
Dr. Pauwels' method as described in literature on di!!tplay
in his office consists of "analyzing symptoms and adjusting
the physical cause of disease by manipulating the spinal
vertebrae." He said that it was his opinion that Miss Oswald had died·. of heart failure.
.
--,\.ccording to her companion, Miss Oswald came East in the
,interests· of a· motion picture devoted to propaganda work in
the fight against tuberculoSis. .Miss Oswald had jeWelry and
several thousand dollars on her person at the time Of her.
death. This was all turned over to the police by Dr. Pauwels.
We do not Criticise the Evening Journal in the least for
an accOunt- of· the happening, because as we said
it is unusual and that is the kiild of news- the newS.,.
2,1i%;;~;;,;;;. are after. People die so seldom in chiropractors'
that When one does it becomes an event of the first
and ·worthy of mention in the columns of a great
why does the Osteopathic Physician devote so
tO this event? We will tell you, and you may
that the answer is conect. It is part of a eam~!~*~i\\\:~:;;:re~:~t Chiropractic and chiropractors in the eyes
·-'~
It is made of the Same clOth as their libelous
Slanderous attacks in other instances. It is the wail of
who sees himself slipping into the morass of oblivion
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and ·feels the quicksand- of obliteration shUtting out the light
of day from his eyes. He gives the answer himself whe11
he sa-ys farther ~n that the chiropractors -in NeW Y oik State
"now outnumber the legitimate osteopaths very greatly."
There is the secret let out. They see themselves outnumbered
and outclassed and they are using ·what little weapons they
have left to rehabilitate themselves in public esteem.
Coming back directly to the case under consideration,. doe:s
the fact that a patient died in a chiropractor's office from heart
diSease mean anything different than when a patient dies
from the same disease in the office of a physician or_ an
osteopath? Certainly not! People have died from heart
failure in physician's offices, osteopath's offices, in their home,
on the street, at the theatre, in church, and in their place
of business. In every case the coroner is notified, an autopsy
is Inade, and a verdi_ct as to the cause of death is. rendered.
When the patient was under the care of a physician or osteopath ·at the time of his death the doctor must testify regardfng the treatment of the patient and no blame is attached
to him provided he can show that he used reasonable care
and judgment in the care of the patient. And that is all
there is to it. WhY, then, make such a fuss when a patient
happens to die in a chiropractor's office?
We now come to the comment which appeared in the
Osteopathic Physician, and which strives to .make it appear
that this case is a very unUsual one, happens only in chiropractors' offices, and is due to a lack of knowledge on the part
of these chiropractors. If patients had never been known to
die elsewhere than in chiropractors' offices there might be
·some grounds for what they say in conimenting · upon the
case in question. But the fact is that patients have been
known to die in medical and osteopathic offices and no one
ever thought to blame the whole medical .and osteopathic
professions for this occurrence. Osteopaths should take the
beam out their own eye before they attempt to cast aspersion on others. They should heed the words "Let him
among you who is without sin cast the first stone." Here is ,
the way the article commences, in the characteristically
osteopath,ic vituperative style:
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New Y-ork's Medical Profession Responsible for Such Chiro
Executions
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The osteopathic profession has foreseen and foretold a
harvest of this kind .of fatalities from the legal situation in
~ew York state wh1ch .Permits ignorant- chiros to practice
_Ignorant and unrestramed osteopathy" without the safeguards of a superior scientific .education such as the state
req~ires of the l~gitimate osteopath.
.
First of all rt; must be remarked that the Osteopathic
Physician is not. at all careful in its selection of words and is
very apt to get itself into serious trouble if it is not more
circumspect in this regard. Note,· for ex~mple, the term
"Chiro .ExeCutions." That amounts to -the same .-thing as
saying that in every case the chiropractor is responsible for
the patient's death when it occurs· in his office. That is a
rather broad statement to make and had better be left to the
coroner's jury to decide.
"Ignorant· Chiros" is also used here as in many of the
osteopathic tirades against Chiropractic and has not the·
slightest 'foundation in fact, as chiropractors are jUst as well
equipped to_ practice their profession as the osteop:;~.ths are.
And so far as their average int.elligence is cQneerned We will
put the average chiropractor against the· average osteopath
any day, and bet 8 to 5 on the chiropractor•. Calling names
never proved or disproved anything and to make a bare unsubstantiated statement as the osteopaths ·are in the habit of
doing cannot _possibly lead to any Conclusion.
\Ve next come to the stock phrase used by the osteopaths
when refening to Chiropracti_e, namely, "ignorant· and unrestrained osteopathy." In other words, the intimation is
made that Chiropractic is nothing hp.t a portion of osteopathy.
We haVe repeatedly shown in these pages that oSteopathy
and Chiropractic have absolutely nothing in common. They
. are,founded upon two entirely separate and distinct concepts
of pathogenesis, the former maintaining that disease is due
to· faulty -'circulation of. the blood wliile the latter contends
that disease is due to faulty innervation. Of-late years the
osteopaths have incorporated into their philosophy most of
the principles of Chiropractic and then turned about and safd
that these self-same principles were stolen from osteopathy.
Now, we lfave made the most careful and painstaking inves~
tigation into· this matter and osteopathic literature up to a
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few years ago. did_ not_ once mention the wOrd adjustment of
the spine nor make any 31Iusions to any method of treatment
·even: ai;>proximatfng the ·methOds used by chiropi'acto.rs. Here~
for ·example, is what the founder of osteopathy, Dr. Still,
says of spinal adjustment in his book entitled "Philosophy of
Osteopathy": "To treat the spine and thereby irritate the
spinal cord oftener than once or twice a week will cause the
vital assimilation to be perverted and become the death-producing excretor by producing the abortion of the living molecules of life, before fUlly matured, while in the cellular system, which lies immediately under the lymphatic." (Page
217.) Now; does that sound like Chiropractic? Hardly!
Chiropractors "treat" the spine every day or at least every
seCqnd d~y and they never irritate the spinal cord because
such a thing i~ impossible.
It is evident, the_refore, that the osteopaths originally were
not interested in the spinal column, in fact they were afraid
to -have much of anything to do with it. They were concerned with the circulation of the blood and nOt the nervous
system as witness these wor<ls on page 12 of Still's "Philosophy of Os.teopathy": "He (an oSteopath) Cures by the
correction of all hindering causes to the normal flow of blood
_and other fluids~ If he is an up-to-date osteopath his hand
is his thermometer; his hand is his syringe. An osteopath
ldlls diphtheria worms with the club of reason dipped-in pure
arterial blood." Not one word about nerve-supply in all thab
And -it 'is the same thing in any osteopathic literature that
one picks up.
But nowadays it is all different. Now they are commencing to talk about adjustment; they are describing spinal subluxations; they are inventing tables built on the lines of
chiropractic tables and discarding the well-known .osteopathic
table. But they give themselves dead· away alld show how
recent is their acquirement of these principles ill various
advertisements which one runs across from time to time.
Here is a glaring instance of this, taken from the "ad" of
C. C. Reid, D. b., in the February nurilber of the Osteopathic
Physician, page 15:
No. 3. Course in Osteopathic Technique.-Best and simplest technique used by the most successful osteopaths. Conserves energy and saves time in a heavy practice. Take care
of your back and your nerves. Personal attention. Enter by
notice. A two weeks' and a four weeks' course.

Do you want to know what that "simplest technique used
by the most suCcessful osteopaths" is'! -The answer. is simple.
It is nothing more or less than s:Pirial adjustment- as· employed
by chiropractors. And the reason that the osteopaths who
used this technique are the most successful is because they
are using chiropractic methods instead of osteopathy. It
"conserves energy and saves time in p. heaVy practice" because it does- away with the wearisome manipulations which
constitute the regulation osteopathic treatment, and which
were -themselves filched almost bodily from "The Elements
of Kelgreen's Therapy," Cyria.."'i: (1854).
There is absolti.tely nothing new or· original about osteopathy except its name and there never was. The manipulations first used by oSteopaths were nothing' but worked-over
massage and Swedish movements given a new terminology.
Now that that has been weighed in the balance and been
found wanting they have decided. to appropriate something
else, and have deliberately stolen (that's the word) chiropractic methods. Let no one be deluded by their claims that
Chiropractic is a piece of osteopathy because their· Use of
chiropractic principles dates back so few years that the
R;EAL :dyed-in-the-wool osteopath of the old school· doesn't
know how to _give a spinal adjustment. _·If our methods have
always been a part of osteopathy why is it that the old
osteopaths do -not know anything about adjusting vetebrae '!
Why isn't it taught in their schools'! Why do they have to
take a special ~wo or four weeks' course to get these simple
methods'!
We reprint what follows for what it is worth. It is hardly
necessary for us to call the reader's attention to the several
cantradictions which. stand out like a sore thumb. Possibly
if -the writer had stopped to take a breath instead of making
that sentence so long he would hS.ve had time to consider what
he was saying.
"To demand-as New York state does-the utmost of educational qualifications from osteopaths who are known to be
gl'aduates of the four-year osteopathic colleges, and even- to
demand not only_ that the applicant himself must have been
a high school graduate before entering college but also to
demand such a peccadillo of a requirement as that there must
not· have been any. other student in the osteopathic college
at the same time who was not likewise a high school graduate
seems like a refinement .-of fol-de-rol and nonsense. when at
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the same moment a chlro from the nearest colliery or rollillg
mill without educati~n _is permitted- to apply his pattial and
grossly ignorant conception of osteopathic adjustment upon
the spines of unsuspecting women, children and men who
imagine the great commonwealth of New York really looks
after the welfare of its citizens!"
Here we have the real reason why the osteopaths want
the chiropractors to have a high school education. It isn't,
as they sometimes try to make the people believe, because
·they think it will make the chiropractors more competent to
care for suffering humanity, but because they want us to
meet the same requirements as they have to . meet. They
say as much in the above paragraph where it is contended
that it is unfair ~to make the osteopaths have a high school
education and not demand the same of the chiropractors.
The necessity of a high school· education for chiropractors
becomes "a refinement· of fol-de-rol and nonsense" when
applied to osteopaths.· Some Consistency!
Other passages in this paragraph are not worth considering since they are nothing but abusive verbiage aimed at
the chiropractors' antecedents. As we haVe said before, it
is nothing against a man what his previous occupation may
_have been so long as he possesses sufficient intelligence and
has the requisite knowledge to properly perform the duties
of his present calling, be he a preacher, lawyer, physician,
dentist, pharmacist, osteopath, or chiropractor-. There are
chiropractors who have followed- other occupations previous
to taking u·p the practice of Chiropractic. So also are -there
physicians and. osteopaths who previously were farmers,
mechanics, and what not. "Without education" means absolutely nothing. All that counts in this world from a practical standpoint is what a man knows about the business in
which he is engaged. Whether he has a knowledge of
History, Latin, and Trigonometry cuts_ no figure in any
occupatioD: in the world except to the man engaged in teaching 'these subjects. Needless to say, a liberal education is
all well and good, but to say that a man who has not such
an education is unfitted to practice the healing art is ridiculous. Thousands of physicians have come and gone who never
had sUch an education and a good many of them were better
doctors than some of those of the present day who have had
all the "fol-de-rol." Chiropractic schools have at all times
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admitt~d only- people of intelligEmce and sound judgment.
Had they not shown some discriinination in this r-egard they
would long ago -have gone out of existence and the profession
with. them.
What follows is not pertinent to the subject in hand, but
we reproduce it as it throws a strong light on the attitude of
osteopaths to the medical men and shows that what they are
_chiefly concerned about is not so much the fact that they
are obliged to meet certain requirements as that these same
requirements have not been exacted of the chiropractors.
There is the sore spOt.
"Real. responsibility for this situatio:rl rests upon. the
. shoulders of the politicians who run the country, state and
national associations of the "regular" medical school. Here,
as everywhere, these remorseless bigots and crooks are betraying the trust the people have imposed ~in them as traditional guardians of the J?Ublic health. Under pretense of
protecting th~ public-which is· a fraudulent pretense in its
every aspect-the medical men of New Y ark -state through
their responsible organizations for twenty years have fought,
first, to prevent legalizing and standardizing osteopathy so
as .to keep illegitimate osteopaths out of practice. Next, being unable to achieve this, they have fought to make the
requirements of the osteopaths absolutely the );'roe as their
own, including all the little frills of requirements. which the
_ medics in practice have adopted, with true trades-union spirit,
solely to keep down rising competition in their own ranks by
limiting the crop of new M. D.'s-such as that imperiou_s high
school graduation requirement for all studentS registered in
all medical and osteopathic colleges who never intend to practice in New York state-and by this sort of pressure on the
osteopathic colleges the M. D.'s have also cut down the number of practicing osteopaths in New York state one-half in ten·
years by making it so difficult for good men and womenhaving the full qualifications, many of them of college ari.d
university training-f1·om obtaining licenses in New York
state. Thus at one neat stroke of politics by raising medical
standard to the evaporation point for competition-making
demands you understand, which the M. D.'s in practice who
create thiS situation,never meet and could not meet for 5. per
cent of their membership today-the M. D. has killed off both
medical and the recently growing o_steopathic competition
both. And at the same time he is depleting the ranks of
the healing art in the grand old commonwealth and depriving
the _people of their doctors rapidly, as current history so well
show.s."
The above paragraph should certainly prove illuminating
tO those people who have been led ~o believe that the reason
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the medical men have· passed laws governillg their profession
has .been to safeguard the interests of the public. As the
osteopaths saY, it has been done "With trUe trades-union
spirit solely to keep down rising competition in their own
ranks by limiting the crop of new M. D's." and killing off
"the recently growing o-steopathic competition." But the
osteopaths should not complain of this treatment at the
hands of the M. D's. for they are now trying to do the same
thing to the chiropractors. For example, in Montana, theY
have succeeded in incorporating into their definition of osteopathy the principles of" Chiropractic .and thus make it necessary for every chiropractor who_ wants to practice .in that
state to pass the .osteopathic boa1·d examination. If it is
wrong_ for -the medical men to enact legislation which· pre~ ·
vents osteopathS from getting a license to. practice, it is just
as wrong for the osteopaths to try to do the same thing
to cltiropractors. We fail to see where they have any juSt
cause of ·complaint. If the medical men are "remorseless
bigots- and crooks" for doing this, then the osteopaths a~e the
same kind of gentry because they are employing the identical
tactics.
"Not content with 'forcing the osteopathic requirements to
. the same artificial level as his own, the M. D. has fought and
. continues to fight like a malevolent Prussian to keep the
osteopaths from_ enjoying equality of privilege before the
l~w. after meeting the test of quality of educational prepa-ratiOn.
That is not all.
The real Potsdam type of- medical malevolence -is the
.finishing -evidence.
-The .medical p'rofession of New York state has thwarted
the osteopathic profession securing the sQrt of law to regulate
the practice of osteopathy as will keep ignoramuses and
charlatans from practicing ignorant and partial osteopathy
under false and fraudulent names such as_ "chii'opractics."
The_ medics have made it possible for the _state to fill _up
with ignorant chiros without making any -educational de~
mands of them whatever. They now outnumber the legitimate osteopaths very greatly. The medical politicians have
done_ this --with the malevolent purpose of discomfiting the
osteopathic profession. Knowing full well that chiropractics
is. only bastard osteopathy they regard it as a huge-good joke
on osteopathy to force them to have so many uncouth,_ uneducated and dangerous bed-fellows. Being· unable to compete
-successfully against osteopathic therapeutics, they try to
smother ·osteopathic practice under an incubus of competition
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which is unfair, illegitimate and dangerous tO -the people."
There is certainly some-logic (sic) in th~t. This sentence
especially is a jewel: uThe_ Medics have made it possible for
the state to fill up with ignorant chiros withOut making_ ally
educational demands of them whatever. They now outnumber
the legitimate osteopaths very greatly.'' _How in ·the name of
common sense the medics -have made it possible for the state
of New York to fill Up with chiropractors is a mystery to us.
We have always thought that they opposed us at every turn.
How unjust we have been to the medical profession of New
York! Here we have thought right along that they .were
against us and it seems that they have, on the contrary,
been our best friends. Instead of trying to keep us out
·of the state they have exerted themselves to make it. pos~
sible for us to fill up the state. We oWe the medics a deep
apology and a vote of thanks._ We also·feel deeply grat.eful
to the osteopaths for setting us right on this matter and
enabling us at this late_ day tO r-epair in· so far as pOssible
the gross injustice which we have done the medics. We feel
almost like going to New York City tonight to engage the
Biltmore and then to invite all the medics of the state to
come to a banquet and -love~feast at our expense. In fact
we feel that nothing we could do Would be too much•
The osteopaths admit that the. chiropractors "now outnumber th~ legitimate osteopaths very greatly." - Why?
Because the medics· have made it possible? Let's have done
with such nonsense. ·.what makes anything possible or impossible tll!n this world anyhow? Merit. Yes, this is the
only thing which, in the last -analysis, counts for anything.
If a thing has· merit you might just as well bump your head
against. a stone wall and try to knock it down as to prevent
such ·a thing from succeeding. It. will succeed in spite of
a thousand 'laws passed against it. _If it lacks merit a nlillion
laws in favOr of it will not save it.
Now, why has Chiropractic progressed in New York in spite
of all the opposition with which it has had to contend?
Simply arid solely because it possessed merit. If there were
no merit in. it, it would have died years- ago. Everything
on earth is subject to the· law of the survival of the fittest,
be it a plant or ·a profession. So, if the oteopaths_ are decreasing in numbers and the chiropractors are increasing,
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there must be. something illherently faulty with the forinerand.something fundamentally right about the latter. 'fhere
is and can be no other explanation.
Why, basically, have the 'chiropractors increased in nu~
ber so rapidly'? It is because there is a demand for t~e1r
services. _Suppose the medics did permit_ four hundred chuo-.
praetors to practice in New York State, how long could they
stay in the state and make a living if they were unable to
satisfy the public'? A man has to make a living in order to
exist and if the four hundred chiropractors in New York
were not delivering the goods and making a living they

after all these years along comes an ostedpalh and says
such things as " . • . these chiros will kill so many
p·atients • • • ." and· "vultures to prey On the life and
health of the public." If there is any danger that chiropraCtors would kill anybody why is it that they have gone
along for twenty-two years without doing so? It is unlikely that if they have practiced during all ·these yearS
without ·much of a mortality record that they would start
now causing the death of a large number of people. Of
course, the Whole thing is a deliberate misrepresentation and
, one case has been used to build a foundation for a fabric
· of vilification and slander born of hatred and nurtured by
envy. Thus does the drowning man grasp at a straw only
to feel it crush and break in his eager clasp and he sinks
into oblivion. Thus is osteopathy passing.
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wouldn't be there, medical tolerance or no medical tolerance.
The medics certainly are not forcing the people to go -to
th~ chiropractors in preference to the osteopaths. If they
go to the chiropractors it is of their own free will and ~e
cause experience has shown them that they· can get rehef
frOm the chiropractic adjustment. If the osteopaths. are_ so.
wise why ar_e they unable to compete with their -"uncouth,
uneducated, and dangerous bedfellows"? If Chiropractic is
nothing but "Bastard osteopathY" why is it successful wh~re
osteopathy fails? The original certainly ought to better than
the copy.
·
"The medical men know that these chiropractors are faking
Osteopathy and that they are a menace t? the lif~ and he~lth
of the public. It is their wish and intention that these ch1!os
Will kill so many patients by their r~sh, coa;rse_ :and uneduc~ted procedures ca1led 'adjustments .that .1t Will cans~ a
revulsion of public feeling against mampulatlve therapeutics,
and that the good name of osteopathy will ~e made to b.ear
the blame of the stupidity and crimes • of 1ts counterfeiter
in consequence!
.
.
"Thus do these. self-sty1ed 'real' doctors of the Am~r1can
Medical Association and its affiliate4 branche¥ default m the
high trust which the+people have unposed m· them. Thus
do they set vultures· to prey upon the life and health. of the
public- hoping to injure a -competitor and make cap1tal ~or
their 'own practice. They want just as l!lany such casualti~S
of the type of this recent death of Miss Oswal?. as the1r
policy of unbridling chiro ignorance and fanatiCISm may
-produce."
·The above two paragraphs made us laugh-they are so
profoundly silly. Here Chiropractic has. been in existe~ce f~r
twenty-two years and 'presents a record of contmuou~
progre'ss. owing to the. fact that it has measured up to the
rigid requirements of a skeptic and "show-me" public. And
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THE NEW OSTEOPATHY
As a general proposition the American public doesn't give
a hang about the eternal squabbles in which the healing
profession is indulging. When a mau is sick he is solely interested in getting well again as speedily as possible. It is
furthermore immater.ial to him how his cure is effected. Con-·
. sequently, WhEm one branch ~f the healing profession attempts
to suggest to the ~neral public that it confide the care of its
Sick to their ·tender ministrations alone, it meets with very
little response. And when such a body- attempts to forciblY
acquire a monopoly of this vocation their action passes into
the realm of t.hings which. are illegal.
When osteopathy first made_ its appearance in the field it
received a very cool welcome from the medical profession.
Physicians had become accustomed to sole proprietorship of
this particular branch of human endeavor, and they were "
loath to divide their increment with a second party. We say
increment advisedly, for that was in realitY' the phase of the
whole matter that· irritated them most. When the medical
man Who had been located in a certain town had become used
tO living up to a certain income it certainly became galling
to see the new osteopath get part of what he considered as
rightfully his own.
This state of affairs became so general and so marked that,
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for their own s~lf-protection, the medical fraternity found
itself forced to the necessity of applying stringent measures
against 'the. new profession of osteopath~T. Medical journals
magnariimously informed the public that they were virtually
playing with fh·e to let an osteopath treat them. When the
osteopaths finally endeavored to procure protective legislation, the medical profession opposed such a plan with all the
power at its disposal, and then some. The re~ult was that
nearly twenty-five years had elapsed before osteopathy had
secured legal re-cognition in a single state.
During the last fifteen years osteopathy has, however,
been recognized in most of the states. But while osteopathy
was in the height of its fight for recognition another school
of drugless healing made its advent and seriously complicated
matters in general. Having secured recognition for them·
selves the osteopaths were as unwilling to let another enter
the field as were .the medical men. During- their pleas for
recognij:ion the osteopaths had invoked the rule of "live and let
live" most strenuously. But when faced by a similar problem theY discarded this code, they wiped the golden rule from
the boards, they relegated honest dealing to the background.
Be it said here to the everlasting discredit to osteopathy that
it has ~mployed more despicable methods to discredit the
new profession of chiropractic then the medical profession
ever dreamed of using against the osteopaths. If no other
one thi~g should convince thinking people of 'the comp.arative standards of chiropr~ctic and osteopathy this fact cer- ·
tainly must.
Osteopaths claim that chiropractic is nothing but. an offshoot from osteopathy. If this is true, and the offshoot is
good, why do they not. want it used on the public 1 Has
the public registered any 'Complaint against chiropractors or
asked the osteopaths to protect it from the chiropractors ?
Is. the public so ignorant when it comes to selecting an attendant in sickness that it needs advice? Chiropractic is existing
by reason of the confidence of the persons who have put their
faith in it. How long would this confidence last, and chiropractic endure, if the members of the profession failed to
obtain re~mlts?
Let us assume for the moment that chiropractic as practiced by chiropractors is simply part of osteopathy. If it
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is producing good results at the hands of these chiropractors,
and it -certainly is doing so, what objection have the osteo- ·
paths to its_ use in this manller '! lf they are so interested
in- the welfare of the public, why object to the use of something· that is doing the- public manifest_ good? When looked
at in this light,- we see how thin and watery their arguments
become. We can see now_ through the torn veil of hypocrisy
at the mercenary visage behind it.
The whOle- upshot of the matter is, as any hard-headed
.business nian would say after the most cursory observation,
this, -namely, that the osteopaths are not half So interested
ill the welfare of the public as the state of their own fi:nances.
When chiropractic was first established, osteopathy sai~ not
a Word about the new method having been stolen from it.
Why? Because osteopaths did not give the new science more
than a year or two to liVe. On the contrary, they did ridicule
it as noll~ensical, affirming that ·the principle was all wrong,
- and that perfect health did not rest upon- perfect inriervation, .but upon perfect circulation. Up to this ti~e the word
subluxation had never- ·appeared in a piece of osteopathic
literature, with reference to the spine and as a causative
factor in the producti-on of disease. But when they saw the
rapid Strides that chiropractic was making they w~re forced
to say something, and they did 'it with a v_engeance.
Osteopathy. has been unable to kill chiropractic, it has
failed in its attempts to amalgamate its principles, .and it
has not succeeded in convincing any person who has investi-gated the matter that _chiropractic ·w.as an offshoot from it.
And now we are tre_ated to the sorry spectacle of seeing
chiropractors accused at every opportunity of practicing osteopathy.
pages de-~,roted by osteopathic journals in condemnation of chiropractic might better be devoted to an
effort at cleaning their own stoop.
~One osteopath- is- quoted as saying that chiropractic is the
first three Weeks of osteopathy. Do they then proceed to
foTget it, and go to a chiropractic s~hool to learn it again?
Those who are in a position to know are fully aware of the
fact that in the past many osteopaths have taken courses
in chirop-ractic schools. Not only that, but there are osteopaths who have the word "Chiropractic'; print~d beneath
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their. names on their- Office· door. Since-:- chiropractic principles are now· being taught -in some of the osteopathic
colleges,. this will- no 'longer be necessary. Things are Com. ing rapidly to a point where chiropractic is the first three
years of osteopathy, instead of the first three weeks.
Osteopathy does not today bear the slightest resemblance
to what it originally was. OsteoPaths now- use drugs ~nd
vaccines, they practice surgery, and they adVertise patent
medicines in their journals.

"OSTEOPATHY AND ITS COUNTERFEITS"
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E·ven the most cursory reading of osteopathic literature
reveals the newness in their method of treatment of spinal
lesions and specific thrusts for their correction. Articles in
osteopathic journals de-scribe and- illustrate methods of correcting vertebral subluxations that ·are old to chiropractors.
New tables with "The ••• stl-etch combined with Resiiient
Self-Sustaining Universal Table Leaf Movements with Rocking or Tilting of the Table Leaf and with specific application
of fo:ice at point of lesion" are now being advertised. We all
remember the old osteopathic table which consiSted of a
-solid ·top. There are also charts and diagrams, Used for
advertising purposes, showing spines with subluxatiQns of
- various vertebrae. At first glance the first thought which
flashes through our mind is, '-'Where have I seen that
before'!"
'
And so it goes along the whole line. At every turn we are
confronted- with evidence tending to show that the prin~iple
of spinal lesions is new to osteopathy. So new, in fact, that
osteopathic journals are puplishing in space which should be
devoted to advanced thought matters which ·freshmen in
chiropractic schools have at their finger tips.
Only a large volume could ·enter into this subject with the
thoioughne;ss that it demands. To visually prove that chiropractic is not an offshoot of osteopathy, but existed before
its use by osteopaths would require many reproductions of
early ·(lsteopathic literature and other documentary e_vidence,
the compilation of which would cost much in time· and money.
But perhaps such a book will be forthcoming ere we know
it. And it most surley will if Time does not bridge the chasm. _
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Under this ~aptioit there is· being spread broadcast a booklet by osteopaths in which, as usual, they hammer away .at
the Chiropractors;.calling them all sorts of-names and claiming that our system was_ stolen from osteopathy. In our
opinion it would be much more practical and ·worth while for
Chiropractors to do· everything to discountenance these claims
than to bother with whether or not adjustments were. practiced by somebody else a hundred years ago. So long as the
osteOpaths are permitted to brand Chiropractors as a bunch
of thi~ves and hang-nails the ptiblic will have its little doubts
and- the osteopaths will be suqcesSful in passing legislation
inimical to our -interests. Thayhey are _mighty busy is ap~
parent to anyone who is keepmg a weather eye oh affairs, ·
and unless we are ever on the- alert the effect of their publicity must and will be felt by us. Let us forget some of the
petty differences within our own ranks and_ unite in a fight
upon the vicious publicity which is ·being' made in an effort
to discredit us b~?fore the eyes "of the public.
The necessity for ·doing this is readily seen in the following -_extracts from the booklet mentioned above:
Imitation- is positive proof of the· intrinsic merit of the
thing imitated. Results tell. The work Of osteopathic practitioners at the_ treatment table and the bedside, .created a
demand for that kind of service. ·The pqssibilities, in ~ financial way, of this practice attracted the attention of many Who
were unwilling to spend the money and time (now four years)
deemed necessary adequately to prepare one for the practice
of osteopathy. The result is, and has· been even from the
start, that the short-cUt, get-rich-quick fakirs have devised
some sort of manipulations based upon osteopathy's mechanistic conception of disease, given it a new name and claimed
for their new "school" that it is an improvement upon osteopathy! In the days before the legislatures had prescribed the
high s~andards to which those who practice osteopathy must
conform, these pretenders called themselves osteopaths. But
now they can:riot prey upon the ·public using the name of
osteopathy. Penal statutes forbid; the jail stares them in
the face, ·hence the ilew and fantastic names.
The egregiOus ~-onceit of th~ claims of· these imitators of
osteopathy, many of whom have gotten the little knowledge
they possess from a correspondence course, is only paralleled
by their ingenuity in coining names for their practice. Among
the so_-called schools that are imitations of osteopathy may be
mentioned the following: endopathy, neuropathy, mechanotherapy, chiropractic, naprapathy, spondylotherapy, spin~
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ologY and- doubtless a number of others no less euphonious
though possibly more ephemeral than some of these mentioned.
It is true· that a majOrity of these alleged "schools" have
gone to the vast· junk heap of therapeutic fads. But a few
of them whose members possess the boldness of the pirate
and the zeal of the fanatic have seized upon the basic principles of osteopathy, though careful to give it a different name,
and pretend to know more. about osteopathy, the science and
art of healing by adjustment, than do those who have given
their lives to making osteopathy what it is.
We will shortly bring out a pamphlet that is to contaill a
resume of what we have published in the past relating to
osteopathy. It should have a wide distribution.

I,

THE BIG STEAL
There are three things- that the average man will resent
being Called. One of them is "thief." So long as the ingenious paradox of the healing profession, the osteopathic
physician, was wont to confine himself to self-exaltation and
self-praise, the balance of the profession paid no special attention. He wasn't doing anybody any particular harm, nor
· himsel(ap.y particular good. He was the aipha and omega o£
the healirig art, in his own estimation, an·d the smaJl fry, so
, to speak, let him rave on. But, as is ever So- in such c·ases,
tolerance made· him arrogant. And, when about this time
there Sprang into world prominence the science of chiropractic, osteopathy first laughed, then ridiculed, then investigated, then talked the matter over in its council. It was
decided that this infant science must either be assassinated
or amalgamated. The vote showed everybody- in favor of
assassination, but though heroic measures were employed,
the plot was unsuccessful. The would-be murderers laid
aside their masks, threw away their stilettos and had another coli:ference. The result of this august proceedings was
the laying of plans for amalgamation. Various plans were
advocated for the carrying out of this sCheme, but simple
measureS appealed most strongly to the mentality represented at the gathering,_ and so it decided to siinply take it.
Chronologically, the experiences of chiropractic with osteopathy happened about as follows: In 1895 ChiroPractic-was
founded, first described, and fii·-st taught to othei-s by D._ D.
Palmer and a few of his co-workers. From then until 1897,
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osteopathy laughed and ridiculed. The years 1898 and 1899
were devoted ·to a:n investigation of chiropractic by osteopathy. At· tiie commencement of the year 1900 the 4eath
sentence was imposed on chiropractic, to be abaridoned for
amalgamation toward the close of that year. In 1902 ap:Pe~red the· first written pron'ouncement that amalgamation
:Proceedings had been effected.
-New, do not think that they said that they had adopted the
new science and incorporated it into· osteopathic teachings
because they thought it a good measure in the treatment of
disease and all branches of the healing art should use it.
Hardly! What they did say and do still say is that chiropractic was stolen from osteopathy! In plain words, osteoPathy made 'the biggest steal that ever took place in the
healing profession; and then called the chiropractic profession the thief.
Osteopathy saw clearly that it was not sufficieiit unto itself; it_ knew that the science of chiropractic, ·in making the
rapid .-progress to which it was entitled, was robbing the osteopaths of- their emoluments and :Prestige, and be it said in
their -defens·e,, they acted in desperation. They knew. that unless drastic ·measures were employed, their position in the
pUblic opinion would be seriously jeopardized. To adopt the
principles of chiropractic openly- and honorably would make
their prev_ious position untenable, and Worild :expose the entire
profession to the ridicule of all oth~r branches of the healing
art. Hen~e, there was only one course le.ft open,. namely, to
make it appear that chiropractic principles had always been
a part of 'Osteopathy, and had been_ adopted, with slight
changes, by another group of men and given a different
name.
Now, several persons can and may rightfully possess the
same knowledge at the same time. But only one_ person can
rightfully -possess the same hat at the same· time. Consequently, the rightful possession of knowledge can only be
determined by an arrival at an exact conclusion as to who
-first possessed such knowledge. The entire solution of the
controversy as to who is the rightful possessor of the dictum
that, "Spinal 1esions, by obstructing nerve-impulses to certain parts of the body, produce disease in such parts" hinges
upon the question, Who was the first to propound this theory?

j
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Was it_. the osteopathic profession or was it the chiropractic
profession_~

The first osteopathic pronouncement was made in the year
1874. It was this, as taken from Dr. Andrew Taylor Still's
Autobiography: "In the year 1874 I proclaimed that a disturbed artery marked the beginning to an 4our and minute
when disease began to· sow its seeds of destruction in the
human body. That in no case could it be done without a
broken or suspended cuuent of arterial blood, which by nature was intended to supply and nourish all nerves; ligaments, musc;les, skin, bones, and the artery itself. _. . .
The rule of the artery must be absolute, universal, and unobstructed, or disease will be the result. I proclaimed then
and there that all nerves depended wholly on the arterial
system for their qualities, such as sensation, nutrition, and
motion, even though by the law of reciprocity they furnished
force, nutrition and motion to the artery itself."
That, deal' reader, is the philosophy of osteopathy as stated
by its founder. "The rule of the artery must be absolUte,
universal and unobstructed, or disease will be the result."
In brief, osteoPathy is found on the principle of circulation.
The first chiropractic pronouncement was made in the year
1895 by D. D. Palmer. The founder of chiropractic stated
that perfect health depends upon proper nerve-supply to all
parts of the body, that the brain generates the force that
governs the action of all parts, and that this force is carried
to such parts by the nerves. That. pressure upon the nerves
could and would stop the conduction of this force. That it
was comlnon for vertebrae to become subluxated and that
the nerves were pre:Ssed upon at this point. That removal
of this pressure by adjusting the displaced vertebra would
remove the cause of disease.
That is and always has been the basic principle of the
science of chiropractic. ~ In shOrt, chiropractic is founded
upon the principle of inner;vation, The original definitions
of the. founders of these two schools of healing therefore
have absolutely nothing in common. Their basic ideas and
principles are as far removed from each other as the poles.
One says that poor circulation is the cause of disease 1 the
other says that poor innervation is the cause. Then what
have these two schools of healing in common? Positively
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nothing. Osteopathy and chiropractic are as different from
each other as day and night.
But, there is trouble? There is. When -did it start? Let
us study the history of these branches of the healing art
further.
From the yeais 1874 to 1895 osteopathy reigned alonethe rule of the artery was supreme. Chiropractic was as yet
unheard of. Osteopathy was busily employed acquainting
the general public with its theories, and begging favors from
the ~medical ,profession. The rule of th€: artery was still supreme, and remained supreme until the end of this period.
\ Toward the close of this period also osteopathy had_ secured
favorable legislation in some states, and the healing. profession's ingenious par~dox, the osteopathic- physician, was
born. Or, possibly, by reason of being 21 years old at this
time this Htle was adopted. In 1895 the w_orld received the first pronouncement of the
chiropractic theorY. This- Was a radical departure from anythitlg· hitherto advan!!ed -as a theory for the---cause of disease
and removal of such cause. It must be admitted that superlative claims were made for Spinal Adjustment, -but this
must be ascribed to ()Ver-enthusiaBm rather than to any attempt at deceptiOn. 'It was these unfounded claims that more
than any other single thing caused _the failure of its,adoption
by the medical professiOn. Beyond that fact, organized
medicine gave the new-found science little concern. But it
was not so with Osteopathy.
.
.
Medicine~ being the practice of the administration _of drugs,
was not seriously affected by the advent _of another drugless
school of healing. But osteopathy, after twenty-one years
as sole proprietor of -the _fie~ of drugless healing, was confronted ·by a serious, a difficult, and a perplexing problem.
The fight waged since then is ample proof that those adjectives are not exaggerated. The Osteopathic fight for legal
reco"gnitioil had up to this time been fruitless, and not a
single state had given osteopathy the standing it craved.
Therefore, the advent of another school of drugless healing
complicated"" matters. infinitely. It was small wonder, therefore, that the decree of death went out -from osteopathic
councils. But they reckoned not with the strength of the
new giant.
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Chiropractic daily demonstrated the correctness of its theo-_
retical basis by its clinical results, and its popularity grew
apace. From its very inceptiOn it -gained adherents from
every walk of life. The osteopaths saw clearly that chiropractiC was destined to remain forever. Their only scilvation
I3.y in theft of the principles embodied in the chiropractic
doctrine. They incorporated into their literature in 1902 the
theoretical principles of chiropractic. That was the first time
that any mention of spinal lesions ente1·ed an osteopathic
publication. Anyone who cares to dispute this statement
may look through osteopathic books published prior to the
year 1902 and see for himself if he can find any mention made _
to the effect that Vertebral subluxations -by c-ausing pressure
upon a nerve are a cause of disease. In other words, chiro, practie had existed "for seven yeats before osteopathic ·literature contained anything which was similar to the theory
o:ri Whieh chiropractic was founded.
During recent years osteopathy' has twisted and disto!ted
Dr. Still's original theory in every conceivable manner to
make it 'appear that he meant principally obstruction of
nerve-impulses in his definition of the cause of disease. ·If
Dr. Still meant that faulty innervation was at the bottom of
- most -diseases, why in the name of common sense didn't he
say so? Why say one thing if he meant something· ~lse?
At least give him credit for knowing how to express himself
aptly. In the "Osteopathic Health" a writer quotes the extract" from Dr. Still's Autobiography exactly as· given· by us
above. Then he goes on to say, ''After he (referring to Dr.
Still) became convinced of the truth of his principle-that
free circulation and unobStructed nerve impulses meant
he~lth, and that interference with these vital- functions could
best be overcome by m-anipulation-nothing .could sWerve him
from his determination to give the world. the benefit of his
discovery." By what possible stretch of -the iinagimition
could anyone draw the above inferences from Dr. Still;s supreme thought as quoted above? It is plainly a case ·of misquoting. This is only one of many similar examples which
might be giVen to show how sedulously osteopaths are endeavoring to make the public think that the principles embodied in chiropractic are a part of osteopathy, and were
stolen f.rom the latter. Now, it is impossib~e to steal- anything
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from a man that he does not possess. That is self-evident. If
osteopathy was in" possession o;E the principles taught by chir~
practic prior to the year 1895, then the latter certainly either
hit unconsciously upon the same idea, or it deliberately appropriated this pririciple. But it is an absolute fact that -osteopathy was NOT in possession-of, nor did it teach, -the theory
of vertebral sublmcation during the first seven years "that
chiropractic ~as· in existence. If os~eopaths taught this
theory, it most certainly would have appeared in their literature~ Anyone who is still inclined to think that present-day
chiropractic teachings are an appropriation of osteopathic
. principles is at perfect liberty to plough through all osteopathic literature published previous to the year 1902": It
will_prove time wasted; but it may be valuable as a soporific.And in any event it will convince .him doUbly that osteopathy
and chiropractic are not fruits of the same tree.

FACTS AND FIGURES
There is" rto denying· the fact that our esteemed Medical and
osteopathic brethren across the border have arrived at an
impasse where falsification has .become. -necessary -as a
weapon against the Chi:J;opractor~~ And. of au_ the "brazen
things we ever ·had the inisforturie of seeing pulled off the one
we are about to present has anythillg backed off th~ Canadian niap.
As per usual, the -medical profession and its fast disintegrating trailer, the osteop3.thic profession, are calling
the att~ntion of the public to the fact thi:tt the chiropractors
are nOt sufficiently educated to qualify them to take care Of
the sick and afflicted. But- their argument is knocked into
the proverbial cocked hat by the evidence of what the
"ignorant" chiropractor does for the siCk as compared with
what the "learned" medico and osteo does. For example,
what did their bOasted learning get them in tlte flu and
pneumonia epidemic of last year? If knowledge" was nece"ssary to save· the flu and pneumonia victims, why did they
Jose one out of _every seven patients? And if the ignorance of
the chiropractOr- is, so dangerous, how comes it that he only
lost one out of seventy? In other words, WHY does the
"ignorant" c~irop~actor get better results than the "learned)'
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medico -·or osteo? Evide·ntly there's a sci-ew loose somewhere,
3.nd evidently the educational argument isn't so very convincing, when you throw the light of ACTION on it.
·
But our present quarrel is n~t with the merits or demerits
of learning as applied to the art of healing practiced by different schools. As a matter of fact, the chiropractors ARE ~very
hit as well educated in their profession as the medical men
and osteal men are in theirs, and don't you forget it! Regardless of that fact, the Registrar of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta has the supreme gall to Put
out a set of figures as unjust as they are untrue, and we
Want to correct any false impression that people ·may get
from reading these· lying figures. Here is Dr. John Park's
list:
Comparative Hours of Study Re Medicine and Osteopathy
Versus "ChiropiactiC"
· A comparison of the Educational Requirements of Pr'actitioners in Medicine -and Osteopathy who are licensed to
practice in Alberta and "Chiropractors" who are not
licensed to practice in the Province of Alberta.
Educational
Requirements
Educational Requirements for
of the
the Practice of Medicine
Palmer School
and Osteopathy.
of Chiropractic
High SchoolEngUsh ........................
Algebra ......................
Plain Geometry ......Foreign Language ..
History ----~---················
Physics ................•.......
General Science ........
Cheniistry ..................
Physiography ............

Medicine
540 hours
270 hours
270 hours
540 hours
360 hours
180 hours
180 hours
180 hours
180 hours

Osteopathy
540 hours
270 hours
270 hours
540 hours
360 hours
180 hours
180 hours
180 hours
180 hourS

Fundamental Studies in the Healing Art
Common to All SchoolsHistology .................... 128 hours
180 hours
Anatomy .................... 528 hours
722 hours
Physiology ................ 280 hours
324 hours
Embryology .............. 128 hours
72 hours
Chemistry .................. 400 hours
342 hours
Pathology .................. 396 hours
260 hours
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Chiropractic
not· required
not required
not required
not required
not required
not required
not required
not required
not required

Bacteriology .............
Diagnosis ..................
Hygiene ___ ---------········
Gynecology ................
GenitQ-..Urinary ...... <...
SUrgery ......................
Obstetrics --------~--------Jurisprudence ·····-··--=Eye, Ear, etc .............
Pediatrics ..................
Permatology ..............
Orthopedics ................
Psychiatry ................
Symptomatology ......

128 hours
182 hours
128 hours
252 hours
32 hours .
90 hours
224 hours
216 hours
96 hour~ours
488 hour
hours
152 hours
324 hours
16 hours
18 ho]lr"S
408 ho.urs
144 ~ou_rs
208 hours
90 hours
96 hours72 hours
48 hours
72 hours
144 hours
100 hours
340 hours
360 hours

7,068 hours

7,078 hours

not taught
not taught
22 hours
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
not taught
43 hours
129.hours
495 hours

·
The hours given
under th e dl
uead"mg of "Ch"Iropract"IC" are
the hours taught at the Palmer School of "C~iropractic". of
Davenport, Iowa, and is the standard of education upon which
they ar.e seeking legislation to practice in Alberta. However,
the majority of those now practicing studied at this and other
schools when only a two weeks' correspondence course, or a
six we~ks' to a six months' attendance course was required.
"Chiropractors'' should be required to qualify by- the saine
regulations by which medical men and osteopaths qualify to
practice in the Province of Alberta.
·

JOHN PARK, M.D.,
Registrar, College Physicians an.d Surgeons, A:.lPerta.
The i·eader will note the fact -that tHe figures .tp:iit repre- ·
sent a. chiropractor's education are taken from the Palmer
School of Chiropractic cun·iculum. These· figures are false,
because the P8.lmer School and every other Chiropractic
School that conforms to present-day standards gives about
six times that many hours' work. Not knowing exactly how
much time other scho·ols devote to different subjects, we
quote from the Summary· of Hours of Work contained in the
catalog of the National School of Chiropractic, which gives
the ~ollo'Wing figures:
Junior Year

43 hours
129 hours
129 hours,
not taught
not taught
not taught

1st
2nd
· Semester Semester
Subjects
Anatomy .................................................... 78

~r.~r.1~F:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~
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Orthopedy -------·--------·-····---------------------·'--:.. 78
Drill ------·----------------------------------------------------- __ __
Physiotherapy ............................................ 65

ii~;:~?~~~y ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~

Spinal Analysis ........................................ 65
Hygiene ----------·-······-·--..·······-····--······---·-····· ....

Total' --------------------------------------------------------494
Grand Total ----·---------------------------------------------------988

78
65
65
65
39
26
494

Senior Year

1st
2nd
Subjects
Semester Semester
78
Anatomy ---------------------------------------------------- 78
78
Pathology ---------------------------------------------------- 78
78
Drill ------------------------------------------------------------ 78
Gynecology ------------------"----------------------------- 39
78
Symptomatology ---------------------------"---------- 39
65 .
... Technic "--------······-·····-·····-···············-----······ 65
130
Clinic ···-·-·········· .. ---------.. --·········------········:..130
65
Physiology ------------------------------------------------ 65
(20)
X-Ray ---------------------------------------------------------- ....
First Aid ----------------------------------------------------(12)
Dissection ........................................................ .
(18)
Total --------------------------------------------------------572
Grand Total ------------------------------------------------------1144

572

Advanced Year

1st
2nd
Subjects
Semester Semester
78
Drill ------------------------------------------------------------ 78
78
Anatomy -------------"-------------------------------------- 78
78
Pathology --------------------------·---·------------------- 78
65
Technic --------------------------------------------------- --- 65
130
CJinic ·__ -----------------------------------------------------.---130
39
Laboratory .----------------------------------------------- 39
(20)
s:i-!:~ti.;;;·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
18 >

·

:::::::::::::: (

Total ---------------------------------------·---------------.468
468
Grand Total· ----------------------------------------------------------936
From the foregoing· the reader will see that· the total num-ber of hours of work which the student gets in this Chiropractic School iS 3,068.
Right 'here we want to say to John Park, M. D., as well
as any other indiVidual who is in the dangeroUs occupation
of, juggling figures, that the above list is absolutely true, and
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if' anybody ever dareS to publish anything_ to the contrary
again, he will have to_ show cause why he misstated these
figures.
· The reader will notiee that after all the high school subjects the words Hnot required" are _placed in the Chiropractic
column. This is as remote from the truth as anything could
possibly be,- beCause ·in every state in which Chiropractic
iB legally recognized chiropractors must have a high school
education in order to qualify for a liCense to practice ChirOPractic. We would, the:fefore, suggest that in future- compilations of the kind under discussion our eminent critics include under. our column the 2,700 hours of high schooi. work
with which they credit themselves.
Now then, taking the number of hours which our students
pUt in at our school (3,068), Plus the number of hours they
had in high _school (2,700), we find that chiropractors who
qualify for a license have a· traihing consisting of 5,768
hours' _work~
We come now_ to -the -finai link in the chain of figures.
Any SE:nsible person is, we believe, willing to admit that no
ma1_1 should be required to study something he-does not intend
to -practice. In fact he would be a fool to Waste time doing
that which might_ be spent in perfeCting· himself .in his. own.
line. - Conseqlient~y, inasmuch as chiropract~rs .do not prac::.
·_tice surgery, obstetrics, eye, ·ear, nose- and -throat, pediatrics,
dermatology, Orthopedics, and psychiatry, these subjects are
naturally not included in the curriculum of a Chiropractic
school. Now, the ti~e devoted to the-study of these subjects'
in a medical school amounts to 1,544 hours, and if they were
added to the other 13ubjects that we do teach, and which ineludes _every other sUbject taught ill a medical schoOl,. the
total would amount to 7,312 hours, or MORE than the total
number of hours'. work given in medical schools. This shows
that in t-he elementary subjects which anyone. engaged in the
ai't of. healing should know, the Chiropractic students actually
GET MORE TRAINING THAN DO THE MEDICAL OR
OSTEOPATHIC STUDENTS. We leave it to any intelligent
human being to judge if that isn't true.
We fervently hope that this brief analysis of facts and~
figures will --show to those who have been misled by the
falsified· figures ~iven in the above report who really has
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the better education-the chiropractor or· the medico and
osteo. Let's at least be honest with the public and not try
to publish things that are misleading. In any event, the
fight being waged by -the medical and osteal men is a losing
one -because they are contending with one of the basic laws of
the universe-the survival of the fittest-and ·no amount "0f
distortion of figures will deceive the law. If the medical and
osteal men are better than the chiropractors they are bound to
see the latter go under sooner or later, aCcording to the
inexorable operation. of the law of the survival of the fittest ..
If theY are surpassed by the chiropractors, nothing on earth
can save them from the fate that the operation of -this_ law
wi1l deal out to them. And in the meantime we hope the
people in whose hands we repose our present fortunes will
by_ the facts and figures presented in this little digest gain
a more truthful statement of what constitutes a chiropractic
education than they could ever hope to obtain from those
who are bent upon our destruction but who must continue
to fail in- the future as they have in the past. Chiropractic
has justified itself in the eyes of the world dUring the days
of its development, until now it has grown into a living
Truth Which will endur~ to the end of Time.

GOOD SEED AND CHAFF
One of the students of the N. S.C. recently handed us a
page from a magazine called "Journal of the Outdoor Life/'
This page is devoted to the giving of advice to people regarding niatters of health. It can be taken for granted that
the people who write to the editor of this periodical have
confidence in him and rely upon what he advises, or theY
would not take the trouble to write him. A man who has the
confidence of people in matters of such serious import as
questions of health should merit that confidence by being
possessed of the requisite knowledge to proper1y advise his
inquirers. It is a fact, though, that most of these do not
know any more concerning what they set themselves up as
authorities in than do their questioners.
In the case in question a subscriber of the magazine referred to inquires as follows: "Are the services of a chiropractic likely to be beneficial to a young man who has been
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ill with tonsilitis which throu"gh -cateles_sness developed into
bronchitis and now has been- pronounced, after a sputum examination by a Stat'e Board of Health and a stethoscope
examinatioll, to be tuberculosis-?"
To this question the savant Who dec_orates the editOrial
chair of this inspired publication ·replies: "We believe not.
In fact, we belieVe that this practice is unscientific and that
the publiC would be better off if such practice was not allowed. We strongly urge that the patient to whoni you refer
place himself in the hands of an expert in tubercUlosis who
is a regular practitioner of medicine."
We have asked the student who sent us this- clipping to
give us the name of the editor and his address and as soon
as we receive it, _we will write him asking him to give his .
reasons, if he has any, for making this statement concerning
chiropractic which he did. It is true, of course, that this.
statement could not do the· extent of harm that would result <.,
from publication of such stuff in a magazine that had a
nation-wide circulation. But it 'does influence a certain number of people and if we allow these things to pass by without
comment in every case they ultimately reach stupendous
propOrtions, and discount all the true statements which are
made about chiropractic.
Chiropractors are apt to think that after a cainpaign of
publicity they have the whole world converted to the truth of
chiropractic principles. But -they would find upon· careful
investigation that a good many people who read chiropractic
literature also read other printed matter that is hostile and
antagonistic to our profession and negatives, in many instances, all the good that our efforts are designed to accomplish. We must not only keep everlastingly at it to inform the
public of the .truths of chiropractic, but we must ferret out
everything which is said against us and effectually squelch it.
It is a poor toxicologist who gives a patient an antidote and
lets him continUe to take poison. So it is a poor plan for us
to continue to flood the country with printed matter telling
our readers of. the good there is in chiropractic if at the sam~
time we allow them to read the poisonous and villifying
literature put out by those -who are opposed to us. Eve1·y
chiropractor should make it his business tO keep his- eyes operi
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for anything antagonistic to ·chiropractic and see that such
matter -is given the lie in a scientific manner.
We rest upon a scientific foundation so secure that no opposition that is effectually met can do the profession the 'slightest harm. But it._ must be met. Obviously we cannot read
every magazine 3.nd paper that is printed in the country.
This is a task- in which every chiropractor should co-operate.
We are Perfectly willing_ to deal with these people when our
attention is called to such twaddle as .that above refen·ed to,
and will do so in a way that will clearlY show the author of
Such misstatements that he is in error.
Now th~t the-legishitivC campaigns are practically over, let
us all set ourselves to the task of publicity in another .form,
namely, looking every day f()r anything that is said against -,
_ Our pl-ofession and dealing with it in a way that wilf"make
· rePetition in each .instance impossible.
'What good does it do fo1· ·us to· sow good seed if we allow
someone to come behind us and sow chaff? What will the
harvest be? If you .talk or write something good and true
and scientific about chiropractic, and let someone else follow
yoU up with an uncontradicted refutation of every statement yoU made, do you think that what you said will bear
muCh fruit? We hardly think so. Chiropractors must· not
only look forward, they have also need to look behind them,
for their every step is dogged by one who is anxious to stick
the knife of slander in thefr back on the slightest provocation.
Do not think that the world has become firmly and unequivo-cally convinced that chiropractic is right~ and cannot any
longer be influenced bY anything that is said against our
science. If you do, you will be rudely awakened to the
knowledge that while ··you have· been busily occupied in sowing good seed, your enemy has, unknown to you, foHowed
in your :Path and .sown cockle, and your harvest will be a
dismal failure. You will find that everything you have said_
in defense of your profession has been choked by the evil
things that have been spoken and written against it, and in
the end :the profession will not have advanced in popular
esteem to half the extent that it should.
It therefore behooves each and every one of us to not alone
be ever ready and willing to advance the cause of chiropractic by grasping every opportunity that presents itself to say
J
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and write things in its favor, J::Jut .we _must also put forth
every faculty to -discountenance everjrthing -that is said .or
written against it. · I{ we will keep that thought- always
before us, -we will find that the task of ~onvincing the world
of the truth that _lies within us ·will be much more easy· and
infinitely more fruitful. The good seed that we sow will then
grow and blossom and the chaff will wither and die. Then
the harvest will be rich and plentiful in the minds -and the
hearts of -the suffe~ing humanity that needs the good that it
will bring them.
·

ll.)!:NSE

AN~

NONSENSE

The Journa!' has been giving considerable· space to a con:~
.sideration of the important topic of the legitimate Sphere of
Spinal Adjustment and our .efforts seem to be meeting with
response ·in many quarters. We have als_o devoted some
thought to the--subject of ~hiropractic literature,~hich is· the·
backbone of the profession even as the spine is.
There is only one way in which we can impr~ve ourselves,
and who does not admit that there is rootp fOr.impi.-ovement,
and that -is by taking an occasional- inventory of ourselves.
The best way in which to do this is by'taking note of the impression which we a:re making upoll the public-not the unthinking portion of humanity, but the thinkerS and men and
women of intelligence. People gain their first, most lasting,
and mos~ preg:nant impression of us through the matter which
they read which deals with things chiropractic. Is it not
highly important, therefore, that everything relating to
chiropractic be absolutely and entirely bomb-proof? Can a
tissue of errors and falsehoods create a favorable imnression
in the minds of our J;eaders ? Assuredly not.
And yet, ·one_ who reads extensively the products of the
pens of chiropractors is positively amazed at the mass of
misstatements that are being constantly made. We do not
mean tO imply that such ei-rors relate to ftle proper place
to make an adjustment, or to anything relating strictly .to
chiropractic technique. The errors which we have in mind
relate to the veri principles of Spinal Adjustment, to· anatomical facts, diagnosis and. prognosis, pathological prOcesses
and their correct interpretation, and a working kno~ledg€:
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of the principles and practiCes of other sChools of practice.
In these important particulars we are woefully lacking.
There may be some who think that a knowledge of spinal
analysis and spinal adjustment is all that 'is neceSsary. At
least, they point to the fact that they are curing their patients and are making a comfortable living. But that is
looking at the matter merely from the standpoint· of the
individual and not from that of the profession at large.
Those who view the proposition in that light are looking
through the '\.vrong end of the telescope.
Every chiropractor should have the interest of the entire
profession at heart as well as his own individual concerns.
And after all, the entire p1•ofession is judged by the sum
total of the units which compose it. If every second or third
link in a chain is defective, what is the chain as a whole
worth? The good links are good in themselves, but- they are
in a bad chain, and when the chain is- thrown away it is
simply because it contained some bad links. It is the same
with a profession. If it contain among its good and compe-.
tent members some who are of inferior attainments it cannot
survive. If it is a mixture of sense and nonsense, the sense
in it cannot save it. It must be all sense, or Jt will fight a
losing fight for public favor and end in the discard. Remember this: it takes more than a good adjuster to make a
good_ chiropractor, and it takes more than a bunch of -good
adjuSters to make a good chiropractic profession. Just think
that over and see if you do not agree.
Let us cut out the nonsensical links from our chaip. and
replace them with links of sound, safe and sane -sense. We
do not have to exaggerate our merits and expose ourselves
to etror. We do not have to limit ourselves to on-e little lane
of- learning.- We do not have to tolerate that which works
harm to the integrity and standing of the profession. Our
accomplishments speak for themselves, the world of learning is at our feet, and the ridiculous can be purged from our
ranks. What we must do is strive ever upward, indiv~du·auy
and collectively, until we reach that goal of perfection that
is possible of attaill:ment. We must take that which is good
and ,eschew that which is bad.
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ADVERTISING BY CHIROPRACTORS
Any man Who saYs that advertising is unnecessary in modern business does not -belong to modern times. The art of
advertising has not only_ becoine necessary ill the conduct of
mcidern bUsiness, it has become indispensable:· So that the
individual, firm Or corporation that does not advertise is
soon lost sight of in these hurly-burly days and iS last heard
.of sinking rapidly into the morass of commercial oblivion:.
In short, the modern business man in order to succeed must
keep himself constantly before the public or he will soon find
himself and his wares uncalled for and forgotten.
Advertising, then, consists essentially in the art" of ~eeping
one's self or whatever one has to sell before the public. Very
naturally the most effective w~y to accomplish this is through
the medium of the printetl page. But this method is by no
means the- only_ one through which this desirable publicity
may be ·effected. Just as there are different ways of doing
anything in this world so there are also different ways of advertising. And as ther-e are different ways so also are there
differnt grades or classes of advertising, ranging from the
coarsest and most blatant type to the most refined and dignified form.
Very naturally different classes of wares require different
forms of _publicity, and different mediums for securing it.
An auction fire Sale m\Ist be displayed in the boldest and
mos·t glaring form imaginable in the daily press in order to
get the best resul~s.- On the other hand, the announcement.
of the opening of the ·Grand Opera season ,is to be found
in a very small space and set up in small, dignified type.
Not alone that, but as a matter of fact the publicity obtained
by the Grand Opera· does not depend ·so much upon any display ad,rertisements as upon. the columns of stuff gotten up
by the press agents. The voluminous news items which appear in the newspapers prior to the opening of every Grand
Opera season are _not considered as advertising ordinarily,
but they are that and nothing else. It is simply a different
kind of" advertising from that which one usually thinks of
in this connection.
We see, therefore, that any medium through which publicity is acquired must be classed as advertising and that
there are di_fferent ways of advertising. The important ques-
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tion for ev~ry man :-vho has,.anything.tO sell, whe~he~}t be
merchandise or service, is not "Should I advertise · but
44 HOW should I advertise'?"
The question whether· a person
should advertise may be answeTed unequivocally in the affirm~
ative in every instance, regardless of what he has to offer
for sale. That question is easily answered, in fact, has b~en
answered for us in unmistakable terms in the comparative
lists of successes and failures of the past. But the question
regarding the method to be employed in ~dver:ising is one
that demands careful and individual consideration.
· An advertising man connected with one of Chicago's largest dailies recently told the writer that 95 per cent of all
advertising was a fiat failure so far as actual resul~s from
. a. particular adverti~ement were con:erned.. Does this mean
that advertising does not pay and IS consequently unne~es
sarY? By no mealls, because as soon as a heavy advertiser
begins to cut down his copy his sales commence to d;~P o~ ·
But the 95 per cent failures prove, not that advertismg IS
at fault, but that the wrong methods were emp~oyed in. tho~e
particular instances. This means that every smgle t~mg m
this world should be presented to the public in a certam way,
and that unless that particular method is hit upon the
adVertising done will not be productive of re~ults.
_ •
This brings us to the position held by Chiropractors m
·this field. Should a Chiropractor advertise? Most assure~ly·
HOW should he advertise? Ah, that's another qu"estwn.
There are countless· wrong ways in which Chiropractors
might advertise, and there is one correct way.
Advertising to the average mind means inserting in a
daily paper an exaggerated and highly-colored __ ~tatement. of
the superlative merits possessed by that _partJcula; t~mg_
which the advertiser has for sale. Hitting upon this timeworn system some Chiropractors have been busily feeding the
presses of the country with statements that they have solved
the riddle of life, had- found the key to h,ealth,_ and .could
make Nature perform miracles at a moment ~.n?tice. If, you
do not think that this is so, read over some Chiropractors ads
and then reflect over the subject matter of the ad carefully.
You will discover stateme~ts that no intelligent man co_u14
possibly subScribe to. In short you will find that advertisements of some Chiropractors do not conform. to the standards
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which should characterize advertising matter of whatever
kind. Consequently if a 'Chiropractor feels that he must
advertise in this way, ret him at least _Use copy that will
do him some good and- not reflect discredit upon the profession at large·. If he feelS himself impelled to get publicity in
this way he should see .to it that what he says bears the
stamp of sCience, truth, and logic.
.
·But, as a matter of fact,_ is such advertising at alf necessarY or desirable? We do not think so. From certain
quarters there comes ~ constant flood of advice to Chiropractors to advertise, and in many instances this advice is being
followed most assiduously. But it is our opinion that publicity obtained in this way does not amount to much. The
Chiropractor who can keep his office filled only by newspaper
ads is of about as much . coJisequence as a Stick of gum.
That has to be advertised cOntinuously or it will be superSeded in favor of another brand that is kept before the
public eye all the time.
We have recently P,ad a ve1·y glaring example of" the fruits
of advertising ·in the city of Cleveland. A _Chiropractor of
that city had been running ads in the daily paperS and finally
the expected happened. The attention of the medical authorities was called to the matter and where all h3.d been serene
· for so long now the old feud· has been renewed. The mem~
hers of the Cuyahoga Chiropractors' Association have been
compelled to defend themselves as a result of the ill-considered actions of one man who wits not even a member of their
association. Anyone with an ounce of discernment could
see- that such flagrant publicity would be bound to aro-use
the antagonism of the other scl1ools of healing. So long as
a Chiropractor goe~ along in_ a dignified way, tending to his
own affairs, he seldom gets into trouble. But let him
flaunt his superiority in the fa".ce -of other practitioners and
he soon finds himself in endless difficulties. Do you know
that practically every campaign that has ever been conducted
against t~e -Chiropractors by medical men oi' osteopaths has
been due 'primarily to the fact that a certain Chiropractor
put out a series of glaring advertisements in the daily press?
It is true, and being so, Chiropractic associations should
condemn this practice. It does mighty little good and an
infinite amount of harm.
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of which are often mistaken for cancer .even by experienced
clinicians?
1

Or let us asSume that a chiropractor having treated a
patient suffering from a certain ailment cures that patient.
Upon the basis of results obt'ained in that one case he concludes that spinal adjustment will cm·e all similar cases.
Is one instance sufficient evidence -upon which to base a verdict? Might he not fail in the very next similar instance_?
Or supposing that he had failed to help this first patient
would -that be sufficient grounds upon which to base the opinion that spinal adjustment is .not of anY value in similar
. cases ? Certainly not.
Therefore, if- failure to cure one case is not a sufficient
criterion of the- merits of the treatment in that part~cular
disease, neither is a single successful result a sufficient basi~~
from which to draw conclusions. If one has a barrel of
apples -and finds one bad aPple in the Qarrel imrri.ediately upon
·openillg .it~ that is no sign that all the apples are rotten.
Equally true is it that, if the very first apple should prove
to be good that there niay not be a bad one among the lot.
We think· the simile will serve to make our· point clearer;
homely as it is.
·
Then on the other hcind we have those chiropractors who
even up to the present -day can see no. merit in anything
except their own method of treating disease. ·They have not
progressed one jot from the day of the inception of the
science. If the early exaggerations of chiropractorS retarded
the progress of the science, such chiropractors of the present
-day are .simply giving the science a backward pull instead of
a-forWard 'push. It is well and good to be confident and"
enthusiastic, but such emotions :tnu.st ·be tempered with common sense, or they lead to error.
Any man who has chosen the noble calling of treating
humanity's afflicted should strive to be a whole doctor and
not a ·piece of a doctor. By this we mean that he should use
all those measures that are of proven value in any given
case. Experience has shown, for example, that diabetes
cannot be cured by adjustments if we continue to pour sugars
and starches int6 the system.. Therefore is it not right and
proper to use diet in this and other diseases in which it is so
plainly indicated?_ This does not detract one iota from the
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nierits_ of ChirQpractie .since we all know that the- restoration
of iriller~ation is what really effee~s the cure.
.
·Let it be remembered that .there is absolutely no n~cess1ty
:for exaggerating the merits of Spinal Adjustment. It IS suffi·
ciently broad in its scope of usefulness to preclude the necessity of trying to ascribe to it things that our c~mmon sen7 ~
dictates it cannot accomplish. We know what adJustment WI
do, but many of us fail to recognize w~at it ":ill ~ot- do .. If
confined to "its own proper sphere, Chll'opract1c w~Il rapidly
come to be recognized as the peer in that field. If 1t _wer~ an
unfailing remedy in only one disease, that waul~ entitle 1~ to
a distinguished place in the healing art. But 1t do~s much
more than that. So why exaggerate? If a gun will sh~ot
with deadly effect at a distance of ten miles, why try to clrum ·
that it has a longer range? Why do as Baron Munchausen,
whose gun shot so far that he had to put -salt on the bulle~s
·so that the meat would not spoil before he could reach--1t,
after killing an animal ?
.
Some seem to· think that, unless they treat every patient
that pr6sents himself, their prB£:tice· will be too small. N.ow,
that is a mistaken idea. In the first place, to accept .a pat.umt
Ior treatment whom we know that we cannot reheve IS a
gril.ve mistake, for this reason: When we refuse to. take a
case that we know our system will not reach, W~ make .a
friend of that individual, and the. cha~ces are ten· to one that
he will be impressed with our smcerity and honesty to the
extent that he will recommend a patient__ whom we can ~ure.
To ·accept such a case .and fail to bring about. results lS to
make an enemy. To refuse to. take ~he-case 1~ to make a

1

·friend.
.
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fear of limiting ourselves-to conditions in which Chiropractic
is· clearly and undeniably indicated. That should be no reason
f~r bliriding ourselveJ? against our limitations.
The upshot of the whole matter is .this, that the sooner the
profession assumes a united stand in regard to its proper
sphere of usefulness in the realm of healing, the sooner it
will receive the recognition it deserves. There· is nothing perfect in this world, and anyone claiming to perfection is put
down at once as a fool or a ·fraud. The)'e is consequently no
·need to deny that we have our limitations. On the·contrary,
when we recognize our limitations, eschew that which is not
responsive to adjustments, and come out firmly for that which
We can accomplish as based upon facts that can be scientifically pr-oven, then we wi1l have made the gre~test ·forward
ste.p since the science of Chiropractic was founded. Let every
chiropractor cQntri:t>ute his share toward making this possible.
Each· member pf the _profession should keep accurate case
records, showing results achieved in each case. These shoUld
later be classified · a'f\d the number o.f cures, iinprovements,
ind unimprovements ·noted. For example, let us suppose that
every chiropractor in the country were ·to keep ail. a:ccu~ate
record of the number-of cases of. epilepsy which h'e treats for
the next year, together with the result in e'ach. instanc~. The
sum of all these Cases would total. into the thousands, and the
figures and statistics so comPiled wOuld mean something.
Results of a treatment 'of five·Or ten: caSes mean nothing, ·but
figures based upon a list of ten thousand _cases niean .everything. They would have to be aCcepted; aJ1.d -Would be accepted
by the scientffic world. Let us suppoSe· that the above pro-.
posal had actually. been carried ciut and it was· demonstrated
that upon addi~g the fig~i-es .s~bmitted by the different members of the profession- ten thousand cases of epilepsy had been
treated during the year with nine thousand and nine hundred
cures. What would be the result? The scientific world would
be shaken to its very foundations by the announcement and
chirop'ractic by reason of its efficacy in the treatment of this
single d~sease Would gain a most honorable place in the healing art.
But what is even of greater importance is the lessons which
chiropractors would learn regarding their science. The above
procedure, when carried ·out in connection with each and every
disease, would give us the correct status of ~pinal adjustment.
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. It ·would
,:tell :us in what diseases Chiropractic was indicated
and those in which results cannot.be expected. Then-the profession Will have undeniable evidence of itS p1·oper sphere in
the world of healing. Then we will know what to take and
what to leave alone. Upon a proper understanding of this
rests our future stability. In the absence of .such a foundation we are drifting.
Let us, therefore, strive to use those means which will
unmistakably show that our science is the treatment par
excellenCe in a large and ever-increasing proportion of human
ailments. At the same time let us learn our limitations, let

us re·Cognize them, and let us ever confine ourselves to the
realm which belongs to us. As Shakespeare says in "Othello/'
"Let's teach ourselves that honorable stop,
NOt to outsport discretion."
SOME LITTLE THOUGHTS
With this issue the ·National Journal of Chiropractic enters
upon its fi:fth year in the field of Chiropractic liteiature.
With a single exception this Journal has been published
regularly for a longer period than any Chiropractic periodical. During this time it has enjoyed the consistent Support
of its many readers and our appi'eciation of this loyal support
is hereby acknowledged. Without the co-operation o:f a large
number of readers any publication cannot hope to long survive, regardless of what its intrinsic merit might be. On- the
other hand, we believe that our readers have gotten value
received, if the letters of Commendation Which come to our
deskalmost daily are to be taken as an index of ilpproval~The policy of this Journal has- always been a broad and
liberal one and_ such it will continue to be. AnYthing that is
not for the greater good of Chiropractic cannot find its way
into these pages. And by the greater good of our science
we mean that which will place it upon an unassailable founda-:_
tion that will rende~ it immune to the attackS of those; who-vainly seek to destroy us. We are at the· present tinie en.:·
gaged in .building the foundation of Chiropractic· and have
much hard Work ahead of us before the raising of the su,perstructure can be commenced. Unless every stone in our
foundation is perfect the structure which we later will bui1d
upon this found-ation cannot stand.
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~o in~ur~ the future of Chiropracti~ 'Y"e must s~~ to it that

e scienhfi~ally sound and legally secure_._ As we meditate
. p~n the :futur~ of our science we _see the day when ll
Chir?practors will of necessity be united in thought 'in spir\
an~ m principle. As a profession we- are still in o~r infan~;
an the ~radu~l le~rning that _comes with- .the years that lead
to. 1natunty. Will Wipe out the differences of today and give
us all a common understanding. It is toward. that day that
we t~rn our expectant gaze and plod cheerfully onward
applymg each lesson of the past to those tasks of the present
that are to make for a secure future.

,."
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CHIROPRACTIC LEGISLATION
The eyes of the entire prOfession are_ today turned toward
those seCtions of the c~untry in _Which a,:_rioble struggle· against
heavy--and bitter- odd1;' is beirlg_ waged......:the _fight _of Chiro~
practic for legal . recognition. In a large nUmber· of the
stilte.s-·of-the Union bills haVe been drafted Which have for
· ~hefr aim arid object the regulation of the practice of Chh·oI.ir~ct'ic and the appointment Of a Chiropractic board to enfOrce-these regulations._ In some_ of these states the demands
o~ the. professiori.. will be_ grari_ted, in· others they will_ be re-:-

fused. Why? Because .in some state"s the lawmakers are ·
con:Yinced that the clainis of the chirqpractors are just and
rea·son~ble, while in othet·s stat'eS the le-gislators' hearts arid
mirids have been poisoned by the unjust· campaign of slander
that has been fostered by other schools Of healing.
Prec_edent is a very important factor, both in the enactment of laws and b f!.-~cir i::icrP::.·etatlo-:J. and en:::orcCm·31tt.
And:_t;here are any number .of precedents to justify the claimS
of -ehiropractors that their legislative demands are right and
ieasbnable._ If .it·was propei' for legislatures to pass medical
bills and osteopathic bills the'n, ·it is now _proper for them to
pass· the prOpOs.ed chiropractic biils,- since -the Plel!,s mad.e-arei
in every case _identical~
.
when the. medicai professiOn asked ·the law-making bOdies
of the various states to legalize_ their practice "the_y claimed
that their purpose in making such a .request was to standardize the practice of medicine and make every practitioner
conform to this standard. In other words,. they aSked the
·Iegislat.ure to enact a law making it necessary for every
perflPn contemplating · the practice -.of medicine to possess
cer'tain -_qqalifications. They- claimed that only ·in this Way
cou~d the public be protected against the incompetents which
crowded their ranks in ever increasing numbers. The medical
pio:fession was· a~ that. time absolutely honest_ and sincere
in ~ts cla:b:p.s which em))od_ied nothing ·except as stated above.
They defined their practice as the employment of remedial
measures fOr the treatment and cure of disease. Since
nothing e¥cept medicine and surgery was known at tha:t time
to ·ha.ve any value in the treatment and cui'e of diseas,e
nothing that has since been developed· cari ~oss'lbly be included
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in that d~finiti.on. The practice of .medicine must,. therefore,
be considered ·as simply the emplOyment of medicines and
surgery and does not iriclude anything else: By no 'stretch
of the imagination can it be interpreted· to i:riclude anything else. The men who- framed the definition of the practice of medicine certainly did not include Chiropractic because ·this science was not born at that time. Consequentiy
what right have their. successors to claim that Chiropractic
is incltlded in this definition? The only sane conclusion that
_Cc:tn be drawn from this is that a chiropractor who does not
use medicines or perform surgery is not practicing medicine.
True, he is treating the sick, but he is not using any of the
methods "patented" by the medical profession. We used the
word upatented" advisedly, for that _is ex-actly what the
present interpre_tation of their law has come to be. They
have drifted far from their original interpretation of their
laws, until today they are consid-ered a legalizatiOn of a
pate_nt,_ a nionopoly, and· a trust. The medical law of our
~athers, Which was enacted for the purpose of keeping the
ranks-- of .the profession pure and efficient, for the prOtection
of the people, has been distorted into an instrument which
attempts to justify restraint of trade.
The aim of our present-day physicians is to broaden the
origimil de_finition of the practice of medicine until it is
made to include every ·measure employed in the treatinent
·Of the sick. That this cannot be legally ·done is 3.mply pro.ven
by .precedents without number. Not alone in this case but
in many_-others, Supreme Courts have 'ruled that a law ~ust
be interpreted in the light of conditions as they existed
at the time that the law in question was eliactt:id. It is, therefore, illegal to interpret the medical laws today any differently than they were interpreted before Chiropractic came
into being. In other words, if the practice of medicine did
not include Chiropractic twenty-five years ago, it does. not
include it now, unless the law has been amended to make it
include it. Anyone with half an .eye should certainly. be able
to see that this is sound logic.
.· There are, how:ever, various ways in which a law is often
interpreted. .We came Very near to saying "can be interpreted," but that would manifestly-be wrong, because there is
only one w~y in which law can be interpreted. If it is
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interpreted in different ways, all these interpretations eXcept
one _are erroneous. They -could not possibly all be right.
Either the law means just what it says or it does not.
Furthermore, in our opinion, _a law_ that can be construed ·in
a ha-lf-:dozen different ways is not worthy the name nor worth
the ··paper it is written on. The upshot of all this is that
the' medical laws have beeri varioUsly interpreted as regards
their inclusion of Chiropractic. Some courts have ruled that
the' practice of medicine includes Chiropractic 'and every
other measure employed in treating the sick, while others
have ruled that''Chiropractic is nOt the practice·· of medicine.
It. is not within our province- to say which of these opinions
is Correct. We willingly submit to the· decisions of the .coUrts
wherever and .whm~evei made. What we are interested in is
the influence of these various and varying interpretations upon·
the .practice of Chiropractic.
We said that Chiropractors are proposing the passag_e of
their· bills for the purpose Of regulating the practice of· their
art and to enable them to have sole jurisdiction of. this practice. But there is ~other. reason why we are endeavoring
to legalize Our practice. Iof the medie'al law:S. are to be iriter.preted in the light of making tpe. practice _of_ me~icine
include every method for treating the- sick, then chiropractors
are without the pale of the law. We thus liave produced
- the sorry spectacle of a certain group of _citizens- engaged
· in a field of endeavor which is ·erroneously declared Ulegal.
The other reason why Chiropractqrs are endeavoring to have
their practice given a legal status is to remove this unjust
brand. If- we are statutory criminals, then laws should be
paSse~ which will make our ~ts lawful, provided they do not
1
confli-ct with any moral code. If the practice of Chiropractic
is not morally -WrOng, does not infrillge upon the rights of
any other class of citizens, arid has no untoward effects, then
its practice is absolutely legal, and it is entitled to the pro'tection of' the law.
We hav~ shown that its practice Cannot possibly be con-·
strued as being an· infringement upon the -rights of any other
schOol of healing. ·It is as independent from the praCtice of
medicine as is dentistry. It would be just -as. reasonable for · \
the medical professiqn- to attempt to. supervise the practice
of dentistry- as. ~t- .i~ in respect to Chiropr~tic.. MediCal me~
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·confess that they -knoW nothing about Chii:-opractic and yet
they want to include it in their practice and Supervise its
practitioners. They further profess the most profound regard
for the welfare of humanity and strive to prohibit the enactment of laws which will procure for humanity the use of a
remedial agent which has already done an infinite amount
of good.- Chiropractic and medicine have positively nothing
in common-they proceed from different premises and they
arrive at their conclusions by altogether different courses.
Chiropractors do not claim to be physicians, do not uSe
medicines or surgery, and have no desire to entertiin legal
relations w-ith :rp.edical men.
The second condition for iegalization of Chiropractic,
namely, that it be not morally wrong, can be disposed of
in very few words. There are no abortionists, dope-fiends,
quacks or grafters in the profession of Chiropractic. The
fact that there are all of these classes in the medical profession is, of course, no reflection on the profession _as 'a
whole, nor must it be taken as an attempt at mud-slinging.
The point -which we are trying to- make is that if the Chiropractic profession is essentially clean it is not far from· being
right morally;. Secondly, -Chiropr·actic is honest to the core.
There 'is not a member of the profession but is thoroughly
imbued with the firm conviction that he has a tremendous
power for good. There are not to be found in the Chiropractic practice useless surgery, harmful drugging, extravagant
claims, or fads. If a practice is honest with itself and with
others, if it is true to the ideas of the best of its practitioners, and if it is clean, then it is morally- right, it is legal
and deserving of the protection of the law.
The third requisite to the leg<_!lity of an action is that it
have no untoward effects. Now, it is a fact that even its
bitterest opponents have never ventured to say that spinal
adjustment can possibly work harm. The most that can be
said against it is th3.t it is harmless. But let us see if it,
on the contrary, is not an agent for good. In the first place,
· if Chiropractic were without merit it could not have survived
the twenty-five years of its existence-it would have long
since ceased to be. Anything new is naturally viewed with
dOubtful certainty, credit is given it grudgingly, and fS:int
pr.aise is accorded its achievements. Nevertheless, Chiro-
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practic has been abfe to weather the most trying part of its
- career successfully, and strictly and solely upon its merits.
There are twenty million people ·who call a drugless practitioner when ill. This should be s'ufficient evidence that it is
far from harmful,- but possesses merit- of. an exceptional
de~ree.
That fact alone ·entitles it to Prompt recognition
by the law together with the granting of the right to Conduct
its own affairs in that manner which to the -profession seems
best.
·We thus see that from whatever aspect we consider the
subject the .fact remains that chiropractors are entitled to
be given legal- protection and the right to regulate their
.practice. The eyes of the . profession are turned today to
the capital city of manf ~tates and anxiously awaiting the
verdict. But the fight will- go on, regardless of adverse -decisions, should there be any. And every member of the
profession should do his· full share in this grand- work. It is
a wonderful thing to view the manner in which the profession
has lined up in its struggJe. There are mighty few who have
not done something. May those few join the grand majority
and make it unanimous.

THE HODGINS REPORT
In September, 1915, Mr. Justice Frank E. Hodgins. was
appointed by the prime minister- of the province of Ontario
to head a special commission to investigate the various heal. irig profesSions as regards their educational standards and
qualifications. The report of this commission recently was
published, and the following is what the Journal of the American Medical Association has to say about that part of the
report dealing with the Chiropractic profession:
uof the Chiropractic colleges, the report clearly brings out
their grossly commer~al character and, in regard to Chiro-practors, the commissioner states that (their repudiation of all
modern scientific _knowledge and methodS is such that it would
be ·impossible to recommend any way' in which they could be
allowed to practice and by which the public could be safe• guarded. . . . Those who appeared before me saw _no
necessitY for preparatory qualifications, ridicUled and repUdiated diagnosis, bacteriology and chemistry, and admitted that
a chiropractor acts in all cases on his cardinal principle· without examination.' He showed that there was a serious division i~ ·the ranks of chiropractors as to just what constituted
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Chiropractic. The report quotes B. J. Palmer, who refe_rs to
his_ school as- 'the fountain head of Chiropractic,' as stating
that 'a chiropractor did not believe in bacteria and that bacteriology was the greatest of all gigantic farces ever invented for ignorance and incompetency, and as to analysis of
bloOd and urine, he considered it of no value.' The commissioner's conclusion is: 'I Cannot bring myself to the point
of accepting, as part of our legalized medical provision for
the sick, a system which denies the need of diagnosis, refers
· 95 per cent of disease to one and the same cause, and_ turns
its back resolutely on all modern medical scientific methods
as being founded on nothing and unworthy even to be discussed.'"
It is not our intention to discuss in detail ihe many points
that are involved in this commentary. We could not do the
subject proper justice in space_ a hundl-ed times the size of
that allotted to this department. But we .cannot refrain
froni calling attention to the injustice of. referring to Chiro·practic schools as beirlg "grossly commercial." As a commercial field of endeavor, commend us to anything besides
the school business. If we had nothing besides the financial
end· in view in our school work we would long ago have
become thoroughly and comPletely sick and disgusted and
sought other more lucrative employment. It is because we
have an abiding belief and a firm faith in this work and want
to teach it to others that we are engaged in conducting a
Chiropractic school. And we know the same to be true of the
authorities of all Chiropractic schools. If there is anyone
who is getting rich through conducting a Chiropractic school,
we have never met that individual. As a commercial venture
schools have long ago been demonstrated to be about as unproductive as a last year's bird-nest. So~ the "fellow on the
inside" reallY cannot help but laugh- when somebody comes
along and says he is "grossly commercial/' because the
f. o.- t. i. knows that he is a minus quantity' in the commercial world. All reputable: Chiropractic schools get. just
enough to properly fulfill their obligations to their stUdent
body, an~ no more.
·
The commissioner says that the Chiropractors with whom
he spoke repudiated all modern scientific knowledge ani
methods. We are unable to grasp the full·me!lning of that '
assertion because we certainly -do not believe any Chiropractor
of-the present. day to be- so prejudicial as to detiy the- truth

of ma:hy <:>f- the principles enulldated by the truly scientific
minds oi the p_ast~ If there are such they will find ere long
that they have no place in a profession that is raPidly be~
coming less intolera-nt and. mOre liberal in _its views of other
healing systems and its relation to their -practitioners:. The
day of misguided prejudice and stupid intolerance is fast
passing and we must become niore broad and liberal. And
we can do that without sacrifiCing- orie iota of our fundamental
philosophy. Our principles square with all anatomical, physiological,• physical and chemical truths. In fact they are
builded upon them. So it would be ridiculous for us on the
one hand to say that such and such a theory of Chiropractic
science is correct because it is founded upon so and so, and
then turn about and say that "so and so" is all nonsense.·
What sort of reasoning is that? We must get into harmony
with the enlightened thought of the day. and .the sooner we
do that, the sooner will we find om·selves on a secure- basis.
A constant' conflict can lead to nothing. Science does not
fight. It propounds certain principles which are accepted by
the World as 'truth and so held to be until disproven. Many·
of the facts presented in the past have, it is true, been found
to be erroneous; many of the methods of the past have been
since discarded as wrong. But that is tl,te way of progress, it
ultimately rights all wrongs, ahd this is a slow and tedious
process and not accomplished Qy one stroke of a ·pen but
by centuries of experience and .evolution. True it is we are
in possession of knowledge which shows .us that counterclaims made by other schools of healing are wrorig and it is·
our aiin to point out to them that we have developed a principle
that is true. Soine day they will accept this truth that we
have discovered and thus we will have contributed .our meas-: ·
ure ·to the world's progress.. But that qay will be long deferred if We persist in discounting all value "in anything else
instead- of. concerting our energies in pointing ·out truths
which- we· have learned .and adding them·to the sum total of
.-the world's knowledge. Just as we have endured in the face
of all opposition because we have a truth that cannot be
denied, so ·also have other'·system.s survived becauSe they have_
· within them some merit. We should, therefore, learn t!). be-:come tolerant of ~thers-to recogniZe the good t~at in tli~m
lies. There is nothing in this world th~t is all bad or wrong
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or that is all good or right. Our plain duty is to strive to
le·arn that which is true and uproot that which ·is false.
M(lny are the crimes committed in the name of .religion, but
that does not stamp religion as essentially an evil. in all
tJ:p.ngs. Many are the mistakes of medicine and its practitioners, but that does 'not mark this science as fundamentally wrong in all its concepts. We hope, therefore, that
future similar commissiollers will find our profession does
:riot repudiate all modern scientific knowledge and methods,
but that it accepts the proven truths propounded by otherS
and striving earnestly to teach them the proven truths that

that -their prime reason in doing ~his is to limit the numb§:'lrS
in their own prOfession and prevent the entrance- into the
realm of the art of healing of any outsiders. That is the
real reason for the formation of State Boards of Health.
They claim that it prevents ignot:ant alld ·unqualified physicians from .being enabled to practice. If that is true, how
does _it come that patent medicine vendors, venerea( fake
specialists and abortionists in nearly every instance have a
license"!
As to the three quoted "names." that our medical brethren
are _90 fond of calling chiropractors, we beg to. Submit that
thCre is not the slightest foundation for this slander. Chiro~
praetors are not fakers. As ~ general propositiOn chiroprac~
tors are an intelligent lot of people, grounded in the funda_mental,principles o'f the art. of healing; they are in Possession
of a theory based upon ·scientific facts, and of proven cliriical value. Anyone who is not satisfied to take treatments
from them after their theory and practice have been e~plained
is not compelled to d() ·so.
Secondly, chiropractors are by no stretch of the imagination
impostoi:s.. They_ are as sincere as any class of people ili.he
world. They believe· implicitly in their art and stand r~
at all times- to explain its principles.
ThirdlY,· chiropractors could not possibly be charlatans and.
make the· progress that is being registered in their favor.
We ~vise the medica.! men tb di-op this line· of argument,
becau~
~ody believes it anyhow. As for the dear public
we thi% b'is well able to take care of itself in these matters.
A man do s not call in a doctor to take ·care of his wife and
children until he has carefully investigated the partciular
doctor's . capability. rt was this way before there was such
a thing~ a State Board of Health, and- it.is so now., regardless
of the f~t that all -docto1·s are now licensed. People still
investigilfe before they call in a doctOr, and do not call in
anyon,e Who- is nearest just because he happens to have a
license. A state ·license is evidence that the holder thereof
had a Certain amount of ·didactic knowledge at the time that
he obtained the license, but iS no guarantee of. his present
knowledge of theory or ability to treat the sick. The ;public
generally knows this, because they frequently come . iiJ.to
contact · With- incompetents wh? nevertheless hold a license.

we have learned.
THE DEAR PUBLIC
The medical fraternity as represented by its various state
organizations is making desperate efforts to stem the tide
of ·:popular favor with which (ihiropractic is meeting by posing as the guardian of the pu~c weal and welfare. Some
people may be moved to tears by the apparently well-meant
efforts of our medical brethren to preserve them from harm
at all odds against the fakers, impostors and charlatans, as
they term the chiropractors, but we think they will be chiefly
some hysterical female pets ·that said doctors have been
treating for the past twenty years. The intelligent people
of today do not swallow that song any more. They are well
aware of the fact that the medical men were the first to
propose licensing boards, and that there were no more fatalities from malpractice before that time than there are now.
People have always had sufficient discrimination ·when it
came to selecting their medical attendant, and have alwaYs
been able to select a "good doctor" when_ they needed one.
The medical men should not give themselves so much concern
· about selecting someone to treat the sick, because we really
believe that the average American man and woman h,as
sufficient sense to know what he or she wants in this regard.
Certain it is that if chiropractors were not giving satisfaction
the public would soon dispense with· their services. In any
event, we hope that there will be no one so.foolish as tO take
. the doctors seriously when they prate about forming laws
for the protection of the dear public. Let it be understood
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So, when the ·medical men talk about licensing· practi-tioners
to protect the public, they are ieaVirig several· things unsaid.
When the public is the first to make these demands, the
sincerity of the medical men will not be so open to question.
In t4e meantime let the People decide whom they want when
. they are ill. They are fully capable to decide· a question of
this kind, and ultimately will do so anyhow.

a very stupid one where- its own welfare is concerned. A
woodchuck will sit right on the ·edge of his own doorstep
and let a dog come along and eat him.
There are, it is to be regretted, some human woodchucks
in the ranks of chiropractors. They sit complacently on
the doOrstep of the house of opportunity and let the opposition pass legislation that eats them up. Or, they will ·sit
complacently and let a few of their- brothers fight ·a hopeless fight, striving to get legislation.
We should-remember that a little effort to secure.legislation is worthless, and that eVen a big effort is fruitless. ~t
does not require merely a big effort but a tremendous, a·
superhuman effort to secure legislation in~ favor of Chiroare confronted by the best talent that money
practic.
can buy, and to meet this on an equal footing requires every
ounce·. of energy, brains, and money that we can command.
There is no room for woodchucks in the Chiropractic professiol.l today.· Every cl,liropractOr who possesses any of the
preTequisites mentioned should give them unstintingly to the
cause which he represents. The men at the helm are wor-king night and day in behalf .of every chiropractor in th~ir
state and they are entitled to every bit of support that can
be given them. Their every order should be executed at
once, their ev:ery suggestion followed without .a moment's
delay. They should be made to feel and to know that they
have behind them:, ready to do his fullest share, every single
chiropractor in their state. With the confidence. born of that
knowledge they ~ill sweep you on to victory.
·
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NO COMPROMISE
The consensus of opinion of chiropractors at the helni of

-things in_ the field seems to be that there shall be no

com~

·promise in -the- matter of legislation affecting chiropractic
practice. Most of the thinkers in the profession hold to the
view _that if an individual Chiropractic law and an independe:rit chiropractic -Board of Examiners cannot be obtained, nothing_ should be accepted in lieu thereof.
Past experience has certainly demonstrated that compromise has been more detrimental than beneficial to the practitiOners "in -those states where this has been effected. An
amalgamation with medical practitioners has demonstrated
that this state of affairs is worse ihari no law at all.
·It is well to keep in mind the fact that it really is 'easier
"to pass .a new law than to repeal an already exiSting law.
This will be .well for those to remember who seem inclined
to accept· anything for the present, thinking that it .may
easily be improved upon later on. Such things seldom come
to pass and are not to be relied upon.
We are frequently asked for our opinion in regard to
various matters affecting practitioners in various states. As
a general proposition we refrain from· assuming a dictatorial attitude- in reference to such matters because we think
that the chiropractors in different states are perfectly capable of conducting their own affairs. However, we do make
the above suggestion because we think it worth more than
a passing thought.

CHIROPRACTIC WOODCHUCKS
Some of our readers may not know what a woodchuck is
beyond the fact that it "is an animal. Yes, it is an animal and
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THE GRAND MINORITY
It is a sad fact that in some states we have the spectacle of.
a few chiropractors beru.'ing the burden that should be borne
by an concerned. Not_ only is this true in regard to the work
entailed but it also holds good when finances are considered.
Such a state of affairs should not exist. Every man and
woman in the state should lend his undivided support to
whatever moyement is being carried on in his state, whether
this be ·legislative or otherwise. It should not be left for the
minority to do the work of the majority. ·we hear much
of uslackers" nowadays in connection with the war. There
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are a regrettable number of- slack¢rs in. ·chiropractic ranks
~nd.it is time that these wake u:P -to their necessities ~nd do
something to help the caus~ for which the grand minority
is fighting.
If example counts for anything, every chiropractor in
IdahO, for instance, would by now be in the saddle ·doing
hiS share of the work and bearing his share of the financial
burden involved. Every state is furnishing a similar ex. ample and it should _be an incentive to the rank and file to
get busy and help the good work along.
It takes a- large· sum- of money to conduct a legislative
campaign arid maintain a lobby and if this money is not
forthcoming the legislative committee is seriously handicapped in it,s work. There have been cases where the money
stringency has become so acute that legislative campaigns
· have had to .be dropped ·entirely until a later date. Let us
hope that no repetition of such unfortunate occurrences will
ever again take place but that every chiropractor without
exception will contribute his "last full meas1,1re of devotion"
to the profession of which he has the honor of being a
member.

and osteOpathic professions,_ slams for the chiropra.ctic profession, and "Protection" for the public-in words. Not often
is it ·given to us to look behind the scenes where the sob
stories ·are written, the money is ·gathered and diSpensed, and
the vitriolic mud is manufactured. But occasionally we do
·get a peek through a little hole between the leaVes of a canvas· tree, and get a considerable. glimpse of the way ·the show
is run. · And as we come back with slander-sooted faces we
sometimes wonder if _a clean loser isn't after all mightier
than an uncl.ean winner. A snake may wih .in an encounter
With a robin; but we would prefer to ·have heeD. the robin.
The latest glimpse that we· have had behind the scenes
revealed a bit oi niedical self-admiration, a s;neer for us, and
a ~op for the public that is very much true to medical form.
It is· a let~er written by the president of the Wyoming State
MediCal Society to the membership asking their support in the
forthcoming fight against. the chiropractic profession of the
state. It makes several statements which we have encountered before· and which have been discussed at considerable length in these colum}ls: But, since "eternal vigilance is
the priCe of liberty," we reprint the letter· and offer some
comments apropos thereto· for, the c()nsideration of our· readers. Here. iS the letter:
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A LOOK BEHIND THE SCENES
During the coming winter the chiropractors of a nUmber
of .states will present bills to regulate Chiropr"actic before
thei,_- several legislatures. That these ·bills· will be fought
with every device of the medical and osteopathic prOfessions
is a foregone conclusioll. The usual piffle about the udear
public," the usual money-spending, and the usual mud-slinging will again be with us. The usual group of faithful
chiropractors, gallantly shoUldering the burden alone, will
again be shouldering it. The legislatures will again be
listening with more· or less comprehension to the arguments,
pro and con and referring the matter to the proper committee.
The public will be more or less apathetically looking on,
surprised that, with so many chiropractors aroUnd, it is still
alive and able to take nourishment. The stage is all ·set.
Behind the scenes the "props" are busily working making
sheet-iron thunder; crossed-wire lightning, and ammonia
tears. They are manufacturing eucomiums for. the medical
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Dear Doct.or : ·
, ·'.· .
.
AtJthe recent annual meeting· of the WyOlnirig. State Medical. Society I was elected the President.
,
.
As such officer I am endeavoring to carry out the cORsensris
of opinion of the asso~iation along .various lines. · · · · ·
Qne of the main points brought out at our meeting was the
desire .to see that the highest possible standards of medic.al
educa~wn were required· for registration under any method
by .tl~.1~ State. Of c~urse,. we have a state law-it.has many
facil~tles-but even If it were enforced the public would be
much better off.
·
' As it is to~ay we see in neariy all our cities the Chiropractor ani] various other cults flaunting their signs "Doctor"
"Dr~," etc., etc. They even sue to recov.er in the courts und~r
~he name of Doctor. Evidence has ·been collecte.d and put
m the hands of the Attorney General on these points I am
told, hut no action occurs. It· is so unreasonable th~t the
legitimate doctor of med.icirie and surgery, after his years of
labor and often privations in preparing to save the lives of
th~ public should be so slightingly considered that I am
gomg to ask you, each of you, to put forth every effort you
can in this coming election of Legislators to ascertain w'hat
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LegiSlator in· your community is for the support of higher
medical qualifications and opposed to licensing such things
as chiropractors to practice on the lives of the sick and
injured.

fications are to be. True, any craft may establish regulations
gOVerning the qualifications, ethics, and"so on, of jts memberS,
and it _ may even have these regulations incorporated· in the
statutes of the state so that- legal pmiishment to offenders
may be meted out. But its authOrity does not extend beyorid
its own circle. If some other craft employing a different
method, even though aiming' at the same general result,
enters the field, its actions are not subject to the jurisdiction
of: the first nor do_eS nor can its ''law" be made to include the
secOnd. It would be just aS reasonable. to suppose that the
' medical law could be infringed by a .chiropractor, as for a
group of churches to say that they had a monopoly on the
job· of getting the people to heaven an4 'that no new cfiurch
could do this.
·
Anybody, therefore, who wants to treB.t the sick by a
method of his own, and who can show that his method will
not endanger the lives of the people, is morally justified in
employing_ ·it for whatever .good. it will do; anQ. the medical
profession~- not having a ·monopoly on getting people weli.
has no jurisdiction in the mat~er, ina15Illuch as its legalized
regulations ai-e designed :for- and extend to- the members of
its own professiOn only. The ·chiropractor has been caring
for -the sick for tWellty-five years, which· has been ample· time
to get the public thoroughly aroused, were he a menace,- to
the point where it would demand his extermination. That
no such sentiment has ever manifested itself in any section
of any 'state in the country is ample- evidence· that the chiropractor has not done any harm. On the contrary, what do we
find? Chiropractic coming more and more into popUlar
favor,. the· profession_ adding to its numerical strength from
year_· to year, its achieve111ents for good heralded far and
wide.: The peop1e recognize in Chiropractic a blessing rather
than a curSe and that ~s why the- medical law is not- enforced.
And that is why, furthermore, _no sane attorney general, who
is .the _servant of the people, takes action against -the ·chiropractors. And that is why the M.
is treated_ slightingly
in. the niatter.
The 'people are able to see that the M. D. is exceeding
his jurisdiction When he attempts to dictate who shall and who
shall not treat the sick; and even though male tea-dancers are
sorilewhat on the increase in the U. S. A., there are still

.

I will ask you to advise me at any time relative to any aid
the Legislative Committee of your State Society can give in
your community. We have nO resPect for the political party
to whom the candidates may belong. The slush fund of the
cult desiring to become licensed as Doctor and not being a
full· _M. D. will be met with the united action of your State
Society. It is up to you to take a little personal interest nowand not leave it all to the Committee to fight out in Cheyenne.
This is just a little notice that your State Medical Society
is active. Let me hear from you in any way. You will heal'
from me again shor.tly.
Fraternally yours,

HRL/TJ

DR. H. R. LATHROP.

State of Wyoming
County of Natrona ss.
B. G. Hahn, being duly sworn on oath, says: The above
is a true copy of a letter from Dr. H. R. Lathrop, President
of the Wyoming State Medical Society, to the medical d,octors

of Wyoming.
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of October, 1920.
E. R. SHIPP, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 9,-1923.
[Notarial Seal]
The general tone of the letter is of a deploring charaete1·.
The writer deplores the fact that the state law is not more
rigidly enforced, that the attorney general takes no action
against the chiropractors, that the M. D. is treated so ·slightingly; and that more personal· interest is not taken by the .
individual physicians.
Who, in the final analysis, sees to it that the laws of a state
are enforced?. The people as represented by the legislature,
the judiciary, and the press. And Why have the people of
Wyoming, and other states, not seen to it that the medical
practice act is enforced? Bec·ause they recognize the glaring fact that it is class legislation designed to- Promote ·a
certain group interest in restraint of trade, which is in violation of one of the first articles of our constitution.
Although each st;:tte has 'police power over the health regu·
lations .of its citizens, no certain group is given the right to
appropriate to .itself sole jurisdiction in this matter to dict~.te
who shall .and who shall not engage in this particular field of '
work, what methods they shall employ, or what their quali-
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enough real men left who know that no one can dictate to
them who they want for a wife, what church they want to
attend, or what" kind of a doctor they prefer. So long as this
kincJ of liberty prevails in this country, so long will this
country last as a democracy-so long as the rights of an
American citizen are recognized, so long will it· be a privilege
to be an American citizen. And no lsingle clique has any right
to dictate to the people, or by devious ways force them into

is an economic One, not an altruistic -one. It is a conquest,
not a crusade. Let everybody look at it in that guise, for
such it is, when stripped of its sheet-iron thunder, cross;-wire
lightning, and ammonia tears.
We have seen that the demandS for adherence to the medical laws come, not from the ·people, but from the medical
· profession itself. The desire of the medical men is that
Chiropractors be forced to adopt the same· educ3.tional standards that are "demanded of physicians. And 'the reason adyanced is that a m?-n or wo·man cannot qualify for the practice of the art of healing unless they have had such ·an educcition. In other words, their con-tention is that o_ne who has
had less training than the present day physician is a danger
to the community in which -he lives. There are thr-ee consid~
erations which we desire to bring to our readers' attention
in _this coilll:ection.
First: Is it a fact that a physician whO has nOt had a
present-day medical education is a danger. to the community?
We hold that he is not. If a medical education covering ·a
term of seven years better fits a man to practice medicine
than one of three years we should expect that the mortality
rate be lower since_ the higher educational standards have
gone into effect. What· do w:e find? There are just as many
deaths per· 100,000 of population today as-:.h'ere were twentyfive years ago. Furthermore, the physician of today is not
in any sense a better doctor than his brother of twenty-five
years ago, so far as saving humari life is concerned. His
average in death certificates is just as high. Take a specific
example, if you will-Influenza.. The ·mortality rate of the
pa:p.demic of 1918 was just as high as that of the pande'mic of
1890 and the one of 1901. If higher inedical education should
do anything it should reduce mortali-ty rates; but in this
case we find that it has not added a thing to the physicianS'
capability for treating more successfully this disease. And
the same thing Precisely holds true of other diseases. We
will· admit that in the art of diagnosis the physician of today
has an advantage_ Qver his predecessOrs, although even there
they are admittedly wrong half the time. But even assuming
that they couid' make a better 9-iagnosis than formerly, what
good does that do the· patient? What he wants is to be
cured, but medicine is becoming so scientific and mechanical
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deciding, who their doctor is going to- be when they are sick.
For many years the medical profession was alone in the
healing art, and Dr. Abernathy, London, said on one occasion,
uniseases have increased in proportion as medical men· ·have
-increased." During the year 191~ there wei'e 1,096,436 deaths
in the 33 states that comprise the death· registration area of
the ·-united States. Assuming that there are two hundred
, thousand physicians in active practice in the country we
would have to credit each one with five deaths. There are ten.
thousand chiropractors in tile United States and if they each
lost as manY cases as each medical physician there would
be a total of fifty thousand deaths under Chiropractic treatment. And e;ven then their record would be just as good as
that of the medical profession. Did the Chiropractors number fifty thousand deaths among the patients they cared for?
No! Did five thousand die under Chiropractic treatment?
No! Did five hundred die? No! Did fifty die? No! And
yet the medical men try to make the people think that the
Chiropractor is a public menace!
Because the medical profession had the field to itself so
long it began to take a sort of proprietary attitude toward
the public health question. Finally it came to look Upon itself
as a sort of dictator in this field. And so it was only natural
that when other entrants into this field made their presence
known the medical profession should have offered violent
opposition to their encroaChment. Not that these newer
Schools of Healing were devoid of merit but because they
Were creating an economic state of affairs which was little
to the liking of the medical fraternity. The oft-repeated
claim that the medical profession, in trying to oust these
other Schools, was acting with the public welfare, in mind,'
has been worn threadbare, and in the light of the foregoing
figures will not bear close scrutiny. The fight being waged.
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today, that 90 per cent of a_ physician's time is given to_
diagnosis and 10 per cent to treatment. We would much
prefer to have the figures reversed in our own case, sin-ce we
would rather recover, never knowing what had ailed us, than
die with the fullest knowledge of what Our malady was.
From the standpoint of making better doctors, therefore, we
fail to see where the high educational standards of today
have anything to corrimend the:rp..· After all is _said and done,
physicians are born, not made. A good doctor is a good
doctoi not so much because of the number of years he spent
if! Sch_ool as by reason of ari inherent aptitude for treating
the sick, and one of the chiefest qualification;; of such a man
is an unusual amount of good common sense. In oui own
case _we would rather risk. our life with a good· hard-headed
practitioner who graduated twenty-five or- thirty years ago
than with some of the more recent prodUct (not all of them)
of our medical schools of today.
· Second: If the .medical training better fits a physician than
the Chiropractic training fits a Chiropractor for the practice
of the healing art, we should expect the medical mortality
rate to be very low and the Chiropractic mortality rate very
high. The medical men claim that a. Chiropractor who is
not educated the same as a physician is a public menace.
But do the facts and figures of the past twenty-five years·
prove this? Is the Chiropractor who completes an eighteen
months' course consisting of approximately 3,000 hours instruction demonstrating ·in the field of practice that he is a
menace? No evidence has ever been submitted to show that
he is; On the contrary we find him succeeding in nine cases
out of ten where tlie physician had failed. Let us take another look at the influenza pandemic of 1918. The medical
men lost ten cases out of every hundred; The Chiropractors
·lost one case ~ut of every thousand. In other w'ords, one
hundred times as inany persons died under medical tr·eatment as under Chiropractic! Does that look as though the
ChiropractOr needs more training? If mathematics is still
an exact science, we should say that the training .a Chiropractor receives is amply sufficient to fit him for the work ,
i:ri which he is engaged. Until such a time, therefore, that
the foregoing figures..are reversed we believe that the detnand
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of medical men for higher educational· standard-s for Chiropractors should be bui"ied, and- buried deep.
Third:- The real, fundamental reason for medical practice
laws-what is it? What really prompted the medical profession of the first state that had a medical law to ask the
legislature for the enaCtment of that law? For years the
medical men had gpne. on without such things as licenses,
educational standards, and so forth. The quacks were no
more common, -the incompetents no more numerous twenty~
five years ag~ than one hundred years ago. The average of
success- in saving human life was practically the same two
decades ago . as a century before. There was, therefore, no
impelling reason for creating· legal standa!ds to- impro·ve the
profes~ion, elim~nate quackery, and add to the efficiency of
the p-hysician. Certainly if the present day physicians who
have caused medical laws to be enacted found it necessary
because -of the presence of quacks and the low standards of
the :profession it is a reflection on the intelligence of their
predecessOrs of a century before \Yho did not take the trouble
to have laws enacted, inasmuch as the same condition existed
in their day. If no laws seemed necessary a hundred years
ago, what made them necess.ary thirty years ago? Or what
made it desirable all of a sudden ·to have medieal·laws en~
acted?. A~- incr,eased lo.ve of ·J:lumahity, not possessed by ·
physicians of pre-license days? A desire to be better fitted
for -the care of the sick? Neither question has a satisfactory
ansWer; the physician of the nineteenth century loved hu~
manity just ·as much as· his twentieth century brother and
statistics show that his results averaged up jUst' about the
s~me.. The globe is not cluttered up with centenarians, eVery
kid still gets· measles, and the old folks have rheumatics just
the same as in "the good oJd days." Higher medical education
hasn't changed. things so much, and if the enactment of med·
ical laws providing for higher medical educational standards
was really based upon a desire for better qualified physicians,
the experiment has certainly been a failure. The licensed,
six-year man of .today averages up just abo\tt the same as the
unl~censed, two-year man of yesterday, when judged on the
b.as1s of vital statistic~. Why? Because laws, learning, and
licenses do not change the immutable processes of nature.
But let us stop theorizing on the probable reasons for med-
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ical laws and consider the one, fundamental reason -for a
group Of human beings banding together, be they medical
men or any other kind of ·people. When we get down to ·
fundamentals we fi::hd that bands, organizations, combineS,
and what not, get together for one thing-self-preservation.
There we have the reason for the enactment of medical laws
and the establishment of educational standards-self-pres_ervation. Reading the History of Medicine we _find that prior to
the enactment of the first medical law the profession was
increasing five times as rapidly as the balance of the population of the country, Physicians finally became so numerous
that the ~ituition was getting desperate, from an economic
standpoint. The only solution was to raise the requirements
so that fewer men could .enter the profession; _and this gave
rise to the enactment of medical laws. Dispute it all you
wish, the fact remains.
Just as the physicians enacted laws to meet an economic
necessity in their oWn profession, so today they are demanding that Chiropractors be required to conform to the same
educational standards because the latter are becoming an
economic problem to the medical profession. It is an irony
of fate that ,just about the time the medical men cut down
the numbe; of physicians by making it difficult for any but
a rich man's son to go through school, an entirely ~ew school
of healing should come into being and make the economic
problem of the physician more acute than ever. And so a
determined effort is being made to force upon the Chiropractors a law that will reduce their number to a·l,llinimum, t4e
medical profession knowing from experience that nothing is
more effective.
We find that· our look behind the scenes reveals a great
deal as our eyes become accustomed to the darkened surroundings. · It is the age-old battle of forces in conformity
with the first' law of nature-:-:self-preservation, and time will
be the judge_ as to who is best fitted to survive. We -await
the verdict in supreme confidence.

TWO KINDS OF DEFENSE
To us one of the strangest paradoxes in human affairs is
the opposition accorded the man with a new idea bY: the hal-
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ance of the human race. The world moves along definite lines
at a certain rate. People engaged in various endeavors follow along the path of le.ast· reSistance, pe'rforming their-vari- ·
ous tasks in much the same manner that they have been "done
in th~ past. Consequently it is that when a man comes along
any· of these _paths with a new idea_ he is at once placed upon
a par with him who throWs a monkey-wrench into the machinery. Either he must be choked off or a readjustment becomes necessary~
One of the -biggest monkey-wrenches that was ever thrown
into a Set of machinery was when Chiropractic entered the
field of the art of healing. For years the task of caring for
humanity's sufferers -had been the exclusive province of one
privileged claSs of men. They were not under the necessity
of sharing with anyone the honor and emoluments which accrued. The field was theirs, and th~irs alone. 1-{ o one criticized their methods and they were permitted to come and go
and do as they chose. Their lnachiner_y was---running. smooth·
ly and their revenue was large. When, therefore, Chiroprac"' tic threw its big ·wrench into this machinery there was a
mighty upheaval. It became necessary either to kill off the
unwelcome intruder or· to effect- a readjustment. The first
has proven impossible . and the second has. been obstructed.
ConseqUently there has been fought a war of extermination
upon_ the wrench-throwerS that has placed them continuously
in -a defensive position.
The defense that has been and must _continue to be. placed
before the o~SJaughts of the opposition is two-fold. First of
all, the defenders of Chiropractic must defend the principles
upon which their science a~d art is· founded. Secondly,-they
must defeml_the_legality.of the practice of their-art.
The defense of our science has in the past been inadequate
in many 1;espects. It has not been of a caliber that is charac~
terized to command the admiration, respect and approbation
of the scientific world. Why? Because it has not until very
r.ec_ently heen presented in a light that could possibly be accepted by the world of science, and less still by an intensely
prejudiced-'·section of this world. The fi;rst grave error""which
was made was when claims were made that Chiropractic
would, cure anything and everything. Now, while such a
statement ~ay have been made in all sincerity and honesty,
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it bespoke- an ignorance of certai_n facts which are really a

else will cure, and that _its action is based upon sound and
irrefutable scientific_ principles. That's what we are here for.
How often do we not hear a man get up and giVe a tirade
against everything outside the field ·of Chiropractic and not
say one word about Chiropractic. What has he accomplished?
Nothing further than to give hil)'lself a reputation as 'a good
knocker. We don't want knockers in the profession-we
want boosters. You cannot be both, and you cannot boost
one thing by knocking something else. People will not fall
for· that class of arguments nowadays. All they ask is that
ymi deJiVer the goods;
Consequently we say that defense of ou.r science does not
consist in condemnation of other schools of heali.ng. No; it
cOnsists in· ·a logical definition of ·Chiropractic principles; a
lucid_ and clean-cut expla~ation of the relation between thOse
principles and Chiropracfic when applied in a practical way;
and an intelligent explanation of the modus operandi of this
actio.n. When all Chiropractors wiil learn to defend their
practice in this way the profession will make giant strides,
and they Will be in the right direction.
Some_ may say that the way to .fight- an opponent ·is by
using the same kind of weapons- that he emplOys~ _. That may
hold gOod in some cases, but it does n~t applY, here. The
quickest w3.y to enlist the sympathy of others is to tolerate
abus.e without becoming abusive in ret~rn. The more ChiropractorS are persecuted the more they will gain .the sympathy
of the world at large. People k1;1ow well enough that other
schools of _practice are not ha_mmering the Chiropractor ·because- they want to protect the innocent public from harm.
They know' perfectly well that the reason is-solely and purely
. a_ selfish one,. and their sympathy is in nine cases out of ten
with the Chiropractor.
Defense of t~e legality ·of Chiropractic practice may be
viewed- from many angl~;s. The question has become more
and more complicated. For a time Chiropractors practiced
withOut any thought being given to this matter. It was not
long, however, before they were made acquainted with the
fact that laws g·overned the practice.- of caring for the sick.
Two measures were left open to them. Either they were to.
meet the requirements imposed upon others who engaged in
the healing art or to 'discontinue practicing. Their -practice
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necessary part of the mental equipment of ~nyone who dares
to expect to convince an ·incredulous public.
Of late years there have been made well-directed and earnest efforts to overcome som.e of the bias that has been occasioned by previoUs errors. We are now striving to convince ·
the ·scientific world that- we admit the error in· many of the
statements made by our predecessors, and our efforts in this
direction are commencing to bear fruit. It is becoming quite
generally recognized now that Chiropractors do not ~laim to
be in the :Possession of a panacea for disease, but that they
recognize their limitations and are ready to confine themselves to their proper sPhere of activity. We think tliat our
recent repeated utterances of good faith in this regard have
done more to gain for Chiropractors the respect -and esteem
of practitioners of other schools than any other one thing.
It has been a habit of many Chiropractors to condem:q. the
members of every school of practice outside of their own,
and so:rrt:e are still being taught to do this. Any level-headed
man knoWs that this is a big mistake from a business point
of view, if from no other. Do you think that calling a man
names is going to sweeten his disposition toward you? Or,
do you think that picking the faults in other schools of practice is teaching anybody~ anything about your own science
and art?
A lot of rubbish has been printed in the past and after a
person is through reading it he doesn't know any more about
Chiropractic than he did before. The time whiCh we spend
trying to tear down our neighbor's fences should be spent in
making our own fences stronger. There is only one way to

help Chiropractic and that is to talk CHIROPRACTIC. Talking medicine and serum doesn't tell people what Chiropra~tic
is. We should imitate salesmen a little more. The modern
salesman does not talk !:!bout his competitor's wares, for or
against-he's too busy praising his own goods. That is the
way it should be with us. Forget drugs; forget serum; for:..
get vaccination; forget vivisection; forget needless surgery.
Our purpose in life is not to teach the world that these are
frauds, and thereby incur the enmity of our competitors. 1
Our work is to teach people and show them that Chiropractic
is· here; that it cures a long list of diseaSes that nothing
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being totally different from any ·other, they did· not consider.
themselves responsible to the same laws; and they felt that the
good they were accomplishing, often where e;Verything elSe
had. failed, entitled them to continue their practice. Prosecution followed-and persecution also. But neither served to ac~
complish their purpose. This state· of -affairs continued until
the idea of forming some kind of la\\' regulating the practice
of Chiropractic was conceived. Various kinds of laws were
devised, some of which have been passed. In certain sections,
however, the strength and influence of the opposition made
the passage of any satisfactory law impossible. As a result
protective associations· were formed to protect the Chiropractors resident in such localities. That is a brief resume of the
legal defense of Chiropractic in the past, and such conditions
"prevail today. What should be done to make this condition
less difficult and complicated?
The ideal thing would be naturally to have in every state
a Chiropractic board for Chiropractors~ There iS no qu~stion
that such will eventually be the State of affairs. In some
states laws have been passed and Chiropractors are permitted
to practice upon compliance with such laws. In some such
states they- have their own board; in others they ar~ Controlled by the medical board. It goes without saying that the
former plan is infinitely preferable.
The second kind of defense that must be engaged in by
the profession, namely that relating to their right to practice,
is, we thhtk, best carried out in the direction of making as
many friends as possible and as few enemies ·as possible.
We _should first make- friends of the public by honest and
efficient dealing, because it is, after ~11, the public that shapes
legislation. If a legislator is _convinced that the large majority of his constituents want the Chiropractors adequately
and properly protected, he will certainly see to it that their
wishes are carried out. Secondly, we should make friendS
with all the legislators. The first thing to do in this direction
is to convince them that we are a group of intelligent men
arid women; that we are engaged in an honorable calling,
and that the protection of the Constitution applies to us as
well as to any. other class of reputable American citizens. We
_need then have no fear that such legislators will not pass
laws favorable to our cause. Thirdly, we should make friends
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. with practitioners of other schoolS. Some violently disagree ·
with this proposal, we know. B.ut, let us as;k:, is. 'it niore to
.)ur advantage to have medical men and osteopaths feel
friendly to us, or can we gain more. by making them- dislike
us? Some say: ','They hate us now, and it's impossible to
make them like us." The trouble with such peOple is that
they do not know how .to make- themselves liked. One Chiropractor goes to a certain .town, and there isn't a_ medical man
or .osteopath in town that does not wish the Chiropractor
were a hundred miles away. But that· Chiropractor one year
later is on the _best of terms with every other doctor in the
tOwn and has work referred to him by them. Another goes
to another town, and gets the same first _reception, and it is
only perfectly natural that such a reception is given in either
case. In six months, however', the second Chiropractor has
been arrested or obliged to leaVe the town. Now, why did the
first Chiropractor succeed and the second one fail ? Here is
the answer: The first man showed himself to be a man, he
made friends with his competitors, he compelled -them to like
him, and he was done to by others' as he did unto~ others.
The second man was narrow and fault-finding, he knocked his
competitors, he acquired their enmity, and he got just exactly
what he might have expected. Now, there are hundreds of .
such examples,_ and they prove that-it is a fact that we can
accomplish more by making. a friend of our competitor than
by making an enemy of him. This fact has been demonstl·ated on a much larger scale seVeral times in the past. We
refer to one instance in particular where one man's ill-advised
and ill-considered actions prevented an entire state from
securing legislation just v.;hen they were an the point of se~uring it. The law in question was not the best pOssible, but
It was a great deal better than ilo law at all for the time
being. ~t may seem very heroic to call everyone else names
but it never gets you very far, and discretion is often th~
better-part of valor. We hold steadfastly to· the idea that
you can get more ·by diplomacy than by fighting, and the
best way to defend yourself is by first cutting down the number of you\: enemies by converting them into your friends.
By doing this it will not be long till all necessity for selfdefense will ~ave vanished.
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THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE IS-?

~he strUggle for Supremacy in ·the Province of Ontario b~
the medical profession is in full swing. The medical men are
organized _as never before and- every conceivable means is
being employed in this supreme effort to banish ·forever the
"cults," or more correctly, the men and women who _practice
branches of the healing art that do not come under the pres~
'ent definitiori of medicine. And when we say the present
definition of medicine we are saying a page full. The present
definition of medicine is no lOnger broad enough to -include
everything and must be revised to meet the circumstances of
the present time.

There are a number of thoughts that come to us as we
consider this tyrannical measure that an autocratic clique
is striving to force down the throat of a supp'Osedly demo:...
cratic people. By what right can a cert.ain. craft change its
definition periodically to make it include anything it wishes
to absorb and amalgamate as its own 7 Here we have a
situation that for pure effrontery and audacity is absolutely
without counterpart. It attacks every tradition, every principle, and every right of a free-born citizenry. It ~nslaves
the mind, body and Soul of a nation of people. It ra1ses the
banner of caste above the flag of freedom in the face of a
people that -has given its all to make this a fair and .square
, world. To what a pass have things come that a certain class
Would even dare to hint at arrogantly usurping the-rights of
others, to say nothing of . attempting to have a legislature
legalize their· felonious act 7
·
_
.
The pr_esent endeavor of the medical profession _to maJt,e
its definition include everything used· to relieve disease is all
the above. In what possible. way can one justify their attempt to take the product of another's min~ and make it
their own? The practice of medicine is one thing only-the
practic-e of mCdicine. It is not
practice of Chiropractic.
Not being so, it has no jurisdiction over Chiropractors, morally scientifically, economically or politically. It has one duty
oni;......;...to keep its own house clean-a job that will keep it
sUfficiently busy, by the way, without seeking to govern the
affairs of others.
' It has neVer been given its assumed right to guard the

the

health of the people and dictate what one may or may not
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do to preserve this priceless treasure. Accordingly, it cannot advance .this specious ·argument to justify its appropriation of Chiropractic. And it has demonstrated its inability
to exercise- this function even thOugh it were granted, for.
an hour's -review of medical literature will reveal passages
asserting that in over a' hundred diseases medicine is_ worthless. In the same breath they conVict themselves of incompetency and claim the right of".guardianship over the lives of
the peOple. What· a paradox!
The sponsor for this new· definition of the p~actice of medicine saYs _in the sanie breath that it includes ·everything p3.st,
. pres€:nt and to come, but that "the ~egular niedical profession
is not trying to -or attempting to _shut anyone out., Here
i_s the new definition, and we leave the reader to judge_ for
himself whether or not this is a· shut-out for everY~ne ef{cept
the- regular medical profession:
"The practice of medicine shall mean and include diagnosing, healing, alleviating or attempting to diagnose, heal
or alleviate any ailments, defect or niental condition, directly
or indirectly, by advice, assistance or any action whatever,
with or without the use of drugs, or ·any other :-means."
This definition rep1·esents· the biggest piece ·of larceny that .
has ever been attempted. It is theft, pure and simple. There
is not one. single redeeming feature about--it.. It is such a
palpable attempt to approPriate what belOngs to others that
it should be cast aside by every legi'slator as a sop to his
intelligence and a slur upon his integrity. It is not worthy
of a single moment's debate.
We have only one motive in saying these things-a sense
of fair play. We would be just as quick to condemn Chiropractors were they to attempt anything similar. We have
no desire -to practice medicine oi-_ osteopathy. We have perfected· a. science and an art separate arid distinct from either
of these ·schools of healing, and all we ask to do is that measure of good which we can. We are fully capable of regulating' our own affairs and deny to anyone else jurisdiction over
us. We cling jealously to that which is ours 3.nd will not
see it purloined by another. Surely anyone Would laugh
Chiropractic to· scorn wei:-e it to attempt the incorporatton in
its definition of the use of certain medicinal remedies and
sm·gical. procedures. Neither _has .the medical profession any
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right to frame a new definition of its practiCe that will include Chiropractic.
But this has been the history of the "regular medical profession" since time immemorial. Its first struggle was with
the homeopaths, a group of physicians Who made the first
departure- ever undertaken from the one and only practice
of treating disease that had held undisputed sway for centuries past. When the strength of the homeopathic profession reached alarming proportions and the people by the tens
of thousands deserted the allopath for the homeopath the
regular medical profession strove with all the power it possessed to amalgamate: the new school of ·healing.
The
hitherto all-sufficient definition of the practice of medicine
was revised so as to include the princiPles of homeopathy,
and thus there came into being the regular medical profession as distinguished from the allopath who practiced -only
allopathy and the homeopath who practiced only homeopathy.
Next upon the scene came the osteopath. Again a bitter fl.ght was waged against this new intruder, which ended ·in
failure to eradicate osteopathy. The previous experiment
was then resorted to, and the definition of the practice of
medicine received another alteration to suit the needs of the
hour. As a result osteopathy is slowly disintegrating as .a
distinct school _of practice and is largely under medical domination and beComing amalgamated with medicine.
There followed in rapid .succession various schools of medical practice, such as the eclectics, physiomedics_, etc., _all of
which were absorbed by the regular medical profession. Electrotherapy-, hydrotherapy, mechanotherapy,- suggestotherapy
and every other remedial agent. that was ever- devised was
first heaped with l'idicule by the regulRr- medical profession
and then boldly appropriated under the title- "practice of
medicine." The changing of the definition of the practice of
·medicine became so common that one never ·knew from one.
day to the next what tP,e latest definition was.
Now there occupies -the stage· the regular medical profession and the profession of Chiropractic. For. over twenty
yem·s Chiropractors h3.ve been opposed at every turn by the
medical profession, but Chiropractic grew in spite Of "every
obstacle thrown in its path until toda)T it is a force that ·must
be reckoned with. OnCe again th-e regular medic"al .p"rofes-
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sio~ ~-s about to resOrt to·its time-·worn method of seeking-to
lcgahze· a new definition of its piactice-olle-that will embrace
the. ~rinciples ·of Chiropractic_ an~ drive its Practitioners into
obliVIon. And ·when that has been accomplished-When
ChiropraCtiC _is dead-when the_ thousands who might be re~
stored to health. through spinal adjustment are left miserably
to die, as they did· before Chiropractic came intO the world
you, dear reader, can thank the medical profession for thi~
beneficent;piece of business. The ·reiu.Iar medical profession
which claims to be. doing all this io protect --the public! ·The
regular medical profession which extends with one hand the
promise of prOtection of the public welfare and holds in the
other_ a bomb to destroy a means of regaining health! .
It is tinie that the definition of the practice of medicine be
:made. fixe~ instead of flexible, a thing of definite and la-sting
meamng mstead of a whim of the moment _subject to any
ch~nge_ that may suit its own convenience or _requirements.
It IS time that actions of this kind be punished instead of
condoned, repudiated instead of sanctioned, discarded instead
of endorsed.
The day of autocracy is gone; the day of class privilege is
dead; the_ day ·of might over tight is no more. And this
applies not· alone to_ kings and emperors but to all men who
entertain similar aspirations even thOugh perhaps in a lesser
degree. The demobracy for which our thOusands have bled
and died is not a piece of democracy, it is the whole fabric.
It ·is the kind that gives to all- men the right to order their
lives in the manner which suits them best,. provided it does
not conflict with the rights of his fellow men.
·
If there is one phase o_f human 3.ffairs as regards the in~
dividu,al ~o which this applies most especially, it is his right
to employ whatever ·means he may desire to keep his bodily
health. No intelligent man oi woman needEi another to tell
him what is harmful and. what is beneficial.. E:ven a dog is
endowed by nature with an instinct that helps him carry on
the fight for self·preservation.
Consequently for the medical profession to claim that it
alone knows what is good or bad for people is entirely absurd.
As a ~atter of fact this· claim is simply' advanced in support
of therr plea that they be permitted to regulate all health
affairs and consequently all schools of healing.. It gives
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them a power that is liinitless and that enables them to crush
every competitor and maintain undispUted sway in- the field
of healing. Such a state of affairs is inadmissible in a de-_

duty, thetefore, is to enact that kind Of legislation which will
protect and regulate Chiropractic,"
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mocracy-it reeks too much of autocracy.
Legislation -should be enacted that governs, controls and
regulates the medical profession and empowers _certain of its
members to enforce the laws framed for that purpose. Another legislative act should govern tlie dental profession; another one the osteopathic profession; still another the chiropractiC profession. In no instance should it be possible for
any one of these professions tO attempt to iniringe upon the
rights of an:ot:her, much less seek to control jt for selfish interests. When a certain craft, trade or profession has defined
its aims, object, principles and practice, that definition should
be made to stand for all time and it should nOt be possible for
such a craft, trade or profession to steal what belongs to
another by changing its definition so that it will include the
other and virtually swallow it and absorb it.
That is what the medical profession is attempting to do
today and it is time that a sharp halt be called on such utterly
unjust and unlawful practices. The legislature of the province of Ontario should rise as one man and say to the medical
profession: "You have already defined what the practice
of medicine is. If the practice of medicin_e has not changed,
then there i~ llo necessity for changing the definition Of the
practice of medicine. If the practice of medicine has changed
such a change must come from within, to justify alteration
of your definition. You, however, admit that the basis of
your contentions comes from without the ranks of your profession. They ,are, therefore, extraneous and outside your
jurisdiction. The Chiropractic profession affirmS that Chiropractic is not the practice of medicine, and since it is the
privilege of every craft to define itself, provided its definition does not conflict with the rights of others, we must conclude that the practice of Chiropractic is NOT the practice
of medicine. ·The practice of medicine cannot legally be made
to include the practice of Chiropractic, inasmuch as the latter
is not the practice of medicine as already· defined, and which
definition does not' include Chiropractic practice. There is
accordingly no reason for changing the definition of the practice -of medicine, which must stand as it isr Our only present

AN OPTIMISTIC EDITORIAL
There is and can be no successful argument againSt the
contentiOn that at the present time chiropractors' should -concern themselves mostly if not solely with those .things that
pertain to the legal phase of our profession. That is really
the most imPort{tnt factor in our existence at this moment.
Without a legal standing we are almost without any secure
foundation. Our science may_ be founded Upon the most cor~
rect premises and principles; it may have the most sincere
moral support of those who have been benefited by its influence; and its practice inay be justified by the resultS
which it accomplishes. But without a positive and unqualified legal endorsement it is like a chair. with only three legs
-it is borind to fall over sooner or later. Therefore it is that
we say chiropractors shOuld be concerned chiefly with the
legaliZation of their profession and its practice. You may be
in the possession of the greatest power• but if you are not
pei'mitted to use it, you are as helpless as a baby.
The· legal pot is boiling as never before, and reports con~
tinue to pour in upon ·us from every corner of the land. Some
of these returns are a shout·of victory, others a note of failure; some are a cry. of hope, others a wail of despair. And
yet, not ih a sihgle instance has there been anythitig that
shoUld give rise to aught but encouragement of the highest
order. In every .state the results have been such as to m3.ke it
certain beyond the shadow of a reasonable doubt .that the
next· attempt will be crowned with· success. One state reports failure to Pass the Chiropractic bill by one vote; another
shOwS that the bill failed to pass by the narrOw margin of
three votes; and in still another _the bill failed to come up
for· final reading on accOunt of adjournment of the legislative
session. Is .there anything to be discouraged about in such
reports?. Assuredly not. On the other hand, there is every
reason for rejoicing and hopefulness bordering o.n assurance.
A little greater effort and a trifle more unified action will
carry the Chiropractic bills through to victory in those states·,
with flying colors, the next time they are presented~
Another fact that we can keep constantly before us is _that
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opposition to Chiropractic is slowly but surely dying out. The
opposing forces, M~dicine and Osteopathy, are beginning- ti?
see that 'it is next to useless to fight suCh a superb bunch
of fighterS as the chirOpractors are proving them-selves to
be. Formerly, as soon as a chiropractor showed his face
in a town every medical man and osteopath in .the vicinitY
was hot upon hjs traii. Today. however, the chiropractor
takes his place beside them, usually on an even footing, and
merely incurs their jealousy by taking away most of the~r

sensible viewpoint which is certain tO redound ·to the good
of all concerned. Today chiropractorS after 3. goodly number of lessons have come to the conciusiOn that the best
course _to pursue is one of -the same kind of tolerance which
they themselves are 'preachhig. In other woi:-ds, theY are
attending strictly to their own -affairs, are devoting their time
to· boosting themselves instead of knocking the other fellow,
and ·are generally so collducting themselves as to gain the
resPect and esteem of their competitors. This attitude- is
gradually_ doing away with One Of the greatest causes ·of
· ·law suits of the- past, and, t~ken in connection with the one
previously mentiOned, Will make arrests of chiropracto1·s unheard of in the very near future.
·
It is our· firm Conviction .that if we conduct -oursehtes in
·such a way -as to not give offense to anyone and confine our. selves to. our own field of endeavor arrests ·of chiropra~tors
will be ~ut in half during the present year. As already
stated, opposition, both .individual and organized, is rapidly
diminishing and will soon have entirely _vanish·ed. This will
make the passage of la"\-Vs regulating the practice of Chiropract-ic an· easy matter in the future, and, ill our opinion, the
first step that should be taken when trying to pass a chiropract~~ bill is to see to it· that all opposition to that bill is
dispo~-~d of. This can be done partly, as it has been in the
past, by educating the people and in turn influencing, through.
them, :the legislators in our favor. But even More can- be done
in this direction by another method, and that is by every
chiropractor so ·conducting himself that the profession as a
whole will come to be Jooked upon .as distinotly worthy of
the confidence for which it is asking.
Viewed from this standpoint we can see no reason why the
outlook is llot distinctly bright and hopeful. There is nothing in the past of chiropraCt,ic achievements that does not
give promise of still gre~ter accomplishments in the future.
We have made more rapid strides than any popular movement that has eVer been· undertaken in ·this country. That
fact alone should ·destroy every vestige of pessimism. When
we add to that the fact above outlined, namely, that opposition is becoming progressively more feeble, we have every
reason for feeling a warm glow of optimism that will en1
killdle a hope, -enthusiasm and confidence that will carry us on
to that goal fOr which we are striving.

clientele;
Even organized Medicine and Osteopathy, which have in
the past waged such a furious war of extermination upon
chiropractors have discontinued. 'their ill-begotten effortS as
useless. They have been given so many adverse decisipns by
the courts that they have become thoroughly discouraged.
At the present time,- when a ·chiropractor is accused of practicing inedicine, he can present such an array of -court decisions in his favor that the opposition knows its case is lost
before it is tried.
As a result oi' air this, trials of chiropractors are becoming
less and 'less frequent, and they will ultimately be· nothing
but a ~emory. This will be true, of course, with one proviso,
namely, that chiropractors will not dabble in those things
which do not come withiil their province. And there is very
little danger that they wil ever be tempted to do that. They
have no reason for using anything except spinal adjustment,
for, as we have said so often, a chiropractor _could go. out
as a specialist in one single disease and succeed. If we will
therefore confine ourselves strictly t9 our practice as laid
down in the official definitions of Chiropractic we will eliminate one of the greatest causes of legal actipns.
There is another reason why arrests of chiropractors are
becoming less common, and that is this: Chiropractors are
no longer so prone to invite trouble as they formerly. were;
There was a time when certain chiropractors left their school
co:hsidering themselves avowed enemies of all doctors of
other branches of the healing art. They went ·around "with
a chip on their shoulder" and there is no denying that many
of them got what they were looking for. The man who is
tempting fate and inviting trouble usually finds more than he
anticipates. This foolish attitude is fast giving way to a
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, During the last half century the medical profession, as
represented by the American Medical Association, has waged
continual warfare against the several schools of healing that
_have come into being during this time.- First it was the
Homeopaths, then the Eclectics, next the Physiomedics, then
the Christian Scientists, neXt the Osteopaths, finally the
Chiropractors. One after another, these various Schools of
healing have been obliterated or absorbed. All but the ChiroM
practic. This haS given organized medicine more trouble than
any other and shown less· disposition to be denied the right
of existence than· any other.
At fairly regular intervals the Journal of the American
Medical Association has made attacks on Chiropractic most of
which have been unfounded ·and unfair. We have always been
able to make an answer to these attacks that to any openminded person must have carried conviction. And this has
been the case whether the assault was made against Chiropractic science, education, or merit.
The latest contribution to the campaign of persecution
waged by the American Medical Association appears in the
Journal of the A. M. A. of July 3. That this tirade is just
as unfair as any of its predecessors we ·are preparec.I and
intend tO show. The attack is represented by two separate
articles which we present herewith. The first deals .with· the
Universal Chiropractors Association, which was recently enjoined by the Board of Registration and Education of Illinois
from operating in this state. The- second article is a commentary on the Palmer School of Chiropractic, whose methods, course of instruction and officers are .freely criticized.
VVe will consider first the article dealing with the Universal
Chiropractors Association, which reads as follows:
Illegal Practice by Medical Cult Practitioners
Chiroprators and followers of other medical cult_s are doubtless practicing in many states in direct vjolation of the medical
practice acts. Chiropractors, especially, are aided and abetted
in doing so through an organization known as the Universal
Chiropractors' Association of Davenport, Iowa, which has as
its offiCers some who are also closely identified with a chiropractic school in that city. Such illegal practice cOuld doubtless be checked if not- totally done away -with, if· in more
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states such energetic action we1·e taken against them as is
now. being ·conducte_d in Illinois by the Department of Regis~ratlon and Education. As referred. to iil our news columns
this week, teihporary injunctions_ are being- is_sued individually against all chiropractors_· in Illinois in an attempt to
break the vicious circle established by the Universal Chirop.rators' Ass_ociation, which is ~ncouraging a wholesale violabon of law. If those who desll'e to practice the art of healing are not willing to comply with such reas_onable educational s_iandard _as will render the public safe from ignorance
and in_competence,_ then they should not be granted legal
authorxty to practice; nor s_hould they be permitted to practic~ on the public ~llegally through the machinery they themselves have established to evade the penalty for so doing.
The opening sen te;nce of this article that "Chiropractors
. . · • are practicing in many ·states_ in -direct violation
of the medical practice acts" is cons_iderably removed ·fJ,'om
- the truth, for several reason, Firs_t of all, there are four·
teen states in which Chiropractic has been given legal recognition th1·ough the enaetme_nt .of a chiropractic practice act.
In eight s.tates Chiropractic has_- been given legal recognition
by being incorporated in the medical practice acts of those
states. It is true that in some of thes_e latter states_ cl~iro
practors are practicing withou_t a license,. but they are doing
it in conformity with .the public will as they- have generally
been acquitted when brought to trial for practicing without
a license, because it was so plain that they Were discriminated
against by the medical board which- dominated them. In five
other states the Supreme Court has_ rendered a decis_ion to
the effect that Chiropractic is riot the practice of medicine
and that, therefore, the chiropractors in· such states are not
guilty of infringement of the medical practice acts_ of those
states. II!- the· remaining states, many of which will undoubtedly enact chiropractic legislation in the next year,
there is no law against the practice of Chiropractic eve:h
though the medical ass_ociations have striven to secure the
passage of such legis_lation. There are but three states out .
of the forty-eight whos_e Supreme Courts have decided that
Chiropractic is_ the practice of medicine, and that a chiro·_ praetor is_ legally guilty of practicing medicine in those states_
inasrimch as the legal definition of the practice of medicine
in thos_e states makes llo mention of. spinal adjustment. In
forty-five states_ out of the forty-:-eight, therefore, a Chiropractor can in no mann~1· be cons_idered as ·upraeticing in
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direct violation· of the medical Practice acts." · On the con·
trary, in nearly one-half the states he has received the sanction of the -legislature to practice; while in the other half,
excepting the three in which the Supreme Courts have decided adversely, no legal stamp of any kind has. been- ~ut
on the practice of Chiropractic, except in local tnal~ whtch
have been decided more often in favor Of than agamst the
chiiopractor who was proSecuted.
In view of the foregoing, the succeeding sentence which
states that uchiropractors are aided and abetted in doing
so (violating-the medical practice acts) through • : · . the
Universal Chiropractors' Association • • • " carrie~ httle
weight. The truth of the matter is that the Un_1versal
Chiropractors' Association does not and will not aid any
chiropractor to-_ violate a chiropractic law. It holds that ~11
chiropractors must comply with the law of .the state 1n
which they practice, provided that the law i$ being faithfully
administered by the board appointed for this purpose. To
prove that this is true, one need only look into ~he records
of the Association, where it will be found that 1t does n~t
operate in the states having a chiropractic law. ~he Umversal Chiropractors' Association operates only m those
states in which the status of Chiropractic has not yet -been
legally defined or in which the medica~ a~so~iations ha;e
succeeded in securing the enactment of discnmmat?ry le?Islation In these state the right of persons to practice Chuopracti~ has never been legally decided, except in local cases_
where the decision of the court has been more often in favor
of than against the chiropractor. In view of these facts
we fail to see any reason why the chiropractors do ~ot
possess the right to eStablish ways and me~ns of defendmg
themselves against prosecution and persecutiOn a~d use those
meails until the Supreme Court shall have decided whether
or not a chiropra:cto1' has the right to practice ~is profess~on.
These considerations make it plain that the Umversal Chiropractors' Association is_ not aiding anyone to ?l'eak a l~w,
because there being no law against the practice of Chiropractic,' the chiropractor is not guilty until pr?ven ~o by ~ue
process of law. Any court with an open mn~d will d7c;de
in favor of a chiropractor who is charged with practicmg
medicine because Chiropractic is not the practice of medicine
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nor can it in any manner be construed aS_ such. The medical
associations wan,t to control the entire healing art, and their
activity in opposing other schools of healing arises from
pui·ely selfish motives and not in- a desire to save the people
from being_ exploited. One judget in rendering a verdict in
favor of a chiropractor, made the statement that if Christ
were to be on earth today healing the sick, He would be
arrested by the A. M. A. for practicing medicine without a
license. We almost believe it~ Cases by the dozen could be
cited in which chiropractors have been acquitted of the charge
of practicing without a license, all going to show that it is
simply a matter ~f opinion whether a _man is breaking the
medi.;:al ·laws when he is practicing Chiropractic. Certainly a
man who, without a license to do so, is guilty of violating
t1:Ie law_ because in every state there is a law .Which provides
that any person who wishes to engage in work of that kind
must have complied with certain definite requirements and
have obtained a license so to do. But when it comes to
adjuSting the vertebrae it is an entirely different matter
because this mode of treatmept is not the practice of medi.:.
cine. It is one way of caring for the sick, and medicine
is another way. Neither system has a right ·to dictate to
the other, and we submit that when the medical fraternity
tries to run Chiropractic affairs. it is overstepping itself
and dealing in matters that do not concern .it. The medical
professi~n, which evinces such extreme fears .for the public
we1fare, should remember that Chiropractic has been in
existence a quarter of a century without having done anything
that might cause it to be considered a menace to public
welfare. We believe that if it were as dangerous as"'"'"'the
American Medical Association would have us believe, the
people would long ago have rid themselves of- the danger
without ·the suggestion or asSistance of the medical profession. It- is, however, very apparent that the public. after
twenty-five. years' experience with _Chiropractic. is not being
frighteneQ. by the ubogie man" that the medical profession is
constantly talking about. Too many thousands who have
been cured after a course of Chiropractic adjustments when
medicine failed to give them relief are ready to affirm that
Chiropractic is a blessing and not a menace.
In the 'following sentence the writer su~ges'ts that usuch
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iilegal practice· coulcl- doubtlesS be checked, if not totally done
away with, if in more states such energetic action Were taken
against them as is now- being. conducted in. Illinois by the
Department of Registration and Education." As w.e r~ad
this little bit of sophistry our mind reverted to the tlll.e
-when Illinois was called the "plague spot of the medical
profession." It was not so many years ago that there were __
fifteen medical schools in Chicago, every- one of which was
a more or less close corporation, and many of wh~ch were
far from being as good as they might have been. Therefore~
"let him wh,o is without sin cast the first stone." As rega:ids
the suggestion that Other states take energetic action agai~st
the chiropractors we can only say th~t we welcome it. Not~
ing has stimulated the growth of Chiropractic so much as
the opposition waged _against it. That has been the history
of Chiropractic in every state in the Union. We are glad
that Illinois has followed the example of some other states
in ·which there is today a chiropractic law. Chiropractic
thrives on persecution. It is the cement which holds the
members of the profession together and brings about a
united action that overcomes the opposition placed against its
progress. Let Illinois bring out her guns, and let the A. M. A.
remember that when tlie smoke of battle clears avyay the
chiropractors will be alive· and well. lt is plain t?at f:w
states will, however, do what the Department of Reg1str~t10n
and Education of Illinois has set out to do. There are mighty
few states in which such action could be instituted with any
hope of success. Many have tried already and found the task
beyond them; others have given Chiropractic legal recognition aild-a number are on ·the verge of doing so; the balance
recognize that the time is past when Chiropractic can b~
wiped out. We fear, therefore, that the suggestion will fall
for the most part on deaf ears. The temporary injunctions
issued against individuals to prohibit them from contributing
to ihe support of the Universal Chiropractors' Association
must still be made permanent. Assuming that this will be
done next September the medical assOciation will have another and much stronger factor to deal with-the public.
When a chiropractor is prosecuted in Illinois and no ,longer
has the Universal Chiropractors' Association to assist him
in his defense he will find others to help him, provided ~e

needs assistance. It is today almost impossible to find a
jury ·of twelve ·men in most Illinois towns who would convict
a·chiropractor, because the-people know What the chiropractor
is doing for the "hopeless'~ cases in the town. And the financial assistance that he_ may require will be readily forthcoming, never fear. Ten years ago the method being tried
by the medical association might have been successful.
TodaY7""never!
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Volumes might be w:ritten on the subject matter of the next
sentence of the article, which reads, urr those who desire to
practice th~ art of healing are not willing to comply with
such -reasonable educational standards as will render the publ-ic safe from ignorance and incompetence, then they should
not be granted legal authority to practice • • ." Now,
who ever said that chiropractors are ·unwilling to comply with
reasonable educational standards? Certainly the chiroprac~
tors never have refused to comply with reasonable stand-'
ardS; on the contrary, in practically . every state they have
presented bills to the legislature aimed at the establishmen~ ·
of definite ·educational- standards with which every chiropractor practicing_ in the state is expected to comply. What disturbS the medical profession is that the. req'uirements of the
chiroparctors are not as high as those of the medical men.
They_ realize that because of the somewhat lower ·educational
requirements of the chiropractic. profeSsion many will be
enabled to enter the profe·ssioii who would be prevented from
doing so if they had to take the course .of studY that· is today
required in first class medical schOols.- They know that this
brings. into competition with them an increasing number of
chiropractors and that their income will suffer as a result.
That explains their objepction to Chiiopractic ed¥catioilal
standards; that is the real motive behind their opposition.
Their contention that chiropractors should have the same
amoun.t ·of instruction as the medical men in order that they
be coinpetent to treat the sick is all "popycock." Did they
raise their requirements from two collegiate years to six
six beCause the physicians of· the last generation Were incompetent?· No, dear reader; they raised them to make it
more difficult for others to enter the profession which was
already overcrowded. It was not an overpowering desire on
the part of the medical profession to protect the public but
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a consuming wish to redUce competition that lead it -.to
establish higher educational standards. And it is the same
economic factor that is at work today in the struggle of the
A. M. A. to compel chiropractors to conform to high educational requirements. The ·public is j_ilst as "safe" today as it
ever was; just as many people are dying every ten years
nciw as in any previous decade of the country's history. The
immutable laws of nature are just as much -in force in this
enlightened twentieth century as in- the Dark Ages. The
mortality rate in the "Flu" epidemic of 1918 was just as
staggering as that of the deadly pestilence that dec~mated
the population of Europe three hundred years ago. But,
enough! Why go on recOunting what is self-evident'? Any
business man. would laugh at the crude, worn-out legislative
arguments used by the. healhig professions. And we. wonder
how many of the people are really -fooled by the high-sounding arguments of the medical writers. Mighty ~ew, we think.
After all, it is going to be- decided ultimately on one basis
anyhow, namely, is Chiropractic any good or isn't it. Twenty
million people already believe that Chiropractic is not a
menace and that in the hands of ·chiropractors with present
standards of education the public is safe. Apropos the
foregoing -we reprint an editorial that appeared in the De.cembel: (1916) issue of th~ Journal, entitled "The Dear
Public":
The medical fraternity as represented by its variOus state
organizations is making desperate efforts to stem the tide of
popular favor with which Chiropractic is meeting by posing
as the guardian of the public weal and welfare. Some people
may be moved to tears by the apparently well-meant efforts
. of our medical brethren to preserve them from harm at all
Odds against the fakers, impostors and charlatans, as they
term the chiropractors, but we think they will be _chiefly
some hysterical female pets that said doctors have beeh. treating for the past twenty years. -The intelligent ·people of
today do not swallow that song any more. They are well
aware .of the fact that the medical men were -the first to
pl"opose .licensing Poards, and that there were no more fatalities from malpractice before that time than there are now.
People have ·always been able to pick out a "good doctor"
when they needed one. The medical men should not give
themselves so much concern about selecting someone to
treat the sick because we really believe that the average
American man and woman has sufficient sense to know what
he Or she wants in this regard. Certain it is that if chiro-
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P!actoi"s were not giving -satisfaction, the public would soon
di~penE;e with their servi_ces .. In any event, we hoPe that there
Will be no- one so foolish a.s. to take the doctors seriou·sly
when they p~ate abo.ut formmg laws for the protection of
~he d~ar pu?h~. Le~ 1~ be und_erstoo(J. that ·their prime reason
m domg this IS to lumt the numbers· in their profession and
prevent the entrance into· the realm of the art of healing ofany outsiders. That is the real reason for the formation

?f State Boards of .Health. ,T}tey claim that it prevents

Ignor~nt .and unqp.alifi.ed physicians from being enabled to
P!actlce. If that-Is true, how does it come that patent ·medicme vendors,- venereal fake speci;:!.lists _and abortionists in
nearly. every_ instance have a license '?
·
As t!) the three quoted "names'' that our medical brethren
are so.· fond of ca!ling chiropract_ors, we beg to submit that
there IS not the slightest foundation for this. slander. Chirop:raetC?rS- are. not ~akers. As a general proposition chiropractors are a:n ~ntelhgent lot of people, grounded "in the funda-..
mental priilciples of the a~ o~ healing; they are in possession
of a theory based up~n sCienti:f!.c facts, and of proven clinical
value. Anyone who IS not satisfied to take treatments frOm
them _after their theory and practice has been explained is
not comp~lled to do so.
. Secondly, chiropractors ~re by no stretch of the imagination
Impostors. They are as smcere as any class of people in the
world. They b_elieve implicitly in their· art and stand ready
at al~ times t~ explain its principles.
Thirdly, chiropractors could not possibly be charlatans
and make .the progres~ that is being registered in their ,favor.
We adVIse.- the m~dical.men to drop this line of .argument,
becau~e D;ob.o4y beheves It anyhow. _As fOr the dear public
we thmk It IS well ab~e to take care of_ itself_ in these matters.
A .man doe.s·-pot call m a doctor to take care of his wife and
children until he ·has carefully investigated the partict.llar
doct?r's capability. It was this way before there was such
a thmg as a State Board of Health, and it is so now, regardle~s ?f
fact that all ·doctors are now licensed. People
~till mvest1gate J>efore the-y;, call in a doctor, and do not call
m .anyone who IS nearest JUSt because he happens to have
a hcense. A state· license is evidence that the holder thereof
~ad a_certain amount of didactic knowledge of theory or abil-

the:

Ity to treat the sick. The public generally knows this· be-

cause they frequently come into contact with incompetents··
who neverth~less hold a license. So, when the medical men
talk abo~t licensing practitioners to protect the publiC they
are leaVJ.ng several things unsaid. When the public is the
fi~st to make these demands, the sincerity of the medical men
will not b~ so open to question. In the meantime let the
people decide wholl! th;ey want when they are ill. They are
fu.lly_ capable to decide a question of this kind, and ultimately
Will do so anyhow.
We .now come to the second article, which is reproduced

hereWith:
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The FoUntain· Head· of Chiropractic; Whit of Its Pi'oduct?
The Palmer .School of Chii-opractic advertises itself as "the
fountain-head'' of Chiropractic. The folloWing will give some
intimation in regard to the character of the "stream" that
comes fronl it:
The 1920 .annual announcement of this school states that
students are taught not only "how to· act with patients in
and out of the office" but also "how to successfully advertise." From the beginning, therefore, methods are taUght
which, from the time of Hippocrates, have been looked on ·as
quackery. It is also- stated that the students complete their
"freshman," "sophomore," "junior" and "senior" courses in
four months each, or altogether in sixteen months. In another place the reader is informed that, in case the student
finds it impossible to remain for more than twelve months,
the school will, nevertheless, confer on him the degree of
D. C. (Doctor of Chiropractic). By remaining at the school
six months- longer he would be granted an additional" degree,
that of Ph. C. (Philosopher ·of- Chiropractic), if- he--got "an
A grade on each and every paper submitted."
The statement that a "common school" education is required
for admission may mean nothing more than the bare ability
to read and write. Granting, however, that it is the equivalent of the eighth grade in the public schools, the p_rofessional
training, according to the usual methods of calculating
standards in general education, would be considered of no
higher grade than that of one and a half years of high
school work. This low entrance qualification is in marked
contrast to the requirements for admission to medical sChools
in which students must have completed a four year high
school course and in addition .two years of work in a reputable
college of arts and sciences, including courses in physics,
chemistry and biology.
Another significant statement in this announcement is that
a student "may matriculate on any week day." This indicates
at once that_ no intensive col.lrse of study is giVen in_ this
institution such as is required in medical- schools. No student
entering a medical school a week or more after the opening"
of any laboratory course (for example, histology, pathology
or bacteriology) could possibly .be able intelligently to carry
on ,the Work in such courses because of the large amoun"t
of ·work missed during the previous week's absenee. EVidently, there are no such disagreeable handicaps in the study
of Chiropractic.
The announcement of this school states that in its uscientific
course" the student is required "to attend" (note the. exact
figures) a total of 4,1030 class hours. This would be fiftythree hours a week fo:f eighteen months, or eighty hours a
week-twelve _hours a day-for a calendar year. Education
does not depend on the number of hours of instruction, how_ever, so much as on the subject-matter taught and the- ability

.I
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of the inStruCtor to impart knowledge.- As a matter of fitct,
the requirement of actual class-room work· in ·our highest
grade medical, school in_ fOur college ·years of from eight .to
nine· months is only about 4,0~ours. ·Each- class hour,
however, preSupposes from on
thiee- hours of outside
preparation so that, if"'m.easured by the claims of this chiropractic' college, the total hours required by medical school
WOlJ.ld be somewhere tween- 8,000 to 12 1000 hours! .
The textbooks used also are interesting. In anatomy_, the
text used is -~aid to be:_that prepared by Mabel H. Palmer,
D.C., Ph.C: (1905)> th(j wife of B.- J. Palmer, who is the
president of -the·irtsJitution. Court-.r~porls in..1910 shoW that
the latter had: onfy· a" corilmon"" school· eduCation ·and had never
mat~iculate~ in· any_ school}· eoneg¢_ ,or ·-~niYer:_sit~) ot~~r: th~n
a chn·opraetlc .college. For t;hose wlio ·never· had a_ trammg m
~the scientific_ ~ethods o~ .treating the sick, an att.errlpt to teach
others how t(}- do so i~ equal- ~o -"the'blind leading. the _bliild."
Textbooks-of th"eir·o-wn writing are also used-by the teachers·
in symptoma~ology, gynecology and ·chemistry, who 'likewise ·
have no de-grees in medicine. Incident;ally, the sale. of "these
textbooks .ad~a considerably to- the revenue obtained from
students.
·
..
Spe~king Of ·revenue, besides the income from textbooks,
this inStitution charges for its twelve or eighteen months'
course a "s_pot cash" sum of. $30~n;wre than a year's tuition
last year m any of the h1ghest grade medical schools of
the country. ·If- the fee is p3.id in "deferred payments,'.' ."it is
$350. If a husbarid .and -wife, however, take the course the
combined fee "spot cash" is $375 or, if in "deiferred payments," $450. Reports of inspection of this school show that
there are few,· if any, all-time teachers. Such few laboratories as the ·school possesses are reported also to have the
barest minimuni of equipment. Most of the fees obtained,
therefore, must be clear profit. This is in marked contrast
with the te!:!-ching of scientific medicine in medical schools
where -the actual average expense of teaching a student each
year is more than three times what the student pays in
tuition fees!
·
.
·
The low ideals of the leaders of this cult are shown in the
report of. Mr. Justice Hodgins of Ontario, issued a few years
ag-o. .B. J. Palmer himself is quoted as having stated that
bacteriology was the "greatest of all gigantic farces ever
invented for ignorance and incompetency" and that "the
·analysis of blood and urine is of no value." In this same
report other leaders of Chiropractic deride also the study
of materia medica ~nd chemistry and state they have "n"o
earthly use for diagnqsis." They place themselves, therefore,
in direct opposition to Pasteur,· Koch, Laveran, Flexner and
others whose discove1·ies during the last half century have
revolutionized the practice of medicine and saved countless thousands of lives! No wonder ·Justice Hodgins concludes
that he could. riot bring himself "to the point of accepting,
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as part of the legalized .medical provision -for the sick, a

system which denies the- 'need of diagnosis, refers 95 per cent
of' disease_ to one and the same cause, and turns its back
resolutely on all modein medical scientific method!3. as being
founded on nothing and unworthy even to be discussed."
But the teaching in this particular school has further interesting tangents. There is also "The Universal C~iropractors'
Association" with headquarters evidently at this . Palmer
School of Chiropractic. At least, B. J. Palmer and Frank
W. Elliott, the president and -registrar of the Palmer School,
are, respectively, the secretary, and the treasurer and busi-

ness manager of the association. The members of this as-

sociation....:.made up largely of graduates of the Palmer School
-are promised protection from, and assistance in cases of,
prosecution for violating the law in practicing Chiropractic.
According ·to the constitution, "-The Association, except as
herein otherwise provided, shall pay the fine and all costs in
. all prosecutions, civil or criminal, wher~in an:y: -membe~ of
this class shall be charged in substance with haVIng -practiced
medicine, surgery, osteopathy, or other method of healing
or dealing with the sick or afflicted without a license, or other
legal permission, provided such member is in good standing
and Shall have conformed to the Constitution, By-laws and
all Rules and Regulations of the Association."
The word "class" in this paragraph refers to "active members" who are described as "all chir-opractors of good moral
character graduated from or holding certificates of attendance from such Chiropractic institutions of learning as are
recognized by this association and are ·practicing specific,
pure and unadulterated chiropractic without the use of
adjuncts, etc."
The constitution and by-laws of the association are printed
in a pamphlet of twenty-four pages, including two pages of
instructions as to "What to Do if Trouble Starts." Among
the fifteen items .in these instructions the following are interesting:
11. Be conserVative in your claims and be very careful
that the enemy does not send any patient to you that they
think will die on your hands or otherwise complicate matters.
Do not, unless- in a state or province where you are licensed,
undertake to handle any so-called contagious diseases.
13. Have as many friends as possible present at your trial.
Do not make any newspaper announcements without consulting your local attorney.
15. If trouble has tiot really started, but there are signs
~it, let us hear about i( by letter.
The graduates of this "school" are said to be practicing in
Iowa-the institution's home state-in direct violation of the
medical practice act and, according to the above, they are
being encouraged to violate the law in other states.
From the foregoing statements it will be se<.m that t:tte.
teaching conducted in schools of Chiropractic is a menace to
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education . and public mobils as well a;s to the science of
medicine.· and· to rational rules _of pubhc he:alth. The conclusiOns -justified h¥ the evidence ~ubmit~d a~ as; follows:
(a) L.eading chiropractors de:ride o~ disbelieve I~ such well
k:riown and proved ,sciences as chemistry, bacteriology and
pathology. Their teachings are not based on_ ~act a;nd are
refuted by the accomplishments of the great mmds m edu~
cation, research, science and medicine.
.
(b) Their attitude toward these sciences shows the1r_lack
of sympathy for the firs~ essentials in. the prevention of
epidemics and the regulatiOn of the pubhc health.
(c) They dec~are that -e~ucation and. the .ability to make
a diagnosis are not essential for the . mtelhgent treatment
of human· diseases and injuries.
(d) Their schools at most require only a common school
education, a training insufficient to permit the student to
undertal\e intelligently any but the most elementary course
of study. '
•
.
.
(e) Their course of professional ( ?) mstruct10n 1s· too
short to enable the student to obtain a training in the scien~es
necessary for the intelligent or safe practice of the healmg
art by any method.
.
(f) The school teaches and encourages its students to
advertise....:_which they are doing and using the same flagrant
methods which have been employed by quacks since the beginning of medicine.
(g) Finally _the leaders of this cult openly urge their
graduateS -to Practice Chir_opractic -i:t; violation, of the. l~w,
and· have arranged the· Uruversal Chiropractors _AssoCiatiOn
to aid and abet .them in such outlawry.
It would be· impossible and unnecessary to dissect this ·
article sentence by sentence and, discuss the various accusations made. We will content ourselves with picking out the
high spots and showing that the various criticisms offered
are not to l:Je taken at their face value.
The burden of the criticism of Chiropractic education is
leveled at the Palmer. School Of Chiropractic, which school
is selected because 'its teaching· system offers several weak
spots. With some of the criticisms we are col!lpelled to
agree:: But we must take exception to the method employed
by the critic in making it appear that ALL Chiropractic
schools are typified by the Palmer School. We believe -that
the critic knows better. Had the writer investigated the
N cl.tional School with an open mifld and given · a truthful
account of his investigations, his report would t•ead differently. But it was only natural that he should select from
the two largest schools that ·one which presented points of

'
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attack. Regardless of· all that, however, ·we will answer
these criticisms· as thoUgh they had been directed at the
National SchoOl. It will at any rate shQw that the sweeping
indictment made of Chiropractic -educati_on will nOt stand.
Requirements for admission iTito all Chiropractic schools
are rapidly adjusting themselves, and it will soon be necessary for all Chiropractic students to have a high school edu.:.
cation. Every Chiropractic law contains this provision. Already mol-e than half the students now attending the National
School have had a high school ·education or its equivalent. By
the way, medicine was· in existence for centuries before this
requirement went into effect, so the mediCai profession·
should not be too precipitate in urging this upon chiropractors. We venture the opinion that most of the physicians
who never went to high school are just as. good doctors as
most _of those who did- go to. high school. We admi:t that a
Chiropractic Student who has had a high schoOl educatiOn
learns more easily that one who has not, although there
are many exceptions to ~ven this rule.
So far as the length of the course of instruction in a Chiropractic school is concerned, we" affirm that it is sufficient to
equip one for the practice of Chh:opractic, with due regarQ
for the public safety. There was a time when medical education was no longer, and we firmly believe that most of
the -doctors of those days were just as efficient as most of
the doctors Of today. After all is said and done, the inherent qualification which a physician possesses are what count
in practice. Ten years after he has _graduated he has for-gotten most of the elementary things he learned in school,
ilnd would have a hard time to pass a state board examination. And yet he iS a good doctor. So it is with a chiropractor. He may have embryology, histology,_ biology, chemistry,
and bacteriology pumped into him until he is Saturated with
it; a few years after he leaves school most of it has leaked
out. And yet he is a good doctor. This goes to show that
eighteen months of study of the essentials of these subjects
as a foundation for the pra<;tical subjects is undoubtedly sufficient, and experience proves that this is really true.
The three-year course of the National School is divided
into six semesters, and the curriculum is based upon this
quarterly system. The following, taken from the Announce-
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ment of this school, shows -that the policy of /admitting
stpdents on any week day throughout the year is not looked
upon With favor:
Does the School- admit students at any time ?
This is an important question, and one, by the way, con~erning which a great deal of laxity unfortunately exists
1~1 most ,Chiropractic schools. We will therefore answer it
at some length.
We ·conduct our school on the quarterly basis which has
been demonStrated by the largest universities to be the best
-system in the world. These quarters (setllesters) open during the first week of January, April, July and October. If a
student enters before the expiration of the first one-third of a
semester and makes up the work he missed and passes the
term examinations he will be given credit for that entire
semester.
,
A student may enter on the first of any month, inasmuch as
all class·_ work is arranged in monthly subdivisions· during
each semester. But it is best to cOme at the beginning of a
semester when this can be arranged.
This we believe to be the only systematic alld logical way
to conduct a first-class school. Were students admitted on
any day in any week there would be just as many classes
within a class as different days on which students were admitted during a quarter. Since_ instrUction is given on certain subjects wit4in certain stated periods, it is essential
that the stud~nt commence his work at the beginning of such
periods. Let us suppose, for example, that a school begins
a period of-instruction on September 1st, and some students
come on_ that date, others on the lOth, another on the 22nd,
another on October 3rd, still another On October 12th and so
on. It. :must be· obvious to anyone that the- students who
entered on the different dates after the opening of the term
missed the. work alreadY given because a teacher certainly cannot begin all over ag3.in every- time a new student enters
the class.- The -new student simply fails to get the work already given· unless he has not missed more than three weeks.
But if he comes in after a term has been going for, Jet us
say, tWo months, it is impossible for him to "catch up/' Not
only that, bUt it is next to impossible- for him to grasp the
work of the remaining two months of the period because he
has not had the foundation upon Which to build. By staying
the full two years he will of course get all the lectures and
de~onstrations given but he will be getting what should
come· first, at the end, and what should come last, at the start.
No educational system is_ of any real-Value that will allow
a student to enter school any day of the year and get a complete course of instruction from beginning to end. There is
only one method that is entirely satisfactory, and that is that
a student enter at the beginning of a term, or at least before
the term has been in session not lon-ger than two or three
weeks.
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The only latitude allowed in thiS connection ·is this: A
student may. enter a week or two· after the opening of a
semester provided he makes up the work covered ·prior to
his entrance. It is not illogical to suppose that a student by
extra effort can do this.
The subject of class hours is one that may easily· become
misleading, and an investigation into this phase of the matter
should always take into account what constitutes a "class"
hour, because there is a difference between a "class" hour and
a "clock" hour. Thus at the Palm·er School of Chiropractic a
class hour is thirty minutes. At the National School a ciass
hour is forty-five minutes. At the latter school the total
riumber of hours of instruction is 3,068. Let us continue the
ana:Iogy by quoting from a recent editorial in the_ National
Journal of Chiropractic on this subject. -The editorial re~
ferred to was an ansWer to a criticlsm of Chiropractic education in which the registrar of the College of. Physicians
and Surgeons published a set of figures purporting to show
the comparative number of hours of inst1·uction which medical, osteopathic, and Chiropractic studentS: received in theii
reSpective schools. This statement, which is absolutely false,
credits the medical and osteopathic bUt not the Chiropractic
students with high school work to the extent of 2,700 houl-s.
It credits the medical and osteopathic but not the -chiropractic students with instruction in embryology, chemistry, pathology, bacteriology, diagnosis, and gynecology~_ whereas in
every one of these subjects our students receive competent
instruction._ Finally, it gives figures that are less than 25
per _cent of the actual number of hours of instruction that
our students receive in histology, anatomy, physiology, hygiene and symptomatology. It is ·obviOhs what a miserable
shOwing in hours Chiropractic educ.ation would make On_ such
a basis, the following being the figures: Medicine, 7,068;
osteopathy., 7,078; Chiropractic, 495. But as stated above,
these figu~es· are a tissue of lies. In the first place, every
Chiropractic student who, after his graduation, qualifies for
a license has had a high school education, and the 2,70'0 hours
of high school work should consequently be added. to the
3,068 hours of instruction, which is the number h6 actually
receives in the National School. Inasmuch as Chii'opractors
do not practice surgery, obstetrics, ~ye, ear,· nose ind throat,
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~ed~~trics, dermatology, orthopedics, and psychiatry, these
su~J~c_ts ~e naturally_ not included in the curriculum of a
Chupprac~1c sc~ool. Now the time devoted to the study of
thes~.-_-subJects m a medical School amounts to 1,544 hours,
and _1! t~ey :vere added to the other sUbjects that we do teach,
and which mcludes every other subject taught in a medical
school, the total would amount to 7,312 hours, or MORE
than the total number of hours' work given- in medical
schools~ This s~ows that in the elementary subjects, which
anyo~e engaged m the a~ of healing should know, the Chire~

practiC students actually GET MORE TRAINING THAN
DO THE MED~CAL OR OSTEOPATHIC STUDENTS. We
leave I.t to any mtelligent human being to judge if that isn't
true.
So Jar. as outside preparation for class hours is concern~d
w~ sub:nnt that Chiropractic students are- every bit as indus~
tr10us as the most industrious of mediCal students. ,
The ·.article reproduced above goes on to criticize the
"ideals". of"the <?biropra~tic e~ucators, and the most fitting
answer .we can ?1ve to th1~ unJust criticism is the expression
of some _of_ our 1~eals,as glven in the Journal on the occasioll
of Mr.--H.o.dgins' Rep_ort. It follows:
'
~nt SdpJember, 1~15, ~r. Justice Frank E. Hodgins was ap-.
pom e · Y ~he. prime. fl:!-mister. of the province of Ontario to
head a _sp_eClal comnnss10n to mvestigate the various healin
Ero{~Ssio~sThs·regards their educational standards and qualf
.ca Ions. _ e report of this commission recently was pub
kfhd_d,
the. fo).lowing is what the: Journal ·of the America~
e !ca_ - . ssocmt1on has to say about that· part of the re ort
r.eahlf With the Chiropractic- profession: "Of the .Chirop~ac
lC c~ tghs, the report !!learly brings out their grossly comm~rc.m c aracter and, m- regard to Chiropractors the com~fiss~er stdates that· 'their t•epudiation of all modern scien1 ge and methods is such that it would be im ossi1 c
·owe
fle to ~~commdng any way in whiCh they could be allowed
• 0 p:rac
an h Y which the public could be safeguarded.
· • · ose w. o appeared before me saw no necessity for
brep~u:atory qualifications, ridiculed and repudiated prognosis
a~te!IOlJgy and chemistry, and admitted that a Chiropracto~
~.c s, m
1 chases on his cardinal principle without examinawn.
e s. owed that there was a serious division in the
r~nks of C_hiropra~tors as to just what constituted the practiCe of Ch1~opract1c. The report quotes B. J. Palmer who
refe~s t~o h1sh school as 'the fountain head of Chiropr~ctic ' .
as s a mg t at. 'a Chiropractor did not believe in bact~ri~
and that bacteriology was the greatest of all gigantic farces
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ever invented for ignoran~e and inc.ompete_p.Cy, and
t~
analysis of blood and urine, he cons1dered It _of no va ue.
The commissioner's conclus~on is: 'I c~nno~ brmg ~yself.to
the point of accepting, as part o.f our l~gahzed medical ~no-_:
vision for the sick, a system whiCh demes the need of d1ag~
nosis,' refers 95 per cent of disease to one and thE; same_.cau.se,
and turns its back resolutely on al~ modern me.dical scientific
methods as_ being founded on nothmg, and unworthy even to
be discussed.' "
, _
_
.
.
.
It is not our intention to discuss m detail the many powts
that are involved in this commentary. We ~ould not qo th~
subject proper justice in space a hundred times the Size ?
that allotted to this department.. But we ca;nnot refr:am
from calling attention to the injustice of r~ferrmg to Chiropractic .-schOols as being "grossly commercial." _As a ~_om
ntercial field of endeavor commend us to anythmg besiO:es
the school business. If vle had nothing besides tp.e financml
end in view in our school work we would long ago have become thoroughly and completely sick ::~nd ~isgusted and
sought other more lucrative employme?t. . It IS. because we
have an abiding belief and a firm faith m _.this work. and
want to teach it to others that we are engaged m conductmg a
Chiropractic School. And we know the same to b~ true of
the authorities of all Chiropractic sc):10ols. I~ there I.s anyone
who is getting rich through conductmg a Ch1ropra?tlc school,
we have never met that individual. As a commercial venture
schOols have long ago been demonstrated to be about as unproductive as a last year's bird-nest. So, the "fellow on the
inside'' really cannot help but laugh w;he~ somebody comes
along and says he is "gross.ly commer~Ial,_ because ~he f .. o.
t i knows that he .is a mmus quantity m the commercml
~01:Id. All reputable Chi.rop~actic schoo!s get just enough to
properly fulfill their obligatiOns to then student body, and
no more.
.
'th 1
The commissioner says that the C~Iroi?ractors WI w 1om
he spoke repudiated all :modern sCientific kno'?"ledge and
methods. We are unable to grasp the-f:zll meanmg.of that
assertion because we certainly do not believe any Chiropractor of the present day to be so pre_judiced as to deny ..the
truth in manY of the principles enunciated by the t:uly scientific minds of the past. If there are such they Will find ·ere
long that they haVe no place in a pro.fession. th~t is .rapidly
· becoming less intolerant and more liberal ~n Its v;~ws of
other· healing syste~s and i~s !elation to th~~u __practitiOner~.
The day of misgUided preJUdice and stupid mtolera!lce. xs
fast passing and we must beco~e ~ore br?ad and liberal.
And we can do that without _sa~rificmg one IO_ta of our fundamental philosophy. Our principles square With al~ anatOinical, physiological, physical and chemical trut?~· In fact they
are builded upon them. So it would be ridiCulous for. us
on the one hand to say that such a!ld. such a theory of Chiropractic science is correct because 1t 1s founded upon so and
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so, ··ari_d then turn about and say tl).at "so and so"_Js all nonsen'se. What sort of reason.ing is that? We ·must get into
h,arn;wny with :the enlightened thought of the_ day and the
· soo11er we do that, the sooner will we find· ourselves_ on a
.secure bas_is. A constant conflict .can lead to nothing. Science
·dOes not·- fight. It propoUnds certain principles _which are
accepted by the world as truth and so held to be until disproven. Man~r of the facts presented in the past have, it is
true, been found to be erroneous; many of the methods of
the· past have been since discarded as wrong. But that is
the way of progre_ss, it ultimately rig.hts all wrongs, and this
is ·a slow and tedious· proCess and. not accomplished by one
stroke of a pen but by centuries of experience and evolution.
Tru~- it is we. are in possession of knowledge which shows us
that· counter-claims made by other schools of .healing are
wrong and it is our aim to point out to them that· we haVe
developed a principle that is true. Some day they will accept
this truth that we have discovered and thus we will have
contributed our measure to the world's progress•. But tbat
day wil~ be long deferred if we persist in discounting all
value in· "anything else instead of concerting our energies in
pointing put the truths which we have learned ·and adding
them to the sum total -o_f the world's knowledge. Just as we
have endured- in the face of· all opposition -bec·ause -we have
a truth that cannot be denied,. so also have other systeins Slll'vived because they have within them some merit, We- should,
therefore, learn to. become tolerant -of others-to recognize
. the iooc;l that in them ·lies. There is nothing in this w-orld
that is1 all bad or Wi'ong or that is all good. or l"ight. Our
plain duty is to strive to learn th_at which iS true and to
uproot. that which is false. Many are the crimes committed
in the name of religion, but that does :not stamp religion as
essentially an evil in all things. Many are the mistakes of
medicine and its practitioners, but that does Pot -mark this
science as .fundamentally wrong in ail its concepts. We hope,
therefore, that future similar commissioners will find our
profession does not repudiate all modern scientific knowledge
and methods, but that it accepts the proven truths propounded by others and striving earnestly to teach them the
proven truths' that we have learned.
The criticism of tuition fees and textbooks is scarcely
worthy of notice. In the editorial quOted above the statement is made that the income received by Chiropractic
scho~ls is just sufficient to enable them, properly to fulfill
their Obligations- to their students. A school large enough to
accOmmOdate one hundred students must have a faculty of
a certain number of instrUctors, a certain amount of equipment and supplies, and certain employes. The expenses _incurred in the conduct of such a school are just enough to_ pay
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considerable length in discussi~g these conc~uswns, but ~
b 1. eve that what has been sa1d covers them fully enoug
.;: realize that this is not the last time we wi~ ~e cal.le
upon to defend Chiropractic, but we .ho~e that
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th o eration of the law of the surVlva o
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ho~e:er, find Chiropractic still contributing ·its beneficent
w~rk to man in the centuries to come.
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THE CRUMBLING WALL
During its entire history of twenty-five yeats Chirop;ac~;c .
has struggled onward arid upward against every concelva e '
forM of opposition that could be invented by the_ ~rces bb~~;
on its destruction. Every step of the way has een e
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with ·obstacles deSigned to retard ifs progress. .No means
has .been 1eft untried to discredit it in the eyes of the public.
It hils -be"en called everYthiilg from a fancy to a fraud, 'and
its practitioners classed with impostors and imbeciles. Its
prinCiples have- been derided and itS practice ridiculed. Its
schools have been made the target of slanderous condemnaw
tion and bitter contum~ly.
Prejudice, the greatest· obStruction to civUization that exists,
fought ·with all· its dark power to c·rush it. And no avenue
was left -uriexpiOred; no weapon unuse4, that gave the slight~
est promis~ of encompassing this objective. The members
of the medical' and osteopathic professions have striven inw
dividually_ and collectively to destroy Chiropr3.ctic through
propaganda -Of every sort. Time after time the legislatures
of various states have been appealed to for the enactment
of. laws inaking the practice of Chiropractic a misdeameanor
and even a fel-ony. The. press has been subsidized to the
tent that newspapers- would _publish nothing favorable regil.rding Chiropractic and magaz~es would refuse to accept
Chiropractic advertisements. The courts have been illvoked
times without ·number to pass Jq.dgment on chiropractors for
practicing medicine· or osteopathy without a license even
though· Chiropractic bears not· the slightest resemblance to
either. The public platform has been used· to heap ·sCorn and
ridicule on a science that was giving to the world a new
version of diSease and a new intei·pretation of health•.. Scientific media were employed in every form' to Cast reflection
upon the philosophy of Chirop;actic in an endeavor to show.
that ~t was without foundation in fact.. Chiropractors have
been fined and imprisoned in an effort to discourage and dishearten those alre-ady in the profession and those contemw
plati:hg its entrance. ChirOpractic legislation has been fOught
with every expedient known to the lobbyist and every device
possessed by the politician. Fictitious accounts of injury
and -death wrought by chiropractors have been given ihe
widest -Publicity.

ex-

Against this wall of prejudice Chiropractic was forced to
.fight its way, inch by inch, step by step, in its bid for recognition. The vicious propaganda of the medical and osteopathic
professions has been answered in the o~ly effective way
open-through the printed page. The numerous attemptS
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made by the enemies of chiropractic to make it illegal have
been opposed at every turn. The press- has been . appeal~d
to in the hope that it might recognize the right of Chrropra~rc
to equality with the other learned professions. The chrropractors have banded together in an associat!on to .protect
the members of the profession from prosecution whrch ofttimes was nothing but thinly veiled persecution. The lead-_
ers in the chiropractic world have given their. time and
means to publicly announce the truths underlying the science
to which they had dedicated their lives. Research and study
ha:.s been made- to demonstrate beyond peradventure that
Chiropractic is not in conflict with any- of the p-roven truths
of science. Chiropractors have gone to prison willingly and
gladly to prove to the world that they h~d the cou:age of
their convictions. In nearly every state m the Umon :he
chirOpractors have fought for legislation .that would gtve
theni. recognition and establish proper standards and requirements. They have been compelled to defe~d themselves
against charges of manslaughter and malpractice.
What has been the aftermath of this bitter struggle?
What has been the result of this cruel and unjust war of extermination? What has been the effect of this merciless and
uncompromising. attitude? THE WALL OF PREJUDICE

IS CRUMBLING!
Chiropractic is emerging-MARKED
WITH A WHITE MARK-victorious. Let us note in tabloid
.fotm just a few of the most noteworthy things that have
been accoffiplished during th; past decade.
.
.
Tlie many derogatory statements made about Chtropr~ctic
in various medical and osteo!)athic publications have been
refuted and proVen entirely without- foundation. At the
.same time chiropractic literature abounds with evidence that
convicts both those professions out of their own mouths.
The editorial columns of the Journal have exposed every
~otive behind the attacks of the medical and osteopathic publications. PerhapS one of the most remarkable single ·Chiropractic articles is "101 Reasons Why You Should Try Chiropractic," in which appears a list of 101 ~isease~ .wit~ quotations from medical authors stating that medtcme IS not
effective in these diseases. We might go on almost indefinitely citing publications that are a convincing answer to
every attack made against Chiropractic by the other. schools

of healing.

--The vicious attemptS made in a number of states to have
a law enactea -that _would m~ke the practice of Chiropractic
a misdeineanor and even a- felony -have been frustrated at
evei:'y turn.· That the forces in opposition cOuld even sur~
mise that they liad the slightest chanCe of enacting such
legislation. passes our comprehension. At present ilot a
single state_ has a statute against Chiropractic, and none ever
will have one.
One of the greatest handicapS that Chiropractic has had
was the unwillingness of the press to accept newS or advertising relating to this school of healing. How remarkable a
change in this section of the wall of prejudice has occurred
is shOwn by the recent publication of the cure of_ the '~Talking
Girl" in Waukegan, Illinois, by Chiropractic after medical
specialists .had given up in despair. Every IJ.eWspaper Without exception has given columns of space to this case. One
of these papers which had mistakenly attributed the cure to
osteOpathy later cOrrected itself in its "Beg Your Pardon"
column. The opposition of the press has been broken and
we believe that newspapers and magazines will henCeforth
adopt a- -different attitude toward Chiropractic."
It is becoming increasingly difficult for the medical and
osteOpathic professions to · convict a Chiropractor in the
courts. At the present time more bY far are acquitted when
charged with practicing medicine or osteopathy without a
license. · The supreme court of a number of states haS ruled
that Chiropractic is NOT the practice ·of· medicipe or osteopathy, and in the face of such precedents it is today difficUlt
to convict a Chiropractor of such a Charge. The latest state
supreme court to render such a decision .is that_ of Tennessee,.
which in unmistakable language_ upholds Chiropractic and
condem.~s the attitude adopted toward it by-'its -opponents.
'Ihe fulL text of the decision will be found in the "Legal De. partment" of this issue. This is another blow against the
wall of prejudice and again marks Chiropractic with a white
mark.
The scientific basis of Chiropractic has been proven beyond
the·· shadow ·of a doubt. Some ·years ago medical writers
ridiculed even the possibilitY of a subluxation but tod3.y they
all admit that ·such a condition is not only possible but common. All along the line there is today an increasing disposi-
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tion ·on the part of scientific men_ to adrilit the truth of ~ir.O. practic principles. The immense amount- of research wprk
done by Chiropractic institutions has placed the, science o~-,
an unassailable foundation, and an unbiased study will convince any thinking person that Chiropractic is eri.titled to ~;g.
honorable position among the learned professions. ·The
scientific wall of prejudice is crumbling rapidly.
The strenuous attempts_ w~ed to stop the enactment of
Chiropractic laws have failed miserably of their purpos~
and object. And it may be said in all truth th~t Chiropractic has in this respect made greater strides in a shorter
time than any other popular movement in the history of .the
world. In twenty-two. states-nearly one-half in the Union
-there are today on the statute books laws protecting.. and
regulating Chiropractic. Legislatures which were formerly
wont to treat Chiropractic bills with patronizing smiles are
today giving them serious consideration and one state after
another is joining the legislative column. It will not_ be. long
bef-oi-e every state in the Union has a Chiropractic law, as. the
legislators know that such is the will of their cOnstituents.
The wall of legislative prejudice is ·fast crumbling.
In past years one might read at fairly frequent intervals
accounts of patients dying in a chiropractor's office 1 and
columns were devoted in playing up -the gruesome details,
·interspersed with comments tending to show that the chiropractor was criminally liable. We cannOt recall a single
case where the chiropractor was actually convicted of such a
charge, and :today it is seldom _that such an account finds
its way into the newspapers. Perhaps the greatest reason
for this is the fact that in the prOcess of muckraking a number. of medical and osteopathic "mistakes" have been :uncovered, and have diverted attention from the point at issue
too forcibly. Be it said that few are· the members of any
other school of healing that dare point an accusing finger
at any chiropractor. In the face of the comparative showing
made by the different schools of healing during the 41fiu"
epidemic it requires some temerity for anyone to say that
Chiropractic is not all and more than is claimed for it.
There are at this moment a number of chiropractors in
prison who could easily have paid their fine and gained their
freedom. Why did they prefer to give up their liberty and
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remain in: jail? Because they want to show· to the world
th.cit _they- do not recognize the.- right of one class to dictate
.what ·another class shall or shall not do; becaUse they have
.the courage of their convictions-_and are ready to sUffer anything rather -than sacrifice their principles. And .the public is beginning to take an interest in this situation that will
.:make- such persecution impossible in the very early future.
Soon we will find a general acceptance of the splendid die~
tum laid down by Judge Lansden of the Tennessee Supreme
:Court in its recent decision: "The requh·ement that they
_ ..study and be examined on subjects in- ·no way pertaining to
. their ocCupation is an arbitrary and unreasonable attemJ?_t to·
.resti-ict their liberties and the liberty of the people who wish
to patronzie them.'' There we find e:x;pressed the principl~
. ·which animates every member· Of the Chiropractic profession
·and for which principle he is ready to sacrifice his liberty
ill the hope and expectation -that his- action may bring nearer
that day when an awakened publiC Opinion will demand in
unmistakable- language that chiropractors be · treated like
other American citizens i:tnd not like Reds and Bolsheviki.
One after another· the influences_ arrayed against ChiropraCtic are being broken down. And it is reall-y: remarkable
when 'one considers what has been accomplished during the
twenty-five years of Chiropractic history-most of it by far
during the last decade. The fight has been an uphill one
every stage of the way against a wall of opposition that
seemed at times insurmountable. But ·the tables are turned
at IaSt1 and those who have been forced to the-· defensive role
are today assuming the offensive, and their --onslaughts arebecoming increasillgly telling in their effects. The wall is
crumbling.

QUO VADIS?
We. give in the ·Legal Department a copy of the proposed
Chiropractic Bill in New York State. What the fate of this
measure Will be is 1 of course 1 problematical. So much is
certain, namely1 if it is passed and becomes the Chiropractic
Law of New York it will furnish ample protection to those
chiropractors now practicing in that state. Those who have
been in continuous practi.ce for one year will secure this
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protection in the form of a license without ally effort on their
part beyond the payment of an initial fee of fifteen dollars
and a fee of five dollars annually thereafter. Those who have
been_ in practice less than the prescribed one year will be
obligeil. to take an examination in order to obtahi protection.
Students who are in attendance at a chiropractic school at the
time the bill becomes a law will not be obliged to meet the
preliminary education requirements nor be required ·to take
more than a two years 1 course of study in order to be eligible

to take the examination. All who come after that time
will, however, be required to give evidence showing that they
have. had a high school education or its equivalent in "academic counts in regents' examinations in examination for 'admission to an institution of learning," and from then on the
chirOpractors who are in practice in New York will remain
the exclusive masters of the field for many years to come.
We have been engaged in helping to shape the destinies
of .Chiropractic for more years than most New YOrk Chir_opractors have been in practice. Yes, we have been engaged
in this work before most New York Chiropractors even
thought of Studying Chiropractic, before there was a New
York Chiropractors' Association, -before any thoughts of
1egalization of the practice were dreamed of. We may be
pardoned, therefore, for presuming to make so bold as to
suggest to those New York Chiropractors who are the
-sponsors for -this measure that portions of their bill are just
a little previous. The bill is ideal, there is no question
about tha~. But that is the very thing which is; to our
mind, wrong with it-it is too ideal. In thiS regard it is, a_s,
we have said, just a little previous, and by that we mean
a matter of five or, possibly, even ten years. Why? Because our profession is not yet strong enough to live through
such restrictive measures. And this certainly is a restrictive
measure because it will tend without the shadow of a doubt
to shut out from our ranks many a man or woman who otherwise might have become a Chiropractor and by so doing have
contributed something to the sum total -of our philosophy
and our art that would have been of inestimable benefit to
our science and to humanity throughout all the years to
come. Have we advanced to that stage in our progress where
we can· afford to do such ~ thing? Have we attained such a
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q~alitative degree of perfection and quantitative degree of
sufficiency that _we need make no further additions to the
Sum of our knowledge· and the substance of 01.'!-i' pers·o~nel?
Who says, yes, knows not whereof he speaks, for in neither
respect have we advanced one-tenth of the road that we must
travel-if we are to place Chiropractic on that plane that will
make it otherwise than a forgotten thing a few years .hence.
Chiropractic is Still in its infancy in fact·and in deed. It must
be permitted- to grow Unhainpered and unrestrained. Like a
sapling it must be allowed to grow at will, sending its
branChes in every direction until 'it has attained a certain
size, when we call with 'safety begin to prune, and trim and
graft without the dang-er of stunting its growth or killing
it entirely. Chiropractic is still a feeble little sapling, whose
trunk is its schools, its branches the gr3.duates in practice,
and its roots the students of the future. A restrictive law at
thiS time will kill the roots of this sapling, the life will go
out pf· its trunk, and soon its leaves will wither and fall.
That is the law of Nature and this law governs the acts and
-the accomplishments of man just as it rules and regulates the
processes- of all natu;ral .things on _the surface of the earth.
Let us look the prop-osed New York law--squarely in the
face-that is to say; that portion o{ it with which we are so
vitally concerned, namely, the clause making it a requirement
for all future applicants for a license to be graduates of a
high- school or its equivalent. But first of all let us say that
we ::ire not conCerned with the reasons why this clause was
inserte~, at least not for o_ur present purpose. What_ interest~ us ·now is the probable effects of this clause on the future
of Chiropractic. Some have intimated _that the reason this
requirement was put into the bill was to shut out Chiroprac~
tors from New York State and thus keep-down competition.
Others contend that only by inserting such a clause did- the
Chiropractors in New York stand any chance of obtaining
;;tny law and its legal protection.
The- first reason mentioned is so grotesque that we frankly
are unable to· helieve it, beciuse we give New YOrk Chiro"practors credit for havirig sufficient acumen to realize that
there ·could be four thousand Chiropractors in New York,
instead of four hundred, without affecting competition to the
detriment ~f anYone. In fact, it would be much better for
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'aU -concerned ethically and eConomically if there were four
thousand instead of the present four hundred Chiropractors
in that state.
·
The second reason, in the light of past experience, is entirely without foundation. To pass the proposed bill would in the
first place be doing something that we really did not want
to do but which our enemies sincerely did desire that we do.

Now, t.o do something that we really do not want to do is
not only asinine, it is distinctly hUrtful to. ourselves. It
cannot be otherwise. To pass a· bill of this kind, namely, one
which we would rather not have but which we are willing to

have because we cannot get any other, is just the same as
though a man wanted to eat something and took p·oison because that was the only thing around that he cOuld find to
eat. And we may be assured that to pass a bill of this kind
is equivalent to giving the profession a dose of poison that
will require more antidotes to counteract than may possibly
be forthcoming. We do not need to search very far for precedents in support of this statement. We have before us several v.ery shining examples of the results of accepting a
certain law because we could not get anything better. We
have sever~l times gone into considerable length in showing
the danger in passing a bill that was not exactly what v,.re
wanted but was largely what somebody else, n~m;tely, the
medical men and osteopaths, wanted us to have. There· is
danger in compromise, danger of the most deadly kind. So,
why in the face of the teachings of the past go and make the
same mistake over again. Let our slogan be t.his, that we .
will have the kind of a law that we want or we'll have none
at all.
Now let us return to a brief ·consideration of the certain
effects of the enactment of a law containing such a restrictive
clause as that which makes it requisite for all future Chiro-·
praetors to have a high school education or its equivalent.
We .have already said that it would do Chiropractic a tremendous amount o:f harm, and the way that it would do so
is simply this. To ·place such a requirement upon all future
applicants for license will have the effect of preventing many
people who would make excellent Chiropractors from taking
up this profession. The proportion of students in Chiropractic Schools at this very moment who are graduates of a
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high school is so small, so infinitesimal, that our contention
is absolutely· correct that to make all students of Chiropractic be graduates of a high school would so decrease the enrollment in these schools that .they could not exist,· unless
they were endowed. When a state· makes it a requirement
for a student _to be a grad:uate of a high school, the Chiro~
practic Schools must do likewise in order to be recognized
by such a state. And when a school makes such an enb·ance
requirement it is of necessity restricting its matriculants to
about five per cent' of what it has been having. -since it is
dependent for its existence and expansion upon 'tuition fees
it follows that such a school will soon cease to exist. And
that applies to every Chiropractic School in the country without a single exception.
·
And with your Schools gone, what will become of your pro~
fession 1 Remember this, that -the Chiropractic Schools are
the soul of Chiropractic without which the profession would
be short-lived indeed. Were our schools endowed as are the
great medical institutions, not dependent on tuition fees, we
could afford to be as idealistic and restrictive as we pleased.
But they are not, and for this reason must be maintained so
as to add to the number of Chiropractors already in the field
a11d thus strengthen the p1·ofession. Chiropractors should be
concerned with no other thought than· how to put into the
field in -the shortest possible time fifty thOusand Chiroprac·
tors. Having accomplished that, we can turn our thoughts
to· the enactment of legislation for the protection and the elevation of our practice. And then it will be an easy matter to
get the laws that we want. We wiH not then be compelled
to take the suicidal measure that somebody else wants us
to have. The very fact that such an almost superhuman
effort is required at the present time to get any kind of
legislation should be ·evidence enough that the time is not
yet ripe, but that we should bend all our efforts tow~rd making our profession stronger first. Havi~g done that, we will
fin~ that getting' legislation of the proper kind is surprisingly easy.
I;egal Protection for those who are _in practice is certainly
much to be desired right from the beginning, but the measUres which give such legal protection must not be of a kind
that will hampei- the growth of the profession. They m1:1st
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look .to the future, more even than the present needs, for,
let us trust, -the future of Chiropractic is -inconlparahle__ in
jts might and majesty to its present. If it is, then it is
worth guarding and wo1•th fighting for and worth sacrificing
for, now. The guardian of this future ·is the School through
whose tuition there are added to our ranks the thousands. ,
that will make our _profession a power of the first magnitude in the world's affairs.
Let us earnestly hope, therefore, that never again will there ·
be enacted any kind of legislation that will be a block to the
future growth of our profession. Let us have .our idealS of
· perfection but not to the exterit that we sacrifice a greater
fUture for a comparatively paltry present, since .that· is what
_it would amount to. Medical schools w-ere in existence a
hundred,:y~ars before they made a high school education an
entrance·-··requi:rement. As a matter of fact, fifteen years ago
it was possible to enter what are now known as Class A medical schools ·without a high school diploma and take the medical board examination afterward. So why should we. be in
such exceeding haste in adding to our burdens by creating
laws that make it difficult and impossible for many worthy
persons to enter the ranks of our profession'! A general
education is much to be desired and it is not our intent to belittle its adva1;1tages. But Chiropractic is not yet advanced
to that stage where it is desirable to make requirements- so
stringent tb,at it hampers its own future growth. What we
need most of all now is good Chiropractors 'and plenty of
them. Having attained that, we can concern ourselVes with
educational atainments other than those relating directly
to the training that goes to make a competent Chiropractor.
As indicated above, if we can get legislation that· will place
ito restrictions uPon our future· growth and expansion, by all
means let us strive to do so. But let anything else be strictly
taboo.
This_ is all said in the· kindliest spirit and in confident anticipation that it will be taken in the sense in which it _is
given, namely, as a· bit of constructive criticism for which
we bespeak at least some' careful consideration to the end
that New- York, _-and other states a·s well, -may be made safe
for. Chiropractic.

SECTION IV.

CHIROPRACTIC PRACTICE
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. THE PROOF OF THE .PUDDING
ScientiSts may expound,_ research workers may experinlent,
and theorists may ~xplain, but it takes a little occurrence
like the following to clinch the argument in favor of the
correctness of the theory of vertebral_ subluxations. We can
advance ana.:tomical facts, physiological reasons, physical
proofs, and ·laboratorY evidence ad i~t.finitum, and yet ·some
skeptic will not believe. Either he is unwilling to concede
the· premise~, or his- prejudices will not grant his judgment a
clear vision. This attitude may be :r;.easonable, ~or do we not
almost daily _hear of theories which work out pe-rfectly in the
·laboratory, only· to crumble to dust at the bar of clinical
trial?

I,
!

One investigator has perfected in his laboratory a serum
which all evidence goes to show will cure tuberculosis; it is
administered tO patierits with phthisis, and they fail to show
the slightest improvement. Another has evolved a preparation which will make digestion possible in the absence of
gastric juice; he shows how milk is brOken into curds in a
test tube-; it is given. to dyspeptics, and the dyspepsia goes
merrily on.
·
After all is said and done; there is Only one proof of any
theory that is worth while, and that is Jts practical utility.
And it is here that Spina_! Adjustment demonstrates its efficiency aS a curative measure in so dazzling a manner.
We must never lose sight of the theoretical principles ·of
Chiropractic, for a science must be based upon scientifi~ facts
- whieh can be demonStrated. But suCh abstruse subjects are
seld<;Lm grasped by the average individual. -When he is, however,· shown clinical evidence, something which he can see
with .. hiS Own eyes,·-an· doubt ends. Possibly one -of the· most
conviD.cing arguments is an account of a happenirig such
as that accounted below. There is- no_ gainsaying the- aU.thenticity' of happenings like this. Iq.nulner~ble eXamples of
accidental adjustment of this kind can be cited and are ab~
solute and conclusive· proof of the fact that many abnormal
_ conditions_ are a result Of the inhibition produced. by pressure
upo_n·the nerves by a displaced vertebra.
:Here is .the article referred to, and, as stated by the -person
who sUbmitted it, "it speaks for itself":
'
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DEAF, TWISTS NECK, HEARS.
Troy, Kan., Sept. 25.-Following an attack of typhoid pneumonia,
Frank High, a -young man of· this place, was totally deaf for ·ten
months and his doctors failed to help him. A few days ago, in a
tussle with Zack Bailey, High's neck got twisted and 1'\.is l:;!.earing.
came back instant)y.-New York World, Sept, 26, 1915. -

THE INFANTILE PARALYSIS EPIDEMIC
Again the country has been stirred to the depths by the
appearance of what purports to be an epidemic of infantile
paraiysis, or as it is technically known, acute anterior polio~
myelitis. Hundreds' of families are flee-jng New York to
esc3.pe the scourage of this dreadful disease. And well may
they be filled with terror. Looking at the helpless little ones
in the wards of a children's hospital is likely to instill a cel'w
tain respect for· this disease in the mind of anyone.
The cause of the fear is that often the apparently health-.
iest are· struck down even as are the weakest. Various obsel·i.~ations tend to confirm the opinion that infantile paralysis
is contagious. Chief of these is the fact that it occurs in
epiderilic form. No definite microorganism has as yet been
isolated, nor has the atrium of infection been positively
identified. It is, however, suppos_ed to enter through the
respiratory ·system.
Boards of health very often overstep their proper sphere
of usefulness and sometimes take unto themselves authority
which is- not theirs by right. In this matter they have a
distinct duty to perform, and be it said to their credit that they
m•e acting promptly· and efficiently. We may not, of course,
all agree with their views regarding the etiology of the disw
-"ease and its ·mode of transmission but it is our first duty as
members of the healing profession to set an example of obediw
ance to recognized authority in inatters of this kind to our lay
brethren. It will certainly be better to be excessively careful
than neglectfully careless. Then if it is later demonstrated
that one or the othe·r side was wrong we: will have nothing to
regret in ·either event.
Every ChiropractOr knoWs what Spinal Adjustment will
accomplish in cases of infantne~paraly.sis, and it beho_oves Us
at this tiri1e to make ourselves .still better informed regarding the sympomatology and pathology of this diseas·e. Many
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of these cases will ultimat~ly- fall into out hands, just as they
have done in the past, and we must be prepared to meet them
intelligently and effectiveiy. Let us I).Ot' faU into the err·o·r
of calling everything that bears the slightest resemblance to
it, poliomyelitis: On. the other hand, let us be able to recognize the disease whe'n a patient is bro_ught before us. The
history of a -high -fever, followed by paralysis,- is usually all
that is necessary to make the- diagfiosis p-ositive. Most of
these cases, when brought to the Chiropractor, are suffering
from the after-effects of the disease process. This is shown
usually in one of the lower exti·emities, which is atrophied,
cold,·and useless. With such a history and sUch: a· picture of
the present condition one need never hesitate 'in Pronouncing
the case one of infantile paralysis.
The treatment we all know. w·e know also its effectiveness_.
Naturally results -vary in different instances. This win· a:ll
depend upon the amount of regeneration that will. take place
ill the nerve-cells in the anterior columns of the cord. Our
prognosis should, therefore, in ·all cases be guarded. Nevertheless we can point With pride to the record of Chiropractic
in the· tre3.tment of infantile paralysis, and we should bestir
ourselves to acquain:t the public in a· dignified way· of tl1e
merits of Spinal Adjustment in the treatmenet of this dis·
ease. Let us be careful,· at the same t:iine, to avOid 'such publicity which would give an impiession of commercialism or
attemptS to capitalize the misfortunes of others. It is hardly
~ecessary for us to expose ourselves to· the- danger of such
accusations. Our results will-spe3.k for themselves.
Today we received a letter from a Chiropractor in wh,ich
he_ said that he cured a little girl suffering from what was
evidently infantile paralysis. We want a' letter stating results from every Chiropractor who treats a case of infantile
paralysis. Only in this way can we arriVe at authentic and
correct conclusions regarding the percentage -efficiency. of
Spinal Adjustment in the treatment of this disease. It is
earnestly hoped that everyone w·ill contribute his mite to the
sum total of these valuable statistics. They will mean_ more
to the cause of Chiropractic th3.n tons of other 1ite1·ature that
has been published.
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CHIROPRACTIC AS A PROPHYLACTIC
At la&.t the old adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure," is coming into its own. People are beginning to realize that it is much easier to prevent the development of· disease than to cure it_ after it has developed.
They h'ave learned through bitter experience that disease is
never curable in -the sense that we have heretofore thought
it to be. We have come to know that the remedies hitherto
applied for the cure of disease have accomplished· -nothing
beyond, sometimes, relieving symptOms, and that in· the
meantime Nature was effecting the cure of the disease. And
we have come to understand that in most cases Nature brings
about a cure not because of the remedies administered, but
in spite of them. Finally we have come to realize that
frequently, very frequently, people have died because of misguided attempts at curing a disease and hampering Nature.
And so, because this has all been borne in upon us so often
and so sternlY, we have begun to give our thoughts to discovering a means· whereby disease might be prevented. And
we have already established the fact that an ounce of prevention is worth not a pound but ton of cure.
AlreadY much has been accomplished in this direction with..
respect to many diseases. Consider those of an infectious
·and contagious character. It is of course true that all the
infectious diseases are gradually becoming less severe in
·proportion" to the attenuation of disease-producing gernis
and the natural immunization of the race. Smallpox is far
from the dr.eaded pest that it was twenty or even ten
years ago. Typhoid fever, whose annual toll ran into the
thousands, is becoming extinct in cities having in operation
the prinCiples of sanitary_ science. Yellow. fever which not
so long ago decimated the population of our tropics is virtually nothing but a memory. And so one disease after another might be named which has become almost obsolete.
As stated above, the fact must not be lost sight of that
this is partly due to two factors, namely, a gradual loss of
virulence of the micro-organisln.s which are responsible· for
these diseases and the acquirement of tolerance on the part
of the race.. Bacteria belong to the vegetable kingdom and
as such they thrive better the more often they are transplanted.
into new soir.···-""Inasmuch as no new soil in the way of new
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racial blood has been forthcoming in. this country in recent
years, to any great extent, bacteria have slowly lost much
of their- old-time virility and virulency.
To show what a profound effect upon the infectious disease
these factors have we need only consult history. Some years
ago the people of the Sandwich Islands, who had never known
measles, were practically decimated by this disease which
had been imported by the whites. We, who have been familiar with measles for generations, pay little attention to it.
We have acquired· an immunity to it and the germs have
graduallY lost their virulency so that it is a mild disease.
But when they were transplanted .into the Virgin soil of the
Sandwich Islands ·an epidemic of the greatest. malignancy
followed. During recent years, however, the disease is becoming much modified there in consequence of the tolerance which
is being acquired by the natives. Another illustration of
this same principle is the peculiar malignancy of smallpox
among the colored race. This disease was unknown in Africa
until imported by the Europeans; and soon after its introduction created fearful destruction among the natives. Even
today smallpox is much more virulent among negroes than
whites, but "is slowiy becoming less severe even among them.
Syphillis .is a: further example of the operation of this law.
During the early years of its existence in Europe this disease was so virulent and widely disseminated that it was
looked upon as a veritable plague and almOst wiped out the
a1;mies of the afflicted nations. Today the disease has become
So much milder that cases of more than ordinary severity are
classed as "malignant." So we see that the steady decrease
in these diseases is in part due to ~he fact that the bacterial
sti-ains responsible for them ru.-e dying out and the races
afflicted by them are acquiring a tolerance for them:
But these factors alone are not responsible for the lessening
occUrrence of the infectious diseases. What is bringing them
under ·control most largely is the fact that we are ordering
our lives along different channels than in the past. We are
·avoiding the occasions of disease as much as we can-we
are using prevention. Personal hYgiene -and universal sanitation have been· brought to a point where conditions are
making it decidedly uncomfortable for the disease germ.
He revels in the dark places where the sun seldom shines,
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where cleanliness is. at a premium, and where everything
that- undermines the resistance Of the human organism is
rampantly in evidence. And- it is bY wiping" out these conditions -and ~ircuinstances so favorable to the germ and so
dangerous to the human that the infectious diseas~s are becoming a thing of the past. Whatever tends to build up
vital resistance counteracts disease; the contributing causes
of disease can gain no foothold in the face of resistance that
is an effective barrier to the entrance of harmful influences
into the body. Consequently when we admit the sun's rays
into the dark places, when we keep clean our body and our
homes and factories an·d schools, when we avoid all excesses
and errors that undermine our physical makeup, we offer
an impregna!Jle barrier to the infectious diseases.
But the fact still remains that even though all this be
done, even though one may ._be in apparently a perfect state
of health, diseases will develop often in situations where they
are. least expected.
As- an instance of this we have only to consider the recent
epidemic of influenza. Its ravages were not confined to those
districts where living conditions are still far from ideal, nor
was it--limited to'peOple whose vitality was depleted by one
cause or another. It attacked the millionaire in his palar-e
a~d the laborer in. the tenement .. ·It vanquished the young
and the strong more than the aged and the feeble. And there
was no one who could say why it did these things or what
the specific cause was. The medical man said it was a
germ, the Christian Scientist attributed it to fear and hate.
_But in spite of all that was done it swept its way around the
world.
Another disease that illustrates this fact with equal force
is pneumonia. It strikes its victim down with the suddenness of a bolt out of a cloudless sky. It attacks men in the
prime of life and destroys them in less than a week, sometinles a day. To all appearances a man is in the very pink
of condition when we see him on a certain day, and perhaps
three daYs later we are told that he is no· more. And we
wonder how it ·is that one so full of vitality, So clean and
strong, could succumb so unresistingly to a disease. It seell).s
incongruous and so out of harmony with all our preconceived
notions of vital' resistance.
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Again, We run againSt the _same ·anOmalous staie of affairs
in- respect to this 'principle of vital resistance in the case of
typhoid fever. There is a fa:ffiily ~f three persons living to~ether under exactly the same :.conditions, breRthing the saine
a~r, eatiil.g the same food, drinking the same Water.
All
are to all intents and purposes _in gtiod health. The conditiqns that surro.und them are as favorable as they Can be
:nPi-de. And yet One of them becomes ill with typhoid fever
a¥d dies; the Second . one-contracts -the _disease but recovers;
Vhe third does ·not -become affected at all. Why_ this differ~
ence, we ask ourselves. Why, if vital reSistance prevents
disease of this kind, should such a state of affairs develop
in three individuals all living the same well-ordered lives?
As we ponder over this perplexing question and. strive to
find the correct answer we are compelled. to discard many
of our old theories ·since it is so obvious that they are not
entirely cOrrect. If diseases of an infectious character attack
the strong as well as the weak there must be a weak point
somewhere to permit the micro-organism to gain an entrance.
It must be· the same as a house barred against thieves at
every point but one. Every door and window is .locked and,
the OCC\1-pari.ts of the house feel perfectly secure. And yet
one. morning they awaken to find that the· place haS been
sacked and everything of value · gone. Strong though the
house was built, the thieves had sacked it, and only one
conclusion can be reached-they found a point of entrance
that was unguarded. Here we have the logical explanation
of the manner in which the infectious diseases attack the
human organism. The body seems strong and vital in every
respect and there is no apparent cause for. worry. But one
place is unguarded arid here the -disease-prodU:cin·g germ
enters, and once inside carries on his devastating work. In
short, a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. So ·we
see that a "strong constitution" and "good vitality" in their
generally accepted sense mean virtually nothing. A man may
to all intents and purposes be in perfect condition ·and yet
contract· a death-dealing_ malady. One door was llot locked ·
-the atrium of infectiOn to this particular diseas': was open.
Knowing this, 'We most naturally search for the key to the
situation. When a man finds that his house has been 'entered
by thieves in the night, he makes a Careful search of the
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_place through which they gained entrance to his home In
like manner our business is to ascertain at wh~t point the
germs. of different infectious diseases gain entrance to the
body. Much has already been accomplished along this line.
We have established that some diseases, notably rheumatism,
enter the S)'stem through diseased teeth or tonsils; typhoid
feve: gains entrance through the digestive system; pneumoma finds its way into the body rvia the throat.
Having found the weak point in his house through which
~he thieves entered a man sets about putting this place
m order and securing it against any future assaults. Likewi~e it behooves us, having discovered that a weak spot
exists through which disease can erlter the system to make
this proof against _future attacks. How is this to be d.Gne with
~ certain part of the body?
The answer to this question "is exceedingly simple once we
have learned what it i~ that keeps not only the body as a
whole but every individual part of it in a state of organic
integrity" that is as perfect as it Can be made. And we have
established beyond a question that it is the innervation of a
part_ that maintains it in a state of perfection. If a certain
portion is deprived of its _normal quota of nerve-force its
·resistance is lowered proportionately. At the same time
the body as a whole remains unaffected. There is one door
open but the house is not affected by that. B~t if during
thi~ time ~hieves select this particular ~ouse they will find
the open door and through it enter the house and ravish it.
So, if disease-producing germs come in contact With the body
~hey .will find the p'oint of lowered resistance and through
1t gam· access to the body and perhaps destroy it.
One thing only remains. to be done and this is to find the
reason why a certain part of the bodY is not receiving its
full quota of nerve-force. As we review all the causes of
deficient nerve-supply to a certain 1 part of the body we
realize that there is one cause that is so logical and so
co~mon that all others pale into insignificance before it. To
go into this detail would demand a volume. Suffice it to sav
that when a certain part of the bOdy is deprived of its nerv~
force it is because the nerves leading to it are impinged by
one or the other of the vertebrae between which they pass outward from the spinal cord. This will at once be recognized as
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the principle upon which the science of Chiropractic is founded.
Accordingly\ when Chiropractic adjustments of the misplaced
vertebra are made the :Pressure on the TI.erves is removed and
the nerve-force iS gain permitted to· flow to the part for which
it was destined. Once this has been accomplished ~he affected part becomes normal in every respect and offers that
1~esistance to the entrance of harmful influences that is the
basic essential to the well-being of the Qody as a whole.
From the foregoing it is evident that the _greatest preventive of disease is thaf which guards the portals of entrance
of disease into th~ body. Chirop_:ractic by keeping every part
of the body in a state of perfect resistance keeps the doors
locked to every disease. V•le realize that if one single point
is overlooked the res\tlt might be fatal to the body· as a whole.
And this is true of not alone the infectious diseases but
virtually all dis'eases. When one part of the body becomes
affected, it matters not how, other parts ~lso become involved
until finally there is a general breaking down. All parts
must be working 'in harnlony in order that health may continue; if one part is affected disharmony will foliow be~ause
all portions of the body are interdependent and work together. Vety few diseases can be named in ·which 'through
out the course of the malady only one organ remains affected.
The greatest preventive, therefore,· is that Which not ohly
maintains the general health of the body but also sees to
it that _every part, organ and system of that body is kept
in a state of perfection as nearly as it can be m.ade. Then
that paft, organ or system will neither be a gateway for
the entrance of disease nOr the weak link that will some day
cause the chain to break.
There is no intention in this to depreciate the value of the
man'y preventive measures that have done so great a part
in lessening the· spread of disease. But as has been shown
they fall just one step short of acco~plishing everythin~
necessary to entire prevention of disease. In spinal adjust~
DJ.ent we -have a means of preventing dis~ase whose· virtues
have until recently been overlooked. But its value as a
diseaSe preventive is receiving rapid recognition •. It is the
prophylactic par excellence. The wise man or wom~n will
take advantage of the inestimable benefits that come to
those who use Spinal adjustment as a prophylactic. Already
4
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large numbers of people take a course of adjuStments at
regular intervals for the sole purpose of keeping themselves in
perfect condition so far -as it is humanly possible. They
know that they are making a good investment by doing that.
They know that cin ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure and they have learned from experience that the greatest
preventive of disease of every kind is spinal adjustment.

nervOus system in the development of the child. NO portion
of the organism of a child is so sensitive and so susceptible
tO influences of every kind and nature as is the nervous
system.. We have many evidences to show how unstable -an?delicate the nervous system of a childs is. The slightest abnormality .is often sufficient to produce a raging fever, de~
onstrating how easily the heat-regulating center in the brain
is disorganized. And the .same applies equally to all portions
of the nervOus mechanism of the child.
But there is another point that demands_ our most careful
and painstaking consideration in th~s regard and that is the
manner · in which the nervous system of the child iS mQst
frequently disturbed. To the chiropractor the answer is
plain. He knows that of an conditions and circumstances that
bring. arty influence to bear upon -the nervous- system the most
frequent and the most far-reaching in its effects is a misplacement of one of the vertebi-ae of the spinal column. It
is through the apertures between these vertebrae tha~ the
nerves emerge in their passage from the ·spinal cord to the
different parts of the body. He knows further that the
slightest preSsure upon ·these nerves by such a misplaced
vertebra is sufficient to block the impulses which the impinged nerve normally carries to the parts it supplies. Finally
he knows the disorders that follow the withdrawal of nervesupply from these parts. Knowin~ thiS he unhesitatingly
claims that the most common and the most serious cause
of disturbed llerve function is pressure upon the nerve by
a misplaced vertebra. And our contention is correct in every
particular. .
,
Kno~ing how unstable is the nervous systeni of the child
and how readily it is disturbed by any harmful influence,
we ·can .easily understand that misplacements of th~ertebrae
in a child's Spine will have a profound effect upon the nerv~s
that are pressed upon by the misplaced vertebra. Knowing
further how delicate the organs of a child are we can easily
understand how markedly they '"-'ill be affected by the withdr'awal of their vitalizing influence, their nerve-supply. Hence
it is that we find so many seriOus ailments of infancy .and
childhood directly traceable to lesions in the spinal column.
That this is actually the Case in many instances can be ·easily
proven through adju-stment of the vertebrae. Thousands ·of
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With the passing of each. year the applicability of Chiropractic principles to childhood in all its phases and manifestations becomes increasingly apparent. At first employed almost exclusively for the relief of chronic ailments of adults
Chiropractic has grown to be the peer of all prophylactic and
curative agencies directed to the prevention and correction of
diseases of infancy and childhood.
We are told that the physiCal well-being and development of
the child are esse:ritially the product of three faCtors-heredity, environment and nutrition. There is no gainsaying the
truth of this observation, but since that statement Was first
made it has been Shown that there is one more factor ·which
is of vital importance to the welfare of· the child, namely,
the proper expansion and power of expression of its nervous
system. This is amply shown by the fact tl).at many children
given every advantage of heredity, the most ideal environment, and the best kind of nutrition are nevertheless very
often affected by diseases of various kinds whose cause is
generally ascribed to faulty heredity, poor surroundings, or
faulty nutrition. For example, during the recent epidemic
of infantiie paralysis in New York City it was found that the
children of the wealthy were by no· means immUne even
though this disease was considered to be the product of poor
nutrition and bad hygienic surroundings.
We do not wish to be understood as claiming that heredity,
environment and nutrition have no hearing upon the child's
life. Certainly they have. But it is a fact that these influences
have been overrated to the exclusion of all other factors
and especially the one mentioned above, a properly functioning nervous mechanism. It is a one-sided practice that does
not take into account the tremendous part lllayed ~y the
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cases, illustratil).g Practically every disease · of childhood,
have been restored to health thi-ough Chiropractic adjustment when every Other remedy had failed.
It is a matter of _common surprise even to chiropractors how
frequently we find spinci.llesions in children. We do not mean
here those gross abnormalities of the spine such as curvature from rickets, hunch-back from tuberculosis, and so on;
but those minor misplacements of single vertebrae which are
not visible and can only be found by o:q.e who is especially
trained in this kind of work. Those who make a special
study of this problem find that in practically every disease of
infancy and childhood the spine will show one or more vertebrae misplaced. This is so uniformly true that we are convinced absolutely of the advisability of having a child's spine
examined every time that it complains of any disorder~ Many
parents have told us that since they have learned of Chiropractic their cares and worries incident to the- health of
their children have been practically nothing.
Children respond to chiropractic adjustments so quickly
that the results are often startling in their promptness. This
is true not alone in acute diseases but also in chronic ailments
of several years standing~ Let us illustrate this with a few
typical cases. One patient was a little girl, aged nine years,
who since earliest infancy had been troubled with the most
obstinate constipation which everything that · hei:' pcirents
had tried had failed to relieve in the slightest degree. The
child also suffered from indigestion, headaches, occasional
attacks of .nausea and vomiting, and palpitation of the heart.
Ten adjustments corrected every condition and removed every
complaint and the child's bowels acted- regularly every day
after the_ first adjustment.
Another case is that of an infant, aged nine months, who
had infantile :Pralysis, the left shoulder and arm being com- _
pletely paralyzed. There was marked atrophy of all the
muscles, the limb was perfectly cold, and hung useless at
the child's side. Improvement was noted after twelve adjustments and continued until complete recovery was accomplished. TOday it would be imposSible for a stranger· to
say which arm had been paralyzed.
Still another case was that of a child, aged three years,
which had been sufferirig for two weeks with whooping cough;
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Thr_ee days aftei- adjust:trLents were -commenced the "whoop"
disappeared completely and the cough- subsided in a very
short time the-reafter.
A1id so we could go on citing .case after case illustrating
diseases widely different in their ·character and showing the
truly brilliant results that are produced by Chiropractic adjustment. Naturally we ·d_o not wish to Convey the impression that every disease regardless of its nature or severity
can be cured with the aid of Chiropractic adjustment. But
the po-int which we desire to make is that adjustments are
so generally beneficial in. such a variety of diseases that they
merit. a careful trial in practically every class of diseases
affecting the child. _We eire convinced that. there is no other
single nieasure which can show better results in diseases
of infancy and childhood than th()se accomplished by Chiropractic. .In the past most of the cases which we have had
have been those for whom everything else had been tried
and who approached Chiropractic with much diffidence as a
last resort. But the!'e has 'been a growing tendency of late
for parents to try Chiropractic first whenever their Children
became sick and the results have always been highly gratifying.
There is no doubt of the truth of the statement made
'even by- medical men that children in the pasf have suffered
much from over-zealous treatment, particularly from druggiving. This claim is supported .bY- even such an authority
as Holt, who says: ''It should be a fundamental principle
never to give a dose of medicine without a clear and definite
indication. If this rule is followed, it is surprising to find
how often .medication can be dispensed With, and also, in many
caseS, how much better children do without drugs thari with
them. . . . It Is a common mistake to und~restimate the
importance of the ·hygienic surroundings of the patient, the
. value of good nursing, careful feeding, and judicious stimulation, just as it is to overestimate the beneficial effects. -Of
drugs. In the great majority of acute ailments not serious
in character, for which a physician is called, the patie~t recovers quite as promptly without drugs as with them-. This
does not mean that such children require no treatment, but
that· the least important part of the treatment is drug~
giving. • • ."
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Everyone wh~ has had any experience worth mentioning
knows how irrational it is- to give children drugs. Not only
do they frequently fail to produce any good results but they
generally disorganize the child's elltire system. For example,
after ·an ordinary attack of bronchitis for which medicines
are given there usually occurs a disturba:rice of the stomach
and intestines which can be traced directly to- the drugs
~hich were given. The resulting disorder of the stomach is
present for a long time after the bronchitis is gone; and. is
more difficult to cure than was the original disease;. Agam,
in diseases _of the stomach and intestines medication_ is commonly employed with no result whatever, in fact with positively harmful effects. How much more reasonab~e it would
be in such cases to simply restore the innervation to the
affected organs through adjustment, regulate the child's diet,
and provide plenty of fresh air and sunshine. Again, in
cases of malnutrition, anemia, and other debilitated states
from which children suffer the first thing most people think
of iS a tonic. How much more sensible it is to. give the child
what it needs-change of a:ir and environment supplemented
by a course of adjustment. We see this especially in the
case of city" children where we find that tonics are of no
benefit but that the child regains his health promptly upon
being s_ent into the country. And so \1te could go-on almost
indefinitely citing example after example showing the folly
of giving drugs to children. If it is c~ntrary to logic to put
drugs and .chemicals into the body of an adult it is certainly
the worSt kind of folly to do this in the case of children. The
sooner mothers come to an understanding of the folly of givin~
drugs to their children the better will it be for all concerned.
Even the most enlightelled medical thought of the day is
commencing to admit that this iS true.
In this connection it will be appropriate to mention ~nother
statement made by Holt because while he does not say so in
so marty wOrds he voices a principle that is the very keystone
of Chiropractic philosophy. He says: " . • . if We can
but remove that which hampers the bodily functions, Nature
will conduct the case to a satisfactory termination." Those
words are the sum and substance of chiropractic_ teachings.
We claim to remove that which hampers the bodily functions, namely, deficient nerve-supply of the organs. And in
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every case we Claim- that Nature effe<its the cure. Chiropractors do not claim to -cure disease---they simply, through
adjUstment _of the vertebrae take the presSure off the nerves
and thus permit the flow of nervous energy along the nerves
to again reach the organs which had been dePrived of this
·energizing influence. This bei'ng done Nature speedily institutes her restorative processes and rehabilitates the parts
which had been either functionally or organically diSeased.
It makes no ·difference what the nature of the disturbance
is Nature doe-s the actual curing. When a bone is fractured
all that the surgeon does is to place the broken ends together;
the. subseq~~;nt union of these ends is done solely by Nature.
Certainly ·no surgeon Claims to put into the bone the callus
which later- becomes converted into bone and unites the factured ends.# Neither should a physician of any school ·of
P:ractice claim tq do more in any other condition. Whatever
response takes place in any part 'of the body does so by
virtue of ·the intervention of Nature. The only mode of treatmerlt, therefore, which is logical is that which recognizes this
fundamental fact, that all we can do is remove that which
hampers the organs and allow Nature to ~estore the parts
to their normal .state. This is the principle upon which
Chiropractic is founded and the practical apPlication of this
principle meets with success.
Let us now briefly cbnsider the ilff~r~nt classes of ~iseases
of infancy and childhood and note the Striking_ effectiveness
of Chiropr~ctic in these diseases. It is obviously not within
the· scop_e of a treatise of this character to discuss each
disease of childhood individually." All that we can do is touch
upon.the different classes of disease-with enlphasis laid upon
those which are the most com~on. and important.
The dera·ngements of nutrition constitute a large proportiOn
of the ailments of the first year of life. One of the greatest
problems for the mother and physician is the feeding of
infants, and the disorders of nutrition are maily and various.
In days gone by artificial feeding of infants waS re_sOrted
to as a last extremity for the reason that children so seldom
thrived as well when bottle-fed as when breast-fed. And
there is small wonder that this was so ·when we stop to
consider in the light of our present-day knowledge the utter
lack ·of care aJ?.d cleanliness that accompanied the employment
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of artificial feeding. TodaY, however, artificial feeding is so
uiliformly sucCessful ·that we are almost tempted to claim
it superior to breast feeding. Certainly we can dete~·mine
in artificial feeding exactly the amount of various food constituents which the infant is getting. Added to this is the
advantage of eliminating from the food any of the toxic
substances which are so commonly found in mother's milk.
Practically everything that the mother takes is eliminated
in her milk in greater or less amounts, especially various
medicines and many foods. All these. have a deranging effect
upon the health of the nursing infant, and miy lead to grave
disorders. Not only do suCh substances affect the mother's
milk but her mental emotions often produce a profound
chaitge in the quality of her milk. If the rriother is. nervous,
excited, angry or overwrought, we generally find the nursing
infant affected thereby. But in the case of artificial feeding
with milk from healthy cows none of these disadvantages
exist. And there are at the present time such admirable
ways of modifying cow's milk that it is practically the same
as mother's milk from a food-chemist's standpoint. It should,
therefore, be the rule to resort to artificial feeding the moment the infant shows signs of impaired nutrition and an
analysis of the mother's milk shows it to be lacking in any
essential particular or containing substances which are
iriimical to the welfare of the infant.
Every infant should be weighed twice a week during the
first three months of life, and thereafter once a week for the
remainder of the first year. If this is done the earliest signs
of disturbed ·nutrition will be recognized. The best danger..
signal which we have in infancy "is loss in weight, as this invadably is a sign that something is wrong. The next step
-should be an investigation into the exact cause of the loss of
weight and immediate correction of this cause. Unless this is
done· prOmptly the infant. will continue to lose weight with incre8.Sing rapldity until it very soon reaches a point from which
there is no recall. A condition of this kind seldom corrects
itself for the reason that changes in young infants occur so
rapidly that the child's vitality is reduced to a low ebb before
spontaneous or accidental improvement in conditions cci.n take
place. The duty of both the mother and her physical adviser
is therefore plainly to -watch the child for the .:first sign of
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faulty ~utrition-loss in weight-and correct the causes at
the .earliest possible moment~ ,
We have been too prone in the past to l;,ty the blame for
derallgements of nutrition entirely to the food. While it is
true that this is largely resp.onsible· for the disordered nutrition we must remember that the fault is very many times ·
with the digestion. This is borne out by our common experienc'e in finding that every possible correction and perfection
of the child's food has no effect upon its nutritional state.
Attention to the digestive organs·. in these cases is always
indicated and will be the means Of saving. many an infant
which would otherwise be lost. There is.no doubt that the most
ratio:rial· .way in which t~ correct any disorder of the digestive
organs is by restoring_ to them th~ir nerve-supply through
adjustment. The truth of this is being demonstrated daily.
Not only should the infant's diet be supervised but his spine
must be examined for the purpo~e of locating a possible displacement of one or more Vertebrae which by pressure upon
the nerves may shut off the flow of nervous .energy to the
digestive .organs and thus be Primarily responsible for· the
entire nutritional disturbance from which the infant is suffering. This is not merely a theory___.:....it is a fact. that is attested
by hundreds ot cases that might be cited showing the prompt
improvement· that followed one or two adjustments. And
these cases include riot only types of mild malnutrition but
the mOst advanced and apparently hopeless cases of marasmus. Many a child that is today in the ·full· bloom ·of health
owes its life to Chiropractic which snatched it from a marasmic's grave. And the same is true of many -cases of the
diseases which are themselves in turn due to faulty nutrition.
Among these we might mention such disorders as rickets and
scurvy- in which Chiropractic has accom:Plish:ed truly brilliant
results. It goes without saying that in every such case the
child's diet was corrected since, as already mentioned, these
nu.tritional disorders are due to a combination of improper
food ·and faulty digestion. But in practically all the cases
r-eferred to results were not forthcomillg until the change in
diet was supplemented by Chiropractic adjustments.
The numerous diseases of the digestive system of the child
next demand our attentio:rl. We find that here also Chiropractic has achieved results that entitle it to a place in the
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foremost rank of remedies for this class of disorders. Natur-

nose becomes flattened. The&-e changes in the face give the
child a stupid expres:;;ipn. As a matter of fact, it is noted
that children having a4enoids really are backward in school,
and- it was this observation which was responsible for the
discovery of adenoids in the first place. That adenoids are
quite frequen-t cannot be doubted, but the number of children
affected is not nearly as great as some would lead us to be-·
lieve. It has become a habit of medical men to ascribe everything to adenoids and to suggest Operative removal of these,
growths. As a result of this mistaken notion thousandS of
children have been needlessly operated u.pon. So far. as
Chiropractic adjustments are concerned in these cases, we
can say that when the growths are soft and spongy they disappear after a course of a(j.justments; but when they have
become firm and fibrous, as they do in older children, surgical measures are necessary to remove them. The point
we wish to emphasize is t_o .determine with certainty whether
a child h&s adenoids before consenting to surgical interference.
During the last three pr four years there has been a veritable craze of tonsU removals. Regardless what the· child
complains Of, the tonsils are blamed therefor and their removal insisted upon. There 'is no- question but that the removal of the tonsils is sometimes justifiable- and necessary.
This is true Jn those cases in which the patient has had rep_eated attacks of. tonsillitis, so that the tonsils are converted
into a mass of fibrous tissue which is of low resistance and
offers a good culture medium for the growth Of disease germs.
In that case theY act :is a foreign body in the throat a~d are
a menace to the P?-tient and should be ·removed. The average
case of tonsillitis responds very readily to Chiropractic adjustments, and in an acute case one or two adjustments is
often sufficient to stop the disease.
Parents should therefore never consent to surgical measures in adenoids and tonsillitis unless they have made certain
that nothing_ else will give relief. They should bear in mind
also that many times. the symptoms of. which a child complains are not due to adenoids arid tonsillitis, but to some
other condition which will be disclosed when a careful e4aminatiorl is lliade.
The other diseases of the digestive system ar~ too numei:..
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ally we lay no claim· to the correction of such defonnities as
cleft palate, harelip, tongue-tie, and sO on. These belong
strictly to the realm of sui-gery. But there is a large number
of diseases of the digestive system in which Chiropractic is
of distinct value.
In this connection it would seem appropriate to ·say something regarding the subject of teething, which by some observers is credited with causing most of the diseases of childhood, while others go so far as to say that teething causes no
·more symptoms than does the growing of the hair. Neither of
these two extreme views is correct. It is a· fact that teething
has been given credit for producing more disorders than it is
in reality responsible for. On the other hand, it cannot be
reasonably denied that teething does cause some disturbances
which cannot be ascribed to anything else. In general, therefore, it is difficult to say many times whether the symptoms
from which a child is suffering during the teething age are
due to dentition or to some other cause. It is certainly a
mistake to blame everything on the teething, because as
many authorities claim 95 per cent of all disorders ascribed
to teething are in reality brought on by other causes. We
will usually find spinal lesions and we ·readily relieve the
al;mormal state very promptly, showing that the teething
process- is seldom entirely responsible for disturbances that
affect the child during this period. One point must be
specially emphasized in this- connection, and that is to use no
soothing syrups. They are dangerous. So far as the different devices for making teething easY are concerned, we have
never found them fulfilling their promises to any great extent.
Returning now to diseases of the digestive system proper,
we want to say a few words about adenoids and tonsillitis.
Adenoids and tonsillitis occur conjointly in one-third of all
cases.
Adenoids are an enlargement of the mass of lymphoid
tissue located in the roof of the throat and sometimes called
the pharyngeal tonsil. When this enlargement occurs, the
openings of the nose leilding to the throat become blocked
and the child is obliged to breathe through the mouth. Holding the· mouth partly open causes the jaws to become narrowed and the teeth gr-ow out irre~larly. The bridge of the
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ous to permit of individual m·ention. Suffice it tO say that
_practically all of them respond most satisfactorUy to adjustments. Various causes are given by different authorities for
these- different diseases, but the fact always remains that of
all causes, the underlying one and therefore the most important one is an improper nerve-supply. It is for this reason that Chiropractic is so uniformly successful in these as
well as in most other diseases beCause it strikeS at the root
. of the trouble in every case. It permits the flow of nervous
energy along the nerves to the different organs and Nature
r~stores the organs to their normal condition, and _thex functionate properly.
·
It is nOt the purpose of this treatise to attempt to convi~ce
the reader that eVery disease of infancy and childhoOd regardless of its nature or severity, can be cured by Chiropractic adjustment~ We lay no claim to anythii:tg of that kind.
Our purpose is simply to draw the reader's attention to
adjustment, with the object of having him give this meritorious system a trial before other more dangerous measures
are resorted to, or after all other remedies have failed. It
will be found in most cases that the results fully justify all
claims made for our science. Many parents now call in the
Chiropractor as soon as their children are suffering from any
ailment, regardless of its nature. And they may rest assured
of getting an honest opinion as to the merits of Chiropractic
in any -Particular case. If the Chiropractor thinks that adjustments are indicated, he will say so. and will be glad to explain why. If, on the other hand, 4e is of the opinion that
adjustments will not reach the case, he. will be just as frank
in giving his opinion in this regard,
There are certain diseases of the different systems of the
body which respond to adjustments in ·practically every case.
The severity and gravity of the case is no criterion as to results, because we often find that the gravest cases respond
most rapidly. Appendicit_is, for example, often responds to a
.single adjustment at a time when the surgeons insist that a
child will be dead in six hours unless operated upon. Cases
of infantile paralysis which haVe been ·pronounced as altogether hopeless have been completely cured through Chiropractic. The different contagious diseases of childhood have
all been markedly influenced through adjustments, and in
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many instances their course shortened by 75 -per cent of what
it would have been under the treatment generally employed.
In. short, there is scarCely a condition which· has not been
favorcibly influenced through .adjustme_nt.
We therefore present Chiropractic ·to the fathers and
mothei·s of children in the fullest confidence that it will alwayS justify itself in their hopes and expectatiolls. It has
won a place frOin which nothing can eradicate it in the homes
of thousands by reason of its accomplishments in the past•
There is. no reason- why it should not multiply the good it
has done a hundredfold in the future.
Qhiropractic ·has
served those well who have come to it as .a last resort, when
hope had fled from the anxioUs mother's bieast. It has the
saine promise for you.

CHIROPRACTIC, AND THE WOMAN
There a1~e living today,. or should we say existing, thousands
upon thOUsands of Amer1can women whose liVes have been
blight~q, whose existence has been made a torture by the
conscienceless knife .that has made a desecrated shambles of
one room in man.y a hospital in the land and has cast a blot
upon the surgical fi-aternity. that eons-of---time cannot. erase.
There are thousands of womeri.living today a hopeless, cheerless, joyless -existence because the ·o:rie to whom_ they: had Em·trusted the welfare of their being had miserably failed to
keep Sacred the trust reposed in him. These wom:e:h are a
crYing testimony to the lengths that a fanatical craze may
gci before a successful stop can be put upon it. We refer· to
the mania for surgery upon women that is now .slowly but
surely swinging .like a pendulum toward the side of sanity
·once more. While the waning power of surgery in diseases
of Women can offer but poor recompense to the women of the
past, it certainly will be cheering to their sisters of the
future.
When surgery reached- the zenith ·of its development, partiCularly after the advent of antisepsis, the female· pelvic
organs rapidly greW to be the special field of activity of the
surgeons. The ruthlessness with which these sacred pre~
cincts were invaded was nothing if not criminal. Surgeons
sterilized a woman upon_ the slightest provocation throug\1 ·
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ovarectomY. A tiny CySt_ upon the ovary was considered
ample reason for removing the_ organ, no thought being given
to the well known fact that a small vesicle nearly always
forms afte1· the rupture of a Graafian follicle.. _The h~lpor
tance of the internal secretion of the ovary was given no
conside~ation but the organ was removed with little thought
of consequences~ It was even stated by son1:e that there
were surgeons with whom removal of a woman's ovaries had
become a mania that. they could not resist. Similar -other
needless surgery upon wome"n which need not be detailed
here has added to or been the sole and immediate cause of
invaliding thousands of women who should today be enjoying
. good he~alth and the blessings of a fruitful .life. Education
upon the folly of destructive surgical procedures has already
accomPlished much in diminishing the number of those
women who have in the past been made unfit through- this
means. But much remains to be done along this line, and,
what is much more important, a sUccessful substitute for
surgical measures in the diseases of women should be offered
the woman.
In his splendid and epoch-making work on Diseases of
Women, Dr. W. C. Schulze concludes hiS preface with these
words: "* * * the author expresses the hope that this work
may contribute something to the conservative treatment of
the ailments of womankind, so that the knife may become
more and more a queStion of last resort, even as drug medication has 3.lready heen practically abandoned." The present
trend of thought along these lines makes it certain that the
wish. therein expressed will be fulfilled, for Chiropractic is
already doing more 'for womankind than any other single
agency. With the _exception of .cancer of the ute:us and disorders resulting from gross lacerations of the permeum every
diseaSe of_ the pelvic organs of the female responds to spinal
adjustment. And there_ is every· reason why: these measur~s
should be as effective as they are in the treatment of this
class of atre"ctions since they strike at the very root of the
evil in practically every case. Nine-tehths of the disorders
of the uterus and adnexa are ·traceable to faulty innervation
of the inVolved parts, and by restoration of their nervesupply Chiropractic brings about a return to a normal condition and normal function.
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The- disregard of the nervous system in its relation to the
state and condition of the pelvic organs of the woman by all
E;chOols of healing has been the principal reason why so much
so-called mystery attaches itself· in the minds of many to
these organs. It -may be said 'that the nerves of this portion
of th-e body communicate in some manner with the entire
nervous System. Even the_ phySicians· of old recogriized this
va-guely for they attributed the -manifestation of- what we
cQ.-11_- hysteria to disorders of the -pelvic organs in every case,
and- for this reason gave the condition the name that it bears
to this day. While most anatomists devote pages of space
to noll-essentials they give a scant page to the nervous syst~m -of the uterus and ·mention .merely the terminal nervefibres- that supply the organ. A true and complete discussion
of this Subject should go much farther back th~n that. It
·should trace the nel"ves back through- every communicating
pcit~way to the~r ultimate origin, the brain. -Doing that ~ll
throw a flood of light upOn many of the problems regarding
diseaSes of' wOmen that seem so ·perplexing to others but
which. are as an open book to the Chiropractor who r~asons
from c·ause to effect and knows-what ·is the guiding spirit of
the generati~e _organS ~nd · conversely _what , is the cause of
abnormality in these- p·a~'s When th~y are· dise~s·e~.
·As stated '3.boVe the ·chirOPraCtOr reasons frO~ caus~ to
effect;. he adjUsts the' ~au~~ of disease and doe~ 'not tr~at its
effects,. knowing that· to remove the cause of
'_abp.ormal
state must pf necessity nullify its effects. In- this ~mode of
,·-.caring for the diseases of women· the Chiropractor follows ~
line of procedure -entir'ely different from that employed by
any other school of healing. In those cases where surgical
measures are not reSorted to by .the physician- so-called local
treatment is Used and the low percentage of results from -this
means of treatment is too well known to require .comment.
And how c'ClUld it be otherwise when we. pause to consider
that while the effect, the local evidences of malady are being
"treated" its essential cause is left· entirely unattended.
Let us consider an eXample in point: A woman has prolapse of the Uterus, f3.lling of the womb. Unless this is due
to a laceration of the perineum surgical measures are in
most cases a failure. Either the uterus is fastened to the
anterior abdominal wall or the ligaments of the womb are
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shortened. Both these methodS usuallY fail because in the
first case the adhesions which form between the uterus and
the abdominal wall are not sufficiently strong to hOld it in
place, while in the second case the ligaments are ta_ken up -in
theh· weakest spot and soon stretch out to theu former
length. The same holds true of most forms of medical or
local treatment. Curretment is often resorted to in these
cases because it is found that the uterus draws up after a
curretage. Why this is so no one knows e~actly except one
who has made a study of the physiology of the nervous system. This gives the reason and it is based upon the faCt that
irritation of the nerve-endings in the uterus excites violent
reflexes which temporarily cause the ligaments to cOntract
and draw the uterus up into its normal position. But the
effect of this stimulation soon wears away and the falling
of the womb again becomes apparent. The use of the pessary
is 'just as useless. If the pessary is placed in the vagina ·so
that. it. holds the uterus up it must be firmly fixed or it fails
_to accomplish this purpose. This necessarily causes marked
pressure upon the walls of the vagina with the result that
there soon develops pressure necrosis and ulceration of the
Vagina. When the pessary is inserted loosely it of course
does not accomplish anything at all. Local medicinal applications are of necessity valueless in a case of this character
for the reason that they cannot be expected to exert. any
mechanical action upon the condition present. -So we see ·that
all _these measures by failing to take into account the basic
cause of the prolapse of the uterus are unproductive of any
lasting ben€fit. Chiropractic, however, reCognizes the underlying cause of the condition as being _a laxity of all the supporting- stru~tp.res of· the uterus and knows that the reason
these parts are lax is simply beca-gse they are not being
properly innervated. It therefore sets .about to re_store to
th'ese parts the"ir nerve-supply whereupon they recover their
nor.mal tone and accomplish the_ purpose for which nature_ designed them. The ligaments and muscles of tl;Le uterus w}1ich
hold the organ in its proper. position are given their normal
tonicity through an adjustment'· which removes the pressure
from. the nerves governing these ·muscles and ligaments and
-thus_ permits the nerves to transmit their- vitalizing impulses
-to these structures.
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Just as in the example cited so also in practically all disof the uterus operative procedures and local treatments
geh,erally fail to accomplish the purpose for which they are
designed. Chiropractic on the contrary has proven itself in
thousands of cases the remedy par excellence in the _diseases
peculiar to wOmen_ ·for the reason stated, namely, that it
strikes at the uri.derlying cause, imperfect innervation, and
thus as~ists nature tO carry o_ut her restorative and reparative
processes.
It is, however, not merely indicated in those cases in which
diseased cond,itions already manifest themselves, but· it is
also a prophylactic and prevents the deVelopment of many
abnormal conditions by maintaining the pelVic organs in a
healthy state. Thus there are manY caseS reported in which
the period of pregnancy has been made much more bearable,
·labor more endurable, and the puerperium more uncomplicated because the prospect.ive mother 'had _been given a
course of adjustments.· It may be said on good authority
that every woman would do well to take- a ·course of twelve
adjustments every year simply for the prophylactic effect
they have in warding Off disease through keeping the Organs
in a normal condition.
·
·
'
In a treatise ·of this character and scoPe it' is obviously
, impossible to _ discuss each individual disease· affecting the
pelvic organs o,f the woman. We can only generalize. Thelife of the wOman resolves itself naturally into three. distinct
periods: ( 1) That of the child
prior to the age of puberty
1
and the first -appearanCe of the menses; (2) That of the.
adult woman from. the establishing of the -perlodie menstrUal
flow, through the child-bearing period, till the cessation of
the regular menstrual flow; (3) That of the menopause
whi-ch marks the extinction of the sexual function. Each of
these age periods is fraught with its own peculiar dang~rs
to the health and life of the woman. Let us consider each
of these periods and note briefly the conditions which exist
in each.
With the child before the establishment of the menses. we
are not particularly concerned· here. Both sexes are sexually
the same until the time that tl_le girl reaches what is known
as the age of puberty, namely the date of first appearance
of the menstrual-flow. Nevertheless eVen before this time
~ases
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the difference in s~x- shoWs itself in many unriristakable ways
in children. There_· is a decided difference. in the inclinations
and desires of a boy and a girl, as evidenced in their work
and their play. And as the years go on. this difference becomes more and more apparent until finally the girl reaches
the age of twelve or fourteen years which marks the beginning of her active sexual life and which is, as above stated,
called the age of Puberty. During this age _period the girl
rapidly emerges from childhood into maidenhood. Her face
loses its childish contour, her eyes take_ on an 3.dded lustre,
her body acquires its rounded form, the breasts develop,
and the generative organs increase rapidly in size. ~This is
the period in a ·woman's life when the utmost care must be
exercised to guard -her from the dangers incident t.o -this age,
or to quickly correct any abnonnalities which may have developed. The sympathetic nervous system is undergoing a
marked change and various disorders readily develop unless
every precaution is t~en.
Although the appearance of the menstrual flow means that
maternity is possible this is not to be taken as an indication
that the development of the individual is complete at this
time. It is not until the girl has reached the age of eighte-en
or twenty years that her sexual development is complete,
her nervous system able to meet the strain of child-bearing,
and she is able to meet the 1·equirements of motherhood.
Hence the period of puberty includes not merely the few
months that are ordinarily required for the establishment of
a regular and normal menstrual flow, but it embraces all the
years through which the girl passe·s _in attaining her full

the ·girl's environment should be adjusted to her present
needs and requirements. Her diet should be. simple and
·nUtritious, her amusements should be moderate, her exercise
sufficient to maintain her needs, and she should have freql\_ent
··periods of rest. Her studies should be intelligentiy Supervised and should. be somewhat curtailed during the time of
menstruation. Her amusements, companions and reading·
matter should be well serected to guard her against dangerous emotional influences. In all these things "the parents of
the girl should Pe guided by the counsel. of a competent
Chiropractor who has studied every angle of this trying and
dangerous period in the ·woman's life. Unless the utmost
care and jUdgment is exercised at this time grave results
may follow, among Which may be .mentioned nutritional disorders~ phychoses, menstrual and other function~l disorders,
and sterility, any of which may make the woman a hopeless
~invali-d for the balance of her life.
But when the girl is
carefully guarded during this time of her life in the manner
indicated she has every reason to expect a long, useful and
happy life. True, many of the abnormalities that are so frequently met with during this age period -are amenable to
Chiropractic adjustments, but how much more reasonable it
is to forestall such preventable- disorders by just a little
attention to the few details enumerated above.
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During this period of her life the girl is taXed Oy the rapid
sexual development that is taking place, bY the pronounced
changes in her nervous ·system, by the circulatory disturbances that are apt to arise, by the mental and physical strain
incident to her. studies, and by the conventionalities enforced
by society. As -previously stated, the great necessity for
care during this critical period, which iS" often known as the
:first climacterium, is thus apparent at a glance. Prophylaxis
is first to _be considered and it should include a careful spinal
analysis twice a year together with the adjustment of any
deviations which may exist. In addition to spinal adjustment
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Let us noW briefly consider the disorders incident to the
period of puberty and show that they can be benefitted by
spinal adjustment. First of "all in importance ~re spinal defects. Many girls at this time of life -grow and develop very
rapidly and the demands made upon the spine-the· lineshaft of the body-are ~xcessive and a frequent source of
weakening of the vertebral column. Furthermore, very few
girls get sufficient exercise, certainly not as much as boys
do, and in consequence of their weaker muscles spinal defects
are- apt to and do d-evelop. Again, girls have a habit of
asSuming faulty positions, such as bending forward almost
double 'over their desk in school, standing on one foot and
leaning toward the same side, or curling up like a ball in abig easy chair reading. All of these and many Other sinlilar-incorrect positions produce spinal deviations very rapidly
during this period arid unless one is conStantlY on the lookout
for them they soon develop to a degree that makes t;hem very·
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intractable-. ]for this reason girls at this age should have
their Spine frequently . analyzed and corrected. When a
girl's back becomes rounded _an<~ her shoulders :Stooped, it is
useless to remind her continuously~ to "sit up straight" or
furnish her with a brace. The first system is valueless and..
the second adds to the difficulty, because the reason she assumes the form described is the weakness of the muscles and
ligaments of the spine and the resulting misplacement of
vertebrae. When round shoulders and lateral curvature of the
spine have actually developed immediate attention must be
given the spine so that the muscles and .ligaments may be
st:engthened and the curvature corrected. Anything else
fads because various spinal _appliances simply make the
muscles so much the more weak and useless; exercises help
to s.tr~ngthen the muscles but they will not correct the spinal
deviatiOn except when it is still so slight as tO be scarcely
noticeable; and attention to proper position may be too late
when once the spine has become partially fixed in its abnormal
position. There is, in short, only one proper method and _that
is to tone up the muscles and ligaments by restoring their
nerve-supply through chiropractic adjustment.
This brings us .naturally to that common complaint of
women, "backache.'' The average physician pays scarcely
any attention to this complaint, except to recognize the fact
that it is a symptom of mOst of the disorders p~culiar to
women, as a matter of fact physicians regard this complaint as a result of the pelvic disorder. --This is entirely
incorrect since the backache is the expression of the cause
of the disorder which is located in the spine and which is
practically ah:vays a subluxation of a vertebra that imPinges
the nerves leading to the pelvic organs. There is scarcely a
disease which is not accompanied by more or less backache
and it is a surprising thing that this notable fact should have
gone _so long uninvestigated. Chiropractic explains the rea.:.
son for this symptom and applies the correctness of its con~
tention When .the Chiropractor finds in the spine the proxiw
mate cause of the trouble and through an adjustment removes the cause of both the backache and the disease. Backache is especially common in girls having pelvic diSorders
and the rapidity with which the backache and the 'disease
respond to adjustments is often marvelous. Case after case
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might be cited in which the gravest disorders were relieved
through adjustments after every known method of treatment
had been employed ~thout avail. WheneVer, therefore, a
girl during the period of puberty complains of "backache"
we should suspect some pelviC disorder aitd what is far more
important we should look to the spine for· the seat Of the
trouble and its perpetuation.
During the age of puberty the internal secretions are
changing markedly as shown, for example, by the frequency
of goiter at this time. Many young girls have an enlargement of the thyroid gland during the period of puberty, which
is especially pronounced during the time of menstruation.
Ordinarily the goiter disappears after menses have become
well established. At first the gland is soft, in fact almost
fluctuating, and responds very quickly to Chiropractic ad~
- justment. Later on, hpwever, they have a pronounced tendency to become hard and fibrous and far less responsive to
adjusf.ments though ultimately a cure is effected in the vast
majority of cases.
Disorders of menstruation during the period of puberty
are. many and varied. Those which are especially pecUliar to
this age period- are: Delayed menstruation, in which the
normal flow does not make its appearance -when the girl
reaches the proper age; amenorrhea, which is an absence· of
the -flow which had become- establisheCr' but which ceased for
one or another reason; dysmenorrhea, which is painfui- menstruation; profuse or scanty menstruation. ·
It is not our purpose to enter into a lengthy discourse on
these various types of menstrual disorders since their nature
arid _mode of production are so well understood. The point
·which we wish. to emphasize is this, namely, that Chiropractic is of inestimable service ·in nearly all classes of menstrual
disorders because all are due dir-ectly... or indirectly to faulty
innervation.
The development of woman is complete at the age of
·eighteen o~ twenty years and since this is the period of her
life when she is fulfilling the purpose of her being, it is only
natural that dul'ing this age period she _is subject to many
grave disorders which do not occur -at either of the other age
periods into which -her life naturally resolves itself. The
most common of these· disorders are gonorrhea, syphilis,
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menstrual abnormalitieS, diSplacements of the ute~uS, constipation, child-bearing and its attenda'.nt dangers and complications, and· various diseases of the uterus, tubes and ovaries.
While it is impossible in a treatise of this scope to -deal
with each of these abnormal states incident to this period
of a woman's. life as largely as we might wish, _still we will
touch upon each one and show how beneficial Chiropractic iS
in relieving many of these conditions.
Gonorrhea and syphilis -are the two diseases which have
Caused more agony and misery to the human race than an
others combined. It is stated on very good authority that
fully seventy-five per cent of all chronic diseases of the female pelvic o:fgans are due to gonorrhea. There are no reliable statistics regarding the exact frequency of this diSease ·
either among men or women, but its prevalence is certainly
far greater than- _the average person has any idea of. It iS,
of course, a fact that most women contract the disease innocently after marriage. But men, who are in the habit of
indulging in prom-iscuous sexual relations prior to their marriage, are subject to the danger of contracting gonorrhea
and infecting their wife after marriage. There is only one
thing that can be held respons~ble for this unhappy and inexcusable state of affairs, and that is the double standard of
morals as· regards the sexual relation. There are, in other
words, two codes-one for the man, which condones his actions, and one for the woman, which condemns her actions:
That this double standa~d is wrong goes withoUt saying. It
is no more right and proper for a man to indulge in promiscuous sexual relations than it would be for a woman.
And yet, while the man's act is the gUilty one and· the one
which is left uncensured, it is the woman who is made innocently _to suffer. This travesty upon our civilization should
be eXposed in the true light of its hideous injustice and done
away with. It should be made just as great a crime for a
man to. indulge in promiscuous sexual intercourse prior to his
marriage as- it is for a woman. Were this done, gonorrhea
would speedily. be wiped from the face of the earth and onehalf -the diseases_ from which womankind today suffers would
be forev_er done away with.
Syphilis is doubtless of much less frequency. than- gonorrhea. Some authorities consider the latter more amenable
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to treatment than gonorrhea, but we seriously doubt this.
In any eve"nt syphilis is much more ·farreaching in its ultimate
effects and has been ·responsible for untold Woe and unhappiness. It is interesting to note in this connection that syphilis
is the only disease ·that is directly transmitted from parent
to child. Strictly speaking, we inherit no other dis~ase, since
the diseas~ itself is never transmitted directly in its fully
developed form. All that is transmitted is a tendency or predisposition to a certain disease, bu,t never the actual disease
process itself. ·But ·syphilis is directiy transmitted in its
developed entity from parent to child,· "evell to the fourth
·generatiOn." What Was said above concerning gonorrhea .is
therefore true in an even larger sense of syphillis. The one
· way to protect Womari from this dread disease is to preverit
men from contracting it prior to their marriage and then infecting their wives ·with it. In this great task women must
lend a helping hand, for it were useless to do anything of
imiterial value in this regard unless women first of an cease
tacitly sanctioning and coUntenancing a P,ifferent standard "bf
morals among men than that whiCh governs themselves. They
.-should ally themselves openly with any and every movement
that is designed to promote the spread of correct knowledge
relative to this subject. They_ will soon, ·find that men will
come to the realization that it is. illexcuSable for them· to
expose themselves to venereal infectiori before marriage and
that they cannot _hope to enjoy th.at full confidence and _esteem
which would rightfully be theirs were they to live as clean
a· life before their marriage as they demand of the woman
who is to become their wife.
- What is Chiropractic doing along the lines· of prophy13.xis
and. cure of gonorrhea and syphillis? In the first place the
profession is bending every e~ort to stamp Out these diseases
by eduC.ating the laity along the lines of prophylaxis indicated ahove. At the same time we realize the present necessity that confronts us, namely, the cure of the disease itself
or its effects on those unfortun~te women who have contracted it. In this we haVe had success, since through spinal
adjustment we have been ·enabled to accomplish what no
other mode of treatment has, in many cases, succeeded in doing. Every woman who is suffering from an indefinable
malady should unhesitatingly face the possibility of vene-real
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infection as no one· iS immune. and"it is often fo~rid- in localities where it is least suspected. A woman owes it to herself
and her children ·to establish beyond the shadow of a doubt
the exact nature of her ailment in any case. It-- is only upon
a clear understanding of the character of her ailment in any
case that she can avail herself of those means for relief that
are helpful in a large meaSure. , She can approach Chiropractic in confidence in any event· and be assured that any reasonable expectations of this science will be fulfilled.
Disorders of menstruation h:ive already been referred to.
There are, however, some menstrual abnormalities which ~re
peculiar to the age period of the Woman during the childbearing period, not'ably amenorrhea or absence of the menstrual flow, dySmenorrhea or painful menstruation, and men-'
orrhagia or excessive menstrual flow.
Amenorrhea may be physiological, that is to say, it may be
perfectly normal and really is so before the age of puberty,
during pregn(;\ncy and the menopause, and while a mother is
nursing her child. But under any_ other circumstances it is
abnormal, and while it is not a disease in itself it is a symptom or sign of some underlying malady. Every woman-suffering from a· stoppage of the menstrual flow should consult
a chiropractor at her first opportunity so that- the- cause of
the cessation of the menses may be ascertained and proper
meaSures be instituted. The cause may be either general or
local and it is Of the utmost importance that women shoufd
find out at the earliest moment what the trouble is before
some really grave disorder has developed to a point where
nothing in the world can help her.
Dysmenorrhea is an exceedingly common affection, and like
amenorrhea is simply a symptom and not a disease itself.
It is a fact that while a normal menstruation should be without any pain it very seldoin is so. A slight amount of pain
is so common that it might almost be considered physiological, and it is only when the pain becomes pronounced that
it indicates an underlying disorder. Many women go through
their entire lifetime suffering agony at each menstrual period
when the cause might readily be removed freeing her for all
time from this distressing condition. Every woman who is
troubled with painful menstruation should, therefore, seek
the first opportunity to consult a chirop:ractor and learn from

. hiin- the cause of· the disturbance and receive adjustments
fol- its relief. Many of the pelvlc disorders which are responsible foi- dysmenorrhea are due to the partS being deprived of
their normal nerve-supply and it 'is often .surprising how
quickly a normal state is restored through orily a few adjustments.
Menorrhagia namely an excessive menstrual flow, is a
rather relative- term as it is often impossible to say whether
the flow is excessive in any one. individual case -becau~e this
que"!)tion is, within ceJO\ain limits~ a personal one. What may
be excessive for one woman may be perfectly normal for
another woman. For example, _the nOrmal regular discharge
of ~ full-blo~ded worilan would constitute a serious loss to
another of slender build and with little blood .to .spare. EVery
woman soon learns what IS normal in her own, particular case
and easily recognizes any change from this normal discharge.
She is theTefore herself the_ best diagnostician of this trouble
and if she should notice any pronounced change in the volume of the menstrual fl.ow, she should at once investigate its
possible. causes." ~s· a general rule it may be said that menorrhagia exists whEm __the flow )s two or three times that of
the usual flow, and when the blood comes away in gushes
and has a bright red color or ~ollects in the vagina in clots
which are later discharged. There is a large number of contributing causes ·of menorrhagia ·all of which come und?r
three classes, namely, local, constitutional, and circulatory.
Some_ of these c3.uses are serious from the very begi:rtning and
demand i:ristant attention. Others conie on sloWly- and only
become serious with the passage of time, and it is these which
are ·most apt to. be overlooked. by women until it has reached
a grave stage. · But even then Chiropractic will often bring
about· _results when everything else has failed. But why
shOuld a woman go on for years suffering from something
which --could be remedied ?
We could recount bundreds of cases in which menstrual
disorders -of various kinds have been relieved through Chiro~
practic adJustment, but beyond making interesting reading
they would ·prove -nothing. The fact that stands out is this,
namely,· that Chiropractic offers a sound and reasonable
theory for tlie cause of many of_ the disorders of menstruation, as w.ell &s of different diseases of women, and proves
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.the correctness of this theoiy by the brilliant results which
are obtained through spinal adjustment.

the ligaments become relciXed in this manner the .uterus
naturally f.ills from its normal position. The nature of the
displacement ge'nerallY. depends upon some contributirig fac-tor which will be found present in most cases. Such con_tribui:.ing factors m~y b13; pregmincy, tumors, adhesions, lacerations of the perineum,. and general weakness. But regardless what may be the contributing factor the weakness of the
supporting ligaments of the .uterus-~s: the key to the (3ituation
in every case.
The next question that logic'3.Uy follows is, what causes the
ligaments to become deprived Of iheir~-nel-ve-fOrce. And here
aS in all other cases we find that Chiropractic offers the
inost reasonable explanation· that ha:s ever been propounded.
There is one place in the course of a nerve where it is most
likely to suffer that condition which will prevent it from
condUcting impulses from the brain and spinal .cord to the
parts which it supplies ·and that iS at the point. where it
emerges from the spinal canal through the openings between
the movable vertebrae. The slightest displacement of one
of these vertebrae may be sufficient to cause enough shifting
of the margins ·of the opening through which the~ nerve
passes ·to produce pre.ssure up oil the nerve and this pressurewill prove an effectual blOck to the conduction of impulseS·
beyond this point. If one of the vertebrae in the lower :Por'tion of the spine, from which the nerves that supply the
Uterus and its ligaments emerge, becomes displaced, the
nerves become impinged and fail to conduct I,~.erve-impulses to
to the uterine ligaments. As a consequence they become
~elaxed and the womb falls from its normal position.
This view is not only correct from a theoretical stall.jipoint
but it has been proven to be sound beyond the shadow -Of a
doubt by the splendid results that have been ·achieved in
this class.· of cases in all forms of uterine displacements from
the mildest to the seve:test forms. One suCh case was that
of a woman in which the womb was so badly prolapsed that
it came outside of .the vagina. Six adjustments caused the
uterus to return completely into its normal position and there
has been no recurrence of the condition from that_ day to this.
Any woman who is suffering from any form Of displcicement
of the womb regardless of its kind or degree will do well
to consult a chiropractor, for the splendid results that have
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Displacements of the uterus are very common and lead
to many.' concurrent distui-bances. Normally the uterus is
swung or held poised in a mobile position between its broad
ligaments and is responsive to any force exerted upon its
front or back surface. This force is exercised by the bladder
and rectum and their content. As a result of the mobility of
the womb its position is Subject to great variations at different times, and the notion of the old authorities that the
Organ must always occupy one certain position was founded
upon error. There is considerable latitude in the degree of
movement from any fixed position that the uterus may take
and still be normal. But when the uterus assumes a certain
constant position that is entirely incorrect and that leads to
various symptoms this position becomes abnormal and is
classed as 8. .displacement. These displacements may be
downward, upward, forward, backward, sidewise, twisted upon
itself, or different combinations of these positions. Regardless, however, what the nature of the displacement is, we
always find- that there is associated with the displacement
a weakriess of the ligaments which act like guy-ropes to hold
the womb suspended in its proper position. Whence does
this weakness generally come 7 This question is easilY
answered when we stop to consider the fact that the ligaments like all other structures of the body possess tonicity
only by virtue of the nerve-force which they are at all times ·
receiving. So long as the· muscles and ligaments are receiving the constant supply of nerve-force that is being sent them
they are in what is termed a state of tonicity. Were the.
muscles not i-eceiVing this constant flow of nervous energy
they would become flabby and j.elljr-like· and formless. The
body as a whole and all its component parts would collapse
into a shapeless mass. In common with all other ligamentous
and muscular structures the ligaments of the uterus are
furnished with a certain amount of nervous energy that
reaches them in a-continuous :flow and which maintains them
in a state of semi-contractility or tone somewhat analogous
to a taut string on a violin. Just as soon as this constant flow
of nerve-force is withdrawn from these ligaments they become -relaxed sil!lilarly to a lose string_ on a violin. When
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been obtained in this class of disorders of
pelviC- or'gans
warrant a most. thorough trial of adjustments. In · Saying
this we do not wish the reader to get the idea that every
case regardless of all considerations will positively be helped
bY spinal adjustment. It is true that there· are some aggra~
Yated _cases in whiCh the weight of the uterus ha."s been _So
much increased by a tumor that, were the ligaments three
times their no mal size, they- could not hold it up into its
nonnal position. Or the patient may have at some previous
time suffered from a severe pelvic inflammation that may
have resulted in the formation of scar-tissue and adhesions
that have bound it into an abnormal position from whiCh
nothing can free it. Such cases are, however, onlY a small
percentage ·of the cases of displacements and in any event
one of the things for which any patient consults a chiro·
praetor is to ascertain the exact nature of her ailment and
an analysis of the conditions that exist in connection therewith. Then the woman so affected will "Ie3.rn what her true
condition is and what hope of ultimate recovery she has a
right to entertain. And. when we consider that most displacements are backward displacements due to a weakening
of the ligaments we see that we are strictly within the
bounds of truth when we say that most cases of displacements
ar~ amendable to spinal adjustment.
·
Constipation is one of the moSt common complaints from
which women of all ages,- classes, and conditions suffer. The
frequency of constipation among women was demonstrated
by One gynecologist who questioned five hundr.ed -WOmen in
this regard and who le·arned that ·of this· number there were
one hundred and sixty.four, or nearly thirty-three per cent,
who were either habitually or occasionally constipated. It
is one of the commonest abnormal c'ondition with which practitioners of every school of healing have to deal. Furthermore, it is the cause. of an almost untold amount of discomfort and poor health among women. The many bad effects
of constipation make it obligatory upon every woman so
afflicted to remedy it at the earliest possible moment.
It is true, of course, that most women do employ measures
for the relief of their constipation. These measures are generally drugs which but add to the difficulty and make it
worse. Every community contains individuals whose entire
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life is spent in _one long sea~ch for a new and potent
drug for their constipation. The fact that each succeeding drug leaves them m9re constipated than they
were before never impresses .the;m and they keep right on
hunting arid hoping that the next one will be IT. Oliver
Wendell Holmes probably had cathartics mostly in mind when
he said of drugs that 14If they- were thrmvn ·into, the sea it
would be better ·for mankind-but worse for the fishes.'~ The
first step which every woman suffei-ing from constipation
should, ~herefore, take is to stop for all time the use of laxative or cathartic medicines of every kind ·regardleSs what
extrava:gant claims may be made for any of them by .theirmanufacturers. If any of them were so good as they a-re
claimed to be there would not be so many hundred varieties
on the market. When we say that drugs are a common
cause of constipation we are in harmony with the most en- ·
lightened thi_nkers among the _medical profession itself, all
of whom admit the follY of using medicines for the relief""
of chronic constipation.
But this is only one of a number of causes of this condition
and- since it is necessarv that every woman be familiar with
these causes so that she may be _able better to .analyZe her
own case we will briefly mentiOn the other causes. These
are: 1. Improper -diet; 2. Lack of. habit in regularly attending to the avacu::~.tion of the bowels; 3. Lack of. sufficient
exercise arid inactive occupations; 4. Injuries to the mechanism at the lowermost portion of the bowel due to -child~birth;
5. Diseases of the stomach, intestines, or pelvic organs;
6. Reflex nervous influences; 7. Interference with the proper
innervation of the inteStinal tract. To go into a discussion
Of each of these causes would involve too many complex
technicalities; but a word or two must be said of the last
' of the causes mention.ed since upon its operation depend the
brilliant results achieved in constipation by Chiropractic.
The normal movements of the intestine are dependent e:p.tirely upon the constant flow of nervous energy that is carried to them by the nerves that come from the lower end
of the spinal cord. This is admitted by all physiologists.
It follows, therefore, that if anything interferes with this
constant flow of nerve-force to the bowels they will cease to
act and will lose their tone, and constipatioA or retention
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be tQld, it ls to every woman's interest that she lose no
itt elllisting the. services of a competent chiropractor
be troubled with habitual:or even occasional co:nst;i''paloio:n,
addition to the atljustments h~ will, after havillg
the _exact-cause of the constipation in the case
tion, advise as to the· proper -diet, suggest appr<>pl,ialoe ,
ciseS, and make such other- recommendations ·as ate
In short, by consulting_ a chiropractor the patient will tea·rn
the true cause of her. trouble and ~ceive that treatment that
has b~en proven the most effeCtive ever devised for constipation.
That a. large p_ercen.tage of the ailments of women are
directly. due to their child-bearin~ is a matter of common
'knowledge. And,- as ·Schulze s~ys, if-all woinen had proper
·:;. care durillg pregnancy,. child-birth and the time a:f'ter labor
."''that they'!§;re entitled to the army of female patients daily
· making tlieii· way into doctor's- offices would be greatl¥ reduced. S~ very much depends upon the care which the
woman re-ceive·s duriilg these trying periodsffthat she shlimld
be· under- the coristant oQservation of a- practitioner.
For .centuries Women- have regarded it as a neces·sity that
they suffer un_to1d tortur~s in connection with the giving
birth ·to children. They acCePt as inevitable the suffering
'that they undergo during ·labor. But ~aref~l study of this
question has shown ~at acc()rding to the :Ulan of _nature
no such suffering should accompany the act of child,-bearing.
We have to thank our civiliZation for the agonies suffered
· by women -of all civilized nations today during labor. It ~-s
a fact that among primitive peoples and sayages the woman
suffers .comp~ratively little in -giving birth to her children.
This is true for no reason than that the primitive woman
·lives close to nature and is in entire accord -with nature's
Pian. ,<She d'resses in a way that does· not alter the _configuration of her body; she- eats the plainest of foods; s~e sleeps
sufficiently, exercises and rests ih proper proportion;_ s~e
does nothing that ever makes her a subject of those dlsturhances that compositelY make up what we know as
"nervousness." Hence it is that for her -child-bearing is
merely· an incident while for her ciVilized sister it is an. event.
But our world has arriVed at a stage in its evoluntionary
progre~s where it is no longer possible or feasible or d6sir,.. ·

of the waste produ-cts in the intestinal tract will_ be the
result. ChiroPraCtic has demonstrated tltat the common cause
of stopPage of the flow of nervous energy along ~he course
of nerves is pressure of· a misplaced·vertebra_upori the n~rves ·
the point where they pass from the spinal cor_d between
the vertebrae: The soundness of this theory has been proven
in thousands of cases of constipation in women which _have
been cured through the aid of spinal adjustment. Of all
the remedial agencies .ever advocated_ for constipation ChiropractiC has beell the ;most uniformly successful. And_ this
is true for the reason that chiropractors reason fro:in _cause
to 6ffect, realizing that ~onstipatio_n is Uot a disease but is
a symptom, and adjust -the cause of the condition. The
chiropractor doe& not give a cathartic but he studies each
case and when he- has ascertained the primary and contributory cause he corrects these and relief follows naturally.
sometimes results follow the first adjustment, the writer
having had cases in ·which the patient had normal movements
of the BoWels from the very commencement of adjustments.
ln other instances a .longer time is necessary to bring about
desired effects. But the patient may be certain that eventually relief will come and when once results are obtained
they are permanent.
It Iriight be well to mention briefl.ly some of the effects of
constipation as an added argument ~or _the necessity for
prompt attention to this con9ition by every woman so affected_; Patients who are ·habitually constipated are very apt
to show it in- their face ·which has a muddy color and is
often- covered with -pini.ples. It also show-s itself in the melancholy nature and in the listlessness an_d lack of ambitiOn
characteristic of. this class of patients. There is no limit
to the ·number of serious disorders of different org:ans of the
body that may be traced. to constipation. This is obVious
when we stop to consider that in constipation all the poison'ous products- in the illtestinC: are absorbed and as a result
all. the-_ organs are bathed in blood made impure by being
loaded with these poisons. Finally many diseases ·peculiar
to women have been found to be directly due to constipation,
notably pelvic congestions, painful menstruation, and inflammation of the interior of the· womb.
In view of all that has been said, and much more might
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able that woman return to her- primitive state. As a matter
of fact centuries would · be required before the woman of
the present day could return to that s~ate which- makes
child-bearing natural. Hence it is that various artificial
' meaSures have been devised to make this period of stress
more bearable for the mother. But the results of all thes~
has been far from what was desired. The so-caUe·ct ''Twilight Sleep," the latest of these measures, has already been
practi~31Iy abandoned as· too dangerous, for instead of aiding
nature it but adds an extra burden for the sorely tried
mo_ther to cope with at a time when her nature is already
taxed to the utmost. What- is the remedy? What Will
lighten the nine months of pregnancy, ease the pains of
labor, and normalize the puerperium? Nothing but a return,
insofar as it is consistent With present-day condi~ions, to a
natUral way of living.
We hear a great deal nowadays of woman "coming into
her own," of "the dawn of a better day for woman in the
world's. 3.ctivities," and so on. All of which means that
woman is becoming 111-ore and more engrossed in tasks which
she has -hitherto not engaged in. True it is that woman can.
perfortn most of the work ordinarily done by men just as well
and oftentimes better than can men themselves. And there
is nothing at all strange in this when we reflect that women
possesses the same identical physical and mental faculties
that men have. But when we stUdiously analyze from the
natural standpoint the claim that woman is now J'coming
into her own" we are compelled to admit that she is on
the contrary drifting farther- and farther from "her own."
Granted that she may be_ advanci:n;g intellectu~lly·, economically, and-socially. Granted, further, that this is earnestly
desired not only by herself btit her _brother man as well, and
that the present ends justify the present means. Woman may
change her nature in every way, she may engage in activities
of ·eveiy sort; but she can not get aw~y from the one supreme
purpose for which she was primordially designed-the propagation of the species to which she belongs. Natul;'e has an
infinite capacity and. an intense desire for reproducing herself and this capacity and this longing she will not permit
herself to be denied. We have on every hand evidence of her
wise provision in this regard so that under no. circumstances
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might it be possible for her -plan to miscarry. Consider,
for example the- human being -itself. The average woman
cannot give 'birth to more than twenty children. during ~er
period of- maturity and yet .each of her ovarres contams
60,000 eggs; arid- man cannot by one c~pulation. produce more
than one child, excepting cases of tWins or tl·~plets, and yet .
thous3.nds of sperms are discharged at each performance of
the sexUal act. What does .this signify? Nothing more nor
less.- than· that nature .provides in advance so liberally that
urid-er ·no possible _circumst"ances can there be a_failure. And
whe·n we try to oppose nature- in this regard we must suffer
alld we will suffer for we are. a.part and parcel of nature and
can not cOme intd ca:nfl.ict with her without harming ourself.
So__lohg as we live in harmony w_ith natur~ all is ":ell with
us·- when we live in disharmony with her, dtsorder wlll ensue
and we, the weaker, must go down. The woman who thinks
that- she can evade her part in the- plan and the .scheme of
na-ture is -under a grave delU.siqn. During the eons of -time
thai have come and gone natural laws hav~ becom~ so fixed,
so positive, and so relentless that every part of nature_ must
· confoi·m to these laws or paY the_ tDll that ·nature exacts,
Woman has not-lived ill harm.ony with nature and is today
paying the pr~ce in th~ agony she is obl~ged to suffer w?ile
fulfilling natu1·e's pur~ose, the reproduction ·_of her -~nd.
.And She will suffer much more in years to come_if she persists
in her· present intent to dri"ft still farther from her designated
sphere. This much is certain, namely, woman cannot hope .to
successfully evade the task assigned to her for ag~s pastthe bearing. Of children. ·Neither does she wish to, si~ce
· nature has purposely instiiied her with. a natural longmg
for offspring in order that the race might_ be perpetuated.
·In view of :all this is it not reasonable to suggest to woman
that instead of -doing those things that ·will still further
unfii her for child-bearing and add to· the- misery that· must
accompanyits perfomance,·She live in such a manner that she
can· bring forth her children as nature intended that she
should"?
·
There :ire two things which every woman can do to make
Of maternity the. natural process that it is supposed to ?e.
The first of these is to live just as closely in harmony with
nature as she consistently can. As already intimated we Ca;t"'·
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not go back to the savage stc:,t.te, neither is it necessary that
we should. We can be in harmony with nature without living
like Savages. At the same time we should discard the extravagances of the modern mode of life. Women should eat food
which is wholesome; should dress in a manner that will not
deform them from a true anatomical viewpoint; they should
·avoid. the excessive luxuries that undennine their general
'health; they should be regular in all their bodily habits; they
should be moderate in all things. -In short, they should avoid
either extreme-hardship, exposure and privation on the one
hand, luxury, indulgence and extravagance on the other;·
Then she will find that she is con_fonning with the plan of
nature and all will be well with her.
Secondly, woman can through Chiropractic attain· a state
o·f physical perfection that will still further enable her _to
-with-stand the trials of maternity. It has now become defillitely_ established that it is a very wis~ course for every pregnant woman to take a course of adjustments between the
third and the sixth month of pregnancy. There are on record
reports of cases in which it is undeniably shown that the period
of pregnancy, labor and the puerperiu:rp. have been made to
conform much more nearly to the natural by reason of the
fact that the woman in question received adjustments during
pregnancy. And it is only natural that such good results
should follow when we pause to consider that by no other
means are all the body functions so perfectly nonnalized~
The perfect innervatiOn of all Parts of the body that is a
result of adjustments means that the state and function. of
such parts has been ·rendered as nearly perfect as it is possible for them to be. It follows, therefore that when the
various systems of the body are working as a harmonious
whole motherhood will be natural and free from the dangers
that So commonly attend it. Consequently every woman who
is pregnant will do well' to consult a chiropractor and- through
a course of adjustment escape many of those corilplications
of maternity that are resPonsible for so many of the later
ills that afflict women.
Space for-bids a detailed account of all the various oth,er
disorders of the pelvic organs which may accur during the
age of maturity of woman. They are ·so numerous and
varied that a vOlume would be required· to discuss· them.
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Mention of them must, however, be made for .cQmpleteness'
sake, even though they ·can not· be considered to a degree
that we might wish.
Hystero-neurasthellia is a composite of hysteria and neuraSthenia that is exCeedingly common among women and dates
back. to the earliest_ times. Hysteria was so common among
women aiid so generally associated with pelvic disorders
that· it derived its nanie frorii this fact. And, likewise, neurasthenia has been found to be an affection peculiar to the
peri-Od of maturity of wo~en, especially in those women who
had passed through the stresses of pregnancy, labor and
nursing. So much so···that it also has come ~o be regarded
·as bel6nging in the domain of gynecology. To one familiar
with the intimate rela_tionship that the pelvic organs have
to the eritire nervous system there is nothing at -all surprishig- In· the fact that,- when these organs ,haver been put to
the strain that accompanies child-bearing; a general breakdoWn of the nervpus System is likely to .occur. Such a nerv.ous breakdown Is always. due to lesions. in the spinal colUmn
regardless what the contributing causes maY be. This is
_. proven by the f3.ct that in all cas~s of neurasthenia or
· hysteria the patient invariably -complains of pain and tender
points along the spine. Corresponding to every one of these
tender points the _chiropractor will find a subluxated or niisplticed vertebra, adjustment of which brings almost instant
relief froin the pain and tenderness and, later on; Of -the
hysteria or neurasthenia itself. Evdry woman who is_ suffering from· nervous breakdown ·should approach Chiropractic in
~bsolute confidence for this is One of th'e conditions in which
adju_stments are of the most striking value. Thousands of
I
cases might be cited showing the wonderful results that have
·been achieved in this disorder- when everything else· had
, failed. This inay seem a very broad .statement but it is a
.:1 truth Which can readily· be proven to any woman's entire
satisfaction.
Diseases of the external genital organs, of the va·gina, ·and
of the urethra -and- -bladder have all been relieved by Spinal
adjustment. A dozen adjustments wHI be sufficient to deter~ine whether results may or may not be 'looked for. And in
any event it has been observed time and again that while·
the disease- against which our efforts were specifically
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directed did not respond- other ailments were 'removed which
made it well worth the patient's while to have taken the
adjustments she did. Furthermore, the patient may- be certain of this, namely, if the adJustments do fail to accomplish
the good that was hoped. for, they certainly can do no harm.
This, by the way, is something that can not be said of every
methOd of treatment.
Tumors of the womb respond variously to adjustments.
~here are reports of cases showing tumors of all kinds having
been removed by the aid of Chiropractic, just as there are
other reports citing failure. The point we wish to make in
this connection is, that every woman who suspects that she
has tumor of the womb should give Chiropractic a reasonable
trial before consenting to operations. One or two mOnths'
postponement of an operation for a benign tumor can make
little difference so far as the result of the operation is concerned. In the case of cancer it is a fact that the only hope
lies in an early operation. A woman who has passed the
age of forty years and who has a bloody discharge lasting a
week _-should immediately consult a gynecologist and have a
thorough examination to ascertain the cause of s1,1ch a discharge. It may mean nothing especially serious or it may
reveal the commencement of a tumor. By her promptness in
investigating her condition many a woman has saved her own
life, while countless others might still be living had they paid
even a little attention to this early Warning sign. :Many
tumors of the womb come on so slowly and insidiously that
an even better plan would be for a woman to have a vaginal
ex3.niination made as a routine measure every th-ree months.
Then she will be able to forestall the development ··of any
growth and obtain results which would .be impossible a few
months later.
The various forms of inflammation of the uterus and pelvis
need only passing mention. Endometritis, or inflammatiOn of
the lining of the w~mb, is brought on by different_ causes,
chief of which are failure of the uterus to properly contract
after child-birth, gonorrhea, retained menses, backward displacement of the womb, constipation, retained particles of
after-birth or membranes, and overexertion during menstruation. The disease comes on gradually in most illstanc'es
and the first knowledge that the patient has of· her trouble
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~~ when she notices a discharge which ~ay- be occasional or
constant. This discharge _·iS known·- as leucorrhea or "the
whites." But its name is apt to be misleading as the discharge is· not always White but frequently has ·a decided
yellowish or even brownish ·cOlor. The first step that should
be taken by a wo_man upon discove1·y that she has such a
discharge_ is a thorough examinat_ion to determine its -exact
nature and its precise cause. :belay may be dangerous.
Upon an early recognition of the cause rests the· woman's only
h_ope of cure.
Sterility is a subject· that has been very extensively
~tudied. Statistics .show that
marriage -in every eight
1s barren. In years gOne by· the· blame_ for a childless union
was always plac~d at the woman's door. NOw however
investigation has disclosed the fact that it is ·just· as ofte~
the f~ult of the rna~ as it is of the woman. As a general
rule_ If a couple has been married for five years without
_conception having taken place sterility is present in one or
the other. This, is not to be taken as a fixed rule however
since ca~es are knoWn. where a child was born t~ -a. coupI~
twelve years after t_heir marriage. Every case of sterility
should be Studied wi~h reference: to -its cause, and it may
be stated in passin,_g that there iS a Iar.ge number of ~auses.
Upo~-- the recognitio:rl of the cause yery ·ofteri depends the
removal of the_ factor t1iat is· r.e~IJ:onsible fOr E?terility. No
v:oman· need give up_ hope ·of b_e.~ri:iig _children until every
mea~s has been exhausted;·a:nd eV,en then She ~ay· for_reasons
at present unexplainable become pregnant. ·such cases_ are
~enerally explained on the theorY oi incompatibility between
the husband and wife which difference becomes removed
making motherhood possible.
'
Th~ third period in the life of the: woman usually takes
.place between the ages of forty and fifty and ~ontinues ft•om
· three. to five_ years. This period is known as the menopause
or climacteric or the change of life. It is marked by the
· cessation of menstruation and the close of the woman's sexual life. .As a general rule the occurrence of the menopause
before 'the_ age of· forty o·r _after the age of fifty-two is abnormal. Cases are: seen, however, in which it takes place as
early as thirty and as late as sixty, without presenting anything abnormal.
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One very interesting _case of earl~r menopause is that
which was repoited. by Dr. Josephine Walter in the Americ~n
Journal -Obstetrics, in 1902. In this case the menstrUal
per.iod~ began at the age of eleven and stopped at the age
of twenty-three, following shock from the sudden death of
the patient's mother. There had been a lilpse of twenty-oneyears between the times the menses had ceased and the date
that the case was first reported. During the early .part of
this period the patient had had all the usual symptoms of
the menopause but during the last fifteen years she had
enjoyed very good health. At the time that the report was
made she was forty-two years old and looked much younger
than her actual age. The external genital organs had not
undergone any of the changes commonly seen at this age
but were like those of a young woman. The influence of
heredity as well as climatic cor{ditions may shorten or
lengthen the menopause.
The symptoms and signs of· the change of life are generally well known but it is necessary that. a distinct line be
drawn between the symptoms of the normal menopause and
those of an abnormal menopause.
In the normal case there are really two stages: ( 1) The
time p~eceding the complete cessation of the menses when
menstruation occurs irregularly; (2) The time following
the cessation of the ·menses when various systemic disturbances are present. In the normal or nearly normal· case
the menstrual irregularities and the systemic disturbances
are very slight. Occasionally the woman is quite capricious
and emotional; she may be troubled with attacks of dizziness,
faintness, numbness, drowsiness, and hot flUshes. Furthermore, the menstrual functiOn ceases as it commenced with
pronounced· nervous manifestations Of various kinds. In
.some women, however, mens.trUation continues with its ·usual
regularity up to the time of the menopause a~d then sudde:nly ceases without any general or local disturbances.
· Many times, even though the menopause promises to be
a perfectly normal on·e, a woman lives in such constant apprehension of this perjod and wOrries so constantly over what
''might''. hapPen that she is herself responsible for many· of
the nervous manifestations that develop. Probably her ..~hief
concern has to do with the change in her physical ap~ear- ·
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ance.. A woman has an inStinctive horror of "groWing old"
and ,lOsing her youthful beauty and occasions hCrself ni.Uch
·needless misery. in this regard. It is a fact that if a woman
takes proper care. of herself prior to and ·during this time she
can rest assured that she will retain much if not all her
attractiveness. But if during her maturity she has failed to
fulfill her maternal obligations and has otherwise misused
herself, she can certainly not expect to pass through a perperfectly· normal meriopause arid look the same afterward.
If, .on .the other -h3.nd., she has been happilY :married, has
given birth· to and properly brought up a· few children, and
has taken reasonable care of herself she can contemplate the
approach of the menopause without misgiving. J;i'urthermore,
a woman can so govern her physical appearance and state
of health during this time that very little change in her
appearance will occur. The car~ that she gives herself has
much to do with this sUpplemented by well direCted exercise,
.a judicious diet,. and the cultivation of an amiable dispositiOn.
There have been some truly remarkable instances. of what
may be ·accompl~slled in ·this way.· Quite naturally a woman
cannot expect to live t() the age of one hundred years and
be a· dashing beauty, ·but she m3.y.be a irandmother and still
retain much of .her . youthful grace .aiu:l yivacity if she l;las
taken proper care ·of herself.
·

~t is well that a ~oman bl? ..:{amiHar with. the symPtoms- of
ab1tormal menopause· becaus.e very often. theSe are not dUe
entirely to the change ·of life but. inean somethillg entirelY
distinct therefroni. The fatal mistake is often made of
·assuming that an the ills of which a Woman ComplainS at .
this time are simply a part of the menopause and require
.·. no special att~ntion. ConsequentlY if a woman haS profuse or
continUous· hemorrhages during this time or the nervoUs
symptoms becOme very grave, She should consult a chiri:tprac. ·tor at once. Only :in this way can a prompt di3.gnosis and
proper treatment fores_tali the 'i·avages of .~ serious m~dady.
The symptomS of an abnormal menopause are eXtreme
apprehensiveness, iiTitability, depression, hysteria, and..other
mental disturbances. The flow may become excessive; ~t may
endanger life by a slow, qontinuous drain, or it may be so
profuse that it amounts to practically ~ hemorrhage. In all
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~hese cases .ever:y symptom sh~mld b~ thoroughly investigated
and its true significance ascertained. . .
·
. Very often we observ~ a woman who has suffered for
years from various pelviC diseases enters _after the menopause \IpOll a long period of<.· rell;_~Wed. strength and ~O~d
health. It is a fact that the change of l!fe oft~n cures pelv1c
disease. This is explairied in this :vay: When the m~nopause
comes: on, the physiology of the organs of. the pelVIs ceases
be~ause atrophy .or shrinkage of these_ organ~ occurs. Now'
since pathology or changed structure·- resultmg fr~m fun~
tional disease is simply physiology modified by d1~ease! 1t
follows that when the atrophic change.s arrest physiological
processes they may also at the same t1me put an end to- the
pathological process. Therefore a disease process that ~as
existed for _some time may. be completely wiped out durmg
the change of life.
.
The care of the general health during the men~pause IS. ~s
above mentioned of vital importance. Fresh air, exercise;
attention to the function of the .kidneys and bowels, and
good surroundings are the fi:tst consider_s1tion to be obs_erved.
If the patient is suffering from unusual nervo:us ~a~Ifesta
tions it may be advisable for her to go to a samtar1um or
resort where she can be free frOm the petty cares of home
life.- Since the menopause i::; characterized by so many. nervous phenomena as a result of the tremendous change m the
entire nervous system it follows that. the .treatment par
excellence during this time is chiropractic adJustment. Volumes might be written of tlie good .that has ?een done-. for
·woman during this critical period of her hfe by spmal
adjustment. A woman whO i~ passing through the change
of life· will do well to place herself under the care of a
competent chiropractor an<!. may rest assured that she is
acting wisely and well in doing so.
.
.. .
As stated at the outset of thiS treatise, Chiropract;c ~~
today doing more for womankind than any ot~e~ smgle
agency. Chiropractic strikes at the cause of the evil m ev_e!Y
·
and by removing this· cause, brings about the desired
case,,
. dtb
II
return to a normal state~ It is not cla1me o e a cure.-a
for diseases of woman. But the extent o: its past .aceomphs~
ments in this class. of diseases entitles It to a high place m
the regard of suffering womankind.
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SEQUELS OF INFLUENZA
Dm;illg the recen_t epide:mic of enfluenza that swept its
w-estward way around the -}VOrld nearly half. a-.million people
ill this country dieq from')his dise.ase. The .total. number
of deaths throUghout tll~ world was more than the number of
men killed during the entire period Of-the World War. Every
corller of- the glObe; has -'IJ'een at some· -time viSited- by an
epidemic of influenza .. It trav€:ls over a given section muCh
more Tapidly than any-- oth_er infectious disease. As a rule
begins. as an epidemic iri .the East and spreads rapidly
in a_ westet•ly direction·. The reasOn for this mode of transmission is not known.
The first epidemic of influenza in the United States occurred. in 1647~ Since that time there have been many similar
visitations~ but these outbreaks have in no sense been periodic. The !ast panden:i.i~, or _world-wide epidemic prior to
the one just p_assed, began in Bokhara in May, 1889, re_ached
Petro grad m· the following· _October, Paris in November and
LondOn during the first" part of_ December. The disease appeared in. the United States about the middle of December,
and rapidly assumed the proportions of a serioUs epidemic
which ·reached its zenith in January, 1890. There was an
epidemic of ·less_ severity in April and a· part of May, 1891,
and ·again during the winter, 1891-92. Following -this it
pr~yaile_d in epidemic for~ in different sections of the country for seven successive years. During the early part of
1901", the winte1· of 1902-03, and the· winter of 1915;16, the
disease occurred pandemically and vi.Site& this country.
The de;ath rate from influenza has alway been -very high,
~~pecialll? when it occw·s ePideniiCally: In the epidemic
~\ th~~ough which we have just .passed the mortality· ~ate under
roUtine . mediCal treatment· Was exceedingly high. Various
~-~eirQois of medicine ·collected statistics for the purpose. Of
shoWing, the- death rate under their system of treatment.
The ;homeopathic sChool points to a mortality' -rate which iS
lOwe!' than that of. any other school of medicine. Osteopathy
also came forward· with a remarkably low death rate comPared with that of the allopathic school. Bi.J.t it--remained
for Chiropractic to present· facts and figui:eS that were truly
start\].ng in their .revelatio:ry;. Figures compiled fronr reports covering over twenty thousand cases of the dise;1-S.6- 7
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show that the death rate under Chiropractic care was only
lj7 per cent.
.
In view of the above figures it is scarcely necessary to draw
the reader's attention to the fact that Chiropractic is from
ten to thirty times as effective in the treatment of influenza
as any other method that has been- emplOyed. It is a fact
worthy of note that while the medical profession was busily
engaged in §:peculating and surmising regarding the possible
cause of the disease, their patients meanwhile dying by
tens of thousands the Chiropractic profession was curing its
thousands. Man; of the cases which were saved by. Chiropractic had been "given up" by the attending medical man,
the chiropractor having been called in as a "last resort."
Those cases which were given only spinal- adjustment from
their inception recovered promptly and comPletely, without
complications or sequelae.
At present, as we look over the 1·avages of the latest
pandemic, We find that thousands of those who suffered from
the disease and recovered are suffering from one or another
disorder -left in its wake. Just as a clear day that follows
a storm reveals the wreckage that it caused so we view
now the effects of th~ influenza epidemic. There are a number of after-effects of influenza, some of which are quite common, others rare. Those which have received the greatest
attention since the recent pandemic are a· peculiar form of
insanity with a tendency to suicide, and a certain type o~
sleeping sickness seen most commonly among children. The
latter, technically knoWn as ·Encephalitis Lethargica, has
been declared by· the Rockefeller Foundation as . not connected with influenza in any way.
Sequels of influenza that have been observed quite uniformly are chronic bronchitis, tuberculosis, irritable heart,
angina peCtoris, chronic gastritis, chronic nephritis and cystitis. A large number of. sequels affecting the nervous system
have also been recorded and include migraine, melancholia,
neuritis, neuralgia, insomnia, ineningitis, and myelitis: The
organs of special sense, notably the eye and ·ear,· mamfest a
considerable variety of disorders following influenza, especially middle· and internal ear disease, mastoid abscess~ acute
glaucoma, iritis, keratitis, conjunctivitis and irido-choroiditis.
The results achieved by Chiropractic in influenza should.
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leave no doubt in the mind of anyone regarding its effi~acy
in the treatment of the sequelae of the disease. Already
many brilliant results in- the treatment of the after-effects
of influenza are being recorded. Every person who has
suffered from the disease during the recerit epidemic shoUld
make absolutely certain that no sequel has been left in its
wake. Very often these subsequent disorders_ develop vel:y
slowly and insidiously and can only be revealed by a careful search. Such persons should, therefore, make it thei_r
business to receive a complete examination which will reveal
the presence of any disorder that might otherwise remain
concealed until it is too late to do anything. Regardle!:ls of
what the results of such an examination might be, whether
they are positive or negative, the patient should take a
course of adjustments to forest~ll the develop:ffient of any
sequels or eradicate them if they are still in their incipie-rit
stage.
In case the patient is suffering from any of the aftereffects named he should at once consult a chiropractor. In
virtually all the disorders listed as sequelae of inflUenza
Chiropractic has demonstrated its value in thousands of ca·ses.
But chiropractors cannot work miracles, and a patient should
not. wait until the disease which followed influenza has advanced to a point where the changes in the affected organ
have virtually destroyed its functional elements and render
the case practically a hopeless one. Even then, however,
it should be borne in mind that there may be stili some
chance, for every day witnesses the cure of cases, through
spinal adjustment which had long since been pronOunced beyond help.
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ADVERTISING SOMEBODY ELSE
During the past ten ye_ars there have been published millions_ of .copies of literature which have been distributed for
the purpose of edUcating the -laity ·in the principles of Chiropractic. Much of this printed matter has been very good and
has admir::ibly served the purpose for which it was designed.
But tons of paper have been ·wasted in printing stuff that has
done more harm than good for ·the chiropractic cause.·
That statement may sound survrising to some people, but
it is_ the truth. There are "two reasons for this. First, the
attempts at explaining the principles upon. which the art and
science of Spinal Adjustment is- founded have failed in their
purpose. They have failed to explaip ·and have made en;ors
of statement which needed themselves to be explained away
by· sOmeone else. Probably the most commonly used matter
has been the citation of cases which have been successfully
treated by Chiropractic. There is no gainSaying the fact
that results are what count in the 'healing art as well as in
any other business or profession. But to make theSe results
more convincing to the lay mind, an explanation of the modus
operandi of the treatment would certainly be doubly convincing. -,
Another reason that exactly the opposite effect from
that desired has been the result of much Of the chiropractic
literature of the past is this: One chiropractor will claim
to haVe absolutely cured every case of cancer or locomotor
ataxia, and really believes that he has done so. Now, our
common sense, if nothing else, should teach us th.at this is
impossible. \Vhy, therefOre, do some chiropractorS in all
honesty alid sinceritY make sUch claims? Simply because
they have so diagnosed the case in question, but their diagnosis was wrong. And yet there are some who still teach
that it is unnecessary to bother about diagnosis~ We maintain
that if accurate diagnosis ·did nothing further than prevent
such errors as those mentioned above, it would be worth
considerable study. Such- statements are certain to an't::igonize _any intelligent person who knows someth_ing about
diseases and their pathology and prognosis.
Some of the attempts at explaining the principles of chiropractic ·have remained simply attempts and nothing more.
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We read claims with .nothing to corroborate them. we see
statements made and no authorities quoted to back up these
statements. Many of these piece's of literature are jargons
of. claims and counter-claims, arguments pro and con, and
rules for and against. The reader is left as dense as when
he commenced his perusal of the article. The worst part
about it is that he may not only be unconvinced, but even
be made prejudiced. Let us earn'estly hope for and strive
for less quantity and better ·quality of chiropractic educational literature in the future.
Do not think that this applies to only the literature of the
chiropractic profession. By no manner of means. The medical literature is benighted, and that of the medical profes~
sfon's left leg, osteopathy, is false. The idea is for us
to strive for improvement, and make our position plainer,
and our principles more clear. ·We should make no statement that cannot be corroborated absolutely and certainly.
We must be certain that our diagnoses are correct, give the
manner in which the results achieved were brought about,
and elucidate the principles advanced. Then our literature
will accomplish the object for which it is written.
· One of the commonest errors has been to decry every other
branch of the healing art, and offer nothing in defense of
our own claims.. Thousands of dollars have been spent for
printed matter telling what a failure medicine is, what a
fraud osteopathy is, but failing to devote more than a few
lines to the matter in hand, namely, what Chiropractic IS.
It is a relic of the old business-getting methods which consisted in knocking the other fellow. We all know that
method doesn't work any more. The man that sells goods
noWadays is he who says not a word about his competitor,
but keeps busy praising his own line and draws the attention of the prospective purchaser to its superlative merits.
We can draw a good lesson from this. Does it acquai.I).t
the public .with_ the good that can be done by and through
Chiropractic to tell it about medicine and osteopathy? Of
course, it may be argued that when you tell a person who has
been using medicine and osteopathy for a long time without
results that they are of no avail in his case that he will
resort to Chiropractic. But this argument many times f3.ils
to produce the desired effect for the simple reason that

Chiropractic itself will not cu.re everything. The thiilg to. do
is tell in what .diseases and .disorders Chiropractic IS indicated and why, and then let Such patients see the reasonableness in the argument and be convinced.
The p'oint is this, n"a_mely, that much good space which has
been: in the past used to advertise somebody else could be
employed to much better advantage in advertising ourselves.
There is nothing which appeals to a thinkillg person so much
as claims cleanlY: made, founded Upon quoted facts, and borne
Out by authentic results. When we make our literature conf~rm to .such an outline our· resu1ts will exceed anything e..;er
·befOre experienCed. In the words of the· old saw, usell your
hammer and buy a horn."
·
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CAN YOU BLAME THEM?.
We have here an·editorial froin-the Journal of the A.M. A.,
and in all sineerity we say, can you bla-Ine them? We do llot.
Now, we have said -in these pages; times withoUt number,
that there are other- causes of disease than simply Sub~
luxated vertebrae acting alone. There are numeroUs other
direct, e~citi:r;tg, predisposing, contributing and secondary
causes of disease, and they 1\IUST be taken into conSideration·; But here we .find the whole .prOfe:sSi~n exposed- to ridicule simply because One man cQme.S ·alollg with some tWaddle
about a subluxated- atlaS CaUsing infantil~ paralysis. We
want to ask just one qUeStion, namely, "Why does not every
person Who ._has a subluxated atlas have or get infantile
paralysis, if that is the cause of the disease?"
We think we are as loyal to Chiropractic and know 'just ~S
much about :it as anyone on earth, but we do strive to uSe a
little common sense in connection with· it. We know ~pinal
;Adjustment Will help infantile_ paralysi-s; we have seen case
after case in which it has proven its effectiveness. And we
defy 3.nyone to disprove the correctness of· this assertion.
Remember, dear reader, Chiropr~ctic· has ·D.ot been develw
oped-it isn't half developed yet. It is. still in its infancy.
And no one has yet offered an all-inclusive explanation Of
the modus operandi of its action or the why· of its_ effectiveness. We repeat we do not blame the opposition for. saying
what it does in reference to the chiropractor's statement. ·
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Of course, as usual, the A. M. A. Journal makes the silly
statement about Chiropractic being an offshoot of Osteopathy, and displays its envy of the "noise" Chiropractic has
made, but we all know that talk.
No, we have not the slightest idea who the chiropractor in
question is.
The following is the extract from the A.M. A. Journal:
THE ETIOLOGY OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS.
CHIROPRACTICALLY SPEAKING
uchiropractic, as The Journal has remarked before, is a
freak offshoot from Osteopathy-an illegitimate offspring of
a plebeian cult of ·-aristocratic aspirations. To the· Chiropractor all diseases are but manifestations of vertebral subluxations. Whether you suffer from soft corns or hardening
of the liver, the Chii:·optactor finds the cause of your condition in your backbone. Through a somewhat skillfully managed press bureau, the 'science' and 'art' of Chiropractic has
made a noise altogether disproportionate to its importance.
A phySician sends us a recent advertisement published in an
Indiana country newspaper under the title, 'Infantile Paralysis: What Is Said About It by the Chiropractors':
"·'Amid so much excitement that is uncertain as to the real
cause of infantile J?aralysis, there is no mistaking the fact
that there is a legitimate cause for the malady.'
,
HHere the Chiropractic delivers a stinging rebuke to tliose
misguided souls who believe the ca~se of acute poliomyelitis
to be illegitimate! Contim1ing:
" 'This diseaSe is caused by a vertebral subluxation, ·usually
the atlas, but may be located anywhere in the spine which
impinges either the spinal cord or nerves leading to -it, and
thus produces inflammation of the anterior horns of the gray
matter.'
"Could anything be simpler? Yes, the remedy! Should
your child show symptoms of poliomyelitis-but let the Chiropractors speak:
"'If it is found they [children] are suffering ·from itny
spinal defect a competent Chiropractor should be called, for
only through spinal adjustments can the fault be corrected.
Restoration through Chiropractic_ adjustments is astonishingly rapid when given in the acute or early stages.'
"Aside from the smile that this example of the cock-sureness of ignorance maY provoke, there is a certain sardonichumor in this state of affairs. The public gives to individuals
who have neither elementary education nor technical training
the right to diagnose and treat human ailments. As a result
quacks, charlatans and self-deluded ignoramuses take their
toll of life and health-and the public pays the bill.''
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A LIBRARY
In Baldwin's Booklover is to be found what is undoubtedly
the be-st definition of a librarY: "A library is the scholar's
workshop; it is the teacher's assistant; it is the professional
man's chief outfit."
.
Books, and collections of books-librlfl'ies-have been ever
in the vanguard of advancing civilization. Without them
there could be no learning, no culture, no -advancement. The
world .would be today where it :waS a thousand years ago,
to _a large degree at· least, with tradition as its only means
of imparting knowledge, a method that could not help but b_e
honeycombed with error. But, thanks to the genius of a
bygone day, we are living in.-· an ag'e ·when the thoughts of
othe:Vs may be set down in a way that makes them readily
accessible to those in secirch of the- knowledge which they
crave.
4
' A library is the scholar's workshop;'-'
The student of·
today is, happily, not required to kneel at the feet of the
master and learn from his Jips the things he needs to know.
His "ins~~ctors interpret for him what he reads in his books,
but his -Memory of these things he mu.st get from the thoughtfu~ reading of books. -Every craftsman has his own peculiar
tools and machines, the im-plements that enable him to successfully perform the duties in: which he· engages, anti which,
"':'"ith the quarters. in Whi~h· the- vil)rker i3.boi:s, constitute his
workshop. A student ·Without books -is unheard of, and his
_only Possible workshop in -which he can successfully carry ·out
his· task is a library.
11
A library is the teacher's assistant." The man is not
living who, having once read a thing, retains it in all its essential particulars, to a degree that enables him to. impart
~hiS. knowledge to others. The teacher mu.St · have detail
and every angle of the subject that· he presents to others.
Only. i library can fulfill this purpoSe.
"A libiary is the professional man's chief outfit." There
can be Jlo question of this. Any professiqnal man- can pr4ctice his art Successfully under the most adverse conditions
and with next to nothing in the way of- equipment, -given .·a
little ingenuity. The lawyer needs absolutely nothing to ..assist
him- in ·pleading a case-it could be done in a barri· just as
satisfactorily as in -the most palatial courtroom. The- Sur--·
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geon could get along with one-tenth of the different instrUm'ents that haVe been devised, and operations have been performed with as much success in a .hovel as in a hospital.
A chiropractor needs"nothing but his hands, and just as good
adju·stn1.Emts have- been made on an old board as were ever
made on a $250 table .
. But theire is one thing that they all MUST have, one thing
which is ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS, and that is a library.
This -is the professional man's CHIEF OUTFIT. The lawyer's chief outfit. is his library;_ the surgeon's chie_f outfit
is his library; the c}liropracto:i's chief outfit is his library.
They can get along without anything else but this.
Look about you. PiCk out the most successful men in any
profession. Nine times out of ten you will find that they have
a large library. They read, study, think. They will tell
you themselVes that they co-uld get along without anything
and everyth.ing except their books. They would give up
6verything but their books. Why? Because they know their
library is their chief' outfit.
The chiropractor who hopes to be a success in every sense
of the word muSt build for himself a library of good books.
And he should be as careful in the selection of his books as he
is in the selection of his friends. And when he hears of a
book that will bring to him the knowledge which should be
h_is, he should grasp such an opportunity to add another
unit to his library with the eagerness that one clasps the
hand -of a friend. After all, oUr books ai.'e our best friends.
They never deceive us; they never desert us, they never fail _
us. When perplexities confront us, when doubts assail us,
when misgivings torture us, we can go to these friends, and
fi-om them receive advice, assurance, and solace.
Truly, the man or woman who does_ not know and cherish
books misses half that his life has to give, for in them are
to be found the accumulated accomplishments of mankind.
From them we can receive what we desire, what we need.
Chiropractic oCcupies a peculiar position in this regard. Our
profession is still- in its adolescence, and the need for good
books is recognized by those who are in a position from
which they can see this need. And they are striving with
.might and main to supply this need by perpetuating through
the printed wo;d the truths that we all should know. The
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chiropractor's library is his chief outfit. He should not
deny· himself the Pleasure and profit he will derive froni the
possession of that which he needs most-a library.

•

EQUIPMENT
Since the present world war commenced one has heard
the word "Equipment" used more cominonly than ever before.
Why has this been so? Because without proper equipment
an armY is helpless.. It· makes little difference what may be·
the individual heroism of its soldiers, the-brains of its officers,
or the discipline of its battalions; if -it is not eqmpletely and
properly equipped, it cannot survive the 'hardships of war
and the shock of battle. To succeSsfullY- carry on. a campaign
the army mUst possess arms and ammunition, food and
fodder, transpor.tation facilities, an:d the numerous acces~
sorieS that go to _niake ·up the. equipment of ·a modern fighting force. The _:r)i-esent war· his de~p.o:ristr.ate-d that quality
of equipment is synonymoUs with quantity"· Of effectiveness:
Armies. which have- beEm· proPerly equipped have succeeded
whil~ those which have been meagerly equipped have failed!
The numbers of IDen, the generalship of officers, and the
patriotism of the countr~ at large have accomplished nothing in the absence of proper ·equipnient of the army as a
whole.
.
We can draw a' mighty strong ~esson froiD this fact. We
are too apt to think that a smattering ·of. knowledge of
basic principles, a -love of our profeSsion; arid ·a. wiliingness
to work constitute the essentials of success. But those
qualities alone will not get us far. We mus'"t be more thoroughly equipped. What does our equipment consist of? It
is made up of. a knowledge of those means and their mode
of application which will produce the desired results:. J-ust ·as
an army can· no£ win a battle against the enemy' when improperly equipped, so also are we UJ)able to win our battles
against disease unless we are in possession of the prOper
equipment.
Our success is built upon the results achieved in each individual case· that we treat. Of all the world's fighters phYsicians are the greatest and the noblest. They wage a greaterwarfare; they engage in a mightier struggle, and they fight
a stronger foe than any battle hero of anY age, for while .
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the one. fights with ·death, the other fights ·against death-.
The one wages with a visible enemy, the other struggles
with an unseen foe. The acts of one are destructive, those
of the other are constructive. But . in either case it is .the
results of each successive battle which, added together,
make up the sum total of success or failure. And in either
case, it is equipment which, in the last analysis, wins the
battles and the campaign.
Our battles with disease are a counterpart of the warfareof one army against another. We must be equipped with
a knowledge of those mea:ns most applicable in each individual case. Without Such a knowledge we are helpless and will
lose every struggle of any consequence. A small a~ount of
knowledge may suffice in minor ail:rilents, and in many cases
the patient will get well, regardless of what is done for or
againSt him. But in grave cases 1 in the battles which are
fraught with serious, moment, we must be able to marshal
an array of forces that will successfully overcome· _the onslaughts and ravages of disease. How often is it not the
case that where we want to succeed most we fail. Many
the man owes his: whole successful career to one case in
which he was able to obtain the . results that others had
failed to achieve. And why? Simply because he was properly equipped with the armamentarium that carried hiJTI
through with flying colors. He had left the rut of mediocrity and traveled the higllway of efficiency.
There is but one way in which to acquire this armament,
· and that is to go and ·gather it where it is being dispensed.
There is not a single tradesman on earth who in some way
or ·other does not keep himself "posted" on what is going on
in his particular lirie. He has his trade journals, his trade
schools, and so on. If he fails to keep up with the times
he soon becomes rusty and a "back number." How much
more essential is it for a professional man to keep himself
constantly informed of the newest and best -of his profession!
If he :fails to do this, he soon finds himself "not wanted."
Nothing gives a man so much prestige in his locality as
for people to. be told that "the doctor is in sUch and such
a· city, taking a post-graduate course," and the larger the
city, the better is the impression, for every one knows that a
large city certainly can and does afford· opportunities im-
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possible of attainment by a smaller city. -Why do pe_~ple like
to hear that their doctor is taking a post-graduate course?
Because they know that he will return· better equipped to
care ior them when sickness again attacks them.
.
There is not a single chii-opractor in this country who can
afford to neglect_ the opportunity offered yearly by a postgraduate course. It is -suicidal to not take advantage of such
.a course every two years at least. Many of the best known
physicians in the country make it a point to take at least
one month's post-graduate-work every year. And, remember
this, they are always better and busier men than those who
stay at home. If they were not, they could not afford to take
extra work. Perhaps the· first post-graduate course they
took entailed the :ffiaking of sacrifices that their shortersighted brother practitioner was unwilling to make. But the
second time it ~'caine easier,"· and finally the one man forged
ahead- and the other remained wher~ he was when he started.
The advantages, the immense advantages, offered by a
yearly post-graduate course are sO palpably evident that it
should not be necess_ary to do anything but give the date
to have everybody take it in.
Here one comes -into
contaCt With the successful men, learns their methods, finds
out the best and the latest that the profession has to· offer,
and, in brief, acquires the armament ·necessary· to fight the
battles against death and disease in which we all are constantly engaging.
Every person on earth has eqUipment of sonie kind. Ours
is kno,Vledge of a· most specific kind, the knowledge that is
power in its purest sense, the knowledge that makes the
difference between failure and suCcess. A post-graduate
course is the place to get it, and failure to· 4o so is to condemn oneself to mediocrity that can breed nothing but ultimate failure. On the other hand, to avail oneself of this
golden opportunity is to insure _oneself against failure-it
yields--richer returns than ten times the same investment in
gold bonds.

CHIROPRACTIC EDUCATION
Whei-e does a chiropractic education begin, and where does
it end? What is_ the alpha and omega of a chiropractic
education? What constitutes a· thorough chiropractic edu~
cation?

J
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These are questions of great import to a profession such.
as ours and are ·worthy of careful consideration on the part
of everyone who is. at all interested in its future healthy
growth.
A chiropractic education naturally begins when the prospective student matriculates at the school which he has
selected. But it by no means ends with his graduation. He
may think his days of study are over, his education completed,
but he is unwittingly learning something every day of his
life. If without conscious effort on his part he picks .up a
point here and a point there, how much more he could learn by
applying himself to the acquisition of. knowledge with the
avowed intent of bettering himself intellectually.
There are many chiropractors who look upon the stUdy of
Chiropractic very much tlie same as learning a trade.. For
. example, when a carpenter has learned how to drive a nail,
a blacksmith has acquired the knack of shoeing a horse, or
a plumber has mastered. the technic of wiping a joint, his
education is virtually complete. It is an exact and, unvarying proposition: the hammer and the nail are always the
same; the shoe and the hoof are al.ike; the joint and the
lead of a pipe are identical. But it is an entirely different
proposition when one undertakes the care of the human hody.
Here we meet conditions of infinite variety, of the variety cin
which nature loves so well to indulge. Just as no two human
bodies in the world are exactly alike in form and contour of
face, so thtiir state in health and disease is never duplicated.
Every patient is a law unto himself, and presents problems
,peculiar to himself. Hence no set of rules can be laid down
that fit more than on~ c;1se.
The chiropractor who tries to treat everybody alike must
eventually fail, for he will certainly find that his system
is not applicable in all cases. He must learn one thing
sooner or later, and that is to individualize and not to generalize. In schOol work generalities must necessarily be the
basis upon which the student's training is founded. In other
words, in school he learns how to learn; his studies form the
foundation for future study. The school can not possibly
teach the student all there. is to know about the life· wot:k
in which he is about to engage. It can not tell him every
problem that he is tO face, because these problems ·can not
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;·.
be anticipated without an i:lltimate knowledge· of the history
of every person in the·world. The school teaches the student
how to learn all about each case that presents itself before
him and what deductions to draw therefrom. The final determination rests with the man or woman, who must ~ring
to bear upon the problem the combined· forces of reason, discernment, arid judgment. Thus each case becomes a study
in itself and must receive individual consideration.
It is h11man nature for us to get into a certain path and
follow it Until we have worn a rut along which we travel
becaU:se it forms the path of least resistanee. And so it
is that· most chiropractors ultimately acquire a certain way
of looking at things and doing things that becomes stereotyped. When he reaChes that stage it is time for him to
jerk himself up, to give himself a good polishing, for he has
grown, "rusty." He needs a good overhauling. And the
place for him- to get that is at the Service. Station-the
School.
AnnuallY, with the passing of the years, opportunity is
afford~d the membefs of the profession to gather at a feast
of learning which offers theni inestimable ·returns. In the
main the call falls on deaf ears. The _majority will always
be the majOrity because it is given· .to few to see a golden
opportunitY even before their very ieyes. It ··takes a· cataclysm to awaken .most people· from. their mental lethargy.
We lOve· too well to travel the p.iith ·.of ·least resistance. We
work diligehtly to find a way that will get uS by· in most
cases and let· it go at that. We don't want to be pried loose
from our little mental sphere-it's too much work to apply ·
a differerit thought to each different problem. Thus reasons
the world at large.. Thus reasoned a municipality until
awakened by an lriquois disaster and an Eastland hol'l"or.
Thus _l'easons the chiropractor until stunned by the sight of
the- mistake that might have been avoided, or overcome. by
the deadly monotony Of a task to which he can bring nothing
new.
Those who heed the annual call to revisit the scenes of their
first insight into the profession know the joy they experienCe
and the benefit they derive from it. Would they- return,
year after year, if this were not true? And the association
of two weeks with their fellows, the new ideas that they ·
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acquire, the wealth of information they gain, all this posw
sesses a value that is immeasurable. They return home rew
juvenated in ~ind and body,. and they never cease talking
of the P. G. that iS past and the one that is to come.
Why should the obvious find such difficulty in making itself recognized ? We who know from personal observationthe good that those who give themselves this annual overhauling get out of it are at a loss to account for the apathy
that is so general with reSpect to ~hiropractic education.
There can be only one reason for it, and that is people in
general do not properly realize the untold good that coni.es'
from re-education. To those we ·can say no mo_re than "try
"it out/' If you are successful from a monetary standpoint
you may think that is all that is necessary for you to know,
But think of the pleasure of seeing the old scen_es, ineeting
the old faces, and giving yourself a_ rest, Th~t makes dividends at the later end of life's journey. If you are not ·as
successful as you would like to be here is your big opportunity to find the reason why and thenceforth reap_ t}le reward.
But however the chiropractor is situated, be he a success
or a failure, the _joy and· the good of learning more should
lie nearest his heart. The mind of man is never at rest,
it moves always-forward or backward. And· of all things
that give it a forward impetus nothing can compare with
a visit to your Alma Mater.

KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM
In a little western city, boasting of one thousand inhabitants, th~ two old doctors who had- served the community
with more or less success during twO generations passed on
at about the same time. Almost simultaneously there arrived
in this town two young physicians of the new school, both
equally well equipped in their knowledge of medical lore and
its mode of application. One was Doctor Black, the other
Doctor White. ·very naturally competition was keen and it
would have -taken a pretty close observer to tell which had
the advantage. It soon_ became apparent though that Doctor
Black was gaining and that Doctor White was holding .up
his end with some difficulty. Several years passed by in this.
way, and then one bright summer day Doctor White an-
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nounced that he had decided to go away for several weeks
tg take some post-graduate wol'k. Doctor Black ridiculed
the idea, saying that he was satisfied witP- what" he was doing
and always woUld be. ·When Doctor White returned he was
consulted by a number of people who had been treating with
Doctor Black during his absence from the city without relief.
Under Doctor White's care these patients rapidly J:ecovered.
A short time later there was an epidemic of typhoid fever
in the town and whil~ a number of Doctor Black's patients
died; Doctor. White did not lose a single case. Things went
along this way for some time and the following sum:rrler
· Doctor White went away again for more post-graduate work.
The_ following year he continued his successful career and
nine-tenths Of the population called him in -whenever they
were ill, while Doctor Black, who had_ considered it a Waste
of time and money to take a post-graduate course was content with 'the other one-tenth.
This is a true story and it has its counterpart in many
cities throughout this country, not only among physicians,
but alSo ·chiropractors. There is no question that in these
stirring times the man who is not progi'essive and stirring
. will soon find himself outside -these times and the relic of
a by-gone and forgotten day._ The chiropractor who does not
devote_srime ~ime each day to seri~us thought and study •
ca_nnot have any real and· iasting· success. l-Ie unconsciously
falls into a rut- in which he rerD.ains to-- the eild. of his days•.
Aside from this dai~y period of study ev€:ry chiropractor
should make it a point once every two years. at least to
attend a convention of his colleagues. There iS not a single
craft or industry or profession- in the world which does not·
have its yearly conclave. Experience has shown that without
these c~nYentions their members would fail to progress with
the times.. Consequently these_ gatherings have become an
institution which no one would dream of abolishing. The
attendance at these conVen-tions is ample testimony of the
esteem ih which they are held. Here are brought out the
achieVements of the past y~ar. Here are discussed the probH
lems of tlie future. Here the· little-man rubs elbows with the
big man, -learns his methods, and acquires that bearing
which constitutes· such a large percentage in the habilinients
of those who achieve success. His clients or customers, as
c
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the case may be, see that he is trying· to iffiprove himself
and his business and they learn to have increased confidence
in him. As a result we find that the man who attends
these .conventions is always the successful man, while the one
who stays at home is invariably the ultimate failure. It
could not possibly be otherwise. Unless silver receives an
occasional burnishing it becomes tarnished. .It is the same
with us. Unless we give- ourselves a periodic mental overhauling we soon get to the point where we are not hitting
on all four and we are wasting a lot of gas and getting
no power.
1
Every man, it matters not what is his occupation,- has his
stock in trade and is virtually a salesman. Our stock in
trade is k.nowledge of a specific kind and we sell service.
We are each and every one of us in the strictest sense of
the word a little public service corporation. If our service
satisfies the public then we are a success. If it fails to
Satisfy we are a failUre. Service more than anything else
needs to be kept ·serviceable. Nothing so , soon becomes
shopworn as this. You can dust off merchandise and In_ake it
look like new; even second-hand stuff can be made to sell
for almost as much as that which is new. But knowledge
cannot be made over or changed. It is the same alw3.ys and
the· only way it can be improved is by adding to it.
This is precisely what a post-graduate course -does for
those who are engaged fu the art of healing-it adds to their
existing knowledge. But it does much more than even that.
It converts this knowledge into wisdom. To many knowledge
and wisdom are synonymous, but there is a vast .difference
between them, and no one has ever so aptly defined the,n as
the poet Cowper, in these words:
Knowledge and wisdom far from being one,
Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge dwens
In heads replete with thoughts of other men,
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge,. a rude, unprofitable mass,
The mere materials with which wisdom builds,·
Till smoothed and squared and fitted to ~ts place
DOes but encumber whom it seems t'enrich.
~
Knowledge is proud that he knows so much;
Wisdom is humble that he knows not more.
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_ ,There you have the answer to the question what good a
post-graduate course -does a ·chiropractor. It takes the rude,
unprofitable mass of knowledge which- he possesses and builds
with it the armament of wisdom, beautiful and profitable.
Knowledge _is knowing how to adjust; wisdom_ is knowing
w~en .to adJust. Let that axiom sink deeply into the_ consciousness of every· chiropractor who reads this, for it is
the heart of our science. It embraces all that is best in our
philosophy.
. The chi:opractic conVention which fulfills a real -purpose
IS that which imparts wisdom to others, not that which exalts
self and makes a sensational display of knowledge. It- should
be the occasion for an earnest seeking for wisdo~ _ not a
mutual admiration- festival.
'
The knowing. one is pi·oud of the fact that he knows so
much, he is sufficient unto himself, he desires to know- no
more. The wise man is humble because he knows not more
he yearns for wisdom, he seeks and he finds it. To which
~la~s do we want to belong'? Knowledge is valueless until
It IS converted into wisdom, and unless one converts his
knowledge into wisdom he gropes blindly and ultimately is
con~ronte~ by t~e bitter realization that all his knowledge
ava_Iled h1m nothmg, for his mind, instead of being attentive
to Its own- was _filled with. th~_ thoughts of other men and
he achieved nothing that waS 'lastillg; _ There comes a' time
in the career of eaCh and every one Of Us when we are called
upon to gecide a problem upon the correct solution of which
our future may hang by a slender thread. At such a time
knowledge avails naught. Only wisdom will insure the inak~
ing of the correct decision. It may be so simple a problem
as vyhether or not to adjust a certain case of heart disease.
But ;how much may not depend upon the making· of the
correct decision in the matter. It requires wisdom, not
knowledge, to reach a correct conclusion in such ·a con~
ting~ney.
·
Failure to avail oneself of the opportunities given for the
acquirement of wisdom in the sense and in the manner outlined. is to condeinn oneself to mediocrity that ~an breed
~othmg but ultimate failure, and this at a_time when succ_ess
IS sweetest.
On the other hand, to avail oneself of these
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opportunities is to insure oneself against failure. -~t yields
the richest. returns-it is an investment in somethmg that
cannot- be taken a'Way and that will be a guarantee of the

future.
THE SOUL OF THE PROFESSION
When in the Dark Ages, civilization seemed to be fading
from th~ earth, when the human race gave pr'omise of reverting back to the stage from which celltm·ies had been required
to lift it, ·when culture, art, and learning were threatened
with destruction what", during- those fitly styled Dark Ages
kept aglow the 'spark that was destined to rekindle in the
hearts and minds of men the fire of work, progress -and
achievement 1 What was it that guarded and preserved
that sacred heritage of the wisdom of bygone times that
man had blindly cast aside? There was only one thing
that kept open the gap between humanity and ~avagery and
that was the universities which had survived. It was they
who kept safe the learning of the past and guided in the
paths of wisdom the few minds whom they could reach. Were
it not for the schools of that day the world would never have
witnessed the glorious achievements of the twentieth century
but would still be wrapped in the mists of that benighted
time, and civilization would have been forever blotted Out
from the face of the globe. There is, therefore, no other
agency to thank for -this enlightened age than the universities which, during the Dark Ages, preserved for future generations that learning which was to raise humanity from the
morass of ignorance and superstition into which it had_ sunk
so deeply.
.
In eve1·y age and .in every land the schools have alwaYs
been· the recognized centers 'of c_ulture, refinement and learning. The schools have been looked to at .all times for th~
preservation and promulgation of all that is noblest and
loftiest and which tends to elevate mankind. The school it
is whlch has alwaYs made the ideals of'a race and impressed
these ideals uPon the plastic minds and hearts of children of
that race. So true is this that all the world's greatest
discoverers explorers and conquerors have always recognized
.1\S the fir;t requirement for success the establishment of
schools for the education of the youth. They realized. that
the future of the country rested with the rising generation
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and that this future would be measured by the standards
which governed the children of today and the men of tomorrow. Consequently there has never been a· civilized community in any corner of the earth which did not have school.
And the converse is equally true, namely, where there was no
school there it were useless to· look for· aught but ignorance
and barbarism; for the school not· only educates, it also
elevates.

a

When, after the Dark Ages, men's minds turned to thoughts
of constructive achievement they quickly learned that it was
necessary that each engage in that particular kind of work
for which he was fitted. Hitherto there had been little division of labor but every man proVided for: his own simple
needs and contributed little to the general welfare since his
time ·was entirely occupied in the manifold and crudely performed duties which the exigencies of even a meager existence demand.ed. This. improvident. and wasteful 'system was
later substituted by a division of industry so that each man
became engaged in a certain kind of work. In other words
there was_ born the age of specializing. Now every man·
became increasingly proficient ·in his work with the result
that he contributed more to the general welfare of the eommunity while in ·turn his oWn well-being was immeasur8.bly
enhanced by the increased .buying power which his proficiency
and productiveness gave him. It was inevitable that the
prosperity of the community shoUld be bi·ought to_ a point
of high degree by means of a system in which every man Performed only the work for which he was most suited and gave
to his fellow-man the products of his labor in exchange for
what they had produced through the labor for which they
in turn were best fitted.· It was not long, however, before
these yarious groups realized that jUst as the erilightenment
of a nation depended upon the character of lts schools so
also the quaiifications of those engaged in. any branch of
human ~ndeavor rested upon the schools engaged in teaching and perfecting their craft. For this reason schools were
established w:hich had for the~r purpose the teaching of all
that pertained to a certain art, sCience, or craft~ The number
and div~~-sity of these schools has steadily kept pace with
the increase in specialization up to the present ·day. We no
longer have schools which teach eVerything, but· which. teach· _
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one thing. There is t)le School of law, the school of engineering the school of agriculture, and 59 on throug~ all the
many ~ocations in which men engage. And every mdustr.y
reposes in its school all its confidence for the best that. 1t
has produced has gone into the making of that school wh1ch
ts designed not only, as stated above to educate bu-t. also
to elevate. Thus the school has been made the respos1t~ry
of the past, the sanctuary of the present, and the guard~an
of the future. The school becomes the center about wh1~
revolves everyth~ng of consequence pertaining to ~hat branch
of human endeavor which she represents. In brief, she b?comes the intellectual mother of all wh_o are eng~ged Pl
that particular field of work. She is then· mother m -truth
and; in fact for without her sustenance they could not long

and, second, it is a storehouse of the cumulative knowledge
of that body. and promulgates -this knowledge. The school
further lends dignity and stability to the craft which it
represents and these qualific3.tions are absolutely necessary
to the life Of the trade, profession or whatever term we wish
to apply tO the group of persons- engaged in a specialized
field of endeavor. Consequeritly just as- the school has certain obligations in respect to those 'whoin she represents and
which she carries out by the very reason of her existence,
so also do certain duties toward the school devolve upon the
members of the, let _us say, profession of: which she is in·
eVery sense of the word the mother. Let us consider what
these mutual obligations are and what constitutes the proper
. manner ·of their performance.
What in the first place are the obligations· which the.
school must meet in respect to the profession which she represents? To properly answer thls question we must have a
correct conception of what a school actually is. Too many of
us are in the habit of aSsociating with a school a personality
material rather than spiritual. WhEm we think of the school
we should look- upon her as an institution devoid of llnY
materiality just in the· sense· that the ·minds of the men and
wonien who have, figuratively speaking, knelt at her Jrnee
hav-e no materiality. The school should- be considered in the
lig11t of' a personality essentially spiritual and- simply usin·g
material things for the purpose -of making herself. manifest
and exerCising her functions. The true conception of a school
does not take into account in any but a secondary sense
s~1ch material things as buildings, eq¢pment, teachers, and
so on. And that these have no real consequence, except insofar as they make their iinpress upOn the institution, is borne
out by the fact that buildings may be torn down and a new
structure take the plaCe ·of the old, equipment may he replaced; and the personnel of the ·faculty may be altered~ and
yet the school is ever the same in the hearts and the. minds
of those who call her ·their alma mater~ Viewed in this
light, namely, as an institution of learning; the school fUlfills
certain obligations in ·respect to the profession, and it is by
the exercise· of these functions that she makes herself an
essential to the , life, and growth of the profession. The
_function of the school is to truly represent the profession _and
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exist.
.
f
t
She it is who makes of the straggling children ? an ar
a unified and_ collective body with a representative head.
WithoUt such a centralizing influence to produce ne.cessary
cohesion between the elements that represent a certam craft
there could be no unity· of purpo;:;e or action. And we well
know that without these two essentials there ~a~ be. no permanencY. There must pe· of necessity some gu1dmg mfluence
which regulates the activities of the men and women who
compose anY group engaged in a c~rtain field o~ e~deavor.
Otherwise their actions would be without co-ordmatlon. a~d
practically without purpose in a large sense. Tru~ 1t IS,
each person engaged in this pursuit could. labor at It. after
fashion but he could in no wise contnbute anythmg of
~asting good to his co-workers or to humanity a~ large because there would be rio clearing hou~e, so to s~eak, through
--- which he could communicate to others anythmg of value
whi~h he might perchance discover. It w?uld.
left to
each_ to work out his own salvation and the maJor_Ity v:o-q.ld
cert~inly be unable to cope with the di~culties that_ mvanably
beset the path of persons left to their own ~ev1~es. __ In a
very ·short time through the operation of the mev-Itable law
of the survival 'of the fittest, there would remain but. a few
of 'those who had originally composed the body. W1th. the
death of these few their_ craft becomes extinct.
_
Thus we see the necessity of _a school in a two-fold sense.
First, it makes of a heterogenous mass a homogeneous body;

b:
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reflect its charac_t'er, and this she always does. The standards
of a profession are invariably judged by the world according
to the merits of its schools. If the schools are essentially
devoted to the highest ideals of learning and morality the
profession which they represent will be judged likewise. If,
on the Other hand, the schools are devoted principally to an
unregulated traffic with · no higher standards than that
governing a second..:rate department store the profession will
be judged accordingly. It beconies plain, therefore, that the
esteem in which a profession is held is in direct ratio to that
which .the public has of the schools. I:f the latter are of a
high- grade they reflect creditably upon the profe·ssion; if ·
they are of low standard they will react unfavorably upon
the profession. The remedy is obvious. For- its own selfpreservation the profession must support schools of the first
class and discountenance those of the second class. A 'school
which d~es not. have the support and co-operation of the profession cannot long survive.
This naturally brings us to the consideration of the duties
of the profession toward the scheol which does merit the
support of the profession by reflecting creditably upon it.
These duties consist in lending the fuUest co-operation to the
school which Strives to maintain a high standard and which
fulfills the true purposes of a school. There is instance· after
instance showing the loyalty which the graduates of a school
have manifested. Especially is this ti-ue of our older universities which have been placed upon a basis of security absolutely impregnable through princely endowments. Quite
naturally the chiropractic profession has not yet received
sufficient recognition on the part of the world at large to
justify any expectation of that kind. But it is incumbent
upon the profession to keep this thought constantly before
it and- that is their schools are justly entitled to every
measUre of devotion that can possibly be given them. Like
the schools of all ages the chiropractic schools have made
possible the development of the a~t and science of Cltiro1Jractic. They have constituted themselves the store-houses of the
cumulative knowledge of the profession and have pl-omulgated this -knowledge. They have centralized the prOfession,
have _guided its activities, and moulded its thought; In short,
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they· have made the dream of Chiropractic come true _as a
beautiful and undying reality to which the world will at
some future time give proper recognition.

ADVANCEMENT VERSUS RETROGRESSION
Some say that opportunity comes but once, while others
aver that we are constantly beset by opportunities. The
man or woman who. adheres. to the latter view will be very
.apt to procrastinate, thinking of the many opportunities which
he or she will meet, and will continue in this course until th~
last opportunity has passed. The man. or woman, on the
other hand, who believes that opportunity comes hut once
in· a ·lifetime. will be constantly in readiness to seize that
one .opportunity When it dOes con;1e, and \\<"ill succeed where
the "others failed."
,Now, while one may ~eet with ·but one good opportunitY
for -self-advancement, numerous opportunities tp.ay arise for
us to do good foi- the. other fellow; and, conversely, the other
·fellow haS .many opportunities throWn in his path to do us
some. good. On this fact exactly rests the interdependence
of ,society, and with~ut this interdependence society could
have no real existence. These opportunities to dO good for
the comm'?n W:eal are the duty of every individual member
of sOC~ety.
·
Whenever, therefore, you have an opportunity to do something for the good of your fellow worker in the field of
Chiropractic, you are doing only your duty, al)-d such action
makes for advancement. If, however, you are interested in
no one but your own little self, and do nothing to advanceothers, you are a factor in the production of retrogression
and degeneration of the entire fabric of the profesSion of which . you are a member.
Therefore, whenever an opportunity sUch as that illustrated
by the subjoined letter arises, grasp it, .even though you
yourself m·ay reap no direct benefit therefrom:. Be· in all
~hings whole-hearted and single-minded, and remember that
m some· other corner of the earth some one may at the very
same moment be doing a little act that is destined to redound
to your material advantage. By a_ generaf effort of this
kind not only each individual member of the eliiropracti~
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profession'will be benefitted, bUt the science as a. whole will
be advanced.
.
On August 19, Mr.• J. S. :aryan, one of the attorneys of
the New York Chiropractic Association, noticed in the sporting ·page of a Rochester paper an article to the effect that
Russell Ford, the pitcher of the Buffalo Federal baseball club,
, was likely to become lost to baseball because of an injury
received to his Spine some months ago. -Believing that Chiropractic would be of value to him, Mr. Bryan wrote to Mr.
Ford, sending him a list of all the chiropractors residing in
Buffalo who were members of the association. Two days later
the following letter was received from Mr. Ford;
Buffalo, Aug. 20, 1914.
Mr. J. s.·Bryan.

Dear Sir-Your letter reached me this morning. My injury is not so serious as the press states. As us.ual, they
exaggerated. However, I did have Bonesetter Ree~e work
on me. He found one of the vertebrae ne~r the ;m1ddle ?f
my spine out of place and put it back. But I thmk I still
need some attention given to that spot and have acte.d upon
your suggestion. F. 0. Hanson is the first on the hst and
the nearest to me, so I called there and received- one treatment. Am favorably impressed and will give him all_ the
chance he ne~ds to put me back in the game•. I thank ~ou
for that list of Chiropractors, but most for the kindness wh1eh
p1'ompted your letter.
Very sincerely yours,
RUSSELL Ji'ORD,
Buffalo li'ed. B. B. C..
There you have the result 'of a few moments' .effort on the
part of one man to help another and give him the oppOrtunity which may be the greatest ~f his career, at the same
tim.e advancing the cause of the science as a whole. Emulate
this e~ample, and the results to all will-he startling in their
magnitude. Start now to work ·for the advancement of your
chosen profession and be not a party to anything that makes
for aught but advancement. ·

COHESION
"Uniteli, we stand; divided, we:fall" is a very old axiom.
It is also a very true one. It is applicable to all communities
of persons having a common aim and purpose. It is particularly and peculiarly true of those engaged .in a new field of
endeavor. To this class belong the members of the chiro-
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practic profession. We are engaged in a task, a tremendous
task. We stand for a new idea, and we m11st conten-d with
Opposition all the way. It -is· true that this opposition is
-graduallY melting awaY before the strong white light of enlightenment. Nevertheless, in certain quarters it is still
palpably evident. There are still stories of persecution, as
that chronicled in another part of this_ Journal. In some
quarters this persecution has left its imprint. Why? ·Because there has been a lack of cohesion upon the part of the
members of the profession.
The past has witnessed altogether too much petty bickering "between different so-called factions within the ranks
of chirOpract.ors. Probably the most acrimonious has been
that occasioned by differences of opinion in regard to what
has been· facetiously termed "mixing." The question "To
inix or not to mix" is probably the most glaring example
of the length to which some chiropractors may let a simple
matter of a difference ·of opinion lead hem. There is absolutely no .necessity for a breach in 'the ranks of chiropractors·
on this or any other score. We lock our doors' against thieves;
"'fe screen our windows against flies; we ·inSure our property
against fire. But we fail to protect adequately our profession against piracy, slander_ and incendiarism. To make
himself. invulnerable a man must first make himself strong.
Does ~n athlete enter .the lists _with shattered -health? .Certaillly not. It is as tru,e of communities. as it is of individuals.· If we are to offer an effectual tesistance to the at-:tacks to which we are subjected, We must first look- to Ciur
own defenses. If they are weakened by internal strife and
discord, the opposition which we can offer to the attacks from
withoUt will be feeble indeed.
·
'
There are in existence many fine associations of chiropractors for the mutual p1:otection and advantage -of their members.· These associations have done noble. work, often at a
personal sacrifice on the part of some of their leading-members. But in some states the profession is nOt well ·represented. There are not enOugh chiropractoFs fn certain states
to .effect an organization of sufficient strenith 'numerically
and financially, to accomplish great· things. The -handful
of chiropractors in such states are in every sense of the
word pioneers. They are blazing the way for others that-
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are to follow and they should certainly have the moral and
material suPport of the profession at large. When they get
into trouble, to whom can they turn? They belong to no
state organization, possibly to no protective association. But,
remember this they belong to the chiropractic profession, and
as such are e~titled to all perquisites and emoluments· which
membership in that profession carries with it. Do not say,
when you hear of a chiropractor getting into trouble, "I can
do nothing for him; he does not- belong to our organization
or association." It iS in just these sporadic cases that an
evidence of cohesion is the greatest thing that chiropractors
could do for themselves. What would more quickly ~om
maud the admiration and respect of the world than the
sight of five thousand men and women rising to the support
of one of their brothers in trouble? Positively nothing! A
half dozen such i:hcidents would automatically_ prevent all
further opposition, because it would make opposition useless.
We could forever kill all antagonism against ourselves by
such -responsiveness, in six months. Our ~itterest _enemies
would. be forced to respect us and to- desist from further
attacks. Such -a quality of cohesion in the ranks of Chiropractors could not help but make itself powerfully and profoundly felt. A stick-together spirit like that is bound to
win out; it could not possibly fail.
Regardless of where we start~d, we are all ~iropractors.
We aim at the same thing. We have the same Ideals. There
·is nof the slightest excuse for anything borderin-g on a
split in our ranks. c·onsequently not only_ should thet:e' be
protective cohesion, but scientific unity. We cannot hope to
make ·ou'rselves .heard in ,the scientific world until we have
ourselves agreed upon a common basis, at least upon the essentials. We are all, it is true, agreed upon the f:undamental
principles underlying the theory of spinal adjustment. Let
us strive to reach an agreement all along the line. At least
let those honest differences of 'opinion which are bound to
exist be met with the respect to which they are entitled;
and let us give others that measure of credit to which we
ourselves feel that we are entitled. By so doing we will
very soon be united upon a common ground, where we will
have nothing to fear from foreign attacks.
There are two matters which chiropractors should strive

to perfect themselves in. These are the strengthening of
our legal bulw:arks, and the enhancement o{ our scientific
knowledge. The individual efforts in each of these directions
shOuld be supplemented -by the· unified action of all. Cohesion
in these two matters will secure legal a:rid sciEmtific recognition more rapi~ly than our most sanguine dreams could
picture.
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''THE HOUSE DIVIDED"
The l~mguage of every nation contains numerous proverbs
ii_Iustrating the truth of the fact that "in union there is
strength," and conversely, that "a house divided against itself
will fall." This is equally trUe of the· tiniest molecule and
the mightiest nation. Who does not know that a molecule
of matter can be made up only of elements which have an
affillity. for· each other, and that a mixture of incompatibles
defeats its own purpose? Even so a nation composed of a
· mass of peoples in constant warfare with each other, divided
into factions. and clans, can have no lasting endurance.
What is true of the aboVe is equally true of every g:feater
01; 'lesser community haying a coinmon interest, and working
toward the same end. When disharmony enters such a communitY, disruption· speedily follows, because the two factions
:fighting each other necessarily destroy each other just as
certainly and .~ompletely as _two · i:p.compatible chemicals,
mixed together' neutralize the effects each one of the' other.
Applying these principles to the profession of Chi:ropractic,
we ·have an object lesSon which each and every member of
the profession should take thoroughly to heart.
There is no questioning the very obvious· fact that thm·e
exist within the ranks of chiropractors several factions whiCh,
if they persist much longer in their present course of action,
wiJI succeed in accomplishing but one thing, and that is cutting each others' throats.
Chir.~practors have all one common object in view, and the
difference in the methods of attaining this object co_nstitute
no -ba.sis for a continual fire of charges and counter-charges,
such as are all too common just now.
·
Paraphrasing the great Scotch writer's famous expression,
"A chiropractor is a chiropractor for all that," and a deter- "
mined effort should therefore. be made. to put an eTI.d to anything and everything of ·a discordant nature.
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·Nothing so surely and so quickly undermines unity and
strength in any association as internal disCord and dissension.
Never so much as just now has there been so great a necessity for a united effort on the part of ALL chiropractors,
harassed and persecuted as they are by those who but a short
time since were themselves begging for favors Rnd recognition. There is not the slightest doubt but that recognition
of Chiropractic will soon be universal, but it will require for
itS accomplishment continued and combined effort, and in the
nanle of justice for all, let sUch an effort be made .. Nothing
· can ever be gained by misdirected individual activities, while
by a concerted moveinent a world of goQd ·can· be acComplished.
"A house divided against itself will ·surelY fall"-so let
every chiropractor take to heart the true old saying: "United,
we stand; divided, we fall."

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
There are scattered throughout this country today approximately eight thousand people most of whom have changed
the current of their lives to enter the chiropractic profession.
These people have the deepest convictions of the nobility of
their calling, the sacredness of their work, and the responsibility of their acts. In fact we doubt if. there is another
set of people who are as earnest as are chiropractors. ·They
are what they are because in their own experience they
have learned of the worth of the work in which they engage.
They come from every walk of life, having given up their
· old tasks to engage in thif;i new and promising field.
Unquestionably the great majority feel that the step they
took was one in an upward direction. And they have every
reason to so consider it, for the work in which they are now
engaged by its very nat'ure places them in a position above
that of the average run .of men. There is no nobler labor
than the art of healing. It is the most dignified and exalted
work that men can perform. It touches every phaSe of human
existence and places upon the shoulders of those who engage
in thi~ work a responsibility not borne by other men. ·This
responsibility when faithfully cherished ennobles those who
bear it and they are expected by their fellow meil to conduct
themselves in a manner befitting their station in life. '
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People do not thin~ anything about it to see a blacksmith
in overalls, but they would. be shocked to meet a chiropractor
so attired. They do not pay anY attention to the fact that
a teamster- chews tobacco, but they would be scandalized to
find a chiropractor doing so. They do not concern themselves especially when ·they hear a laborer using coarse and
·unrefined language, but they woUld be astounded to hear· a
Chiropractor use profanity or vulgar slang.
In short, the public places the chiropractic profession on a
somewhat elevated plane, that befitting· a profession. At least
we hope it doe§-and we belieVe· that it does. It is only
natural for p~ople_ to, in a manner of speaking, look up to
one who is engaged in a work which is elevated and dignified. And, having placed such an one on a pedestal, they
naturally expect him to merit the esteem in which he is held
and ·-to ·sh~w that h.e is truly worthy of the high position
which he occupies.
·
·
We ar~ conv!nced that public opinion in the aggregate has
a very h1gh regard for the chiropractic profession as a whOle.
It· wO:u:Id be unfortunate if this were not true becaUse Our
future as an honored body rests upon the esteem in which
we are held by Others. The grOwth of Chiropractic from
the standpoint of permanency depends almost entirely upon
' public opinion. We have proclaimed ourselves as representatives Of a Calling from whom much· is expected and we must
measure up to this standard.
In the main it can· be trUthfully .said that chiropractors
conduct themselves as befits people who aspire to the ,gignity
of professional men ·and women. Of course there ar~ some
.
'
who seem to have no conception of their position and do riot
loo~ upon themselves in any other light than that of a.tradesman or mechanic. Possibly they would consider it foolish
-ridiculous,_ conceited, or what-not to feel that they were bette;
than .other people. But that is not the idea at all; The fact
is t~at_.peo:Ple instinctively feel that a chiropractor i$ above
the average run· or he could not or would not be engaged in,
the noble work which he is following. And the miture of this
. work should make a chiropractor set apart· and .aboVe his
fellow-man. He. has to· do with the greatest of all works of
nature and is the ally and co-worker of uature. It is onlY
natural,. ~hetefore, that he should ·be considered differently
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from the man who is engaged in more material and less
vital affairs.
It consequently becomes the duty of every member of
the proiession to demean himself in a maimer that is in
conformity with the character of his work and thus cause
the world to have that regard for the profession that will
be a guarantee of ·a secure future. The man who by his individual acts reflects discredit upon the profession Or lessens
the esteem in which it is held is its deadliest enemy. He is
tearing down the bulwarks upon which our fu,ture must be
built if there is to be anything lasting . and worth while to
Chiropractic. He is the Judas Iscariot of Chiropracti~.
How is the sacred obligation which every chiropractor
holds to his profession being carried out'?, We have s~id that
we believe most chiropractors conduct themselves in a manner that does honor to the profession to which they have
the honor to belong. But it is a regrettable fact that every
so often there comes to light a glaring example of just the
opposite-. ThiS relates not so much to deeds as to words, and,
while it is true that "actions speak louder than words," it
is a fact that the latter often carry a mighty long distance.
One thing is certain, namely, a man's talk shows him up
more quickly and completely than anything else because it
is the only thing by which people can judge him. Intelligent
people do not hold the man who says "ain't" and "yous" in
the same regard,. as if he spoke correctly, no matter how
estimable he might otherwise be. And the greate1st harm is
done in the natural tendency of most people to similarly
condemn- all others of his associates. We do not throw away
all our mQney when we find a S!ounterfeit dime with it; but
we do ruthlessly condemn many for the usins" of one. it
is human nature.
This bem"g true it behooves us as members of a pro.fession,
as people who are considered to be enlightened and refined,
to conduct ourselves in a manner that befits our station in
life. A man is sized up according to the language he uses,
be it written or spoken. And it is the tendency as already
observed for people to judge the many from the few. While
this is adm-ittedly not just, the fact remains ·that it is true
and must be taken cognizance of. It consequently rests with
each and every one of us to say or write nothing that ·will
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refle.ct discreditably _upon the others. Even if we don't care
wh~t p;o~le. may thin~ of us personally, in itself a poor

pohcy, It IS our duty to others to prevent a false impression
being given regarding them through our conduct.
~iropractors as a cla~s are morally above reproach, both
socially and professionally. The medical profession has its
quacks and abortionists; the dental professiOn h3.s -its fakirs
:Vho -use tin instead of platinum; the legal profession has
1ts shysters. But it may truthfully be said that the chiropractic profession is clean in· every sense. But we do have
one consuming- fault that is absolutely inexcusable. Furthermore, it is withering in its consequences.
By the- term "we" it is not intended to -include all members
of the profession. Most of the chiropractors realize how imp.ortant it is that we strive at all times to give a ~ood impression of ourselves, consequently of the profession_ to whiCh we
. belong. And- they realize further that through our Written
language impressionS are- given that are iri'eVoCable~ What
a man says may- be forgotten at least "in part. But wha:t
is written lives after ·him forever and frequently comes
. back t9 torment him in different ways long after he himself
has forgotten it. How important it is,_ therefore, that we
ahyays guard our tongue and our_ pen so that at all times
our fepow-men, may get· only a good _impression of u_s individuall~ a~d ·collectively. It is our duty to· do everything we
poss1~ly can- to elevate our profession and to refrain from
doing· ~nyt~ing that tends. to _depreciate it _and lower ~~ in
the estunation of others. We have it in o-q.r own powe'r to
~ak_e people say of us: "Those ·chiropractors certainly _are
a might fine lot of peoPle-intelligent, cultured and refined.·"
On the _other hand, we may very easily cause them t~ say
_of Us:_ "Those chiropractors certainly are :a bunch of roughilecks.-c<?arse, vulgar and common." And all this may follow
· the acts. ?~ only a few within the ranks of the_ profession.
The llledical, den-tal; pharmacal and osteopathic profeSsionS
have ironed out the differences within their ranks and ·stand
:pretty w~ll -q.nit~d at the present day. They are_, no-- longer
engage~ m factional fights and personal antipathies Within,
but present a united front against all outsiders. Not so,
however, the chiropractic profession. Perhaps it is because
we _ are still cOmparatively young and have not b~en able to
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get upon a common ground of understanding through a com~
prolnise of thoughts and theories. But the big ·mistake we
m-ake is that we .air these differences too much. One chiro.;.
praetor has ideas along· a certain line and it makes hlm
"sore" becaUse every other chiropractor does not agree ~th
him. He proceeds- to tell the world that the other man is
a fool and that the school from which he is gi-aduated isn't
worth a continental. Perhaps Nuniber Two in self-defense
says the same thing about Number One. Net results: Both
chiropractors and both schools are considered by a certain
number of people as lacking merit.· Multiply this_ often
enough and in a little while you will ·have a large nu:nib~r ·
of people with a poor opinion of ALL chiropractors an:d ALL
chiropractic schools.
This is: an example of the effects ·of "talk." Now as regards
writing. Talking being easier for most people than writing
it might be supposed that the latter is not very far-reaching
iu its effects-good or bad. This is farthest from the truth
for the· simple reason that a man who talks cannot make
himself heard beyond the sound of his voice while the one
who writes may reach a rllillion. What is still mo!e important is the fact that -the words -oi the writer can never
be recalled. Accordingly the man who_ writes should choose
his language carefully for a tremendous obligation rests
upon him. He may through his writings add lustre to the
profession or he may heap it with scorn.
There recently appeared in a chiropractic periodical anr
article that will undoubtedfy tend to brand chiropractors as
"low-brows" in the mind of any person,. who lays some claim
to _culture, who happens to re·ad this trashy thing. We will
riot contribute to the harm to be done by such uuterature" by
reprinting it here. There are in this' world a lot of people.
:who enjoy reading stuff of_ that -character-it is the only kind
of reading matter that can give them a thrill. Some are
even so impressed by it that they think it is really good
and the author is "some pumpkins." "You can't get funny
with him; he'll fix you; oh, he's there." But they .forget that
not all readers look at it that way. Not by any means.
There are some who take just the opposite view, which, by the
way is the correct one. They realize, that stuff _like that is
harmful-harmful in the extreme._ It makes a laughing stock
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out of the whole profeSsion in their eyes, and don't delUde
yourself into thinking that it don't. "B.S." 3.nd "&Uts"- are
_words not found in- polite literature. TheY are part of the
v~cabulary of the brothel hound and gutter snipe. It is a
mistake fo: refined people to use them b~cause they are
bound. to give_ a false impression of themselves and others
by domg so.
Let us make it a point to have all chiropractic literature
c~ean_ and cultured. Let us strive always ,to show oUr Best
Side to· the public gaze and not make ourselves appear unre- ·

fined. It_hurts the whole profession by reflecting badly on
~very o~e. If we have any differences let tis not air them
m pubhc· but dispose of them. in priVate. There are lots
?f alleys in ~he U. S. Agree on a certain one and then fight
1t. out there-verbally or fistically. Th~n only the contenders
Wlll a?us~ _each other and the rest of us who are striving
to.mamtam a ~ood front will.not be affected. That is only

fair. Let all our public acts be only of a kind that tend to
elevate the _profession,- lend distinction to it and raise it
ever higher in the esteem of the world.
'

THE ORACLE
, ~n the __ ~ld Grecian gays it was customarY for a man to
always consult an oracle before deciding what he shoUld
do. The oracle- was presumed to have all knowledge and what
_he_ said was supposed 'to be the_ last word on the_ subject.
.It was a fine system but naturally it didn't always work out.
The con_fidence .of the people in the oracle was, however, so
gr~at that when his .p~ognostications, advice, or what not
fa1led to qualify they ascribed it to the Fates who busied
themselves while the oracle- was asleep. T4is gave the oracle
mu~~ power and prestige which colitinuC:d over a considerable

period of years.

But gradually the people became a little

_more ~illightened and when they began to do a little- thiriking
for them~elves they decided that the oracle was wrollg about as ofte~ as he was ~ight. Oracles soon thereafter grew otit
of fashion.
During the passage of the centul'ies succeeding the palmy
-days ~f Athens a number of persons, relying with _more or
less Judgment, upon the gullibility of. most humans set
themselv~s up as oracles in their particular line. For a time
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they, like the G1~ecian oracle, found things going quite
smoothly. But again the tendency of the human mind to
do its own thinking for itself asserted itself and the oracle
found himself in ill repute. Abraham Lincoln summed up
the whole proposition in his oft quoted: "You can fool all
of the people some of the time and some of the ·people a.n
of. the time; but you can't fool all of the people all the time."
The o:faeles of the past failed to take this aphorism into
accoUnt, and as a result they found that being an. oracle
is not a life-time job. The people ultimately get to_ the
point where they are no loJlger fooled.
It appears from a summary. review of history that virtually every great movement has had its oracle. Perhaps in
the early pei'iod of its existence it was necessary that its
uncertain footsteps be thus guided. Certainly a central
:figure with the ringing v~ice of authority and the untrammened spirit of conviction is necessary to give a movement
that imPetus which it must possess in order that it might
go- forward. But history also shows tl~at 'Oracles, being
human, are endowed with human weaknesses among which
none is so apt to assert itself under favorable circumstances
as pride. We· believe that pride, in the sense we have- hi,
mind, is the greatest weakness of the human_ race. A _little
reflection will show us that most of the tragedies of all time
were founded upon the pride 9f some certain indiVidual.
And it is because most oracles enjoy a brief period of power that they become proud; and because they become proud ·they
become weak and fall. The pride in their power generally
caUses them to overstep themselves and this together with
the fact that all the people can not be fooled all the time
spells iheir doom.
Like all great movemerits of all ages, Chiropractic, one of.
the greatest of _modern times, has had its oracle; its wise
man to whom all must needs go to learn the truth! And at
his. feet the unthinking throngs must kneel to hear the
truth, for like the Grecian oracle of old all wisdom was
centered in him and in him error could have no abode! ij:e
that differed with the oracle was· by that very token in en·or,
for he diff~red with what was inherently right! But the
throngs believed all his words, and his power grew .apace.
And now there creeps in that deadly weakness, pride. It
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raises its ugly_ head behind him, while before him there
approaches the lengthening shadow of the spirit of awakened
thought, thrown forward by· the light of understandiiig.
Slowly the shades envelop the throne of the oracle, pride
crushes its fli:p1sy fabric, and in the sudden .flood of liiht
the!e stands alone-knowledge.

WHY CONYENTIONS ARE CONVENED

•

During the month of August there take place most o:f the
con,venti<?ns, lyCeums and homecomings which are h,eld by the
different chiropractic schools. At these eventful gatherings
are to be found the sons and daughters ·who have received ·
their tuition and gone :forth intO the world to carve a name
for themselVes, to do good for others, and to reap the rewards
that come to those who contribute something toward the
betterment of this, world of ours. Scattered among those
who claim the school as their alma mater are a larger or
smaller number who_ hail from other seats of learning and
who are visiting perhaps for the first time the mother ;chool
of their ,ch~ropr·actic brother. They mingle with each other
and partake of the feast of knoWledge or fund- of pleasure
spread before them. They leave, better for their ,sojourn
provided it has fulfilled its promise.
·
'
~Y ~re con~e_?tions

held? As the name implies, a Con1s a coming tog~ther or a gathering Of people. In
most instances this gathering is attended by persons _.engaged
~n a like pursuit. They come together to compare notes, as
1t were, and to contribute any ideas which they may have on
a certain subject for the consideration of their confreres.
Future policies are decided upon and a plan of actiori agreed
to. An opportunity is given at the ·same time for an interchange of thoughts among individuals through which each
learns something that is to his advantage.
This is a very peaceful pictUre, and perhaps not always
true to life. But it represents what is done at a ·convention
that is true_ to its name. If the persons that attend· a con:vention do not come_ together in spirit and mind as well
as in-_ hody, then it is not a convention, but a dissension.
Then the ~athering has been destructive rather than constrUctive. Than it 1-!.as accomplished harm instead of doing good.
ventlO~
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And it were much better for a~l concerned had the convention not been ·called at all.
We h3.ve a lesson to learn in this respect that should not
be glossed over lightly but given serious attention. What
is to be the real, lasting value of the chiropractic conventions
to be held next month? Are they going to redound to the
mutual good of the members of the profession; ·or are they
going to implant still more deeply that" spirit of hostility and
antagonism fostered in some chiropractic schools? It is a
fact that some of our gatherings are considerably on the
order of a mutual admiration party, on the one hand, and
a knocker's club on the other. There- is little of permanent
value accomplished,_ so far as the future expansion of Chiropractic along scientific lines is concerned. A convention like
that is, in the final analysis, a dismal failure. It contributes
nothing- of- lasting value to the sum total of the learning
of the profession.
There are a number of factors that make· a chiropractic
convention, lyceum, or homecoming a positive, vitalizing
influence in the life of the profession.
First and foremost, there must be harmony. It is impossible for people to come together mentally in the absence of
harnlony among those who have come together physic~lly.
If disharmony prevails no possible good can come of the
convention;
Second, there must be a spirit of tolerance in evidence.
An intolerant or hostile attitude on the part of one group
toward another class canriot fail to work harm. This toleyance has reference particularly to the expressions of others,
even though they may be at variance with our own preconceived ideas- on a given topic.
Third, everything in connection with the convention must
be of a constructive character. The ~~knocker" has no place
in a convention. He is a breeder of dissension and a destruc·
tive force. A convention iS: designed to build up, not tear
down.- Everything contributed must have as its object the
uplifting of the standards of the profession and the betterment of its personnel, ethically, economically, and educationally.
Accordingly, conventions are convened for the purpose of
bringing together the members of the profession not only
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in body but in spirit; t~- make a comparatiVe study of values;
· to_ promote a spirit of mutual helpfulness; and to awaken
that feeling of unity" and harmony-which will be the future
assurance of continued and healthy growth.
.

'

'·'

RECONSTRUCTION
There is ·in the minds of all men today one uppermost
thought. It is "Reconstruction." Wherever we turn our
glance we are confronted with the necessity of rehabilitation
of man and the works of man. This generation will not live
to see the completion of this Ren,aissance. Much that has
been destroyed during the past four years can never be
replaced. What it has taken an hour to tear down a year
will be needed to repair. But eventually out of the ruin
that has been wrought there. will come a better world.
Practi~ally speaking, we all have a certain fixed part to
play in the program of reconstruction in Which the world is
about to engage. Every man, woman and -child will directly
or indirectly, knowingly or unconsciouSly contribute something .that will make the palingenesis of .the earth and her
people an accomplished fact.
It is the sacred duty of each one of us to enter into this
work of ·reconstructiOn, reclamation and reorganization with
all the en_£:rgy at our command. And· our first step in this
regard. should be the determination of that task for which
we are best fitted so that we can bring a maximum of e-qi- ·
ciency to bear upon the task in which we are engaged.
We "as chiropractors have our duty clearly outlined. It ·
is to as~?ist in the reconstruction of the broken men who are
returning to us.
There are two ways in which we can be of inimeasUl·S.ble
service to these men. First, we can relieve them of many of
their _disabilities. Second we can put them in touch with an
occupation which they can follow when incapacitated for
any other·· kind of work.
There is· no question that Chiropractic will, if given an
opportunity, contribute much toward the reconstruction of
our soldiers. And itnyone with the authority to so act who
fails to investigate the merits of Chiropractic in this respect
is false to the ideals for_ which those· soldiers fought and
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bled. We ask for nothing-only to do the good that we know
Ji(ls within us to -do~
· Many of our boys will return unfitted to follow their past
occupation. Some will return to us blind; others with one or
both legs gone; others with a hand from which the_ finge~s
have been removed. And so on. We can do these _men a
lasting service by calling Chiropractic to their attention with
a view toward making this their future life-work. There
are blind· chiropractors; there are chiropractors with mutilated
limbs. And they are successful in a large sense. Wh3:t
a wonderful thing it will be for some of our boys to learn
upon. their return that their days of usefulness 3.re- nOt
ended, but that a career awaits them! What a wonderful
satisfaction it will be to anyone who puts such._ a man in
touCh with the means of carving out for him'Self, in spite of
his handicaps, a contented, happy and secure future!
Let us therefore bend all our efforts to contribute in these
two ways our part i~ the proP.am of reconstruction in which
the world is about to engage. The rebuilding of devastated
cities is a grand work,~'but one for which we· are not fitted.
The rebuilding of broken men is a noble task, and it is ours.
AN EXAMPLE
We have always considered the Chiropractor-s of Idaho as
·being especially progressive. We were right. They are all
of that and much more. They are an example of all that is
finest and noblest in a body of men, and they have set an
example to the Chiropractic world that should_ find an echo
in the heart of every lover of our science. They have dem, onstrated what can be accomplished when the heart -·3.nd the
mind, actp.ated by one impulse, work in unison for the attainment of a sublime -object.
We say that we have never witnessed in the Chiropractic
profession, or out of it for that matter, such single-hearted
devotion to a principle as that which characterized the- action
of the ChirOpractors of Idaho who rose to the defense of one
of their number. This action involve<l.-..a material as well as
a moral support on the _part of those whose loyalty to the
cause prompted them to fight to the last ditch. Many of us
are -strong on moral support but shy on material support.
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But the band of Chiropractors that stuck with the ship in the
Fite ·case were long on both.
we publish in ·another. part of this issue an account of this
remarkable case as submitted by Dr. W. B. Sims. We hope
that every reader of this Journal will profit from its perusal
and he stimUlated by it to an unyielding and an unfaltering
loyalty to the cause of Chiropractic. There is in the world
today no group of people imb~ed with a higher sense of serv.:.
ice to mankind than the Chiropractic profession. The publiC
believes in our sincerity of purpose and it· is caSes like this
which confirm this opinion and make it a living reality.
Even the bitterest enemy of Chiropractic ·must be moved to
admiration, and it will not require many cases of this k:i~d
to intrench the ideals of Chiropractors so thoroughly in the
heartS of the people whom we serve that persecution will be
discarded by the opPosition as useless.
Let us all strive to emulate the splendid example of devotion
given us by the Chiropractors of Idaho who fought the fight
that led to victory-the kind of a fight that inevitably leads
to viCtQi'y.
-We_ have always contended that the easiest and simplest
way to gain recognition and le'galization is by ·a demonstration of our worth and worthin~ss. The only way to do this
is -~y demonstrating that we are in the possession of a principle that is Scientifically correct, that is clinically al>plicable,
and that" is represented by a body of men and Women who
standready, to defend it to the last dith. When that idea is
fullY horne in upOn those whose weapons are slallder, abuse
and vilification, their opposition wiH melt away as snow.
before. the su~er- sun.

THE YEAR THAT WAS AND THE YEAR
THAT IS TO BE
The commencement of a new year is or should be the
occasion· for a calm and dispasSionate review of the events
of the year tha~ was and a· clear and thoughtful survey -of
the year that is to be. On each New Yeats Day the world
6 .stand.·.s besid~ the stone that marks the end of one mile and
.t the peginning_~of the next in Time's highway. Before us
stretc])e~ the white road we are to travel during the com-
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ing year, behind us the shadowy outlines of the path we have
traversed recedes from view. And it is fitting that we give
the stretch over which we have wended our way one last
parting ,glance before it is enveloped forever. in the mists of

acc~niplishment,. and without whose guiding influence- he
staggers along aimlessly and heedlessly.
There is- no middle road in Life. Either ~e travel the path
of ~rogress or_ the route of _failure. Neither are there_ ~y
restmg places along the w;ay. The ceaseless march of time
carries us along in its wake and our only certcii:ri companions
which remain with ·us from birth iQ death are the acts
whicQ_-we perform. What these constant cOmpaniQns will be
rests with us; It is they which either fill our life with
remorse and rei?;re~ . or with contentment and satisfaction. It"
is they which fill our days with misery or with gladness
with sor~ow or with song. And unless we glance backward
into. the year that has passed .before we look forward into
the year that is ahead of us our vision will be dimmed and
·we will not- clearly see the path of perfection that We should
strive to traverse.
·And so each New Year's Day should be for us the occasion
Of a review of the works of the year that is gone. To do
that is to· clad oneself in th~ armor of noble pm·poSe that
leads to worthy accomplishment.
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the past.
As we view for the last time this iittle section -of Life's
Road we see the outlines of the past year's deeds, and 'we
observe that they, in turn, are just as earnestly regarding
u·s. Some look upon us with ·ghid approbation, others with·
stern disapproval; some with satisfaction, others with regret;
some With fondness, others with scorn. Every form we see
is the creatUre of our own creatiOn, the product of our own
workmanship. - Every act _of the past year is there and each
and every one has a duty to perform before it becomes
blended with the encircling gloom about it.

"'
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What is this duty of the actions of our past yea1· ~ It is
nothing more nor less than to show us the way to gr,eater
and nobler and better accomplishment through the coming
year. Our good deeds look upon·' us with. glad approbation
and urge us on to a still nobler purpose; our evil deeds view
Us wi,th stern disapproval and show us the consequences Of
such- acts, warning us against their repetition. The deeds of
accomplishment gaze upon us with satisfaction and point the
road to greater success; our acts of failure look upon us with
disappointment and indicate the way that is to guide us in
their avOidance in the future; Our works of service regard
us fondly and, are an inCentive to greater effort in this regard;
our acts of ·neglect gaze at us with scorn and aTe a constant
reproach that is to stir us tO beneficent action.
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A RESOLUTION
-By the time this issue .of the Journal IS m the hands of
our readers millions of resolutions will have been made by
the citizenry of_ the good old U. S. A. Many of these resolu~
tions will likewise already have- been· broken, as resoltiiions
are a very fragile com:riwdity. We have never engaged in
this particular form of indoor sport,- so are unable to give
a_ny first-hand information regarding it as Ha pleasant pas~
time for young and old alike."
.They say that ''hell is paved with good resolutions." Which
might be construed to mean that the people that made the
resolutions wanted to be good and were not able to carry out
their good intentions. It would tend to show further that it
is worse to break a resolution than neVer to have_ resolved

ThUs every deed of the year -that is gone helps us in its
own peculiar way in the work that is before us in the year
to come. Without such help there can be no advancement,
for true advancement consists simply in an improvement
upon that which we have done less well before. The' one who
dwells -upon the actions of each year that is gone is surl'ounding himself with a legion that carries him along to
happy and glorious achievement. The one who plunges into
the ·year that stretches out ·before him without a backward
glanCe is_letting slip from his grasp the helping hands of.
his past' -_deeds which long to guide him aright to nobler

at all.

The origin of New Year resolutions is, like an historian
would say, wrapped in obscurity. There are no authentic
records showing who was the first man to make a- New Year
resolution. Mild conjecture would, however, lead one to sup~
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pose that it was some poor mortal who had ·been doing this,
that, or the 'other thing and decided. that with the new year
he would turn over a new leaf in his Book of Life, and change
his ways. Then, very likely, on January 5, the resolution
was broken and was renewed 'the following year.
There is a great variety of New Year resolutions. Bill
Jones decides to stop smoking, and is Seen lighting a nice,
fat cigar at 2 P.M. of the same·day-. John Smith resolves
to quit Orinking, and, with a loud crash,_ falls off the wellknown wagon, two days _later. Mary Brown resolves to stop
gossiping, and entertains five friends at tea on the afternoon
of January_ 4, with dire effects to her resolution. Jim White
decides to cut out swearing, and the same afternoon his wife
overhea}:'S him talking to the-janitor. Mildred Johnson makes
up her mind to never :flirt again, and the. next day she meets
"just the loveliest man."
'
·
And so the New Year is ushered in with a host of resolutions that would give -a visitor from Mars the impression
that the Millennium had come to the .Earth. But a few days
later the- pieces are swept up by Father- Time ·and the -old
' earth gOes on as before. Even- so, it is wise to make New
Year resolUtions, because the law of chance may operate in
a few cases and- keep intact some Of them. Certainly, thiS
somewhat pessimistiC view of the time-honored institution is
not intended to discourage anyone from indulging himself in
a few resolutions if his heart so desires. There have, as a
matter of fact, been a few _New Year reSolutions that were
kept, and this should be an incentive for us all1to make and
keep some kind of a resolution. for 1921.
In line with this thought, therefore, we propose as a resolution by the Chiropractic profession for the coming year the
following:
RESOLVED: THAT WE ALL WORK TOGETHER.
RESOLVED·, further: THAT THIS RESOLUTION WILL
BE KEPT.

THE END
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